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Abstract
Nowadays, a technology demonstrator platform popular amongst the research community given
their relatively low cost and short development time are cubesats. Nevertheless, cubesats are by
definition nano-satellites of small volume and mass, and therefore, they traditionally only allowed
very limited sizes of any expandable structure onboard with final deployed areas in the order of a
few square meters. This conflicts with the large areas required for efficient solar sails, making the
demonstration of this exotic concept bound to more expensive missions with a dedicated launch.
The applications that will be discussed throughout the thesis will be: three-axis stabilised solar
sailing with a “rigid” support structure; and drag assisted deorbiting of a large host craft using
a solar sail. Both of these applications still need validation in space, especially for Earth-bound
missions.
The main goal of this research effort is thus to satisfy the need of available deployable booms
for their use on systems of unprecedented mass per unit area with cubesat-like mission constraints
that will ultimately place more trust in gossamer concepts. For this, two novel rollable booms
and their deployment mechanisms have been developed, one based on metallic tape-springs and
the other on bistable composite slit tubes. Analyses and tests confirmed that the former boom
has scalability problems related to stowage-induced boom axial curvature, and coil blossoming
management. Reliable sail deployments of a 4 x 4 m2 sail were achieved with them. The latter boom
design solves previous scalability problems of bistable composite booms. The ground demonstrator
tested deploys reliably a 5 x 5 m2 sail, with the current compact boom design shown to be efficiently
scalable for 100 m2 class sails. To enable even larger sails with the bistable booms developed, a novel
architecture named the completely stripped solar sail has been proposed. A simple experiment
demonstrated the beneficial effect that dividing the sail into sets of parallel strips and using a
continuous sail-boom attachment suspension configuration has towards scalability of the concept.
A new structural characterisation programme developed means by which to characterise the
slender booms properties. In addition, the test results validated and/or updated the imperfection
seeded finite element models produced. These models are ultimately utilised in high-fidelity pre-
dictions of the performance of the solar sail booms under the established operational loads, as well
as in the scalability analyses of the sail concepts proposed with them.
Lastly, the first gossamer sail-based deorbiting system in it class, developed for medium mass (<
1000 kg) objects in Low Earth Orbit under an ESA contract, is introduced. Mission requirements,
designs, and the purposely developed qualification programme are shown for the final system that
reached TRL 5-6. The challenges and lessons learned from the ground testing of such lightweight
structures are also documented with the aim of assisting future design and development efforts of
similar concepts.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Motivation
The word gossamer signifies something that is delicate, tenuous, and insubstantial such as a fine cob-
web floating in the air. In engineering the term gossamer is used for an emerging class of large-scale,
lightweight space-based structure, such as inflatables or other forms of deployables/expandables.
The field of gossamer structures has seen great amount of development since the beginning of the
21st century with a type of ultra-lightweight spacecraft system driving a large portion of the re-
search efforts: solar sails. Solar sailcraft require no lifetime-limiting propellant to navigate through
space, as the propulsive force is gain by the momentum exchange with the Sun’s photons, impact-
ing and reflecting off a gossamer reflective sail. The concept of harnessing the unlimited power of
the Sun through solar sailing has been around for decades, and new range of orbits and missions
inconceivable using other propulsion systems have been proposed for them. However, in order to
consider feasible some of the unique missions that solar sails can enable, the technology needs to be
advanced further. Past research efforts have thus been focusing on many aspects of their design and
modelling (membrane and boom/truss technology, packaging and rigidization methods, deployment
concepts and mechanisms, etc.), as well as adapting non-contact methods for ground character-
isation testing (photogrammetry, videogrammetry, laser vibrometry, thermography, etc.) [Jenkins,
2001].
After the commencement of this research effort, a mission of the Japanese Space Agency (JAXA)
called IKAROS set up the stepping stone towards solar sailing, demonstrating its viability as means
of space propulsion [Kawaguchi, 2014]. With the only use of a 14 x 14 m2 square spinning sail,
IKAROS was able to perform a Venus fly-by manoeuvre in late 2010. However, no mission of a
non-spinning three-axis stabilised solar sail has flown yet, mainly due to the complexity of deploying
the enormous flexible structure in space, and the difficulty of functionally testing on the ground the
real scale sail. Hence, solar sailing roadmaps generally envision a continuous increase in sail size for
progressively lower risk technology demonstration missions. Scalability of the concepts are thus an
important requirement imposed in the design of the sail architecture. The model-test correlation
process is also fundamental in correctly predicting the behaviour of the future “untested” scaled-up
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versions of over 5000 m2 in area, that are envisioned for mid-term science missions.
In parallel with these endeavours, with the ever-growing problem of Earth-bound space debris,
a relatively new application has been proposed for gossamer sails. Their extremely large area-to-
mass ratios are well seen for applications where the ballistic coefficient of a spacecraft needs to
be decreased, e.g. for satellite end-of-life disposal from Low Earth Orbit (LEO). In 2011, NASA’s
NanoSail-D2 cubesat, that deployed in space a 3 x 3 m2 solar sail, proved the capabilities and
restrictions of using these ultralight sails as future drag augmentation deorbiting devices [Johnson
et al., 2011]. Ever since, significant interest has been shown by some of the space fairing nations
to tackle the problem of accumulation of space debris using gossamer technology. For example,
after funding several research projects that aimed at advancing the state-of-the-art of membrane
materials, inflatables, and flexible-shell boom technology, ESA has recently started to fund R&D
projects through its Advanced Research in Telecommunications Systems (ARTES) programme and
Clean Space initiative. This consist of the architectural design and testing of gossamer sail-based
deorbiting systems for small satellites (up to 1000 kg) in LEO. One of the latter projects has served
as the main driver and funding source of part of the research shown in this dissertation [Fernandez
et al., 2014b]. A continuation of part of these research findings may also culminate in the launch of
a system derived from the Gossamer Deorbiter proposed herein on a commercial satellite platform
on-board an ESA’s Vega rocket [esa press release, 2014].
1.2 Aims
As previously explained, to date, solar sails are not at the required technology readiness level
for consideration on the many exotic-enabling missions and widespread applications proposed for
them. The level of maturity of the technology needs to be advanced further, by experimentation
on the ground and in space, through low-cost demonstrator missions of scalable technology with a
well defined roadmap. Following the Surrey Space Centre’s expertise and approach for developing
affordable technology for small satellites, this research effort was aimed at advancing the state-
of-the-art of gossamer systems by producing several relatively low-cost technologies for solar/drag
sails that will be validated on near-term real space missions affordable to, for example, universities.
To enable such demonstrator missions, this research effort aims to fill the gap that exists on
available scalable boom concepts for gossamer structures capable of fitting inside small form factor
platforms, such as cubesats. However, the boom technology, once validated in space through the
proposed demonstrator missions presented herein, should be readily scalable to produce the larger
class of gossamer systems that can enable a widespread of more demanding applications. The
research objectives have thus been to:
• Develop new boom concepts. This includes to establish structural requirements accorded to
a generic solar sail/deorbiting cubesat demonstration mission in LEO, as well as to develop
fabrication procedures for these new booms and analytical models that can be used for initial
parametric design analyses and future boom design iterations.
• Develop the means by which to characterise the structural performance of the booms. This
includes establishing a well defined test programme that provides specific insight into the
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properties of the booms. Also the development of finite element models for high-fidelity
predictions of the performance of the booms in space under the sail operational loads, as well
as reliable scalability analyses of the gossamer systems proposed with them.
• Characterise the performance of the booms, following the methodology and test procedures
developed, with the purposely designed tests and test-rigs, as well as to correlate and update
the boom finite element models previously defined.
• Develop sail architectures, that make use the booms proposed, which aid in their scalability
for larger size sails.
• Advance the TRL of some of the concepts proposed to flight readiness level (5/6) for near-
term flight validation on the demonstrator missions proposed. This involves to define and
complete a qualification testing programme for solar sails that verifies compliance to the
previously established mission requirements.
Therefore, the main goal of this research effort has been to design, manufacture, analyse and test
reliable and easily scalable deployable booms for solar sails and deorbiting devices. The extremely
restrictive volume and mass constraints imposed by the cubesat platform adopted, required designs
that result in concepts with unprecedented sail mass per unit area (sail mass loading), which result
in the subsequent performance enhancement that future scaled-up sailcrafts could benefit from.
1.3 Methodology
The approach of this research is rooted in analysis, modelling, and experimentation. The ultimate
product is a framework for developing low-cost deployable tubular structures that have direct
applications as booms for solar sails and drag-augmentation deorbiting devices. First, the needs and
structural requirements of the gossamer sails at component and subsystem level are derived from the
several missions proposed to validate the different technologies in orbit. The individual components
of the sail system are then the main focus of research. Previous manufacturing steps for low-
performance composite slit tubes and bonding of thin films were adapted and reformed to produce
new fabrication procedures for the new booms and sail components. Analytical and computational
modelling in combination with experimentation was used to produce the final components design.
These models are now made available to the space community for the development of similar
concepts. The evolution of the composite boom technology is a clear example of the methodology
followed at component level. Initial designs were produced to experiment with different ideas and
concepts, then, more refined designs, intended to comply with the set of requirements imposed by
the different final applications, were developed. Finally, detailed computational models were used
in the design of the final components in correlation with experimentation analysis.
Analytical and finite element analysis predictions of the behaviour of the booms are challen-
ging given the open-section structures’ complex failure modes (i.e. flexural-torsional buckling) in
combination with uncertainties in material and contact properties, special laminate design in the
case of the CFRP booms (variable angles of the braided plies), and manufacturing imperfections.
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Therefore, simple analytical models cannot capture the complex nature of these booms, and so
a combination of a well-defined testing programme that provided specific insight in combination
with computational models that are updated with the results of these tests was considered the way
forward for the characterisation of these novel types of structures.
Standard commercial software was used as the backbone of the numerical and computational
models that determined, for example, the appropriate laminate for the composite booms and pre-
dicted their overall structural properties. Specific tests, adapted for testing slender structures under
gravity conditions, were used to validate the latter numerical and computational models. During
the model-test correlation phase, a set of initial imperfections were included in the computational
models given the initially large disparity of both results for the compression tests. The seeded geo-
metric imperfections can be clearly observed by simple visual inspection of the specimens tested,
and are somewhat inevitable due to the low-cost boom design and manufacturing process employed.
Future designers should thus use the knock-down factors established that reduces the structural
capabilities of these booms when compared to pristine flawless booms.
To be able to perform parametric studies of the different design parameters for the booms, i.e.
the boom length or the radius of curvature, the mathematical software Matlab was used to generate
a database of parts. Matlab managed this database and automatically created input files for the
finite element solver ABAQUS to run the different structural analysis jobs. Matlab would then be
used again to automatically read the different output files generated by ABAQUS, and postprocess
the results in order to establish tendencies or illuminate the effect or sensitivity of the parameter
in the global response of the boom. However, extensive boom parametric studies over the whole
range of design parameters of the booms have not been carried out in this dissertation but could
be easily performed with the models developed.
Where time and funds were limited, small-scale ground demonstrators of the gossamer concepts
that used the novel booms were intended for validation of the ideas proposed, and to define lim-
itations and future lines of research. However, the goal was to work with the largest gossamer
structures that could be tested in our labs, in order to face the most challenging problems pos-
sible, and establish correct testing procedures that could be useful to other similar programmes.
Unfortunately, much of the experience gathered in the development of large gossamer structures is
classified, and useful information is unpublished and kept within the research organisation. Hence,
the final objective was to document the whole development process of the large structures tested.
For the gossamer deorbiter developed, several design iterations were needed following environ-
mental and large-scale functional tests. Unexpected problems, such as the expansion of the coiled
booms inside the deployment mechanism or static build-up of the sails during deployment, were
addressed mainly by modification of the test setup, test procedures, and mechanism design. Some
of these problems were difficult to predict a priori given the complexity and size of the gossamer
system, its response in gravity, lack of accurate friction models, and the previous successful trials
attained with the sub-scale engineering models. However, the final test programme developed was
able to identify and coped with most of these problems and allowed full qualification of the system.
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1.4 Novel Contributions
The following list highlights the main contributions of this research effort to the state-of-the-art
of gossamer systems. Where applicable, the relevant publications for each specific novel point
presented are also listed for further reference of the interested reader.
• Establishment of the structural requirements for a generic solar sailing/deorbiting demon-
stration mission in LEO. In particular, a methodology for the derivation of the boom and
sail structural requirements from a detailed analysis of the expected loads during deployment
and operation of the sails is proposed. A boom failure criterion that could be made available
for system level design of solar sails, and allows for the computation of the safety margin at
a general load case is also derived.
• A new type of semi-closed deployable boom based on metal tape-springs inside a polymer
sheath is presented. Challenges and limitations of the current design are presented with a
thorough analysis of the scalability problem result of the following phenomena: creep induced
axial curvature; expansion of the coiled boom package inside the deployment mechanism
(blossoming); and the high strain energy state of the stowed configuration.
• A new class of composite slit tubes that are bistable or semi-bistable over their whole length
is presented. This makes the deployable bistable booms scalable to unprecedented lengths,
solving previous compactness and loss of bistability problems when the diameter of the coiled
booms exceeded a certain size.
- Fernandez, J.M., Viquerat, A., Lappas, V.J., Daton-Lovett, A.J., Bistable Over the Whole
Length (BOWL) CFRP Booms for Solar Sails, in Advances in Solar Sailing (ed: MacDonald,
M.), Springer Praxis Books, Springer-Verlag Berlin Heidelberg 2014. pp 609-628. DOI:
10.1007/978-3-642-34907-2 38
• A structural characterisation programme for slender flexible-shell structures is proposed. This
includes static and dynamic testing under flight-like conditions as well more traditional con-
figurations. The purposely designed testing rigs, and the test methodology and procedures
are introduced. Imperfection seeded finite element models of the new bistable composite
booms are also produced. These models are updated with the results of the testing campaign
to ultimately achieve highly reliable models that are utilised in scalability analyses of the
booms developed.
• A new type of solar sail architecture named the completely stripped solar sail is introduced.
In here, the uniaxially tensioned sail film is completely divided into independent sail strips,
that are continuously supported along the boom. This concept is enabled by the unique
bistable nature of the composite booms developed herein, and is thought as an ultralight
scalable solution for these kinds of open-section structures.
- Fernandez, J.M., Lappas, V.J., Daton-Lovett A.J.,Completely stripped solar sail concept using
bistable reeled composites booms, Acta Astronautica (2011), vol. 69, issue 1-2, pp 78-85 DOI:
10.1016/j.actaastro.2011.02.015
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- Fernandez, J.M., Lappas, V.J., Daton-Lovett A.J., The completely stripped solar sail concept,
53rd AIAA Structures Conference, Honolulu, Hawaii, 20-23 April 2012.
• A solar sail mission called CubeSail is presented to demonstrate the concept of non-spinning
three-axis stabilisation of solar sails and controlled deorbiting of small satellites in Low Earth
Orbit. The author’s contributions to this gossamer technology incubator and catalyst mission
have been the development of the solar sail payload and the structural/mechanical design of
the nano-satellite.
- Lappas, V.J., Fernandez, J.M., et al. Demonstrator Flight Missions at the Surrey Space
Centre involving Gossamer Sails (ed: MacDonald, M.), Springer Praxis Books, Springer-
Verlag Berlin Heidelberg 2014. pp 153-168. DOI: 10.1007/978-3-642-34907-2 11
- Fernandez, J.M., Lappas, V.J., Visagie, L., Adeli, N., Theodorou, T., CubeSail: A low-cost
nano-solar sail for space debris reduction in LEO, 1st IAA Conference on University Satellite
Missions, Rome, Italy, 27-29 January 2011.
- Lappas V.J., Adeli. N.S., Visagie L., Fernandez J.M., Theodorou T., Steyn W., Perren M.,
CubeSail: A low-cost CubeSat based solar sail demonstration mission, Advances in Space
Research (2011), vol. 48, Issue 11, pp 1890-1901.
• The design and full qualification testing process of the first scalable gossamer deorbiter system
of its class for end-of-life disposal of spacecraft in Low Earth Orbit is presented. The author
was the main technical contributor in the design and development of the gossamer system.
- Fernandez, J.M., Visagie, L., Schenk, M., Stohlman, O.R., Aglietti, G.S., Lappas, V.J., Erb,
S.O. Design and Development of a Gossamer Sail System for Deorbiting in Low Earth Orbit,
Acta Astronautica (2014), vol. 103, pp 204-225. DOI: 10.1016/j.actaastro.2014.06.018.
- Fernandez, J.M., Schenk, M., Prassinos, G., Lappas, V.J., Erb, S.O., Deployment Mechan-
isms of a Gossamer Satellite Deorbiter, 15th European Space Mechanisms and Tribology
Symposium. Noordwijk, The Netherlands, 25-27 September 2013.
1.5 Thesis Structure
This thesis comprises 11 chapters. After the present introductory chapter, Chapter 2 presents
background on the state-of-the-art of solar sails and drag-assisted deorbiting systems.
Chapter 3 presents a literature review of modelling, analysis, and testing techniques of gossamer
sail systems. Also, a review of the research in the field of bistability of metal and composite flexible
shell structures is presented.
Chapter 4 introduces the several gossamer technology demonstration missions that the Surrey
Space Center is undertaking. Emphasis is driven towards two of these missions, named CubeSail
and DGOSS, as the requirements derived for them have served as the basis for the development of
the technologies produced during this research effort.
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Chapter 5 presents the material selection study for the two novel types of booms (metallic and
composite) and the sail. It also describes the manufacturing process developed to construct the
booms, as well as the fabrication procedure of the sail and the final sail baseline design.
Chapter 6 introduces the designs of the novel semi-closed metal boom and its deployment mech-
anism. The challenges and limitations of the current designs are explained with a study of the
several phenomena that affect the scalability of the booms.
Chapter 7 presents the motivation, analytical model, design challenges, design approach, and
experimental analysis of the new types of bistable composite booms developed, namely the BOWL
and DUECAL booms. Lastly, current and future applications of the variable stiffness boom are
introduced, as well as the deployment mechanism developed and its limitations.
Chapter 8 first presents the modelling approach for the finite element models produced for
the composite booms, which is validated against the experimental and analytical results of the
previous chapter. Shell as well as more computationally efficient beam models are then presented,
that include imperfections to correlate with the many different tests carried out to experimentally
characterise the static and dynamic mechanical properties of the booms. For the metallic booms
the modelling challenges and restrictions are presented and some conclusions driven. Finally, a
comparison of the pre and post buckling static and dynamic response for the updated shell and
beam FE models is introduced.
Chapter 9 shows the design and the qualification process of the first scalable gossamer deorbiter
system of its class. The ground support equipment developed to remotely control and gravity
off-load the system for ground testing is described. Survivability tests such as sail impact tests,
boom creep tests during storage, and the drag sail’s boom operational loading tests are then
presented. Sub-scale and full-scale functional and environmental tests are also presented. Lastly,
the performance scalability of the system for a strategic reference case scenario is analysed as an
example of its future capabilities.
Chapter 10 introduces a novel type of sail architecture coined the completely stripped solar sail
that is enabled by the new composite tape-springs shown in Chapter 7. The benefits that the
concept provides is explained, as well as a detailed description of the components, and the the
initial functional tests carried out on the small scale prototype built.
Chapter 11 finalises the thesis by producing a set of conclusions from the main findings and
results of the preceding chapters. Also, open issues are introduced and suggested future research
directions are established for each of the novel concepts presented in the dissertation.
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Chapter 2
Background
This chapter presents detailed background on some of the gossamer technology that will be ad-
vanced with this research effort. To begin with, the state-of-the-art of solar sailing is reviewed.
A brief summary to the concept of solar sailing and its fundamentals is first introduced. Later,
the different sailcraft types or configurations proposed to date are shown. Suggested missions and
applications of solar sails are the focus of the next subsection. Afterwards, actual designs and
initial concepts proposed are reviewed. Finally, the early concepts investigated at the Surrey Space
Center are discussed.
The background of drag-assisted deorbiting is then shown. A brief initial review of available and
proposed technology for deorbiting is presented, highlighting the technology readiness level of each.
The types of drag augmentation devices and their performance are then explained. Lastly, drag
sail designs and concepts are reviewed.
2.1 Solar Sails
Many centuries ago our ancestors used the power of the wind to propel their boats across the
oceans towards the New World. Nowadays, space has become the “New Americas” as the new
exploration frontier for humankind. An alternative way to traditional in-space propulsion, that
always used some sort of limited accelerated reaction mass, once again utilizes Mother Nature as
the means of generating thrust. The new “space clipper ships”, that harness the unlimited power
of the Sun, are called solar sails. They require no propellant, as the propulsive force is gained
by the momentum exchange of photons, impacting and reflecting off a large sail. This approach
enables new range of orbits and missions inconceivable using other propulsion systems. These
missions include comet rendezvous, polar orbits around the Sun, the study of Earth magneto-
tail, and station keeping at artificial Lagrange points to name a few. However, solar sails are
not the only propellantless technology conceived for space. Other alternatives include: planetary
gravity assist, electrodynamic tethers, moment exchange tethers, magnetic and plasma sails, and
interstellar ramjets [Matloff, 2005, Gister, 2004, Vulpetti et al., 2008], though these options are
usually envisioned as complementary technologies to the main spacecraft propulsion system.
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2.1.1 History and Fundamentals
In 1873 the Scottish physicist James Clark Maxwell theoretically proved the existence of light
pressure on “A treatise on electricity and magnetism” [Maxwell, 1873]. Thirty years later, the
Russian physicist Peter Lebedew proved it experimentally [Lebedew, 1902]. But it was the Soviet
father of astronautics, Konstantin Tsiolkovsky, in 1936, who suggested the use of solar radiation
pressure as means for space propulsion [Tsiolkovsky, 1936]. In 1951 an American aeronautical
engineer named Carl Wiley published the first article in the popular literature regarding “the
clipper ships of space” [Wiley, 1951]. Seven years later, a professor at Columbia University, Richard
Garwin, authored the first technical paper and coined the term “solar sailing” [Garwin, 1958].
In the early 1970s the development of the Space Shuttle promised the means to transport and
deploy large payloads in Earth orbit. In addition, the development of technologies for deployable
space structures and thin films suggested that solar sailing could be considered for a specific mis-
sion. In 1973, JPL proposed the first ever solar sail mission: a four year interplanetary travel
to rendezvous with comet Halley at its perihelion. The first concept envisioned was a 800 x 800
m2 square sail. However, this option was dropped due to the high risk involved in deploying the
huge sail. An alternative solar sail concept, called the heliogyro, was proposed in an attempt to
simplify the deployment phase. The concept consisted of twelve 7.5 km long blades of thin film in a
helicopter rotor-like configuration. This idea was also dropped in the end in favour of an emerging
technology: solar-electric propulsion. Nevertheless, a short period of time after that the whole
mission was canceled due to the high costs estimated [McIness, 2004b]. Therefore, the first solar
sail mission proposed never flew, though it set the cornerstone for solar sailing.
Finally, after two previous unsuccessful attempts of launching the first solar sail due to launch
vehicle failure (the Planetary Society’s Cosmos-1 in 2005 and NASA’s NanoSail-D1 in 2008), JAXA
has recently demonstrated successful solar sail propulsion using a 14 x 14 m2 spinning sail coined
IKAROS [Mori and al., 2014] that performed a Venus fly-by manoeuvre. After seeing the capabil-
ities of these large gossamer structures, several new solar sail missions are currently being proposed
for near-term execution [Kawaguchi, 2014, Johnson et al., 2014, Lappas et al., 2014, Barnes et al.,
2014].
After having reviewed history of solar sail propulsion, the fundamental physics behind this
concept are briefly discussed next.
The source of thrust in solar sailcrafts is solar radiation pressure, that is caused by the momentum
transferred to the sail from the radiative energy emitted by the Sun. In other words, when the
Sun’s photons impinge on the sail’s reflective surface, they transfer their momentum to the sailcraft
generating the propulsive force. There are several theoretical models for both, the modelling of
solar radiation pressure, and the way it exerts a force on the sail.
Here the optical force model will be discussed, which considers a non-perfect solar sail with certain
optical properties for the sail film. Then, the photons interacting with the sail can be divided into:
absorbed (ρa), specularly reflected (ρs), and diffusely reflected (ρd); with their relation given by
ρa + ρs + ρd = 1 [Wie, 2004].
According to [McIness, 2004b], the equation for the force exerted on the sail’s surface, F¯s, is
then:
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F¯s = PAs
{
(1 + r˜s) cos2αs +Bf (1− s) r˜ cosαs + (1− r˜) εfBf − εbBb
εf + εb
}
nˆ
+ {PAs (1− r˜s) cosαs sinαs} tˆ (2.1)
where nˆ is the normal direction to the sail, tˆ is the tangential component, P = 4.563 10−6N/m2
is the nominal solar radiation pressure constant at one astronomical unit (au) from the Sun, As
is the sail area facing the Sun (front surface), αs is the Sun angle (angle between the Sun line
and the sail normal), r˜ is the reflectivity of the front side, s = ρs is the specular reflectivity of
the front side, εf and εb are the front and back surface emissivities, and Bf and Bm are the non-
Lambertian coefficients of the front and back surfaces. The product r˜s indicates that all it is taken
into account from the reflectivity parameter (r˜) is the specularly reflected part (s), and not the
diffuse one. Table 2.1 shows ideal film properties together with experiments carried out by JPL on
a square sail membrane [McIness, 2004b].
rˆ s εf εb Bf Bm
Ideal sail 1 1 0 0 2/3 2/3
JPL’s sail 0.88 0.94 0.05 0.55 0.79 0.55
Table 2.1: Optical coefficients for an ideal sail and JPL’s square sail [McIness, 2004b].
Wie [Wie, 2004] rewrote Eq. 2.1 assuming the sail to be a flat and perfectly reflective (rˆ = 1, ρa = 0)
rigid structure, dividing the force exerted
(
F¯s
)
into its normal (Fn) and tangential (Ft) components
with respect to the sail plane, as (see Fig. 2.1):
F¯s = Fn nˆ+ Ft tˆ (2.2)
Fn = −PA
[
(1 + ρs) cos
2αs +
2
3
ρd cosαs
]
(2.3)
Ft = −PA (1− ρs) cosαs sinαs (2.4)
As can be deduced from Eq. 2.3 and 2.4, the Sun angle is a critical parameter for the control
and performance of a solar sail, similarly to what the angle of attack produces on aircraft. Also,
as solar radiation pressure is inversely proportional to the square of the distance to the Sun, in the
case where the solar sail is not at 1 au from the Sun, P , must be multiplied by
(
r
E
r
SS
)2
. Where rE
is the Earth’s distance to the Sun, and rSS is the solar sail’s distance to the Sun.
Solar radiation pressure Eq. 2.1 has also been proven and used on large GEO satellites like
the Mariner IV [Pande and Venkatachalam, 1979], where the solar panels were effectively used to
controlled the spacecraft’s attitude.
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Figure 2.1: Solar radiation force components.
Since solar sails do not expel any accelerated reaction mass like the rest of the other traditional
propulsion systems, it is not possible to use the well-known specific impulse equation to compare
different designs. Therefore, in order to compare different solar sail designs, a standard performance
metric is required. This is usually the solar sail characteristic acceleration, a0, which is defined as
the solar radiation pressure derived acceleration experienced by a solar sail facing the Sun at 1 au.
The parameter enables the comparison of different solar sails designs and not their accelerations,
which would be a function of the heliocentric distance and the sail orientation. The characteristic
acceleration can be defined by the following equation from [McIness, 2004b]:
a0 =
2 η P
σ
, σ =
mT
As
, (2.5)
where As and P have been previously defined; η is the sail efficiency, that depends on the optical
properties of the sail coating and the billowing of the sail membrane; mT is the total sail mass; and
σ is the solar sail mass per unit area, also termed the sail mass loading. Therefore, to improve the
sail performance it is of extreme importance to minimise the sail mass for a desired area during
the design process.
To enable comparing solar sail performances with the rest of competing propulsion technologies,
a modified specific impulse equation is defined in [McIness, 2004b]:
Isp ∼ a0 T
g
ln
(
mSS +mPL
mPL
)−1
, (2.6)
where T is the mission duration, g is the standard gravity acceleration at sea-level, and mSS and
mPL are the mass of the solar sail and the payload respectively. Thus, long duration missions are
the optimal ones for solar sails as they produce, in principle, continuous and unlimited increment
of velocity (∆v = a0 T ), without requiring any propellant.
Another important concept in sailcraft is the centre of pressure (CP) and centre of mass (CM)
positions. The center of pressure is the point where the total sum of the pressure field acts on
the sail, causing an equivalent total force vector to act through that point with no moments. The
center of mass is the unique point of the sail where the weighted relative position of the distributed
mass sums to zero, or where the distributed mass sail can be considered as a concentrated point
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with the total mass of the sail that reacts the same to external forces. In solar sailcrafts, stability
occurs when the CM lies on the line connecting the Sun and the CP (Sun line). Also, for passive
stabilisation purposes, the CM needs to lie in between the CP and the Sun, or otherwise the solar
sail will act as an unstable inverted pendulum.
However, due to manufacturing errors, asymmetries in the final shape of the sail, and its flexible
nature there will always be an offset between the CM and the CP-Sun line. This so called CM/CP
offset will cause a constant disturbance torque on the sail. For reference, in a 160 kg 40 x 40 m2
solar sail with a CM/CP offset of 0.1 m, this disturbance force is about 1 mN, which is about 100
times larger than that of geostationary satellites [Wie, 2004]. Nevertheless, many attitude control
techniques for solar sails actually use the concept of CM/CP offset to control the attitude of the
sail by actively changing either the position of the CM or the CP. Some of these techniques include:
articulated vanes, shifting/tilting the sail planes or solar panels, varying the reflectivity of the sail,
using trim control masses, a gimballed control boom, or by translating the spacecraft bus with
respect to the sail structure [Wie, 2004].
2.1.2 Solar Sail Configurations
The fundamental goal of any solar sail design is to provide a large, flat reflective film which requires
a minimum of structural support mass. Reliability of deployment and ease of manufacture are also
important concepts. Depending on how the sail film is unfurled and kept tensioned, solar sails
can be divided into three groups (see Fig. 2.2): three-axis stabilised sails with rigid booms(left),
heliogyros (center) and spinning sails (right).
Spinning sails
Spinning sails use spin-induced tension for deployment and to provide gyroscopic rigidity to the
sail. In order to provide some stiffness in the sail during maneuvering precession, radial booms may
be required. An exterior structure can be used to provide additional tension on the sail at the free
edges as well. For heliocentric cruise, where rapid turning rates are not required, they potentially
have the highest performance. The only current sailcraft in space, IKAROS, is a square-shaped
spinning sail [Mori and al., 2014].
Figure 2.2: Solar sail configurations [McIness, 2004b].
Heliogyros
Heliogyros are helicopter-like, spinning solar sails. They consist of several narrow film blades
attached to a load-bearing central hub. Their big advantage is the ease of packing and deployment,
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since the individual blades can be rolled during manufacturing and unrolled during deployment
with the centrifugal force generated by the sailcraft’s rotation. However, given their narrow reflect-
ive strips, they need to be extremely long (in the order of kilometers) to provide a large enough
area while still remaining a competitive option. Also, the long blades may require edge stiffeners
to transmit radial loads and battens along the length to resist chordwise curling, which can intro-
duce undesirable solarelastic dynamic responses [MacNeal, 1971]. These elements can produce a
significant system mass penalty. The heliogyro solar sail concept was first advanced in the 1960s
by MacNeal [MacNeal, 1967]. A 15 km diameter version was later extensively studied in the 1970s
by JPL [Friedman, 1978, JPL, 1978] for the ambitious Comet Halley rendezvous mission that was
finally cancelled.
Three-axis stabilised sails with rigid booms
Generally, three-axis stabilised sails take the shape of a square as this is the most efficient
configuration in terms of sail loading (mass-to-area ratio) as shown in [McIness, 2004b]. Square
solar sails have four deployable spars called booms. These are normally cantilevered from a central
common load-bearing hub and are used to unfurl and tension the sail film providing structural
support. They are the most widely spread design, in part, due to its simplicity of operation and
controllability. Also given their higher structural ridigity when compared to spin-stabilised sail
concepts, they can perform rapid turning rates that may be required for planetary escape and
capture spirals. Nevertheless, the rigid booms can comprise a significant mass fraction of the solar
sail, so in practice they are less efficient than spin-induced tensioned sails.
The way the sail is attached to the booms has a large impact on system mass and scalability.
The sail suspension configuration defines: the film tension state, the boom loads, and the load
paths or how the film tension is channeled via boom compression to the boom roots. The booms
can be simply cantilevered from a central load-bearing hub, which is the most considered approach,
or they can also have rigs supported from a central structure in the hub. This latter option was
considered by JPL for their 800 x 800 m2 square sail concept, and it only becomes efficient for very
large sails that need extra out-of-plane support.
Several studies carried out by ATK-Able Engineering for JPL in the 1970’s favored the four-
point suspension configuration shown in Figure 2.3 (a), where non-planarity of the four masts
allows a planar sail. This configuration permits a single sail, which can be doubly folded when
stowed. The deployment can be then controlled by opening the sail in one dimension at a time.
However, the sail tension forces can undesirably load the masts in bending, significantly increasing
their structural requirements. Excessive out-of-plane loading is solved in the five-point suspension
configuration shown in Figure 2.3 (b), where non-planarity of the four masts result in non-flat
sails. In the five-point option, as the sail is attached to the central load-bearing hub as well, the
compressive load span is halved, thus incurring in less structural mass for the booms. The four
point configuration is studied in detail in [Mikulas and Adler, 2003] for sails with and without edge
support cords (catenaries), which can be designed to minimize membrane wrinkling. Nevertheless,
catenaries were discarded due to the thermal stresses induced in the sail by the drastically different
coefficient of thermal expansion (CTE) of the membrane and the edge cords, as well as the large
mass required for the cords. Also, analytical and computational studies have shown that without
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Figure 2.3: Suspension configurations for three-axis stabilised sails with rigid booms.
catenaries, structural wrinkling has a negligible effect on solar sail propulsion efficiency [Murphey
et al., 2002].
The separate quadrant sail configuration divides the square membrane into four triangular sails
or quadrants as shown in Figure 2.3 (c). It is the most widely considered option, due to its inherent
simplicity of membrane packing and deployment. It also allows independent deployment of the mast
and sail, that can be carried out in two subsequent steps. This way both deployment dynamics
are decoupled which leads to a reduction of failure modes as proposed in [Murphy and Murphey,
2002, Murphy et al., 2004]. As in the five-point configuration, the effective length of the boom to
resist the sail compressive and bending loads is equal to the length of the booms.
The continuous connection configuration shown in Figure 2.3 (d) was conceived to reduce the
boom’s cross-section and mass requirement derived from the previous suspension techniques. In
this configuration there is a reduction in the effective length of the column for Euler buckling,
achieved by attaching the sail at multiple points along the boom [Greschik and Mikulas, 2001].
Nevertheless, the multiple attachments have a detrimental effect on mass minimization and can
require a complex sail construction. A variation to the continuous connection configuration named
the stripped or striped architecture was proposed by Greschick and Mikulas [Greschik and Mikulas,
2002]. This configuration aims to transform the biaxial tension state of the sail into a uniaxial one,
where the stress vectors run parallel to the outer edges of the square sail. This resembles a quadrant
that is divided into strips or has stripes as shown in Figure 2.3 (e). As in the continuous connections
configuration, the sail is attached at multiple points along the booms length. However, when the
sail film is in an uniaxial tension state, where the load path for every point of the membrane is well
defined and shortened, it is believed that the sail stress level can be lowered, and thus the structural
requirement on the booms can be further reduced. The design was not a practical architecture but
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rather an idealized mechanical model with a potential to define upper bound structural performance
for square sail designs.
Derived from the stripped architecture, the “cord mat” architecture developed in [Greschik et al.,
2005] was conceived as a technologically feasible concept, and a blueprint for hardware development.
The key innovation is the accommodation of very low film tension by surface support with arrays
of cords parallel to the outer sail edge in each quadrant. This defines the load path to the booms
as in the stripped concept. Finally, the concept proposed herein derived from the stripped sail
architecture and coined the completely stripped sail concept, will be the focus of a part of Chapter 9.
As shown in Figure 2.3 (f), in here, the sail membrane is completely divided into independent strips
of film continuously attached along the boom length. As will be seen, this can help reduce some
of the sail shape determination and thrust prediction, folding and packing, and manufacturing
problems of very large sails.
2.1.3 Proposed Mission Applications
Solar sail propulsion enables new range of orbits and missions that would, otherwise, be incon-
ceivable or tremendously propellant consuming. Some of the major solar sail missions applications
proposed over the years are discussed next to show the possibilities that solar sails can bring.
• GeoStorm: a mission that will monitor solar activity and warn in advance when harmful
solar events like corona mass ejects and solar storms occur. Positioning a solar sail between
Earth and the Sun at approximately 0.980 au can provide two to three times faster warning
times than using a satellite at the conventionally-proposed L1 point (0.993 au) [West and
Derbes, 2000]. This gravitationally unstable location can be effectively maintained by the
continuous thrust of a solar sail and some minimal station keeping. Also, in the event of the
sail subsystem failing to deploy the sail, the mission can still be solved and remain at the L1
point. The sail size envisioned for such a mission is a 100 x 100 m2 sail with a 10 g/m2 sail
loading including a 50-100 kg payload, giving a characteristic acceleration of about 0.40 to
0.54 mm/s2 [Yen, 2004].
• GeoSail: a low cost mission to study the Earth’s magneto-tail. A conventional spacecraft
would only have a three month per year window for observation; conversely, a solar sail
would enter the magneto-tail in each orbit. This is carried out by using the solar sail to
rotate the orbit’s argument of perigee by about 1 degree per day so that the sailcraft apogee
continuously stays in the magneto-tail. These manoeuvres can be performed with a char-
acteristic acceleration of just 0.1 mm/s2. ESA has funded several reference studies of this
mission [Macdonald and McIness, 2000, McIness et al., 2001, McIness, 2004b, Macdonald
et al., 2006b, Macdonald et al., 2007, Lappas et al., 2007], and it has been determined that
even a low performance solar sail, achievable with the current state of technology, would be
suitable for the mission. A 43 x 43 m2 sail with a total mass of 172 kg (85 kg sail and 87 kg
bus) is proposed in [Lappas et al., 2009] to provide the continuous thrust required.
• Solar Polar Orbiter/Imager: a mission with a high inclination orbit with respect to the
invariable plane of the Solar System, which is only enabled by the use of a large solar sail.
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The mission involves studying the polar regions of the Sun, thus providing more knowledge
of its structure and dynamics [Goldstein et al., 1998, Dachwald et al., 2006b]. The Solar
Polar Orbiter uses a large 160 x 160 m2 solar sail to insert an imager spacecraft into a 0.48
au Sun-centred circular orbit with 75◦ inclination. The suggested spacecraft would have a
250 kg bus, a 50 kg science payload, and a 150 kg sail. In [Macdonald et al., 2006a] it is
argued that as other propulsion systems are not viable alternatives to complete this mission,
solar sailing will give considerable advantage and may represent the first useful deep space
application of a solar sail.
• Solar Sail Kinetic Energy Impactor (KEI): a mission that deals with the Earth current
asteroid threat. It involves several solar sails that would impact the asteroid and consequently
change its path. Many missions using conventional spacecraft have been proposed for a similar
manner, but the advantage of using solar sails for this objective is that they can achieve higher
velocities and subsequently larger momentum transfer to the asteroid [McIness, 2004a]. Some
of the missions use fictional asteroids [Wie, 2005], and others deal with actual asteroids like
asteroid 00042 Apophis due for near-Earth in 2036 [Dachwald et al., 2006a, Dachwald and
Wie, 2007]. The usual proposal is to consider 0.5 mm/s2 class solar sails of about 150 kg in
mass with a 150 kg micro-satellite impactor.
• Interstellar Heliopause Probe (IHP): a mission to the outer limits of the solar system
to investigate the physics of the heliosphere and the local interstellar medium. The solar sail
would first approach the Sun (0.25 au), so as to gain the largest possible acceleration, and
then, once it gets the energy boost, achieve a hyperbolic trajectory towards the heliopause.
The sail would be jettisoned at about 5 au from the Sun as the amount of thrust it produces
would be very small. The sail would reach distances of up to 200 au from the Sun in 15-25
years, far beyond the current positions of Voyager 1 and 2. Given the sizes of the solar sail
required (>150 m on the side), it can be classified as a long-term accessible mission [Garner
et al., 2000, Macdonald et al., 2000, Lyngvi et al., 2005].
2.1.4 Past and Current Flight Missions
To enable the feasibility of the previous explained missions, solar sails’ technology readiness level
needs to be further increased. For this, simpler flight demonstration missions are required that will
prove that the risky and critical subsystems of deployment and attitude control are reliable enough
to be used on the more complex scientific missions. The flight demonstration missions presented
next are the past and current attempts of launching the first solar sails:
Cosmos-1
The Planetary Society conducted a privately funded solar sail project with Cosmos Studios in
2000. The spacecraft called Cosmos-1 was built by the Babakin Space Center in Russia who would
have also operated the satellite. A suborbital test was attempted in 2001 with only two sail blades
in order to test the tube-inflation deployment concept, but the spacecraft failed to separate from the
Intercontinental Ballistic Missile (ICBM) and crashed in the Russian dessert. The launch in 2005
of Cosmos-1 was the first ever attempt of launching a solar sail. However the Volna, a converted
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submarined-launched ICBM, exploded before the spacecraft could reach its 800 km altitude circular
orbit. The spacecraft had a mass of about 100 kg and consisted of eight 15m long triangular sail
blades which would be deployed from a central hub by inflating of structural tubes. The spinning
disk-shaped solar sail had eight blades, in two planes of four blades each, that could rotate about
a single pitch axis for attitude control. The total surface area of the 5 µm Aluminised Mylar film
was 600 m2. The sail was designed to increase the orbit altitude of the sailcraft by 50 to 100 km
over the foreseeable 30 day mission [Friedman et al., 2002].
Nanosail-D
The Nanosail-D programme was the culmination of a decade of research regarding solar sail
technology at NASA. In the summer of 2008 NanoSail-D1 was launched aboard a Falcon-1 rocket,
which unfortunately experienced a failed stage separation and exploded. NASA decided to send
its spare flight model (NanoSail-D2) in 2010 [Johnson et al., 2011] which was incorporated into
the FASTSAT mission inserted into a 650 km circular orbit. The sailcraft utilized a 3U cubesat
platform, with a mass of about 4 kg, and had a 10 m2 sail in a four-quadrant configuration. The
NanoSail-D nanosatellites did not have any means of active control so they were not aimed at
performing solar sailing. The envisioned short-duration mission was only intended to demonstrate
sail deployment and drag-assisted deorbiting using a gossamer sail. The spacecraft reentered the
atmosphere after 240 days in orbit, which was two to three times the expected time in orbit. It
is believed that passive atmospheric stabilisation was not fully realised, and there must have been
significant tumbling of the sail during the orbit decay that reduced the effective drag area. Also
solar radiation pressure and oblate gravity had a significant effect as shown in [Heaton et al., 2014].
This illustrated the need for adequate passive stabilisation capability on these gossamer deorbiter
concepts.
IKAROS
The Interplanetary Kite-craft Accelerated by Radiation Of the Sun (IKAROS) spacecraft was
launched on May 2010 by JAXA along a Venus probe [jaxa press release, 2010]. It was the cul-
mination of a series of smaller-scale flight experiments on-board sounding rockets, high-altitude
balloons and piggy back payloads attached to launch vehicles [Kawaguchi, 2014]. IKAROS is the
first successful solar sail mission, that performed a Venus flyby amongst other manoeuvres. A few
weeks after the launch, deployment, and measurements of the sail characteristic acceleration were
taken. The thrust was measured to be of 1.12 mN, right after sail deployment was completed.
Several nanosatellites that carried small cameras were jettisoned prior deployment of the sail to
document it from distance (see Figure 2.4). Also, several on-board side-view cameras were able
to capture the deployment of the sail and keep track of its post-deployed shape throughout the
mission lifetime.
IKAROS had a wet mass of 310 kg and is a 14 x 14 m2 spinning solar sail. It used the spin-
induced tensioned generated by its angular rate to deployed the sail and produce gyroscopic rigidity
for attitude stabilisation. For attitude control it used a novel approach based on a set of liquid
crystal devices (LCDs) embedded into the sail membrane that could change their reflectivity. The
devices were turned on and off in synchronisation with the spin rate of the solar sail and position
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of the sun to generate the required asymmetric torques for control. It also carried a set of new
ultralight flexible solar cells embedded into the sail film for power generation [Mori and al., 2014].
Figure 2.4: IKAROS conceptual design (left), and sailcraft deployed in space (centre and right)
[jaxa press release, 2010].
LightSail-1
LightSail-1 is the first of a series of three flight projects of the Planetary Society. Its design is
derived from the Nanosail-D cubesats, but it is significantly larger. In here a four-quadrant 32
m2 sail will be deployed with the same TRAC type booms used for NanoSail-D2 [Biddy et al.,
2010]. LightSail-1 is ready to be launched [Biddy and Svitek, 2012], and is waiting for a piggy-back
launch opportunity. Its objective is to demonstrate deployment of the sail in space and perform
orbit raising using SRP [Nehrenz et al., 2010]. If LightSail-1 proves successfully, LightSail-2 will aim
to demonstrate solar sail propulsion with a larger sail, and LightSail-3 will travel to the Sun-Earth
L1 point [planetary society, 2010].
Gossamer-1
Gossamer-1 is the first of the Gossamer programme projects, part of the road map for solar sailing
proposed by the German Space Agency (DLR) in collaboration with ESA. Gossamer-1 is a scalable
5 x 5 m2 four-quadrant solar sail that uses four lenticular carbon fiber booms [Straubel et al., 2011].
In 2015 it will be inserted into a 320km orbit as part of the QB50 mission, and thus it is only aimed
at demonstrating the deployment strategy devised for the larger size sails [Richter, 2014]. In 2017,
Gossamer-2 will deploy a 20 x 20 m2 square sail at a 500 km altitude. This solar sail will also have
active attitude control and will perform some manoeuvring to demonstrate solar sailing. Finally a
few years later, Gossamer-3 will deploy a 50 x 50 m2 sail in Medium Earth Orbit (MEO), and after
three months, it will escape Earth’s orbit using the generated acceleration [Geppert et al., 2010].
Sunjammer
Sunjammer is NASA’s first solar sail mission to deep space and the one with the largest size
sail currently being developed. It is a technology demonstration mission, conceived as the final
step before solar sails are integrated into future space missions. L’Garde is the mission’s primary
contractor and is responsible for mission design, development, and operations. Sunjammer is
slated to launch in January 2015. After two months of testing the various technologies, such as sail
deployment with inflatable booms and attitude control via the use of boom tip gimbaled vanes,
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it will eventually reach a location near the Earth-Sun L1 point where its several instruments will
monitoring several aspects of space weather [Barnes et al., 2014]. The sail size is 38 x 38 m2 and
the total mass of the sailcraft will of about 32 kg. The design is a scaled-up version of the 20
x 20 m2 four-quadrant ground demonstrator solar sail previously tested by L’Garde at NASA’s
Plum Brook large vacuum facility [Lichodziejewski et al., 2004]. The design follows the striped sail
architecture, also referred to as the “cord mat” sail by Greschik [Greschik et al., 2005], with a series
of strings connected along the length of the booms, and are held underneath the sail in order to
define the sail shape reducing the billowing problem.
CU Aerospace’s CubeSail
CU Aerospace together with the University of Illinois are designing a mission to demonstrate
deployment and measure the thrust on a 0.77 x 260 m2 film. This membrane will be deployed
from two 1.5 U cubesats that will separate from each other in orbit. It is intended as a first
step towards a larger sail concept called UltraSail [Burton and al., 2005]. This last consists of
multiple CubeSail-like-structures that extend kilometers long film blades to ultimately form an
heliogyro [Laystrom-Woodard, 2010].
SSC’s gossamer sails
The Surrey Space Centre (SSC) is working towards several flight demonstration missions of
gossamer technology [Lappas et al., 2014]. A cubesat-based 5 x 5 m2 solar sail demonstration
mission was the first flight project proposed [Lappas et al., 2011]. Also, it is undertaking two other
flight demonstration missions that will deploy in early 2015 a 5 x 5 m2 drag sail (DeorbitSail)
with a small version of DLR’s lenticular carbon fibre booms [Stohlman et al., 2013], and later that
year a 3 x 3 m2drag sail (InflateSail) that will use inflatable technology and bistable carbon fibre
booms [Fernandez et al., 2014a, Viquerat et al., 2013b]. Finally a scalable gossamer sail-based
deorbiter of objects in LEO has been produced for ESA [Fernandez et al., 2013, ?] and is waiting
for a commercial flight opportunity. These missions will be explained in more detail in Chapter 4.
2.1.5 Designs and Concepts
Some of the major recent ground demonstration missions are presented next.
ATK-ABLE Scalable Solar Sail Subsystem (S4)
In 2002 the NASA In-Space Propulsion (ISP) programme began sponsoring extensive develop-
ment and demonstration activities of solar sail system technology, funded towards increasing solar
sails’ TRL [Young and Adams, 2010]. Both lead contractors, ATK-ABLE and L’Garde, independ-
ently built two scalable ground-demonstration sails. In 2003-2004, single booms and single 10 m
sail quadrants were tested [Lichodziejewski et al., 2003, Lichodziejewski et al., 2004, Murphy et al.,
2004, Murphy and al., 2004]; and a year later, first 10 x 10 m2, and then 20 x 20 m2 four-quadrant
sails were deployed in vacuum (see Figure 2.5) [Lichodziejewski et al., 2006, Murphy, 2007] with
an extensive testing campaign aimed at structurally characterising the sail systems [Gaspar et al.,
2007]. ATK-ABLE used four coilable masts, called SAILMAST, that enabled the whole concept
to be stowed in only 0.9 m3 [Jenkins, 2001]. The masts extension and the sail deployments were
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uncoupled. First, masts were extended; then, lanyards were used to spread the sails as proposed
in [Murphy and Murphey, 2002]. Each 5 µm Aluminum coated CP-1 membrane, provided by
SRS Technologies, was first folded in parallel lines and then wrapped around individual drums for
storage [Murphy et al., 2004].
Figure 2.5: L’Garde’s (left) and ATK-ABLE’s (right) 20mx 20m four-quadrant sails deployed in
NASA’s Plum Brook large vacuum chamber [Johnson et al., 2010].
L’Garde Scalable Inflatably Deployed Solar Sail
The team of L’Garde used a new patented conical boom packaging and deployment scheme,
developed for control of the inflatable rigidisable support booms that provides also load-bearing
capacity during deployment [Lichodziejewski et al., 2004]. The inflatable booms used cold rigid-
isation technology, which takes advantage of the increase of modulus of certain materials below
their glass transition temperature, Tg, [Jenkins, 2001]. Thin heater wires deploy concurrently
with the boom, until the deployment sequence is completed. At this point, they are turned off
and the boom is cooled off to equilibrium temperatures and rigidise. The booms have a semi-
monocoque design with longitudinal and circumferential high-modulus fibers impregnated with a
sub-Tg resin [Lichodziejewski et al., 2003]. In addition, there are low-mass rigid rings mounted
periodically along the boom. They serve as attachment point of the quadrant sails, cords and
the spreader system. The latter is a lightweight truss structure on top of the booms for additional
lateral support in the direction of solar radiation loading. The concept has a net/membrane striped
architecture design, that incorporates cords below the aluminum-coated Mylar sail. As shown in
Figure 2.5 (left), this skeleton-skin structure allows only billow from net element to net element for
thermal compliance, shape determination and stability.
DLR’s ODISEE
The German Space Agency (DLR) has also conducted a 20 x 20 m2 four-quadrant sail deployment
on the ground [Leipold et al., 2003], though not in vacuum. The sail was part of a joint experimental
study with NASA/JPL called ODISEE, where the actual flight version of the solar sail would have
been 40 m on the side. The sail utilised the lenticular carbon fiber reinforced plastic (CFRP)
booms developed in [Sickinger and Herbeck, 2002, Sickinger et al., 2004, Sickinger et al., 2006].
Similar to the ATK-ABLE’s concept, the booms initially deployed to the 14 m length required,
and afterwards, the sail was raised by pulling a lanyard that ran below the booms (see Figure 2.6.
An innovative gravity off-loading system for the booms that used helium balloons was used during
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deployment. A parabolic flight testing campaign has also been carried out recently to assess several
boom deployment strategies in microgravity conditions, as part of DLR/ESA’s GOSSAMER flight
programme [Straubel et al., 2011].
Figure 2.6: Deployment stages of DLR’s ODISEE sail [Leipold et al., 2003].
NASA’s NanoSail-D
NanoSail-D and NanoSail-D2 used a 3U standard cubesat platform (10 x 10 x 30 cm3) with the
deployment subsystem occupying a 2U volume. Once the four spring-loaded solar panels opened
90◦ the sail and boom units were revealed, as shown in Figure 2.8 (left). The 2 µm CP-1 material
in the form of a 9 m2 four-quadrant sail was Z-folded and collectively rolled onto a central spool.
NanoSail-D used four 2.2 m long Elgiloy (Ni-Cr-Co alloy) TRAC booms coiled around a central
spindle to extend the membrane. The booms were elastically-driven from the strain energy stored
during coiling, and thus deployment occurred in a matter of seconds with the consequent high
final shock load. To provide a smooth unrestrained deployment and prevent the booms from
blossoming, the deployment module has a torsional spring-loaded system that constantly pushes
the booms towards the center of their central spindle, as shown in Figure 2.7 (left).
Figure 2.7: Boom deployment mechanisms of NanoSail-D (left) [Johnson et al., 2009], and LightSail-
1 (right) [Biddy and Svitek, 2012].
.
Planetary Society’s LightSail-1
As in the NanoSail-D cubesats, LightSail-1 utilises a 3U cubesat platform with the sail deploy-
ment subsystem occupying a 2U volume. However, in here, the four spring-loaded panels that free
the sail deployment unit open about 160◦. This allows the on-board cameras attached to the back
side of the solar panels to capture the deployed sail, as shown in Figure 2.9 (center and right). Stel-
lar Exploration Inc. first developed the boom module [Biddy et al., 2010], and has recently qualified
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the entire cubesat with many successful sail deployments [Biddy and Svitek, 2012]. LightSail-1 uses
four 4m long austenitic stainless steel TRAC booms coiled around a single spindle to extend the
sail. The booms are driven by a brushless DC motor coupled with a worm drive gear train. The
motor controls the deployment rate so as to not damage the booms or sail membranes. To pre-
vent the booms from blossoming, they have developed a system based on a flexure spring-loaded
“rocker arm” mechanism that has the same functionality as the loaded-spring system utilised on
NanoSail-D1 (see Figure 2.7 (right). Their approach allows to store longer booms inside the 10 x
10 cm2 cross-section of the cubesat, and hence, LightSail-1 has a total sail area of 32 m2 compared
to the 10 m2 of the NanoSail-D cubesats.
Figure 2.8: Sail deployment subsystems of NanoSail-D (left) [Johnson et al., 2009], and LightSail-
1 [Biddy and Svitek, 2012].
Each sail quadrant is Z-folded in two directions to form a wedge-shaped folded cross-section that
is packed into an independent compartment within the satellite. The Z-folds will provide a path
for gases to escape during the ascent flight rapid depressurisation. During deployment the sail is
withdrawn from the storage cavities one fold at a time due to a slight interference fit between the
folded sail quadrants and the cavity as shown in Figure 2.8 (right). Metal grommets and split rings
are used to connect the sails to the booms with extension springs in series to account for thermal
distortions [Biddy and Svitek, 2012].
AFRL’s FURL sail
The Flexible Unfurlable Refurlable Lightweight (FURL) solar sail concept has been proposed
by the Air Force Research Laboratory (AFRL) [Banik and Murphey, 2013]. Their objective was
to create a retractable sail payload with the ability to quickly turn away from solar radiation or
collapse all-together when thrust is not needed. The sail concept was first envisioned by Banik
and Murphey [Banik and Murphey, 2007]. The folding scheme is based on the spiral fold pattern
previously shown. The design utilizes the stored strain energy in a series of inner and outer elastic
spar members connected to the sail to enforce proper folding kinematics and enable retractability
folding onto the desired lines. Also, tensioned radial cords deterministically unfold the membrane
under the authority of the resilient, spar members [Banik et al., 2008].
The deployment of the sail is actuated by a robust motor that rotates the central drum to which
the booms, spars, and film are wrapped onto. Retractability can then be actuated by rotating the
central hub in the opposite direction as depicted in Figure 2.10. The verification of the solar sail
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Figure 2.9: Artist impression of NanoSail-D1 deployed in space (left) [Johnson et al., 2009]; flight
model unit of LightSail-1 with solar panels deployed (centre); and deployment stages as seen from
the on-board cameras (right) [Biddy and Svitek, 2012].
Figure 2.10: FURL sail unfurled and refurled [Banik and Murphey, 2010].
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deployment and retraction has been tested in a thermal-vacuum environment as shown in [Banik
and Ardelean, 2010]. The sail uses a lightweight CFRP version [Banik and Murphey, 2010, Damato
et al., 2009] of their patented TRAC booms [Murphey and Banik, 2011, Roybal et al., 2007]. Given
the composite boom thickness the drum side needs to be larger than 18 cm in diameter for elastic
coiling of the booms [Banik and Murphey, 2010], which can have a negative effect on the overall
compactness of the concept.
Space Tow
A “truly scalable” architecture for three-axis stabilised sails with rigid booms, coined the space
tow, has been proposed by Greschik [Greschik, 2007]. The concept consists of a sequence of
similar sails linked by a filament structure and hung from the main spacecraft as depicted in
Figure 2.11 (left). The designation of “truly scalable” is supported by the fact that the architecture
does not involve global booms, which normally hinders the performance scalability of the concept.
According to Greschik“A definition of performance scalability shall undoubtedly focus on the weight
of compression elements as a function of dimensions and loads because stability issues render such
component masses to scale with degrees of nonlinearity higher than the rest. . . this penalty can be
eliminated or reduced to a (nearly) linear degree only if compression members do not span global
dimensions”, as in the case of various spinning designs [MacNeal, 1967, Salama et al., 2003], the
hoop-sail concept [Wilcox, 2000, Garner et al., 2001], or the space tow architecture. However, one
must notice that it is not the scalability of performance but that of the technologies involved in
the engineering process, that most critically hinder solar sail development.
Figure 2.11: Schematics of the space tow concept (left) by [Greschik, 2007]; and the drag alone
(right, a) and leave behind (right, b) deployment strategies proposed by [Tibert and Banach, 2014]
.
To address some of the key technological difficulties of the concept the paper [Tibert and Banach,
2014] explores the proposed “leave behind” and “drag along” deployment methods in simulation and
mathematical analysis (see Figure 2.11). The study tries to find optimum strategies and parameters
so that the undeployed stack is not overrun by the already deployed set of modular sails.
JAXA’s spinning sail concepts
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The first concept of folding a membrane around a central drum with a spiral fold pattern was
produced by Huso in 1960 [Huso, 1960]. This was enhanced a year later through the use of a folding
apparatus designed by Lanford [Lanford, 1961]. Since then many concepts have been developed, like
the ones proposed in [Scheel, 1974, Guest and Pellegrino, 1992, De-Focatiss and Guest, 2002]. The
Japanese have primarily focused their solar sail research towards spinning concepts. In 2004, JAXA
successfully deployed at a 122 km altitude a 10 m in diameter eight petal-shaped sail membrane
on-board a S-310 sounding rocket [Shii et al., 2005, Tsuda et al., 2006]. In February 2006, a
subpayload on a M-V sounding rocket attempted a quasi-static deployment of an 10 m diameter
spinning sail at 172 km. The hexagonal-shaped sail membrane was only partially deployed. In
August 2006, a similar experiment with a larger 20 m diameter sail was carried on-board a high-
altitude balloon. The square sail membrane was fully deployed in the thinner atmosphere. Later
that year, the thin film solar cells used for IKAROS were tested as a piggy-back experiment on a
small platform launched on a sounding rocket. The square film was deployed but the flexible cells
did not work [Kawaguchi, 2014]. A similar deployment scheme was used in May of 2010 on IKAROS,
that successfully deployed its 20 x 20 m2 spinning square sail. The analytical, computational and
experimental research that led to IKAROS sail deployment success can be reviewed in [Mori et al.,
2004, Nishimaki and Kawaguchi, 2006, Satou and Furuya, 2008, Sakamoto et al., 2009, Mori et al.,
2009, Okuizumi, 2010].
Figure 2.12: IKAROS deployment stages as seen from the on-board cameras: 1st stage (left) and
2nd stage (right) [jaxa press release, 2010].
The deployment method of IKAROS sail is shown in [Sawada et al., 2011, Mori and al., 2014]. It
consisted of three phases: the tip mass separation stage, the first quasi-static sail deployment stage,
and the second dynamic sail deployment stage. IKAROS used the centrifugal force developed on
0.5 kg tip masses at the end of wires to drive out the sail and keep it taut. After the release of
the tip masses, the spacecraft spun up to 25 rpm before the start of the sail membrane two-stage
deployment phases. Each tip mass pulled out a bundle of sail that consisted of the Z-folded halves
of the two adjacent sail quadrants. This reduced the spin rate of the sailcraft from 25 rpm to
5-6 rpm due to the increase of inertia and conservation of angular momentum. Then the central
constraints at the hub were released and the the Z-folded sail quadrants extended to their full
dimensions, reducing the final spin rate to just 2.5 rpm as shown in Figure 2.12.
RFSA’s Znamya project
Znamya was a Russian Federal Space Agency (RFSA) experimental project of a series of “space
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mirrors”, designed to beam solar power to Earth by reflecting sunlight. The Znamya reflectors
were originally designed as prototypes of a solar sail propulsion system. Althought they were not
strictly sailcrafts, the Znamya satellites aimed to used gossamer reflective membranes (Aluminized
Mylar) similar to solar sails to provide continuous light to remote areas. Thus, the spin-induced
deployment strategy of these orbital solar mirrors shown in Figure 2.13 could be applicable to solar
sails as well.
Figure 2.13: Spin-induced sail deployment stages of Znamya 2: packed (a); deployed (b); and
spread (c) [Shpakovsky, 1997].
The Znamya project consisted of a first experiment, Znamya 2, and a second one with a much
larger size reflector, Znamya 3. Znamya 2 was a 20 m diameter circular reflector that was suc-
cessfully deployed in 1993 from the end of the Russian progress spacecraft, next to the Mir space
station. The simple deployment process was driven solely by spinning up the stowed reflector using
an on-board electric motor. The test demonstrated that such spin deployment can be controlled by
passive means. The mirror produced a 5 km wide bright spot equivalent to the luminosity of a full
moon, which traversed Europe and Russia. The mirror was finally deorbited after several hours.
As a middle step towards the larger size solar reflector and to test an improved metalized-coated
polymer material, Znamya 2.5 was launched in 1999. It had a diameter of 25 m, and was expected
to produce a bright spot of 7 km with a luminosity between five and ten full moons. However,
soon after deployment, the mirror caught on an antenna on MIR, and ripped. After several vain
attempts by Russian mission control to free the mirror from the antenna, the Znamya 2.5 was
deorbited, and burned up upon reentry [Shpakovsky, 1997]. The Znamya 3 was intended to be a
scaled-up version of the previous two Znamyas, with a diameter of 60-70 m. It was never built,
as the project was abandoned after the failure of Znamya 2.5. This example shows the risk and
challenges of deploying large gossamer structures in space even with, a priori, simple deployment
strategies.
Heliogyros
Heliogyro conceptual studies since the cancellation of the ambitious Comet Halley rendezvous
mission in 1978 have been very rare. The most notable example is a 1989 small heliogyro study
performed at MIT with the purpose of winning the solar sail race to Mars proposed by the Columbus
Quincentenary Commission [Blomquist, 1990]. The team proposed a very small, eight 100 m
long-bladed heliogyro. To reduce mass and system complexity, blade pitch control was achieved
via an innovative, solid-state piezoelectric torsional actuation system at the root of each blade.
Further heliogyro solar sail development since the MIT study has been almost nonexistent, with
the exception being the four 20 m-bladed Solar Blade nano-heliogyro mission [Blomquist, 1999],
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Figure 2.14: HELIOS deployment sequence [Wilkie et al., 2014].
and some analytical heliogyro control and dynamics investigations by Blomquist; one of the original
MIT design team members [Blomquist, 2009].
Very recently, NASA, led by Langley Research Center, has decided to reload the heliogyro idea as
a renewed interest for high-performance spinning solar sail concepts [Wilkie et al., 2011]. Analytical
and experimental heliogyros structural dynamics [Huang et al., 2014], stability [Gibbs et al., 2013],
and controls [Guerrant et al., 2012b, Guerrant et al., 2012a] investigations are currently being
carried out. Their aim is to enable a low-cost heliogyro technology demonstration mission circa
2020 [Wilkie et al., 2014]. The concept proposed is called HELIOS and will use on cubesat-like
technology. HELIOS is based upon the 200 m diameter MIT heliogyro concept proposed in 1989,
and is being designed to be capable of characteristic accelerations on the order of 0.5 mm/s2 at 1
au. Helios will deploy six 0.75 m wide and 200 m long blade membranes that have Kapton edge
reinforcements and thin graphite battens spaced every 3 m. The deployment phase consists of
several stages as shown in Figure 2.14, steps (a) through (f). First, the six stored blades reels are
released to form a planar hexagonal ring. Then, magnetic coils spin the central spacecraft bus to
the nominal pre-blade deployment spin rate. Afterwards, a synchronised, controlled partial blade
deployment is initiated with the blades edge-on to the Sun. Finally, after the camera is deployed
and the reels pitched down to +45 ◦, the blades are fully deployed using SRP induced torque to
manage overall spin rate [Wilkie et al., 2014].
2.1.6 Early Concepts at Surrey
This subsection summarises some of the previous research efforts carried out within our group at
the Surrey Space Centre as part of the initial development work for the CubeSail mission that
will be presented in Chapter 4. The thesis author actively participated in the joint design and
experimental work that led to some of these initial research findings. Parts of these findings are
included in the author’s PhD Transfer Report [Fernandez, 2010], and the rest are included in a
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PhD thesis [Adeli, 2010a] written by a previous student of the research group. However, all work
has been published in co-authored papers [Adeli, 2010b, Lappas et al., 2011] or official internal
reports [Fernandez et al., 2010] presented by members of our research group.
CubeSail’s configuration is that of a three-axis stabilised sail with rigid booms. The first exper-
imental model unit of the sail deployment system built consisted of: a central spindle onto which
four 1.3 m long, common tape-spring based, stainless steel booms were co-wound; a 1.7 x 1.7 m2
sail divided into four quadrants that were furled around a central free-to-rotate shaft, and attached
to the tip of the booms; the boom deployer, that housed the spindle and has low-friction openings
in its solid walls for the booms to be guided out; a simple pin-released mechanism to initiate the
deployment using a Nichrome burn-wire circuit; and the electrics at the top of the sail shaft, that
controlled the burn-wire circuit and the motor that could drive the boom spindle.
Two different deployment methods were tested and characterised as shown in Figure 2.15. The
first method tested was strain-energy-driven, that used for extension the elastic energy stored in the
booms during winding. This resulted in very high speed uncontrolled deployments with particularly
large roll torques. The second deployment method was motor-driven using a brushless DC motor,
and yielded much slower controlled extensions with lower roll torques [Adeli, 2010b].
Figure 2.15: Uncontrolled (left), and controlled (right) deployments of the first CubeSail prototype
[Adeli, 2010b].
Several sail suspension techniques were initially considered for the sub-scale 1.7 x 17 m2 sail
prototype. These included four-quadrant and four and five-point suspension configurations (refer
to Figure 2.3). For the former, several folding patterns were studied and used on the deployment
tests. Adeli [Adeli, 2010b] proposed a creasing indicator that helped evaluate the different folding
patterns proposed, and provided a means for calculating the efficient number of folds for set size
sail and set size volume. Out of the several folding patterns assessed that involved final wrapping
the four semi-folded bundles of sail, the Z-folded pattern (perpendicular to the outer sail edge)
achieved the most taut sail. This is because the crease lines are at large angles, of about 70◦, with
respect to the tension lines coming from the sail corners, and thus the booms are able to fully
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stretch the folded membrane.
Figure 2.16: Table for spirally folding a single-spice square sail membrane.
In order to produce four and five-point suspension sails, investigations into folding techniques
and rigs for single piece square membranes was carried out. A folding table based on Lanford’s
apparatus [Lanford, 1961] and similar to the one proposed in [Satou and Furuya, 2008] for an
octagonal membrane was constructed in order to fold using a spiral fold pattern the 1.7 x 1.7 m2
square membrane, as shown in Figure 2.16. This spiral fold pattern has been theoretically studied
before and can be reviewed in [Guest and Pellegrino, 1992].
The folding table constructed makes use of weights linked by strings to points of the membrane.
This creates tensioned lines along specific areas of the square film when the weights are hung from
the table. These lines will form the future hill and valley folds once the shaft, to which the center of
the membrane is fixed, starts to rotate. The final result is a compactly folded membrane around the
center shaft with a sawtooth outer folded edge. The height of the folded membrane is adjustable
and depends upon the distance chosen between the attachment points of the strings/weights to the
membrane. Given the difficulty of accurately folding very large membranes, the creation of a folding
table similar to this one offers a promising solution. The height of the table needs to be bigger
than half the side of the membrane, if the furling process wants to be carried out continuously.
Therefore, for very large membranes, in order to have tables of practical heights, the folding process
will be slow as the strings and weights will need to be adjusted after a predetermined amount of
turns of the central shaft.
Strain-energy-driven deployment tests with the spirally folded single-piece membrane were car-
ried out in a four and five point suspension configuration. The final tension state of the membrane
was not as taut as with the four-quadrant sail configuration. Reasons for this were: a slight over-
size of the membrane with respect to the booms utilized; and the fact that the spiral fold pattern
concentrates fold lines around the center hub, that cannot be fully stretched by pulling from the
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four corners of the membrane, since the tensioned lines created are almost parallel to the creased
lines. The latter problem was also experienced during deployment of two of the four-quadrant
folding patterns studied, where crease lines concentrated at the vertex of the quadrant attached to
the central hub [Adeli, 2010b].
The conclusion of these tests was that the spiral fold pattern was not ideal for the use on three-
axis stabilised square sails with rigid booms, unless another mechanism was utilized for keeping the
membrane tensioned throughout deployment, such as the one used on the FURL solar sail [Banik
et al., 2008]. It was established that the best fit for that folding pattern was for spinning solar sails,
that would use the radial centrifugal force generated to aid during deployment and tensioning of
the membrane. Worth mentioning is the folding pattern for spinning sails proposed in [Satou and
Furuya, 2008] of using a combination of spiral and rotationally-skew-folds. This pattern could also
be adapted for rigid concepts with booms, thus resulting in a promising alternative option.
2.1.7 Deployable/Boom Technology for Sails
Given the large deployed-to-stored size ratio required for solar sails, linear deployment devices have
been the only ones considered here. Hinge deployment devices only work by rotating hardware from
one position to another and, therefore, are not suitable for solar sails. Examples of the latter are
the type of booms that deploy by unfolding, like Astro Aerospace’s 20 m FlatFolded Tubes used in
the Mars Express spacecraft [Mobrem and Adams, 2006, Adams and Mobrem, 2006], or the CFRP
deployable booms with tape-spring hinges studied in [Mallikarachchi, 2011]. Also, tape-spring
based truss structures like Foster Miller’s 58 g/m Slit-Tape Truss [Jenkins, 2006], and AFRL’s 157
g/m DECSMAR truss [Pollard and Murphey, 2006].
A review of different linear deployment devices that have or could have the potential of being used
in solar sails will be presented next. Good reference are found in [Conley et al., 1998] and [Jenkins,
2006]. More recently, as part of an extensive review of large deployable structures technology for
the DEPLOYTECH FP7 project, a wide boom technology survey has been carried out [Viquerat
et al., 2013a].
Wire deployers
Wire deployers tend to work with the centripetal force generated from a spinning spacecraft.
They also rely on the spin-induced tension to keep the wire taut after its full extension. In principle,
the wire has a very low bending and torsional stiffness to be used as a rigid boom, so this type
of deployers could only be used on spinning sails or helyogyros. In addition, because of their
low tension, oscillations and travelling wave phenomena can cause undetermined scenarios. The
attitude control and manoeuvring of sail concepts that use them, then, becomes quite complex.
There are three main types of wire deployers:
• Yo-Yo De-spin. It is commonly used to slow down the spin rate of a satellite. It uses
masses attached to the tip of wires, which are wound around the spacecraft and afterwards
pulled away from it using the centripetal force. Nevertheless, a Yo-Yo-like-deployer requires
parasitic masses that can reduce the performance of the spinning sail, unless these are small
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as for IKAROS. In there the 14 x 14 m2 sail was unfurled and kept tensioned using just 0.5
kg tip masses.
• Drum Deployer. Here the wire is wound onto a drum inside a mechanism. The mechanism
is generally used to deploy a wire structure that will have its root attached to the spacecraft.
• Tethers. They normally use a drum deployer type of method, where the drum mechanism
is the one being extended. However, they tend to rely on gravity gradient forces. They are
normally used to extend away from the spacecraft massive pieces of equipment and sensors
as shown in Figure 2.17 (left). Also alternative sources of electricity or propulsion by their
interaction with Earth’s electromagnetic field. The necessary mass difference to produce the
sufficient gravity gradient could potentially contradict solar sail’s design goals.
Figure 2.17: Deployment of the Tethered Satellite System (TSS-1) by Space Shuttle Atlantis in
1992 (left) [Source: NASA]; and lightweight telescopic boom stored and deployed (right) [Source:
Northrop-Grumman].
Telescopic Booms
Telescopic booms have a tapered geometry once deployed. They normally consists of several
concentric conical tubes that latch when reaching the end of extension of each section. They
required a powered deployment actuator, such as a motor-driven lead screw, or a smaller tubular
boom running inside them. Telescopic booms are commonly used in applications requiring high
strength, stiffness and retraction capability. However, given their large deployed-to-stored size
ratio and especially the linear mass compared to other boom options, to date, they have not been
considered for solar sail applications. Northrop-Grumman has recently developed a relatively light
composite telescopic mast that is driven by one of their STEM booms [Northrop-Grumman, 2010]
(see Figure 2.17 (right)). Another lighweight example is the Sula boom proposed in [Humphries
et al., 2007].
Coilable Masts
Coilable masts are a type of deployable truss structure that are stowed by coiling the continuous
structural members that run along the full length of the mast (longerons), into a tight helix held
inside a canister. Once deployed, battens lie in a plane perpendicular to the longerons and diagonals
generally criss-cross every face on each side of the mast, providing additional structural support
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(see Figure 2.18). Longerons and battens must be made of a material with high strain capability
to accommodate the stowage contortions.
There are two deployment methods possible for coilable masts: a free deployment or one using a
motor. The first uses the stored strain energy generated during packing of the structural members
to drive the propelled mast outwards in an unwinding motion. Using this method the coilable mast
can be stowed in less than 2% of its deployed length. To reduce the shock load that occurs at full
deployment, a lanyard running down the center of the mast connected to a brake mechanism, or
a motor driven drum can be used. The free deployment method has the disadvantage of having a
transition region with considerably less stiffness than the deployed section, hence, the mast cannot
withstand significant loads during deployment. The motor-driven canister-deployed coilable mast
is the alternative choice if the application requires a non-rotating tip payload or a load-bearing
mast during deployment.
Figure 2.18: CoilABLE mast during deployment (left) and design sketch (right)[Source:
ATK/ABLE].
ATK/ABLE Engineering has developed composite coilable masts with linear mass densities of
less than 70 g/m making them ideal for solar sail booms. The CoilABLE GR1 mast was used in the
ATK/ABLE 20 x 20 m2 sail ground demonstration [Murphy et al., 2006]. An even lighter version
of just 35 g/m called the ST8 SAILMAST or CoilABLE GR2 has been produced by ATK/ABLE
for a 40 x 40 m2 scaled-up version of their S4 solar sail subsystem [McEachen, 2008].
The AstroMast boom developed by Northrop-Grumman is based on the same concept as ATK’s
CoilABLE booms. There are only minor differences in truss-architecture but the mast has a
continuous 120◦ twist over its length [Northrop-Grumman, 2007]. The Solar Sail AstroMast is an
untwisted 230 g/m AstroMast with a small sail at its tip and is used to counteract disturbance
torques on satellites (e.g., asymmetric solar array alignment). Deployment will also be done by
strain-energy, but has to be controlled by using for example a central lanyard.
The TriLok boom developed by ATK consists of three flexible side elements which are locked
together at their edges to form a triangular truss-like structure. In stowed configuration each side
element is coiled up separately on a cylindrical core. The cores are mounted on a single deployment
module which is located at the truss tip and enables full force transmission even in the beginning
of the deployment phase [Jenkins, 2006]. The linear mass density of this mast is 140 g/m.
Recently, DLR [Hillebrandt et al., 2012] proposed a high performance coilable triangular truss
structure that uses TRAC boom type longerons. It is designed mainly for axial compression loaded
applications that require moderate bending strength, such as solar sails. A small packaging ratio is
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gained using a two path folding pattern, where the truss is flattened first in cross direction enabled
by hinges added to one row of battens. In the second step, the flattened truss is reeled on a small
central hub, taking advantage from the high deformation capability of thin-walled carbon tapes.
Articulated Masts
Articulated masts are another type of deployable truss structure. They allow more freedom in
choosing the longeron material and cross section as they are stored by folding the longerons at pivot
joint/articulations as shown in Figure 2.19 (left). There is so much freedom with this concept that
numerous configuration exist. All articulated masts can be manually or motor deployed using a
lanyard mechanism or a canister deployment system. Nevertheless, due to their articulated joints,
they have worst packaging ratios and are usually heavier than coilable masts for similar mechanical
property booms. Hence, no solar sail design has considered them yet. For example, ATK’s masts
FAST and ADAM masts reach much higher values in strength and stiffness and are flight proven.
However, the higher stiffness results from larger diameters and stiffer components that result in a
specific mass above 1 kg/m. Stohlman [Stohlman, 2011] studied the repeatability of extension on
these joint-dominated deployable masts.
A new ultralight (20-80 g/m) articulated mast architecture called the Superstring, with a length
limit in the order of 100 m, was proposed in [Brown et al., 2009]. Althought the concept is
currently at a low TRL. The novelty of this concept comes from the innovative packaging scheme,
that allows the square truss structure to collapse into a single plane that can then be wrapped
around the spacecraft hub, as if it was a huge articulated tape-spring.
Figure 2.19: ADAM articulated mast (left) [Source: NASA]; and Ultraboom isogrid boom (right)
[Jenkins, 2006].
Isogrid Booms
ILC Dover has developed the UltraBoom shown in Figure 2.19 (right). It is an uncured composite
isogrid structure that will be deployed by inflation and cured in space. It has a circular cross-section
and is made of very long and thin carbon fibre tows impregnated with a shape memory polymer.
The tows are directed diagonal and parallel to the centre line with lots of intersection points to
from the isogrid shape structure [Jenkins, 2006]. 3 m samples of 70 g/m have been extensively
tested [Agnes et al., 2006], but the final specific mass of the booms would be of about 145 g/m.
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Inflatable Booms
Inflatable technology has been widely researched because it can offer the lightest solution possible
for large space structures [Jenkins, 2001]. Current focus on inflatable booms have used an inflation
system that will provide an internal pressure which will sustain the structural load until the external
boom composite membrane is rigidised, i.e. by ultraviolet or infrared radiation [Cadogan and
Scarborough, 2001, Allred et al., 2002]. The inflatability of the structure is strongly determined by
the boom stowage method, which in turn will depend on the packaging method of the sail connected
membrane. For example, in a wrapped membrane the embedded deployable booms will either be
coiled or z-folded [Katsumata et al., 2009].
There are three main types of boom stowage methods: rolling [Steele and Fay, 2000]; conical-
telescopic; and origami folding patterns. The latter method has produced a wide range of folding
methods, such as the Z-fold/concertina folding, with a new modified z-fold proposed by [Katsumata
et al., 2011] to alleviate the normal instability found during inflation of these z-folded booms;
Yoshimura pattern [Tarnai, 1994]; inverse/bellows/accordion folding used in EADS Astrium’s in-
flatable boom [Dupuy and Le Couls, 2010, Guenat and Benedic, 2011]; helically triangulated cylin-
ders analysed in [Guest, 1994a, Guest, 1994b, Guest, 1996]; Miura-ori cylinders based on Miura-ori
fold patterns like the one proposed by [Sogame and Furuya, 2000] and [Senda et al., 2006]; and the
rigid-foldable patterns introduced by [Tachi, 2009].
An important challenge of this technology is to ensure a controlled deployment and avoid instabil-
ities during inflation of the boom. An overview of existing strategies by [Grahne and Cadogan, 2000]
include compartmentalisation, retardation, columnation, and propagating instability. A detailed
review on different packing approaches and rigidisation methods for inflatable booms is available
in [Schenk et al., 2014]. The rigidisation methods proposed to date use UV-setting resins, ther-
mosetting resins, glass transition resins, stretched/yielded metal laminates, gas and vapour cured
resins, solvent boil-off structures, foams, and photolysable structures [Cadogan and Scarborough,
2001]. However, inflatable boom technology is still under examination to reduce leak issues, deploy-
ment and rigidisation risk, and the chance of micro-meteorites puncturing the membrane before it
is completely hardened.
Figure 2.20: L’Garde’s inflatable boom stowed (left) and deployed (right) [Source: NASA].
L’Garde has developed an isogrid inflatable boom with a conical-telescopic stowage/deployment
method [Lichodziejewski et al., 2003] as shown in Figure 2.20 (left). Nitrogen gas is used un-
til rigidisation. The boom consists of a thin Kapton bladder reinforced with longitudinal and
spiral wrapped Kevlar fibres impregnated with a sub-Tg resin. Continuously attached along the
length of the boom, there is a lightweight truss structure with graphite spreader bars and Kevlar
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string longerons and battens. This provides the inflatable boom with additional bending stiffness
against out-of-plane solar radiation loads. The inflatable booms were successfully demonstrated
in L’Garde’s 20 x 20 m2 sail ground demonstrator [Lichodziejewski et al., 2006] as shown in Fig-
ure 2.20. A 25 m long version will soon be utilised as the deployable and supporting structures of
the upcoming Sunjammer solar sail mission [Barnes et al., 2014]. The Cibola experiment launched
in 2007 [Caffrey, 2009] demonstrated in orbit the deployment of a 2.4 m long Kevlar fabric version
of this sub-Tg inflatable-rigidisable booms. However, only one of the three masts, used in RF
antennae, inflated correctly.
Flexible Shell Booms
Flexible shells booms are thin-walled structures of various cross-section shapes, that can be
elastically flattened and rolled-up on a reel, like a carpenter’s tape-measure. They obtain their
stiffness during deployment by transitioning from a flat to a curved geometry [Pellegrino, 2002].
These booms are usually motor-driven or have a brake/speed-damper mechanism, rather than
self-deployed, so as to provide retraction capability [Trexler, 1968], and especially to control the
extension speed. This occurs because the coiled configuration holds a large amount of strain
energy that, uncontrollably released, would produce fairly fast chaotic deployments. They also
require an external mechanism that provides the final boom shape, consisting of guides and/or
rollers as in [Weir and al., 1964, Aguirre-Martinez et al., 1987]. Another control option is to use
a pneumatic actuator with, for example, a small inflatable bladder running inside the boom, as
shown in [Fernandez and Lappas, 2012]. The many designs of flexible shell booms proposed over
the years can be classified in the following groups:
• Overlap thin-wall tubes (OTW). They are also known as the Storable Tubular Extendible
Member (STEM), [Rimrott, 1965], shown in Figure 2.21 (left). Normally, the cylindrical wall
tube subtends an arc of 515◦, so that the overlap increases the strength and stiffness of the
tube, and there is no coupling between bending and torsion [Rimrott, 1966, Rimrott and
Draisey, 1984]. Their drawback is to have a long transition region, known as the ploy region,
from the coiled state to the extended tubular one [Jain and Rimrott, 1971]. Three types of
deployment methods have been developed for STEMs: the root drum model, where the reel
is fixed to the spacecraft and the boom is reeled out [Mar and Garrett, 1969]; the tip drum
model, where the boom tip is fixed and the drum is the one deployed [Warden, 1995]; and the
Jack-in-the-box model, where the boom is a flat helical spring that deploys spirally [Rimrott,
1967]. A single STEM can also be designed with sawtooth edges that would interlock upon
extension creating a semi-closed stiffer structure [Weir and al., 1964]. In the early stages of
space flight, the family of STEM tubes were the most widely used type of space deployable
structure [Herzl, 1971].
• Multi-element thin-wall tubes (MTW). They are essentially two OTW tubes that are
either nested, as in the Bi-STEM boom, or interlocked, as in the Interlocking Bi-STEM
shown in Figure 2.21 (left). This yields torsionally stiffer booms that have a more symmetric
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response, and require less ploy lengths than single STEMs. For the interlocked version,
friction under torsional loads is further reduced [Rimrott and Elliott, 1966]. However, for
these options the deployment mechanisms generally becomes more complex and bulkier.
Figure 2.21: STEM boom family (left) [Source: NASA]; lenticular CFRP boom (centre) [Source:
DLR]; and metal TRAC boom (right) [Source: AFRL].
• Lenticular-shaped closed-section booms. As shown in Figure 2.21 (centre), they have a
lenticular cross-section shape once deployed. For this, two omega-shaped sections are bonded
or welded at the flat edges to form the closed tube. The closed section provides excellent
structural properties compared to the rest of the open-section flexible shell booms. However,
drawbacks are their manufacturing difficulty and the relatively large minimum coiling radius
required, as a result of the high shear stresses developed in the bonded regions. Some examples
of this type of booms are the Collapsible Tubular Mast (CTM) family [Aguirre-Martinez,
1985, Aguirre-Martinez et al., 1987] and DLR’s CFRP booms [Sickinger and Herbeck, 2002,
Sickinger et al., 2006, Straubel et al., 2011].
The boom proposed in [Adeli, 2010b, Lappas et al., 2011] has also a lenticular shape, formed
by butting up front-to-front two independent tape-springs. However, since it has no bonded
areas, the structure is only semi-closed, and thus, has a much lower torsional stiffness than
closed booms. Its main advantage is the reduction in shear stresses when stowed, that allows
a small coiling radius.
• Triangular Rollable And Collapsible (TRAC) booms. They were developed by AFRL
researchers [Murphey and Banik, 2011, Roybal et al., 2007] to maximize the boom bending
stiffness for a required coiled height. The TRAC boom consists of two tape-springs bonded
or welded back-to-back at one of their edges to form a triangular-shaped boom as shown in
Figure 2.21 (right). Since they have a large ratio of cross-section area to coiled-height, they
are ideal for cubesat applications. Nevertheless, as in lenticular booms, their permissible
coiling radii is limited by the shear stresses of the bonded area. A Stainless steel version of
the TRAC booms were first used for NanoSail-D [Johnson et al., 2010], an Elgiloy version
will be used for LightSail-1 [Biddy and Svitek, 2012], and a CFRP version for the FURL
sail [Banik et al., 2008, Banik and Murphey, 2010].
Discussion
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Depending on the solar sail configuration and size, and therefore the structural requirements,
some of the aforementioned linear deployment options are more suitable than others. Wire deployers
hold considerable promise for spinning-sails and helyogiros as they tend to work with the centripetal
force generated from a rotating spacecraft. For three-axis stabilised solar sails: flexible shell booms
provide excellent packaging efficiencies, and are thus particularly suitable for sail designs with
highly restrictive volume constraints, such as those found in small to medium size sail concepts.
However, their mass efficiency is generally worst than the rest of the boom options and thus, in
principle, they are not a promising option for large size sails; coilable masts, can require notable
size deployment mechanisms and will require complex deployment control systems for very large
lengths. They are thus suitable for medium to large sails of up to several hundred meters in size; and
inflatable booms, which are the type with less flight heritage and thus require more development
effort, can be considered for any size range if the packaging efficiency can be minised with methods
such as the ones reviewed in [Schenk et al., 2014]. They are the most mass efficient boom type,
so if the many challenges they face are surmounted, it is believed that inflatable technology will
enable efficient ultralarge sails of characteristic lengths in the order of kilometers.
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2.2 Spacecraft Deorbiting
2.2.1 Review of Deorbiting Technology
Due to the historical practice of abandoning in orbit decommissioned spacecraft, payload fairings,
and upper stages of launch vehicles there is currently a shell of synthetic debris around the Earth.
As of October 2013 the U.S. Space Surveillance Network is tracking over 13000 Earth-orbiting
space debris objects larger than 10 cm [NASA, 2013]. The threat this poses to active and future
spacecraft sent into orbit is an ever growing problem of special concern to LEO altitude regions
where the accumulation of debris is more severe.
Reviews by panels of international experts have repeatedly failed to identify an universal concise
plan which is both, technically feasible in the near-term, and economically viable. Hence, there are
currently no international laws that control the generation of new space debris and enact sanctions.
However, a number of orbit debris mitigation strategies and guidelines have been proposed over the
years by NASA [NASA, 1995, NASA, 2000] and ESA [ESA, 1999, ESA, 2004]. These include mission
planning, satellite hardware design strategies, explosion prevention guidelines, collision avoidance
techniques, as well as the well-known 25-year post-mission lifetime non-regulated requirement.
Targeted active debris removal (ADR) of high risk objects is also seen as an action needed for a
sustainable Earth orbit environment [Liou, 2010, Liou, 2011]. In 2007, all the space-faring nations
that form the Inter-Agency Space Debris Coordination Committee (IADC) drew up a voluntary
code of best practice, that established mitigation guidelines to be followed in the use of outer
space [IADC, 2007].
Several studies, such as the ones summarised in [Petro, 1992, Mayer and Chao, 2000, Macdonald
et al., 2013], have been funded in the last two decades to evaluate techniques for end-of-life disposal
of space assets of a wide range of masses and initial orbit altitudes. In the case of atmospheric
reentry of the spacecraft or deorbiting, the techniques more widely accepted can be categorized
in four groups: chemical propulsion maneuvers; low-thrust propulsion transfer; drag enhancement;
and electrodynamic tethers. Nevertheless, some of the most recent studies that have actual target
missions only focus on evaluating propulsion technologies as means of deorbiting in LEO, as these
as seen as more readily available solutions. For example, in [Burkhardt et al., 2002], traditional
mono or bi-propellant systems, cold gas, solid propulsion, and electrical propulsion were compared
and traded-off with respect to many different parameters.
According to [Burkhardt et al., 2002], there are three optimal options for accelerating the nat-
ural altitude decay of low altitude Earth-bound spacecraft: progressively take energy from the orbit
by for example letting the thin atmosphere deorbit the object with a drag-augmentation device
(un-controlled deorbiting); direct retrieval and deorbiting from an initial altitude (controlled deor-
biting); or maneuver to an orbit from which atmospheric drag will remove the satellite within a
given time frame, e.g. 25 years (hybrid-controlled deorbiting). Depending on the propulsion system
carried onboard or the lack of one, the initial altitude and mass of the object, and the likelihood
to survive reentry that would risk life on ground, one of these options will be more attractive or
necessary to mission designers.
The following “exotic” space debris reduction methods and concepts will not be given more
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consideration given their low TRL, high risks involved in using them, and more limited applicability.
These include: ground and space based, laser and solar ablation [Bekey, 1997, Bondarenko et al.,
1997, Campbell, 2000, Schall, 2002]; foam-based ADR [Andrenucci et al., 2011]; the Ion Beam
Shepherd [Combardelli, 2011]; space tugs [Starke et al., 2011]; the Catchers’s Mitt [Phillips, 2010];
and Tungsten dust [Ganguli et al., 2012]. Also, from the traditional chemical propulsion systems,
cold gas propulsion is not considered efficient for low-thrust propulsion transfer giving its extremely
low specific impulse, and solid propulsion is discarded due to the risk of generating further debris
from propellant slag.
The leading and more mature deorbiting technologies and their applicability in LEO are briefly
summarized next:
Mono and bi-propellant propulsion. It is the traditional technology used for spacecraft
orbit manoeuvring and station-keeping, and therefore, a great part of the satellites launched would
already carry on-board one of these systems. Chemical motors can offer thrust levels of several
hundred to thousands of Newtons. Of the down-selected deorbiting options, it is the only that can
offer direct controlled atmospheric re-entry if the spacecraft is still operational, so as to point the
motors in the right direction. However, the mass of the required additional propellant can still be
quite significant counting for more than 5-10% and 10-20% of the total mass of the spacecraft, for
mono and bi-propellant options respectively [Macdonald et al., 2013]. If controlled re-entry is not
required, i.e. the object does not pose a threat to human life upon uncontrolled re-entry, then a
hybrid-controlled deorbiting approach would be much more mass efficient, with fuel savings of up
to 40-50% with respect to the aforementioned values.
Electric Propulsion. Is known for its high specific impulse, which leads to substantial propel-
lant mass savings compared to chemical propulsion. The considerable power consumption, however,
constitutes a serious usage constraint. Electric propulsion systems include arcjets, resistojets, ion
thrusters, pulsed plasma thrusters (PPT), field emission electric propulsion (FEEP), and station-
ary plasma/hall current thrusters (SPT/HCT) [Burkhardt et al., 2002]. These systems can offer
low thrust, high impulse propulsion transfers. Conversely, for this option to be used, the space-
craft needs to be operational over an extended period of time in order to control the direction of
thrust of the continuous deorbit burns. For controlled deorbiting if the lifetime chosen is close to
25 years, then this option becomes unattractive due to both operational costs and the lifetime of
most electric thrusters. For hybrid-controlled deorbiting, however, the deorbiting period can be
greatly reduced. If the low-thrust propulsion system is already on-board, this option is likely a
very attractive option, as the mass of the required fuel can be below 1-2% of the total mass of the
spacecraft for a wide range of spacecraft in LEO [Macdonald et al., 2013].
Electrodynamic Tethers. They are conductive wires that link the main spacecraft with the
deployed end-mass. As the usual kilometer size length tether passes through the ionospheric plasma
it picks up electrons that travel to the cathode held at the end-mass, where the electron emitter
would expel them back into the ionosphere. The current along the tether interacts with Earth’s
magnetic field to produce a Lorentz force against the orbital motion direction of the spacecraft as
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shown in Figure 2.22 (left). The orbital kinetic energy is then dissipated as resistive heating of the
tether and the surrounding plasma. This passive method is preferred for a deorbiting option over
that where current is constantly provided from the main craft to the tether to induce drag.
Mechanical tethers are a reasonable mature technology, but the deployment and post-deployment
electromagnetic effects of electrodynamic tethers are not so straightforward. Entanglement with
an uncontrollable tumbling host, current and ohmic heat management, or the dynamic coupling
between the gravity-gradient and Lorentz forces on a deployed tether, are some of the inherent risks
of this technology. The company Tethers Unlimited Inc. has developed an 27 kg commercial deorbit
system known as the Terminator Tether [Hoyt and Forward, 2000]. It uses a feedback control
system in the deployment unit that stays attached to the spacecraft to manage the unspooling
process and subsequently manage the tether. Hence, since electrodynamic tethers are not an inert
system, they require continuous active control to remain operational. This poses some restriction
in the deorbiting mission lifetime considered for them, which is normally sized to last for less
than a year. In [Hoyt and Forward, 2000], the length of the tether required to derive enough
power for the tether control unit from the tether current, thus enabling an autonomous system,
was found to be in the order of 5-10 km. It is also shown that only above the 650-700 km range
altitude, the area-time product for hosts that use a Terminator Tether system would be smaller
than that of aerodynamic drag acting alone on the spacecraft. The area-time product can be used
to compare different deorbiting options, as it is proportional to the risk of the host and deorbiting
system colliding with another body during the descent. In addition, it is stated that deorbiting
efficiency of electrodynamic tethers considerably drops for orbit inclinations higher than about
75◦. This is because the orbital path and the Earth’s magnetic flux lines move into near-alignment,
thus reducing the size of the Lorentz force that can be generated. It is worth mentioning that
in [Voronka and al., 2005], a low-cost Nano-Terminator tape system with a mass of just 100 g was
proposed for cubesat-type nano-satellites. However, for the larger size tether systems envisioned,
the mass of the deorbiting system would be of about 1-5 % that of the total spacecraft mass.
Figure 2.22: Tethers Unlimited’s Terminator TetherTM (left) [Hoyt and Forward, 2000]; and
AeroAstro’s SPORTTM Aerobrake configuration (right) [Gloyer et al., 2001].
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Solar Sailing to gain Atmospheric Drag Augmentation. Solar sailing is assumed to be
inapplicable for orbits below 750 km altitude due to the dominance of atmospheric drag in this
region [McIness, 2004b]. However, solar sails can be utilised in a hybrid-controlled way if passive
stabilisation is achieved by design as in [Lappas et al., 2011]. Reflective balloons have also been
studied to exploit the enhanced solar radiation pressure on the gossamer surface in [Lucking et al.,
2011, Lucking and Colombo, 2012]. Above that region they can utilize solar radiation pressure to
actively manoeuvre to an altitude where atmospheric drag can then be harnessed with the same
gossamer structure. Therefore, the host would only need to be operational for the first phase of
the deorbiting period, which should not take longer than 10% of the mission lifetime if this method
is to be effective. However, in [Macdonald et al., 2013] it is shown that the sizes of the solar sail
required to comply with the aforementioned time constraint can be significant, if either, the mass
of the spacecraft is large, or its initial orbit altitude is high. For the latter, re-orbiting to a higher
graveyard orbit above 2000km using solar sailing, was found to be of limited value for the reference
cases studied. As shown in [McIness, 2004b], for equatorial orbits, a simple switching law can be
used during the solar sailing controlled deorbiting phase, that requires a slow slew of 90◦ twice per
orbit. For polar orbits, the sail attitude can be fixed relative to the Sun, but the sail must yaw
360deg per orbit to align the sail thrust vector opposite to the velocity vector.
Atmospheric Drag Augmentation. These systems rely on decreasing the ballistic coefficient
of the host by deploying a gossamer structures, that reduces significantly the mass-to-area ratio
of the spacecraft. The systems that are used for drag-assisted deorbiting can be classified in
two big types according to their directionality: spherical-shaped systems like balloons, that are
omnidirectional. This means that they always offer the same amount of surface area to the residual
atmosphere, regardless of their orientation, and thus they do not strictly require stabilisation; and
drag sails, which are directional, and require stabilisation in order the maximize the exposed area
to the stream of free-molecular flow particles. Drag sails can be completely flat, similar to common
solar sails designs, or have a pyramidal shuttlecock-like shape as shown in Figure 2.22 (right). The
result of many studies [Kumar, 1996, Roberts, 2004, Harkness, 2006, Roberts and Harkness, 2007],
can be summed up by stating that flatter designs will generate greater drag forces, but smaller
restoring torques than their sharper counterparts.
Nonetheless, as explained in [Macdonald et al., 2013], the simplicity and robustness of a spherical
envelope comes at the cost of a mass penalty when compared to a shaped gossamer structure.
Considering alone the material required, the surface area of a sphere goes as 4pir2, where r is
the characteristic length, e.g. radius, while the surface area of a flat disc or square scales as pir2
or r2, respectively. However, as proposed in [Nock et al., 2013], one should consider the lower
risk of debris-generating impacts that the majority of the deployable area offers when calculating
the Area-Time-Product (ATP) that is commonly used to compare the collision risk of different
deorbiting concepts.
The main advantage of drag augmentation devices is that they are the only technology that does
not have to rely on the host still being operational or manoeuvrable, either at the time of activa-
tion or throughout the deorbiting phase. Therefore, they can truly provide uncontrolled-deorbiting
capability to the host. They can also act as a “fail safe” system, that if the spacecraft suffers a
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catastrophic failure would activate. The latter requires a completely independent deorbit device
such as the one proposed in [Fernandez et al., 2014a]. As explained in [Harkness, 2006], such a
device could be contained in a small bolt-on package which would be attached onto new space-
craft at launch. It could conceivably remain dormant thereafter, only awakening when instructed
from the ground after the host has reached EOL and requires a deorbit manoeuvre, or after it
becomes unresponsive following the activation signal of a “watch-dog” counter. However, according
to [Harkness, 2006, Macdonald et al., 2013], the use of an atmospheric drag augmentation system
is applicable only to low and medium mass spececraft (>1000 kg), or spacecraft that are unlikely
to survive atmospheric re-entry, hence minimizing risk to human life. Also, they are generally only
effectively applicable in the low and medium LEO regions below 800 km.
2.2.2 Drag Augmentation Devices and Concepts
In the last decade, given the advancement in the field of gossamer structures, several researcher
have proposed drag-augmentation concepts as near-term solutions for end-of-life disposal from
LEO. These ultralight deployable structures take the form of:
• Spheres [Hinkley, 2009, Nock et al., 2010, Nock et al., 2013].
• Pyramids or shuttlecocks [Gloyer et al., 2002, Maessen et al., 2006, Miyazaki et al., 2007,
Roberts and Harkness, 2007, Szatkowski and Stamm, 2012, Hinkley and Hardy, 2012].
• Pillows [Hinkley, 2009, Lokcu and Ash, 2011].
• Diedrals [Dupuy and Le Couls, 2010].
• Planar surfaces [Johnson et al., 2011, Schillo et al., 2011, Lappas et al., 2011, Hiemstra et al.,
2012, ClydeSpace, 2013, Hobbs et al., 2013, MMADesign, 2013, Wolf et al., 2014, Fernandez
et al., 2014a].
The majority of these examples are being developed by University teams, and are low-cost
prototypes or experimental payloads that are envisioned for nano and micro-satellite applications
that require small deployed areas. While others, are matured systems that had gone or are going
through the qualification process needed to fulfill the set of requirements imposed for a deorbiting
mission on-board a large commercial platform [Dupuy and Le Couls, 2010, MMADesign, 2013,
Fernandez et al., 2014a].
The already launched aerobrakes, and the more mature and significant designs and concepts will
be presented next:
GOLD Inflatable Balloon. In 2002 Global Aerospace Corporation filed a patent for the design
of the Gossamer Orbit Lowering Device (GOLD) [Nock et al., 2004]. The patent claims novelty
over the following key points: the use of an inflatable envelope that may have the role as a device
for drag augmentation; an inflation system for the envelope that is regulated; and an attachment
module in the form of a tether or spiral linkage that separates the primary spacecraft from the
stowed or deployed envelope.
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In [Nock et al., 2013] it is proposed that balloon-type deorbiting systems are still valid to reduce
the area-time product of a spacecraft, which assesses the likelihood of collisions with orbit debris or
functioning satellites during its use. In fact, in their study if only objects with a characteristic size
close to 2 m are considered, since the peak in the distribution of the area of orbital debris occurs
for this size, inflatable drag enhancement devices result in the least risk for all options considered.
This occurs even though their area for risk of collisions is larger. They also studied the effect of
hypervelocity impacts on the thin film material. It is claimed that the GOLD system will work
even though it will get punctured many times by small debris objects and tiny meteoroids. As
despite these small holes, the total leak rate will be very small, and the pressurization system will
very easily keep up with the leakage.
AeroCubes. Over the last decade The Aerospace Corporation has developed a series of 1/1.5
U cubesats to demonstrate miniaturised innovative technology [Hinkley and Hardy, 2012]. Except
the first cubesat, the subsequent five nanosatellites all carried an inflatable drag-assisted deorbiting
device. AeroCube-2 launched in 2007 incorporated a 22 by 15 cm pillow-shaped Kapton device.
The satellite lost communication before the deorbiting device could be deployed. AeroCube-3
launched in 2009 incorporated a 60 cm diameter Mylar sphere with eight gores. The balloon did
not deploy as the fill tubes twisted, thus preventing inflation. They concluded that inflation in orbit
was difficult to achieve using the miniturised inflation system and packaging approached followed
for the ballon. However, the exposed material still doubled the drag area and the cubesat deorbited
in shorter period of time. Aerocube-4, 5A and 5B, all launched in 2012, possessed a mechanically
deployed, parachute-like cone-shaped deorbit device of 0.9 m in diameter.
NanoSail-D2. NASA’s NanoSail-D programme [Johnson et al., 2011] was aimed at demon-
strating in orbit gossamer technology for solar sailing as shown in Section 2.1, and also prove the
drag-assisted deorbiting capabilities of these ultralight planar sails. This 3U cubesat launched in
late 2010, had a mass of about 4 kg and was inserted into a 650km circular orbit. From this initial
altitude it took 240 days to re-enter the atmosphere with the aid of its 9 m2 and 2 µm thick CP-1
sail. This was two to three times the expected deorbiting time [NASA, 2012]. The discrepancy was
attributed to the sail tumbling (flat spin mode) that reduced the effective drag area. This example
illustrates the need for passive stabilisation capability on these gossamer deorbiting concepts.
DragNET Deorbit System. MMA Design LLC has recently developed a 2.8 kg drag sail
deorbiting system that utilises their patented pantograph booms as shown in Figure 2.23 (right).
These lightweight booms are strain-energy driven and are flexible enough to allow the slightly
length-wise curvature required to have a non-flat sail that favours spacecraft passive stabilisation.
The effective aerodrag deployed area is 14 m2. The system is a standoff mechanism that can include
power electronics for a complete autonomous solution. MMA has delivered the first protoflight unit
to Ball Aerospace and it was integrated onto the 180kg STPSat-3 satellite as show in Figure 2.23
(left). MMA has also delivered a second dragNET system including a Deorbit Power Electronics
(DPE), which has been integrated and will deorbit the Minotaur I upper stage from a 500 km
circular orbit [MMADesign, 2013]. Flight demonstration is confirmed on the ORS-3 mission which
launched on November 2013 [Nasaspaceflight, 2013].
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Figure 2.23: MMA Design’s DragNET deorbit system deployed (left), and mounted to the STPSat-
3 satellite (right) [Source: MMA Design LLC].
IDEAS. The CNES/EADS Astrium’s IDEAS aerobrake system [Dupuy and Bousquet, 2007,
Dupuy and Le Couls, 2010] has been designed to target CNES’ 200 kg Microscope and 100-150
kg class Myriade microsatellites. Microscope is scheduled for launch in 2016 on a 790 km altitude
circular orbit. Without targeted action, its natural re-entry would occur in over 67 years. As
shown in Figure 2.24 (centre), IDEAS consists of two V-shaped 6 2 wings at an angle that form
a three-dimensional dihedral shape. Each of the two wings is supported by an inflatable boom,
that utilises metallic laminate yielding for in orbit rigidisation [Dupuy and Le Couls, 2010]. The
boom material used is a Kapton/Aluminium/Kapton laminate. The Aluminium layer ensures the
mechanical behaviour after rigidisation by sufficient plastic deformation applied by the gas internal
pressure that also suppresses material defects created during folding. The polyimide internal layer
protects the Aluminium layer from internal mechanical abrasion and the tightness during boom
inflation. The external polyimide layer offers environmental protection and thermal control.
Figure 2.24: CNES Microscope satellite: orbital configuration (left); and deorbit configuration
using CNES/EADS Astrium’s IDEAS aerobrake concept (centre). A 3 m long breadboard model
of one of the two inflatable wings is also shown (right) [Dupuy and Le Couls, 2010].
AEOLDOS. Clyde Space Ltd has recently developed in collaboration with the University of
Glasgow an Aerodynamic End-Of-Life DeOrbit System (AEOLDOS) for cubesats applications [Cly-
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deSpace, 2013, Harkness et al., 2014]. This low-cost system will be commercially available from
2014 at a price of $15,000. The stored system fits in a 0.4 U cubesat volume, and it deploys a four-
quadrant sail of up to 3 m2. Each pre-folded quadrant is provided as a swappable sealed cartridge
that easily integrates in the cubesat walls. The system uses commercial-off-the-shelf (COTS) metal
tape-springs for a fast strain energy driven sail deployment. Connection details at the root reduce
the final shock loads imparted on the tape-springs. Four rigid doors ensure the membranes remain
safely stowed, where a single synchronised unlocking occurs upon either, an activation signal that
can be preset for a specified period of time on orbit, or upon a telecommand with a deployment
signal confirmation sent to the ground.
Cranfield University’s Drag Sail Cranfield Univeristy has developed a low-cost drag sail
experimental payload that will be utilised to deorbit a 150 kg British science/technology demon-
strator satellite (TechDemoSat-1) to be launched in Q3 2014 [CranfieldUniv, 2013, Hobbs et al.,
2013]. The total deployed area of the four-quadrant sail is unknown but is expected to be less than
3 m2. The sail uses COTS metal tape-springs for a fast strain energy driven sail deployment. The
sail is z-folded and co-coiled with the booms to minimise stored volume.
A different drag sail is currently being developed at Cranfield University based on similar tech-
nology. This is another experimental payload for end-of-life disposal of ESA’s European Student
Earth Orbiter (ESEO) 40 kg micro-satellite that will be launched in 2015-2016 [ESA-ESEO, 2013].
Surrey Space Centre’s Gossamer Deorbiter. This scalable gossamer sail-based deorbiting
system of large spacecraft platforms has been developed at the Surrey Space Centre under a contract
for ESA. Some of the research findings that will be shown in this thesis are derived from that
studies produced for that R&D project. Chapter 9 will describe in detail the design and the major
developments of the drag-assisted deorbiting system.
Chapter 3
Literature Review
This chapter is split into two sections. The first one presents a detailed literature review on the
modelling approaches and analysis techniques of gossamer sail systems. Standard and specific test-
ing techniques developed for ultralightweight spacecraft structures are also presented. In addition,
test/analysis correlation campaigns of solar sail ground demonstrators are reviewed to highlight
the challenges of predicting the behaviour of these systems.
The second section presents a review of the different types of flexible shell deployable structures
proposed to date. The concept of bistability in flexible shell structures is then introduced. A review
of the different analytical and computational models that try to explain the behaviour of composite
and metallic bistable shell structures is also presented. Finally, research into new concepts that
make use of the anisotropic bending properties that composites can easily offer are shown.
3.1 Modelling, Analysis, and Testing of Gossamer Sail Systems
3.1.1 Measurement Needs and Goals
Experiment has been the major, and often the only, source of analysis for a great part of the history
of scientific investigation. Experiments are important for several reasons. For the present case the
following examples taken from [Jenkins et al., 2004] support the main reasons for experimental
measurements of solar sails:
- Reliance on an experimental model absent other models. Deployment is such a complicated
phenomenon, that at least for some solar sail configurations, reliable models may be simply
unavailable.
- Provide needed data for theoretical/numerical model computation. The need for material
property data, such as elastic modulus or optical reflectivity, is a common example.
- Validate theoretical/numerical modelling methods. Comparison of model results to experi-
mental data is essential to providing confidence in the predictions for risk reduction.
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- Better illuminate poorly understood phenomena. Damage evolution such as tear propagation,
while understood to some extent on the ground, is poorly understood in the space environment.
- Expose completely unknown phenomena. It is the unexpected, unasked questions that are
perhaps the most serious challenges to risk reduction.
Among the above, modelling validation is perhaps the most critical to solar sailing success. Given
the need to move solar sails to a Technology Readiness Level (TRL) of 7 for flight manifesting, and
given the difficulty of ground testing full-scale sails in a relevant environment, it is imperative to
have reliable theoretical/numerical models that can provide the critical transition from scale model
tests to full scale designs.
There are several solar sail modelling methods that need to be evaluated. Relevant field variables
predicted by the methods would include:
- Center of mass
- Center of pressure
- Components stowed volume
- Static deployed sail shape
- Sail strain
- Deployed Boom shape under static loading
- Several lowest sail natural frequencies and mode shapes
- Several lowest boom natural frequencies and mode shapes
- Sail components’ temperature
Aside from these field variables, there are other important measurements relevant to solar sails.
These measurements can be part of the experimental validation of the solar sail design, but also
could be used as data for an integrated diagnostics system that could be used in flight versions.
These include:
- Measure boom root loads
- Measure boom tip accelerations
- Measure sail support tension
- Measure sail temperature
- Measure deployed shape
- Measure deployed vibration characteristics
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- Observe deployment and report both qualitative (video coverage of entire deploying sail) and
quantitative (measure trajectories of deploying booms and membranes) results
- Observe sails, booms, and other mission-critical components for integrity and structural
health monitoring
Note that the desired measurement parameters do not contain any stress quantities in the form
of for example boom and sail membrane stress. This is because there are no known methods to
directly quantify stress in structures, as stress itself is a hypothesized concept. Stress is always
derived indirectly from directly measured quantities, typically kinematic quantities that are then
coupled with a model, such as material constitutive relations, to derive the associated stress. Such
kinematic quantities include static displacement or strain, or dynamic properties such as frequency,
damping, and phase. For an in-space diagnostics system, an attractive non-contacting method
for measuring the desired kinematic quantities of sail shape (displacement) and sail dynamics
(frequency, damping, mode shapes) is photogrammetry. This method will be reviewed later in this
section.
It is vital to establish the accuracy of experimental solar sail measurements to avoid both under
design and over design of for example the ground test validation procedures or the in-space dia-
gnostics system. At a minimum, the experimental data must be at least as accurate as the models
to be validated, although several times more accuracy is desirable for higher confidence. But what
is the accuracy of current model predictions? Let us consider a 35 kPa (5 psi) membrane “skin”
stress for a 2.5 GPa elastic modulus sail. The result micro-strain will be 2.8, which is well within
the capability of modern finite element codes. When compared to classical membrane solutions, FE
computed frequencies and mode shapes have also shown to compare extremely well [Jenkins et al.,
2004]. Generally, computational model results will be considered successful if they are within 5-10%
of the experimental “truth”. Given the extremely difficulty to predict the nature of large ultra-light
solar sail systems, this requirement can be further relaxed to about 15-25%, as normally found
in the literature [Taleghani et al., 2005a, Sleight et al., 2005, Sleight et al., 2006]. Nonetheless,
optimisation procedures have been researched to better update and correlate the computational
model with the test results of large sail systems [Taleghani et al., 2005b].
3.1.2 Modelling and Analysis
The field of structural mechanics and dynamics of aerospace systems normally covers hundreds
of theoretical studies. These studies cover linear and nonlinear models and various shapes and
boundary configurations of the analyzed concepts, and also numerous analysis methods including
closed form, asymptotic expansions, and numerical methods (finite element method, boundary
element method, finite difference method, etc). However, given the difficulty of modelling and
analysing complex gossamer systems such as solar sails, the current general trend is to use computer-
generated numerical models to predict the behaviour of these ultralight concepts. Classical closed
form solutions are then normally left as a rapid tool to give an order of magnitude assessment of
the validity of the results for simplified versions of the problem. Of all numerical computational
methods normally volume-discretisation methods are used, which subdivide the whole domain of
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the boundary value problem into simpler parts. Of these methods, the finite element method
(FEM) is the most widely accepted technique given the powerful commercial structural analysis
software available that utilises it. Finite element analysis (FEA), as it is normally known, can
accurately represent complex geometry, include dissimilar material properties, easily represent the
total solution, and capture local effects. All these are inherent problems that need to be solved when
analysing gossamer structures. Three commercial FEA software dominate the field of lightweight
space structures modelling. These are: ABAQUS, which is mainly utilised in research centres and
universities; MSC, NX or NEi NASTRAN, mainly used in industry; and ANSYS, used both in
industry, and research centres/academia.
In this review we will differentiate between the modelling and analysis of solar sail components,
mainly thin-film membrane structures and deployable booms, and that of the whole gossamer sail
structure. Normally the latter follows the former, once the modelling approach of the simpler
problem has been validated.
Thin-Film Membranes
According to [Jenkins, 2001], to the applied mechanician, membranes may mean a surface (thin
film) with zero bending rigidity, resulting in nonexistent compressive solutions. The lack of bend-
ing rigidity of membranes, caused by extreme thinness and /or low elastic modulus, leads to an
essentially under-constrained structure that has equilibrium configurations only for certain loading
fields. Under other loading conditions large rigid-body deformations can take place. In addition,
these same characteristics lead to an inability to sustain compressive stresses. Time-dependent and
nonlinear behaviour are also common features of typical membrane materials.
As stated in [Jenkins et al., 2004], for the present case, the experimental measurements must
be considered in the context of high-fidelity computational models of the sail structure. The sails
themselves are membrane structures, and as such are delicately constrained, and cannot withstand
compressive or transverse loads without some initial prestress. Under sufficient compressive loads
to overcome any initial tensile prestress, the membrane wrinkles out of plane. Wrinkling may have
thrust degradation effects on solar sail [Murphey et al., 2002], may cause hot spots where membrane
overheating can occur, and will likely cause significant departure from unwrinkled dynamic response
behavior. Furthermore, slack directions and areas in the sail represent load-carrying indeterminacy
that needs to be minimized to increase confidence in structural integrity under mission conditions.
Because membrane structures change shape in partial response to applied loads, the total response
of the sail is complicated and not intuitive.
Since the beginning of the 21st century there has been extensive research to effectively model
using FE codes thin-film membranes and their behaviour for different geometries, boundary con-
ditions, and load cases. For the case of solar sail membranes, normally research efforts have been
routed towards solving three fundamental uncertainties: the wrinkled state of the membrane and
its effects on the propulsive force; the sail shape under gravity conditions, as this can be considered
as a several orders of magnitude scaled-up deformation when compared to that of sail in orbit
under uniform solar radiation pressure; and the deployed vibration characteristics of the sail.
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• Wrinkling
As stated in [Tessler et al., 2005] structural wrinkles are local post-buckling patterns that are
manifested by geometrically large transverse deformations whose magnitudes are much larger than
the membrane thickness. Membrane wrinkling prediction started in the 1920s and 1930s in [Wagner,
1929, Reissner, 1938]. They established a tension field theory, which as further developed in [Stein
and Hedgepeth, 1961] in the 1960s to handle more general problems. The first finite element solution
was the Iterative Membrane Properties (IMP) method developed in [Miller and Hedgepeth, 1982,
Miller et al., 1985]. This method uses tension field theory with membrane elements of negligible
compressive strength and bending stiffness, that incorporate wrinkling through a recursive stiffness-
modification procedure that consists of changing the stiffness matrix of the element that is deemed
to be wrinkled using a variable Poisson’s ratio in the element formulation. In [Adler et al., 2000]
this method was implemented as a user-defined material (UMAT) sub-routine in ABAQUS using
the so-called combined wrinkling criterion. This is a combined stress/strain condition that has to
be satisfied for a wrinkle to exist. In [Johnston, 2002] the latter method was used to study the static
and structural dynamics behaviour of NGST space telescope (now JWST) sunshield, that consists
of several parallel membranes layers. Also, in [Blandino et al., 2002] the IMP method implemented
with ABAQUS’ M3D4 AND M3D3 membrane elements with a UMAT material formulation was
successfully used to model wrinkling of a square membrane for symmetric mechanical loads applied
at the corners. These methods are valid for accurately predicting the stress distribution of the
membrane, including wrinkled regions, and also the extent of these regions. However, they cannot
give accurate details of the wrinkling patterns, i.e amplitude and wavelength, with out-of-plane
deformation of membrane structures.
With this in mind, researchers studied membranes as very thin shell structures that now have
non-negligible bending stiffness (out-of-plane) as well as membrane stiffness (in-plane). In order to
overcome convergence problems in the analysis using geometrically nonlinear shell models, given the
large elastic deformations and rigid-body motions encountered with only small amounts of strain
energy involved during the onset of buckling (wrinkle formation), several approaches have been
proposed. In [Lee and Lee, 2002] a modified quadratic shell element was created that fictitiously
modified the Shear and Young’s Moduli to enable locking-free shell analysis of very thin shells.
Also, an artificial damping term was introduced to circumvent numerical ill-conditioning due to
stability issues in the nonlinear equilibrium equations formulated.
However, commercial FE codes, mainly ABAQUS, have been used in shell-based analysis to
simulate the onset of wrinkling in tensioned membranes and the growth and characteristics of
wrinkles. S4R5 four-node Mindlin-type quadrilateral shell elements are normally the primary choice
found in literature given their small strain, large displacement, reduced integration of the transverse
shear energy, and updated Lagrangian frame of reference features [ABAQUS, 2013]. Three main
approaches have been proposed that differ in the way the initiation of wrinkling by out-of-plane
deformation is triggered during the geometrically nonlinear analysis. In [Wong and Pellegrino,
2006a, Wong and Pellegrino, 2006c] out-of-plane geometric imperfections imposed at the nodes
are introduced as a superposition of the first several eigenvectors of the tangent stiffness matrix
of the membrane, scaled by a small percentage of the thickness. In [Leifer and Belvin, 2003]
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small magnitude forces of opposing directions and zero resultant were utilised. In [Tessler et al.,
2005, Papa and S., 2005, Tessler and Sleight, 2007] randomly distributed out-of-plane deflections
of similar magnitudes of those imposed in [Yong and Pellegrino, 2002] were used. Wrinkling of
orthotropic viscoelastic membranes has also been studied for applications where creep compliance
and relaxation modulus are important parameters [Deng and Pellegrino, 2012]. In general, finite
element analysis using thin shell elements has been shown to be able to replicate real physics
experimentation with an accuracy better than 25%. Nevertheless, analytical models such as the
differential equation proposed in [Epstein, 2003] for the number and amplitude of wrinkles, and
in [Wong and Pellegrino, 2006b] for the location and pattern of wrinkles with preliminary estimates
of their wavelength and amplitude, have also been proposed for simple geometries and loading
conditions.
The corner areas of a solar sail membrane are regions of severe stress concentrations, which
are difficult and computationally expensive to analyse with volume-discretization methods such as
FEA. In [Tessler et al., 2005] is was successfully proposed that the corner regions should be trun-
cated and the corner loads replaced by statically equivalent distributed loads along the truncated
lines. These removes the stress concentrations, improving the corner mesh quality, and, hence,
element performance. In [Tessler and Sleight, 2007] numerical studies demonstrated that excessive
mesh refinement in regions of stress concentration may actually be disadvantageous to achieving
wrinkled equilibrium states, causing the nonlinear solution to be biased towards the membrane
response and totally discarding the very low-energy bending response that is necessary to cause
wrinkling-deformation patterns. Also, it was demonstrated that relatively small changes in the size
of the truncated corner region produced distinctly different wrinkling deformations, including their
patterns, wavelength, and depth. This aspects brings the importance of precise modeling of such
regions into focus.
A practical method to minimize wrinkling on solar sails has been to produce a shear-compliant
border along the sail edges that allows significant tension and shear to be introduced in the film
without producing wrinkling in the areas outside of this compliant boarder area [Talley et al., 2002].
This method was successfully introduced in the ATK-ABLE ground demonstrator design. How-
ever, the modelling of the thermoformed 3D-shaped strips of the shear-compliant regions can be
challenging. In [Leifer, 2007], rather than modelling the full geometric details, two simplified and
efficient approaches were developed. The model that uses an orthotropic material gave qualitatively
good results but is highly sensitive to the ratio of the Young’s moduli calculated. The James Webb
Space Telescope (JWST) sunshield will be one of the largest gossamer sail structures ever construc-
ted. Therefore, thermally lap-welded seams are used to form the large area from independent rolls
of reflective polymer films. In [Fellini and Kropp, 2008] both the thermoformed shear-compliant
boarders and the seams are modelled in ABAQUS. Micro-wrinkling patterns near the seam regions
are effectively captured in the analysis, but the quantitative FEA results for the wavelength and
maximum amplitude of the puckers involve errors of up to 40% of the experimental measured values
for highly loaded test cases. Therefore, future work on modelling the thermoformed seam regions
of large membranes is needed, especially if the parallel seams are closely spaced.
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• Static gravity sag
The problem of determining the gravity-induced deformation on the lightweight sail membrane
(gravity sag) using finite element codes was produced in [Taleghani et al., 2005a, Sleight et al.,
2006, Johnston et al., 2006, Black et al., 2007, Sakamoto et al., 2007]. Except for the latter
publication the rest utilised commercial FE software to carry out the nonlinear analysis of the
membrane structure under different preloads, boundary conditions and orientations with respect to
the gravity field. The horizontal orientation, in which the gravity vector is directed approximately
normal to the sail surface, has been normally chosen to reflect the loading geometry of actual solar
sails in orbit. Although the solar radiation force is six orders of magnitude smaller than the force of
gravity, the induced deformations can be readily scaled down for the case of lightly preloaded orbit
structures once the modelling approach has been validated. It is worth mentioning that in [Black
et al., 2007] it is stated that largest source of discrepancy between predicted and measured data
is membrane slack found during experimentation, and thus, more attention should be paid in
incorporating this geometric slack in the “simple” models, rather than in developing very complex
numerical models of the membrane. On these studies it was found that FEA qualitatively predicts
large membranes gravity sag. Quantitavely, predictions for peak gravity-induced deformations were
generally within 10% of the measured values.
• Vibration behaviour
The study of vibrating membranes goes back at least three centuries [Rayleigh, 1864]. Many
theoretical studies of membrane vibrations exist in the literature. With the advent of computers,
numerical models have also been extensively utilised to study the dynamic characteristics of simple
and complex membrane structures. However, many less experimental studies can be found in the
open literature [Jenkins et al., 2004], and even the simplest classical cases have not been thoroughly
investigated. The extreme flexibility and lightness of membranes and their structural compliance
drive the requisite for accurate non-contacting measurement methods, which has restricted the
spread of experimental work. In addition, according to [Jenkins and Korde, 2012] the spread of
information spatially across the membrane depends on the membrane tension and local curvature,
the frequency content of the disturbance, and other factors such as damping, which makes the
problem even more challenging. Mode localisation is also common in membranes, in [Jenkins and
Korde, 2012] it was shown that this tendency appears to be due to their inherent stiffness-inertia
related dynamics. For the present case, given that solar sail membranes normally have very low
frequencies (<1 Hz) of the first few fundamental modes, the vibration measurements are even more
difficult. Also, particularly challenging is their extremely large sizes, stiffness variations between
the booms and sails, as well as the coupling between the sail and the boom dynamics. Model/test
correlation efforts for solar sails ground demonstrators will be presented later in the section. The
effects of prestress [Kukathasan and S., 2002], wrinkling [Kukathasan and S., 2003], seams [Jenkins
and Kondareddy, 1999], manufacturing variability, air loading in non-vacuum condition tests, or
thermal loading on the vibration response of sail membranes are still opened questions in the
gossamer structures field.
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Booms
As previously reviewed there are several types of booms that have been proposed for gossamer sails.
These include: flexible shell structures, coilable booms, and inflatables. The modelling of these
structures for solar sailing applications have been solely produced with commercial FE software
given the complexity of geometries involved and the analysis carried out.
In FE codes truss or rod elements are long slender structural members that can only transmit
axial force. They are usually employed to model line-like structures that support loading only along
the axis or the centerline of the element. No moments or forces perpendicular to the centerline are
supported. The only parameter required to specify the element is the cross-section’s area. Beam
elements are used to model structures in which one dimension (the length) is significantly greater
than the other two, and in which the longitudinal stress is most important. The advantage of using
beam elements comes from the simplification that is achieved by assuming that the member’s
deformation can be estimated entirely from variables that are functions of position along the beam
axis only. For beam theory to produce acceptable results, the cross-section dimensions should
be less than 1/10 of the structure’s typical axial dimension (distance between supports or gross
change in cross-section, wavelength of the highest vibration mode of interest, etc) [ABAQUS,
2013]. Beam elements have deformations that include axial stretch, curvature change (bending),
and torsion; adding flexibility associated with transverse shear deformation, and, in some cases,
even warping (non-uniform out-of-plane deformation of the cross-section). Beam elements are
specified by providing either the shape and dimensions of the cross-section or its area and moments
of inertia. On the contrary, shell elements are used to model structures in which one dimensions
(the thickness) is significantly smaller than the other dimensions, and the stress in the thickness
direction are negligible. Shell elements are specified by providing the element’s section properties
that define the thickness and material properties associated (laminate lay-up in case of a composite
structure).
To evaluate the static and dynamic response of the booms in a deployed state normally: beam
elements have been utilised to model inflatable booms [Sleight et al., 2005, Sleight et al., 2006];
shell elements have been used for modelling flexible thin-shell booms [Sickinger et al., 2006, Roybal
et al., 2007]; and coilable masts have been generally represented as a 3D truss structure, where
longerons have been modelled using beam elements, and diagonals and battens have been modelled
using truss or rod elements that support only axial loading [Taleghani et al., 2005a]. However, to
model the triangular truss structure attached to one side of the inflatable boom in the L’Garde
solar sail GSD, beam elements were utilised to model the rigid V-shaped spreader bars (battens),
and cable or truss elements without compression behaviour to model the flexible spreader system
lines (third batten, longerons and diagonals) [Sleight et al., 2005].
In [Stanciulescu et al., 2007] static and dynamic analysis of a truss-like isogrid boom for solar
sails were performed using FE codes. It was shown that for slender structures, using an analysis
with a simplified equivalent beam of constant cross-section is very accurate and much more efficient,
as long as the cross-sectional properties of the beam is evaluated to be averages of the properties
of the isogrid system. Several researchers have modelled the booms with simplified equivalent
beam formulations for computational efficiency, when performing full system solar sail structural
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analysis [Taleghani et al., 2003, Sleight, 2004, Banik et al., 2008].
There is a particular type of flexible thin-shell structure that has attracted a great amount of
modelling research given the widespread of applications it provides: tape-springs. Over the last
decade there has been renewed interested in studying the folding behaviour of tape-springs, which
is analysed analytically, numerically, and experimentally in [Seffen and Pellegrino, 1999, Seffen,
2000, Yee et al., 2004, Yee and Pellegrino, 2005, Silver et al., 2005, Walker and Aglietti, 2006, Walker
and Aglietti, 2007, Soykasap, 2007, Hoffait et al., 2010, Mallikarachchi and S., 2011, Guinot et al.,
2012, Bourgeois et al., 2012] for hinge applications that involve folding/deployment of i.e. rolling
hinges [Watt and Pellegrino, 2002], hexapods [Aridon et al., 2008], tubular booms [Mobrem and
Adams, 2006, Mallikarachchi, 2011], trusses [Pollard and Murphey, 2006], antennas [Soykasap et al.,
2008] or reflectors [Soykasap et al., 2012, Zajac et al., 2013]. This research has created a vast
amount of knowledge on the behaviour of tape-springs during the folding, unfolding and locking
phenomenae.
According to [Guinot et al., 2012], the modelling of tape springs can be classified into two main
approaches: nonlinear shells (2D); and discreted articulated bars (1D). However, this classification
can be also extended to include the modelling of other flexible shell structures designed for space
applications. The former approach consists in a full computation of the shell model in the framework
of large displacements and rotations. This was first tackled in the 1960s and 1970s by Chu [Chu
and Krishnamoorthy, 1967], who led the work of studying the buckling and postbuckling behavior
of open cylindrical shell structures [Chu and Turula, 1970, Turula and Chu, 1970]. They used
Donnell’s theory [Donnell, 1934] applied to open section cylinders. Based on these differential
equations, a set of nonlinear finite difference equations were obtained and solved numerically by
the Newton-Raphson method [Scarborough, 1966]. In [Yang and Guralnick, 1976] experimental
validation of this modelling approach was shown. Recently [Silver et al., 2005] used the same model
but implemented in Matlab with a much finer mesh and using Riks’ arc-length method [Riks, 1972]
to address the snap-through behavior of tape-springs. In order to generalise the investigation,
many of the geometric parameters were reduced to non-dimensional parameters, so that future
parametric studies could be performed. Nevertheless, the normal trend has been to use commercial
FE software to accurately solve the static and dynamic problems for any geometry, boundary
condition or loading configuration proposed [Sickinger et al., 2004, Roybal et al., 2007, Banik
and Murphey, 2010]. This enables a detailed representation of the boom geometry that allows the
flexible cross-section to deform locally so as to capture 3D effects such as snap-through or buckling.
Geometric or material imperfections can also be easily added on the FE shell models [Sickinger
et al., 2006].
Unfortunately, these nonlinear shell models are generated at the expense of computer resources,
as these models do not take into account the particulars of tape spring behaviour, such as rod-like
shape or creation of localized folds. For this, the discrete articulated bars method first proposed
in [Seffen and Pellegrino, 1999] relies on the observation that buckling and subsequent fold form-
ation occurs at a single region of the tape-spring length, where the flattening of the cross-section
drastically reduces the moment of inertia and concentrates the bending deformation. The model
proposes rigid bars of variable length and nonlinear spiral that account for the bending stiffness of
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the fold. This model can accurately capture the unfolding and deployment of tape-springs but does
not allow for the generation of folds. In [Guinot et al., 2012, Bourgeois et al., 2012] an extended
1D rod model with deformable cross-sections has been proposed to study the problem of buckling,
leading to the creation, duplication, and migration of multiple folds in tape-springs. This model
requires only four parameters, making it very computationally efficient. The model has been im-
plemented in COMSOL and is currently being extended for the definition of a suitable 1D finite
element, for an efficient and reliable numerical implementation [Bourgeois et al., 2012].
However, to capture the kinematics and dynamics during deployment of flexible shell booms the
powerful solvers of standard FE software have been mainly utilised. In [Mallikarachchi and S., 2011]
ABAQUS/Explicit was used to accurately model the folding and subsequent passive deployment
of a tape-spring hinged CFRP boom with three slots. The simulation fully captures both the
steady-state moment part of the deployment and the final snap back of the deployed configuration.
The newly developed elastic micromechanical model utilised was also validated for the modelling of
textile-weaved composite structures. A variant of the hinge design, with three slots was analysed
using ABAQUS/Standard in [Yee and S., 2005, Soykasap, 2009]. Also, each folding section of the
MARSIS dipole antenna booms [Mobrem and Adams, 2009] is, in fact, a tape-spring hinge with
two slots with enlarged round ends. Extensive analytical work with MSC/ADAMS was carried out
to accureately predict in orbit the deployment of the foldable flatenned tubes (FFT) [Mobrem and
Adams, 2009, Adams and Mobrem, 2009]. In [Mallol-Parera, 2013b] an analysis of the deployment
of a meter-class, passively extended, bistable composite boom such as the one proposed in [Jeon
and Murphey, 2011] was performed using ABAQUS/Explicit as well. However, the quality of the
results were greatly affected by the material model used, friction, and the gravity off-loading system
utilised during deployment testing.
Solar sail deployment
Static and dynamic modelling approaches of the deployed solar sail will be presented in the next
subsection as part of the test/analysis correlation campaign of the large solar sail ground demon-
strators. In here the numerical modelling approaches for the deployment of complete solar sail
assemblies will be briefly summarised. The very few examples to be shown highlight the extreme
difficulty of developing reliable models, where normally the coupled dynamics of the booms with
the flexible sail membrane makes this complex problem unfaceable.
For AFRL’s FURL solar sail deployment modelling, ABAQUS/Standard FE code was used
[Banik et al., 2007]. The inner and outer set of composite spar elements that are used to furl
and unfurl the sail membrane in a predictable kinematically determined pathway are modelled
using shell elements. Truss elements are used to represent the tensioned radial cords that connect
the inner and outer spars, and an analytical rigid body simulates the central drum. The sail
membrane is not included with the assumption that the film is not a significant load carrying
component as long as nominal kinematics is upheld. The booms are also omitted for the sake of
simplicity, and are replaced with displacement controlled boundary conditions at the lower outer
spars. These boundary conditions model the nominal deployment path of two masts and are used
to drive the analysis. The results of this modelling approach were successfully correlated with
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shape measurements taken at several stages of deployment using photogrammetry [Banik et al.,
2008]. This effort validated the basic modelling techniques utilised and demonstrated the overall
analysability of the structure and the simplicity of its deployment.
Japanese researchers have solely led the work on modelling the deployment by centrifugal forces
of large membrane structures including spinning solar sails.
In [Mori et al., 2004] the first numerical simulation of the complete deployment of a spinning
solar sail was shown. The model is a particle-spring system model or “multi-particle model”, where
the sail and tethers are simulated as triangular elements with multiple lumped masses (vertices)
connected by springs and dampers (sides). The stiffness of the springs are determined so that
the strain energies of the membrane and the mass-spring system coincide when the element is
stretched in the direction parallel to each element’s side. These models simulates in-plane stiffness
of thin membranes and enables fast simulations. The numerical simulations were compared with
the results of the data of the S-310 flight experiment [Shii et al., 2005] in order to validate the
analytical model. The model was then used to predict the deployment behaviour of the 20 m
diameters sail that was later on deployed on-board a high altitude balloon in 2006 [Mori and al.,
2014].
In [Furuya et al., 2005] the deployment characteristics of rotationally skew fold membranes for
spinning solar sail was analysed. A non-dimensional similarity parameter is theoretically introduced
and updated for experimental results to model the requested spin rate of a flight model. This skew
fold pattern was utilised in one JAXA’s microgravity deployment experiments on-board a sounding
rocket [Nishimura et al., 2004].
In [Miyazaki, 2006] a new kind of elastodynamic analysis model was proposed to study the
deployment dynamics of thin isotropic folded membranes. The code introduced a wrinkle/slack
model with a modified stiffness matrix condition for the membrane finite elements, where stiffness
becomes zero or drastically reduced under any compression forces. The model is able to capture the
overall motion of the membrane as it deploys. In [Kishimoto et al., 2006] the code was implemented
with the one proposed in [Miyazaki and Uchiki, 2002] for the deployment dynamics of inflatable
tubes to predict the deployment of a membrane structure with embed inflatable tubes. This
membrane structure was proposed as a deorbiting system for nanosatellites in [Miyazaki et al.,
2007].
In [Sakamoto et al., 2011] a new three-dimensional Timoshenko beam finite element whose length
can be varied during transient dynamic analysis was developed. It enables the dynamic deploy-
ment analysis of flexible appendages with non-negligible bending stiffness. No artificial numerical
dissipation is introduced in the scheme so that the results are not affected. The model was imple-
mented in the deployment analysis of IKAROS solar sail to analyze the first stage of deployment
(quasi-static), which consists of the slow extension of each of the four bundle membranes.
However it was Okuizumi who led the development of the ‘multi-particle model” that was used
to model the deployment behaviour of IKAROS solar sail with an improved version of the particle-
spring system. The original model presented in [Mori et al., 2004] ignored membrane bending
stiffness, creases, and buckling strength of the springs, air drag, and damping. All of these effects
were quantified and modelled in [Okuizumi and Yamamoto, 2009]. This model was first utilised to
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simulate the centrifugal deployment of small scale spiral folded membrane in vacuum [Okuizumi
and Yamamoto, 2009]. The model was able to capture accurately the in-plane and out-of-plane
vibration behaviour during and after deployment. Later on it was used to model the unsymmetric
second stage dynamic deployment of a sub-scale model of IKAROS in vacuum [Okuizumi, 2010].
The model was further refined in [Okuizumi et al., 2011], where a penalty factor is introduced in
the crease model to take into account possible self contact around the crease lines. The model
offer good quantitative results and it was found that the buckling strength and crease stiffness of
the fold lines are the parameters that should be tuned to match experimental data. In [Shirasawa
et al., 2011] the model is used to simulate the deployment dynamics of the full-scale IKAROS
solar sail in-orbit. The results are then compared with flight data of dynamic motion observed
with the four on-board cameras. It was found that the particle-mass system model simulated the
global behaviour of the solar sail, with the exception of the in-plane oscillation damping between
the main body and the expanded membrane. In [Shirasawa et al., 2014] it is proposed that the
bending stiffness of the components attached to the membrane (reinforcing tapes, solar cells, RCDs)
should be updated following the interesting behaviour found when the spin rate of the solar sail
was zeroed. The possible larger stiffness of the sail components (mainly the slightly curved tapes)
was already reported in [Shirasawa et al., 2012], after following over time the deployed sail shape
under solar radiation loading.
3.1.3 Testing
This section will review the different techniques developed for the structural characterisation of
gossamer sail systems and its components.
Material Testing
Gossamer sail system materials normally consist of lightweight structural support elements (booms
or masts) and thin films. For the first, normally fiber reinforced plastics are the composite materials
chosen given their high specific strength and the ability to tailor lay-ups for specific applications.
Also, generally the combination of fiber and polymer matrix are chosen to have high strain to failure
properties so that the support elements can be elastically collapsed into the very small volumes
required for launch. For the films, high performance polymers that are highly resistant to the space
environment are utilised. Their ease of manufacturing into ultrathin forms of just a few microns
thick enable flexible membrane structures that can also be folded and packed into small volumes.
• Thin-Flexible Composites
Aside from high specific strength, the main property of thin-flexible composites is the high
material deformation allowed that is usually utilised to exploit stored strain energy to motivate
self-deployment of the structure from a highly compact coiled/folded state. The results are highly
compliant structures, which take advantage of the competitive mass density of their constitutive
composite materials, that form rigid structures once the geometric stiffness of the deployed config-
uration is achieved. Therefore, recent interest has been growing among space structures researchers
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to better understand and predict the mechanics of flexible high strain fibre reinforced composites.
These materials are useful for enabling large gossamer systems to be folded in small volumes for
launch. For example these materials are constructed into simple hinge component for an articu-
lated truss longeron [Pollard and Murphey, 2006], or they are used monolithically to form a rollable
slit-tube boom [Fernandez et al., 2014a] or doubly-curved shell [Keil and Banik, 2011].
The key advantages of using thin flexible high strain composites in a flexure loading regime, is
that they can endure strains that are much higher than measured by standard coupon tests in pure
tension or compression [Yee et al., 2004]. It is well known that fibre stability is the most common
compression failure mechanism in composite materials [Jones, 1998]. However, it has recently
been discovered that the tension side of these thin flexurally loaded laminates can stabilise the
compression side [Sanford et al., 2010, Murphey et al., 2011], a task normally left only to the matrix
in pure compression or shear loading. It is this stabilization that allows these laminates to sustain
abnormally high compressive strains. By taking advantage of this behavior, new folding schemes
are made possible that promise to reduce the complexity of traditional mechanically articulated
structures. An improved test fixture and procedure, that minimized potential sources of error, was
presented in [Sanford et al., 2011] to quantify the pure bending moment versus curvature behavior
of thin composite laminate coupons.
In [Yee et al., 2004] it is shown that the maximum bending strain in plain-weave laminates
decreases when the number of plies increase, and that this trend does not happen in triaxial-weave
laminates. In [Yee and Pellegrino, 2005] tension, compression, in-plane shear, and bending tests of
coupon laminates of interest for deployable structures applications, made from plain-weave T300
carbon fibre with Hexcel’s 913 or 914 epoxy resins, were analysed. The conclusion was that the
ultimate strains along the fibres for one-ply laminates were up to 36% higher than those of two
plies. Also that the [0/90] laminates allow higher maximum surface fibre strains than the [± 45],
though the latter can be folded into much tighter radii. Generally, the maximum surface strains
found (1.9-2.8%) are much larger than the failure strain of T300 fibres (1.6%) reported by the
manufacturer Toray. Scaling effects could be invoked to justify these results [Fleck and Liu, 2001],
which normally increase when the ratio between specimen thickness and fibre diameter is less than
200.
Also the matrix of the composite materials plays a very important role in the final packaging
ratio allowed for a given structure element or architecture. A soft matrix will enable a composite
structure to be bent to a much tighter radius than is achievable with a normal stiff matrix. This
advantage is exploited by for example rigidisable composites, where the matrix is in a softened
state during packaging and deployment, i.e by the application of heat, and is then rigidised for use
once deployed in space. The micromechanic deformation mechanisms associated with the folding
of softened matrix composites was studied in [Murphey, 2001]. It it shown that micro-buckling of
the fibres in the soft matrix allows unprecedented compressive strains (of the order of 5%) that
are associated with laminate bending of highly compact packaging schemes. However, experiments
revealed that the folding process can degrade tensile strength and buckling strength. Also, the softer
the matrix is the more elastic relaxation or creep over time it would suffer under e.g. mechanical
loading, such as the shear stresses induced during folding.
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In general the creep of polymer composites is a function of all service environmental parameters
(temperature, stress, physical aging, and moisture). A study on the interactive effect of all four
parameters was conducted in [Gupta, 2009], and demonstrated that the creep under combined
effect of all four parameters is entirely different and can not be predicted by just adding the
individual effect. Recently, extensive research efforts are being focused at studying the effects
of creep on lightweight structures formed of thin-flexible polymer composites. In [Gupta and
Raghavan, 2010] the creep of plain weave polymer matrix composites under on-axis and off-axis
loading was studied. The time-dependent behavior of thin CFRP flexures of a few unidirectional
plies was studied in [Santer and Saturni, 2012]. The IM7-8552 specimens were held in a folded
configuration by compression-induced bending for a long time. It was shown that tensile surface
strain increased over time.
In [Kwok and S., 2012] a micromechanical finite element homogenization scheme to determine
viscoelastic properties of woven composite laminae is presented. The solution scheme is employed
in numerical simulations of deployment and shape recovery of composite tape-springs, which are
shown to agree with experimental measurements. It was also found experimentally that stowage
has the effect of slowing down both the short-term deployment and long-term shape recovery of
folded tape-springs at elevated temperatures.
In [Makuch and Reynolds, 2012] a method for developing an in situ sensor for health monitoring
composite tape-springs was investigated. The initial sensor proposed is able to detect viscoelastic
effects, such as exponential decrease in strain due to stress relaxation, and record changes due to
temperature.
In [Fernandez J.M., 2012] the creep effects of single-axis-rolled, doubly-curved composite shells,
for a new concept of parabolic reflector constructed from thin fibre reinforce composite plies, are
assessed. The study investigated over thirty different laminates for low creep, manageable folding,
low stored strain energy, low folding radius, and high stiffness for ease of ground-based testing of
the rollable shells. One of the findings was that fibers along the two principal axes of stowage (roll
axis and normal to it) were necessary for reducing stress relaxation effects, but that fibers along the
roll axis should be included in the centre of the laminate rather than in the surface plies because
of the otherwise very high strain energy effects. This example shows the difficulty of designing
ultralight structures with thin-flexible composites, where sometimes opposing requirements need
to be fulfilled i.e. low folding radius for packaging versus low strain energy and creep.
• Thin-Film Membranes
For the sail films, high performance polymers that are highly resistance to the space environment
are employed. Their ease of manufacturing into ultrathin forms of just a few microns thick enable
flexible membrane structures that can also be folded and packed into small volumes.
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Characterisation tests
There are many tests that need to be performed to characterise a given polymer film and to
qualify it for space applications. These tests from [Dupont, 2014, Sheldahl, 2014] (where the
standard test method is written in parenthesis) include:
- Mechanical tests: tensile tests (Test method ASTM D-822-91) to characterise the polymers
ultimate tensile strength, yield point at 3%, stress to produce 5% of elongation, ultimate
elongation, tensile modulus, and Poisson’s ratio (average three samples elongated at 5%,
7%, 10%); folding endurance cycling testS (ASTM D-2176-89); tear-strengh-initiation test
(ASTM D-1004-90); tear strength-propagating test (ASTM D-1922-89); density test (ASTM
D-1505-90); impact strength; and low temperature flex life test (IPC TM 650, Method 2.6.18).
- Thermal tests: melting point test (ASTM E-794-85); thermal coefficient of linear expansion
(ASTM E-794-85), coefficient of thermal conductivity test (ASTM F-433-77); specific heat
test (Differencial Calorimetry), dimensional stability (% shrinkage) test (ASTM D-5214-91),
thermal aging test (UL-746B).
- Electrical tests: dielectric strength test (ASTM D-149-91); dielectric constant test (ASTM
D-150-92); dissipation factor test (ASTM D-150-92); and volume resistivity test (ASTM D-
257-91).
- Chemical tests: moisture absorption test (ASTM D-570-81); vapour permeability test (ASTM
E-96-92).
- Radiation tests: exposure to electron, protons, and UV radiation in vacuum and its effect on
the main mechanical, thermal, electrical, and optical properties.
- Optical tests: absorptance test (ASTM E-490 or ASTM E-903); emittance test(ASTM E-
408); transmittance test; and specularity test.
- Vacuum tests: Outgassing test for collected volatile condensable material (CVCM), recovery
mass loss (RML), total mass loss (TML), and water vapour regained (WVR) (Micro-VCM
according to ECSS-Q-70-02a).
Other additional tests to be performed on polymer thin film coatings, adhesives and tapes
used on gossamer sail systems are:
- Tests for coatings and overcoatings: adhesion tests (ASTM D-1000), abrasion tests (ISO 9211
method 01), optical properties tests (ASTM E-490 and ASTM E-408), surface resistivity test
(ASTM D-257).
- Tests for adhesives and pressure sensitive adhesive (PSA) tapes: adhesion tests (ASTM D-
1000), peel strength and shear force test (ASTM D-903).
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Thin-film material development
The USA has led the research and development of high performance polymers in thin film
forms and their qualification for space applications. In industry Dupont has lead the way devel-
oping polymers with famous trade names such as Kapton R©, Mylar R©, Teflon R©, Teonex R©, and
Kevlar R©. In the late 1970s NASA recognised the need to advance polymers tailored for space
environment requirements, in particular with reference to resistance to atomic oxygen, ultra-high
vacuum, electrons, protons, ultraviolet radiation, and with high transmittance to visible light. A
resin development and materials characterization programme was undertaken at Langley Research
Center that has resulted in a number of products: polyimides such as LaRCTM CP-1 and CP-2
(now commercialised by SRS Technologies), that are 80-100% transparent in the visible spectrum
(colourless) and are heat sealable; and Atomic Oxygen (ATOX) resistant products, such as TORTM
from Triton Systems Inc, that have over 15 to 100 times the AO resistance of uncoated Kapton R©.
In the last decade, two new polyimide-based products appear in the market: (POSS) Kapton R© by
SRS Technologies, that has increased the AO resistance of Kapton; and GORETM films reinforced
with PTFE nanofibres by W. L. Gore & and Associates Inc, that can be casted into polymers such
as Kapton R©, LaRCTM CP-1 or Upilex-S R© for an increase of tensile strength and tear initiation
and propagation.
In addition, the Small Business Innovation Research (SBIR) programme funded several industry
lead projects managed by NASA centres in the late 1990s and early 2000s [Garner et al., 1999]. For
example, Astral Technology Unlimited Inc, that specialises in metallisation of a variety of films to
below 1 µm thickness produced Aluminium and Chromium coatings on PET and PEN films of just
0.9µm; Triton Systems Inc produced TORTM and CP class films that are now rip-stop reinforced
and electrically conductive in order to reduce electrostatic charge buildup; and SRS Technologies
produced 1.5 µm thick CP-1 films with embedded fibers and rip-stops, and developed methods to
produced continuous reinforced rolls and manufacture adhesiveless seamed full-size sails. Integral
shear-compliant borders were produced for ATK’s 20 m solar sail demonstrator [Laue et al., 2005].
Also, carbon-filled CP-1 with high emissivity and special additives for de-wrinkling membranes
have been investigated for near-Sun solar sail missions [Talley et al., 2002].
Recently thin-film damage tolerant films have been explored using polymer additive manufac-
turing. In [Belvin, 2012] a fused deposition modelling (FDM) process was used to build directly on
the thin film, lightweight, hierarchical complex geometries for integral rip-stops. Tensile testing of
specimens with an initial tear revealed that these reinforced membranes had a higher tear resistance
than neat films of equivalent mass.
In Europe the Solar Sail Materials project funded by ESA was aimed at making progress on solar
sail materials, their assembly, and integration for future European solar sail missions [Dalla-Vedova
et al., 2011, Dalla-Vedova et al., 2014]. It consisted of the identification of a suitable film material
for European projects, thinning of the reference film material/s to 3 µm or less, identification
of suitable film coatings (reflective and emissive) and protective overcoats, identification of an
environmentally resistant assembly concept and related adhesive/s, and selection of a preferred
sail-boom fastening concept. Also, Italy has investigated techniques for photolysation of sail films
in space, that would remove the plastic substrate in order to obtain an ultralight all-metal solar
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sail [Scaglione and Vulpetti, 1998].
JAXA’s IKAROS 7.5 µm thick sail membrane used a new material, ISAS-TPI, jointly developed
by JAXA and Kaneka Corporation, using a nonstandard synthesis process. Rather than relying
on the current methodology of selecting COTS materials and fitting them into a nonstandard
application, such as solar sailing, the IKAROS team developed a material and process to fit the
application [Bryant et al., 2014]. The ISAS-TPI polyimide is a gel cast film, that is UV stable,
creep resistant with excellent thermal stability below Tg, is heat heat sealable, and is soluble in the
imide form. Following this impetus to include polymer synthesis to optimise material properties
for a specific application, NASA/LaRC is currently developing a new process to produce ultra-thin
high-performance films [Bryant et al., 2014]. This process consists of moving away from gel cast
films, that normally have a thickness production limitation, onto belt and melt-blow forming. The
latter process would allow the production of continuous ultrathin film membranes from COTS
resins or from new purposely developed ones for a specific application, such as solar sailing.
Sail material life testing
Extensive experimental studies have been carried out to assess the survivability in space of
thin film material candidates, since the launch of the balloon-type structures ECHO I, ECHO
II and Explorer IX in the 1960s, that demonstrated the utility of polymeric materials for space
applications. There are many environmental factors that can affect thin films in space, degrading
their performance or even producing catastrophic failure. These mainly include: Atomic Oxygen
(ATOX), radiation (mainly ultraviolet/UV), ultra-high vacuum, temperature extremes, high and
low energy protons and electrons, charging, and micrometeoroids. Normally tests are performed
to study the synergistic effects of several of these environmental factors [Dever et al., 1992], as in
space a combination of them will occur. For example when thermal effects, resulting from the ratio
of absorptance/emittance, are combined with UV radiation, additional mechanical failure modes,
such as material ablation (radical fragmentation and static discharge), chemical hardening (radical
cross-linking), and physical failure (cracking and tearing) can occur.
The effects of vacuum UV radiation on thin (12.7-25.4 µm) polyimide films proposed for use
on the JWST sunshield was studied in [Dever et al., 2001]. Materials included in the screening
test included Kapton R©E, Kapton R©HN, Upilex R©S, CP1, CP1 with vapour deposited aluminum
(VDA) on its back surface, and CP2 with a VDA coating on its back surface. Samples were
exposed to approximately 1000 equivalent sun hours (ESH) of VUV radiation. Changes in the solar
absorptance were observed for some materials, and, additionally, significant changes in spectral
reflectance were observed in the ultraviolet to visible wavelength region for all of the polyimide
materials tested. Changes in the ultimate tensile strength and elongation at failure were within the
experimental uncertainty for all samples, which indicate that the fraction of the polymer thickness
affected by VUV was not enough to cause changes in the bulk mechanical properties.
In [Edwards et al., 2004a, Edwards et al., 2004b] the first study of space environmental effects
on samples of solar sail material candidates was carried out. Significant degradation of mechanical
properties after radiation exposure was confirmed. However, the thermo-optical properties did
not degrade much, and thus propulsion performance of the solar sail should not be significantly
affected. In [Murphy, 2007] the results of sail membrane material life testing carried out on 2.5
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and 5 µm aluminised CP-1 film samples in shown. Testing at the NASA/MSFC SEE laboratory
included electron, proton, UV, and micrometeroid exposure. Optical and mechanical properties
were measured before and after exposure. The conclusion was that the VDA CP-1 membrane
passed the requirements for a variety of near-term solar sail missions.
Different atomic oxygen sensors designed for low Earth orbit experiments have been proposed,
such as the one shown in [Osborne et al., 1999]. The small power and mass, reusable sensor
unit developed is designed to be affixed to an exterior spacecraft surface that experiences AO
impingement. The effects of atomic oxygen on several hydrocarbon-based polymers, which is the
chemical composition of the majority of thin film materials, was studied in [Allegri et al., 2003].
Kapton R©100 HN and PM-1E samples were exposed to the space environment during LDEF and
MIR “Komplast” mission. Mass and thickenss loss data as well as variations of optical properties
were assessed. Anisotropic superficial texturing and roughening of the exposed polymers was also
pointed out. For unexposed and inner placed flown specimens, no significant alteration of optical
properties was shown. While the solar absorptance of outer surfaces was strongly increased, thus
implying a sensible reduction of both transmittance and reflectance. On the contrary the infrared
emittance varied only slightly from unexposed to outer exposed specimens, pointing out how the
effects of surface texturing are remarkable only for visible light wavelength. Issues that can affect
the atomic oxygen protective coatings making them ineffective in some cases yet still effective in
others was studied in [Banks et al., 2004], by observing in-space examples of failed and successfully
protected materials using identical protective thin films. Tests on coated Kapton R© samples revealed
that VDA films are not as protective as sputter-deposited silicon dioxide films because of a greater
number of pin window defects. Also, computational modelling was conducted, which indicated
that atomic oxygen trapped between the front and back surface of double-aluminised films caused
accelerated undercutting damage, as shown on the ISS’s thermal blankets. The atomic oxygen
erosive process in unprotected Kapton R© films in LEO can be as high as 0.1mm/year as calculated
in [Dever et al., 1992].
Hypervelocity impact tests on VDA coated Kapton R© films at cryogenic (40 K) and elevated (420
K) temperatures was conduced in [Wells, 2006]. The materials were impacted with 40-100 µm soda
lime spheres utilising a plasma drag gun to accelerate the particles to velocities between 5 and 12
km/s. The two test conditions resulted in significant differences in the nature of the impact damage,
as was anticipated by [Myers et al., 2003] that carried out impact tests with velocities up to 7 km/s,
and studied temperature effects on the bumper hole diameter. The tests at cryogenic temperatures
produced impact damage characteristic of sheer forces. At elevated temperature impacts produced
domed structures with possible subsurface damage characteristic of vaporization and flow processes.
The elevated temperature test also resulted in delamination around the deformed area of some of
the impact sites. In [Edwards et al., 2004b] hypervelocity impact tests were carried out, on both
pristine and radiation aged solar sail thin-film material candidates. The preliminary tests indicated
that the sail material does not posses a tendency to rip as a result of micrometeroid impact.
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Static testing
Static testing of gossamer sail structures normally involve the determination of the structure’s
shape under static loading conditions. The results are then normally used for numerical model
validation, fine-tuning or redefinition purposes. Generally, measurements of the gravity-induced
sail sag are taken. Measurements of boom deflection under axial, bending, and torsional loads are
also taken.
• Measuring techniques
Traditional measuring equipment used on gossamer structures include force transducers to meas-
ure and validate the applied forces, and strain gauges to measure strain in the loaded booms
[Thorby, 2008]. However, non-contact measuring equipment are preferred so as to avoid mass-
loading the lightweight structure. The most widely employed techniques for measuring static
shapes of gossamer structures are presented next.
Photogrammetry
Photogrammetry is the science of measuring the location and size of three-dimensional objects
using photographs [Mikhail et al., 2001, Atkinson, 2001]. The image analysis procedures are related
to those used in surveying. Modern close-range photogrammetry uses digital imaging sensors (either
CCD or CMOS) and computer data analysis, and is capable of measuring hundreds or thousands
of object points simultaneously. Measured sets of object points, also known as “point clouds”, can
characterize the static shape of structures. Digital photogrammetry records the structure from at
least two camera positions, though normally more cameras are needed for accuracy, and provides
numerical data in the form of 3D coordinates of discrete points on the surface of the structure.
These discrete points can be natural surface features; however, when high accuracies are required,
natural features can be inadequate. For this, traditionally, solid-coloured retroreflective targets
that are adhesively taped onto the structure’s surface have been used to improve measurement
accuracy by enhacing the quality of the high-contrast images. Normally, these lightweight targets
can be found in different sizes and take two different forms, 3D spheres and 2D circles. The latter
are the ones generally employed in gossamer structures, leaving the bulkier ones to act as static
reference targets placed on the surrounding of the structure, i.e. to compare two data sets before
and after loading by aligning the stationary target points as shown in [Meyer et al., 2005].
Lighting requirements are normally driven by target illumination. Optimal photogrammetric
centroiding accuracy with for example retroflective targets requires concentric lighting at the camera
[Meyer et al., 2005]. To satisfy this requirement and the effects of i.e. a vacuum environment,
normally the cameras utilised are assembled with an encircling array of high-intensity light emitting
diodes (LED). The laboratory or chamber lights can then be turned off and the LED ring lights
can illuminate the structure. Normally images for photogrammetry are purposely underexposed to
simplify locating and centroiding the illuminated measurement targets.
When measurements of large structures need to be taken, normally a pre-test numerical simula-
tion is performed using commercial photogrammetry software like Australis [Aus, 2004], to verify
that available camera locations would provide adequate coverage and RMS measurement precision.
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Commercial photogrammetry software like PhotoModeler [EOS, 2004] can then be used for image
processing of the data sets.
The static fully-deployed FURL solar sail spar shape was measured using the Vicon R© MX system
and retroreflective targets in [Banik and Ardelean, 2010]. The test was carried out in ambient
conditions in a sealed bunker. The Vicon R© Nexus motion capture software package was used for
data acquisition and post-processing. The measured shape of the sail spars was compared to the
shape predicted by a detailed FEA. The RMS difference found in the spar shape coordinates was
in the order of 40-50 mm, which was attributed to the unproperly sized membrane that lead to a
non-uniform sail tensioning. Overall, the analysis predictions compared well.
Dot-projection Photogrammetry/Videogrammetry
According to [Pappa et al., 2003] when retroreflective adhesive targets are attached to delicate,
ultrathin-film membranes of gossamer structures, their mass and stiffness ca significantly alter the
structural properties. Furthermore, these targets are time consuming to apply, cannot be easily
moved, and are potentially damaging to the structure, especially if they must be removed after
testing.
A new non-contact technique for photogrammetry/videogrammetry was developed by NASA/LaRC
[Pappa et al., 2001]. It involved using multiple projected dots of light as photogrammetric targets
for measuring gossamer systems. Dot-projection photogrammetry is an unobtrusive technique that
has the advantage that the location, density, and size of the target can be easily and quickly
changed, enhancing measurement capability. Over 20000 targets with custom dot patterns can be
projected onto a structure using a single projector and slide [Pappa et al., 2003]. A comparison of
retroreflective and projected-dot targets for gossamer applications can be found in [Pappa et al.,
2003]. The main limitation of white-light dot-projection is that as these membrane-dominated
structures are often reflective or transparent, the associated imaging and data processing using this
technique is significantly complicated [Pappa et al., 2003]. Transparent surfaces will not reflect
light back to the cameras. Shinny membranes will specularly reflect the projected dots and not
enter the cameras located at most viewing angles relative to the projector. The images recorded
for these shinny membranes require long exposure times, making dynamic measurements with this
technique (videogrammetry) impossible. Therefore, as pointed out in [Pappa et al., 2003], diffuse
surfaces are generally best for dot-projection photogrammetry since light scatters in all directions,
resulting in more-uniform contrast in the images. Dot-projection protogrammetry was used for
sail-shape and boom deflection measurements of the two 10 m [Gaspar et al., 2004, Taleghani
et al., 2005a, Sleight et al., 2005] and 20 m [Murphy et al., 2006, Sleight et al., 2006] solar sail
GSDs lead by ATK and L’Garde. This technique has also been used on shape measurements of
other more conventional aerospace test articles [Jones and Pappa, 2002].
NASA/LaRC worked on a solution for the limitation capabilities of the white-light dot-projection
method. The approach, coined laser-induced fluorescence, required doping the membrane material
with a small amount of fluorescent dye during its manufacture, or perhaps spraying or painting
it on afterwards [Pappa et al., 2003]. Upon illumination with a laser, the dye emits light in all
directions at a lower frequency than the light source. When utilising an optical low-pass filter
on the camera, high-constrast targets are obtained even on transparent and reflective membranes.
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Also, the use of high-power pulsed lasers can enable characterisation testing of very large sizes of
the gossamer test articles of up to several tens of meters.
Structural dynamics characterisation testing
Structural dynamics characterisation of gossamer structures is of great important for the correct
prediction of their behaviour in orbit, as well as to size the bandwidth of attitude control actuat-
ors. Therefore, the many different ultra-lightweight advanced concepts proposed over the last two
decades have required structural dynamic testing and validation. In general vibration testing in
structural dynamics work can be classified into three main groups: modal testing, environmental
vibration testing, and vibration fatigue testing. Where the last two testing methods are normally
used to confirm that a given structure can withstand its vibration environment for the duration of
its service life, modal testing is generally used to obtain its vibration characteristics, from which its
underlying equations of motion can be found [Thorby, 2008]. The lower natural vibration frequen-
cies or normal modes, associated modes shapes, and damping coefficient of the structures are the
ones normally sought after, as these tend to be associated with more structural mass that affects
the response of the structure globally. Normal modes associated with higher frequencies tend to be
less excited from the standard simple excitation cases and their damping is higher, and thus their
contribution to the global response is smaller (localised modes).
Traditionally a wide range of measuring and excitation equipment has been used in vibration
testing, including some very advanced devices employing lasers. Most vibration test work, in fact, is
carried using electrodynamic or electrohydraulic exciters to apply vibration forces to systems under
tests; force transducers to measure the applied forces; and accelerometers to measure vibration
response. Strain gauges are also used to measure vibration response and loads [Thorby, 2008].
• Exciters/Actuators
For modal analysis of spacecraft systems usually electrodynamic exciters are employed. These
consist of electrodynamic “shackers” for full system excitation; electromagnetic exciters, where
permanent magnets are used in the smaller sizes and electromagnets supplied with DC power on
larger units; impact hammers, for single input excitation; and even speakers for multiple input
multiple output (MIMO) excitation.
However, the modal data of gossamer systems can be highly damped and intractable using
traditional modal analysis techniques. Excitation methods are also limited [Engberg and Lassiter,
1999]. Force application of such a structure is difficult due to the strong tendency for localized
buckling of the surface. This localized flexibility requires more sophisticated force distribution
methods. Measurement is also difficult for the same reasons. Conventional mechanisms would
mass-load the structure. Also additional complexity results when testing takes place in a vacuum
chamber.
In the last decade with the advancement of smart materials new exciters and actuators with
minimal invasive properties have been proposed for modal testing of ultralight systems. In [Ag-
nes and Rogers, 2000] a piezoelectric polymer-based polyvinylidene fluoride (PVDF) patch ac-
tuator was evaluated for modal testing ultra-lightweight inflation stiffened torus structures. In
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2000 NASA/LaRC developed a Macro-Fiber Composite (MFC) piezocomposite actuator device for
structural control appliacations [Wilkie et al., 2000]. This small devices were utilised in [Park et al.,
2002] for the modal testing of a similar inflatable torus structure, integrating unobtrusively into
the skin. In [Gaspar and Pappa, 2003] membrane vibration tests using surface-bonded polymer
(PVDF) and ceramic (MFC) patches was investigated. Different size patches were strategically
positioned to excite the different predicted modes of the square pre-tensioned Kapton membrane.
Optimum multi-point excitation locations and selectively controlling the energy input to each in-
dividual actuator over various frequency bandwidths was suggested as future work to provide even
better results. In [Gaspar et al., 2004] MFC patches were used to successfully perform modal test
on a 10m quadrant solar sail membrane in-vacuum by taping them to the edge cords. A bimorph
MFC configuration was required, in which two MFCs were bonded to each other and driven out-
of-phase to provide an out-of-plane motion. The tests were able to properly identify the first four
modes, which are important for model correlation activity. Also, the MFC patches were used to
characterise the modal behaviour of the coilable booms. The results, were succesfully correlated
with others from more traditional techniques, which included magnetic exciters and impact ham-
mer methods. The MFCs, due to their lightweight design and because they can be manufactured
in many diverse ways and be configured for embedding in these structures, offer a very attractive
alternative for on-orbit validation of gossamer structures, where these can be properly characterised
in microgravity conditions.
• Measuring techniques
Several techniques for measuring the vibration response of gossamer structures have been pro-
posed, that moved away from the traditional systems that mass-loaded the structure (acceleromet-
ers or strain gauges).
Laser-based systems
Laser-based systems like lidars [Fellini and Kropp, 2008] or laser Doppler vibrometers [Gaspar
et al., 2007] have been the major instruments utilised for non-contact measurements of lightweight
elements. The laser beam from these systems is directed at the surface of interest, and the vibration
amplitude and frequency are extracted from the time delay or Doppler shift of the reflected laser
beam frequency due to the motion of the surface. The output signal is a continuous analog voltage
that is directly proportional to the target velocity component along the direction of the laser beam.
Therefore, the mode shapes found with these systems would only be those of significant components
in the direction of the beam. Entire surfaces can be measured using a scanning laser vibrometer that
would automatically focus on several targets of the surface one at a time. Also, for complete three
dimensional mapping of a complex structure’s eigen modes, a 3D scanning laser vibrometer system
that normally employs three different scanning heads can be used. Traditionally, retroreflective
adhesive targets have been used to improve the quality of the reflected laser beam. Laser vibrometry
with retroreflective targets was successfully employed in the parameter study of the effect of boom
axial loading on the global dynamics of a 2m square solar sail model [Holland et al., 2003], and in
the experimental modal analysis work of coupled solar sail booms shown in [Holland and Virgin,
2008]. In addition, this technique was used for structural dynamic characterisation of the two 10
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m [Gaspar et al., 2004, Taleghani et al., 2005a, Sleight et al., 2005] and 20 m [Murphy et al.,
2006, Sleight et al., 2006] solar sail GSDs lead by ATK and L’Garde.
Videogrammetry
When dealing with time sequences of images, photogrammetry is often called videogrammetry or
videometrics, instead of photogrammetry, although either term is acceptable [El-Hakim, 2001]. As
previously shown, photogrammetry generates a set of 3D points, the so-called “point cloud”, that
define the shape of the structure at any instant of time. For static shape measurmentes, this calcu-
lation is performed once. However, for dynamic measurements, the target coordinates are tracked
over a period of time, generating a series of point clouds. Using these sequences of point clouds, this
technique can characterise the corresponding vibration response and structural dynamic properties
as well. For videogrammetry normally solid-coloured circular retroflective adhesive targets have
been utilised.
This technique has also been proposed as part of an in-space diagnostic system for gossamer
sail structures in [Jenkins et al., 2004], where a set of video cameras designed for photogram-
metry/videogrammetry measurements of sail shape and dynamics would provide rich data sets for
both, qualitative viewing of the sail, and health monitoring purposes. Numerical simulations were
conducted to calculated the measurement precision for various camera position configurations for
square solar sails. The most feasible and precise configuration used a stereo pair of four camera
clusters on an offset, horizontal connecting bar. For a lower power requirement photogrammetric
measurement system placed on the Sun-side, Sun glare and glint, from specular reflection of local
creases or wrinkles, were established as important design consideration parameters.
Furthermore, in [Pappa et al., 2003], dot-projection videogrammetry was also shown to be able
to accurately predict the dynamic behaviour of both rigid and flexible membrane structures with
diffuse white surfaces. However, dynamic measurement of reflective surfaces with white-light dot-
projection was not successfully accomplished. To overcome this limitation, laser-induced fluores-
cence was proposed as an alternative for transparent or highly reflective structures such as those
of solar sail membranes.
Functional testing
As for the case of any spacecraft system, functional testing is needed for validation of the correct
behaviour of the gossamer structure. The focus of this subsection will be on measuring techniques
employed during deployment testing of large gossamer structures.
• Measuring techniques
The most widely utilised measuring technique to capture the deployment of large gossamer
structures is to use high-speed photo or video cameras. A more accurate technique that enables
more information than simple visual correlation is the one presented next.
Videogrammetry with a Motion Capture System
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Videogrammetry is used by motion capture systems to construct a 3D representation of the
movement of an object in space. For this, multiple infrared cameras placed at different viewing
angles are utilised to track over time, using real-time processing, the position of several targets
placed in the objects. Motion capture has a widespread of applications that also include filmmaking
and video game development, sports, robotics, entertainment or computer vision amongst others.
The advantage of videogrammetry is that velocity and acceleration of the structure’s surface is
readily available by a simple time derivative of the position knowledge. Acceleration knowledge is
the key to understanding the dynamic impulses generated by i.e. free-release deployment schemes,
or to study the dynamics of the deployable structure. A next step would be to validate this
acceleration data with, for example, accelerometer measurements, and compare these to explicit
numerical model predictions [Fernandez J.M., 2012].
For optical motion capture systems normally passive or active markers are employed. The former
are retroreflective markers, that work when the camera system emits IR pulses with its circular
array of high energy LEDs, and these pulses are reflected back by these spherical markers. The
latter are normally LEDs that emit IR light that is captured by the cameras, which in this case
act in a passive mode.
The Vicon R© MX videogrammetry system was used in the deployment characterisation of the
FURL solar sail ground demonstrator [Banik et al., 2008, Banik and Ardelean, 2010]. A spherical
retroreflective marker was attached to each tip of the solar sail booms. From the motion tracking
of these targets, the boom deployment pathway was generated. An average lateral deflection of the
boom tips of about 16 cm during was found during deployment, and attributed to a net counter-
clockwise tension imparted by the outer spars.
For the early concepts of the CubeSail project [Lappas et al., 2011], two different deployment
methods were tested with a 1.7 x 1.7 m2 solar sail prototype. The deployment paths and rates
were characterised using the Qualysis R© motion capture system. The author actively participated
in these series of tests during his first year of PhD studies. The early tests, presented in [Adeli,
2010a], used spherical retroreflective markers placed on the sail deployment mechanism near the
electronics. The sail deployment mechanism was placed on a platform with a bearing that allowed
rotation about the sail’s roll axis. The first method tested was strain-energy-driven, that used
for extension the elastic energy stored in the booms during winding. This approach resulted in
very high speed uncontrolled deployments with particularly large roll torques. During extension
angular rotations and velocities of up to 80 deg and 500 deg/s were produced, as a result of the
momentum transfer from the booms and sail to the central hub. The second deployment method
was motor-driven using a brushless DC motor, and yielded much slower controlled extensions with
lower roll torques. The angular rotations and velocities were normally below 50 deg and 20 deg/s
respectively [Adeli, 2010b]. Some vibration of the booms during deployment was observed, and
this were transferred to the central hub, as shown in the curve harmonics of the deployment rates
data.
A second series of deployment tests were performed by Adeli alone [Adeli, 2010a]. This time
the sail deployment mechanisms was placed on top an air-bearing table. The tests were aimed
at studying the attitude of the sail during and after deployment on all three axis as shown in
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Figure 3.1. Also they tended to minimize friction on the booms and sail, that on the previous
series of tests touched the ground, and most likely affected the validity of the results. Only the
fast strain-energy-driven deployment method was tested using this set up.
Figure 3.1: CubeSail prototype deployment test on an air-bearing table to study the three-axis
attitude behaviour during sail deployment [Adeli, 2010a].
Thermal analysis and testing
The temperature distribution of the sail membrane is space is a function of the optical properties
of membrane materials (polymer substrate and coatings). Accurate knowledge of the sail’s tem-
perature profile is very important as thermal strains will be larger than mechanical strains, due
to i.e. tensioning corner loads, for thermal gradients of just a few degrees [Jenkins et al., 2004].
These thermally-induced strains may result in substantial changes in sail’s shape and dynamics.
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Overstretching in colder conditions can result in overloading of the booms and an increase of wrink-
ling. The latter may reduce the propulsive efficiency of the solar sail and cause multiple reflection
derived hot spots where membrane overheating can occur [Howard and Banik, 2009]. Excessive
sail sag in hot conditions can result in a reduction of propulsive efficiency, partial loss of control
capability, and promote thermal gradients across the sail.
In orbit local sail temperature variations will be mainly due to: sailcraft manoeuvres that will
change the orientation of the sail with respect to the Sun line; variation in metallic coatings
and sail billowing. Self-shadowing can also cause significant gradients across the sail, and specific
orientations that generate them should be avoided. When these gradients apply significant thermal
strains, stresses and dynamics of the sail can be greatly affected [Murphy et al., 2004].
Measuring and modelling thermal effects on solar sails have been gaining attention lately. For ex-
ample, the temperature of a flat-sail quadrant was measured for varying solar angles in [NASA/GRC,
2004]. Also, the theoretical relationship to calculate the temperature of a flat sail for a given solar
flux, solar distance, solar angle, and sail membrane optical properties was produced in [McIness,
2004b]. However, most of these thermal tests and modelling efforts have focused only on the ef-
fects of a uniform temperature distribution on a flat-sail membrane, which is not the real case.
In [Perrygo, 2001] the effects of nonuniform heating in a large sail-like membrane were predicted.
It was shown that the hotter regions will sag more and the cooler regions will sag less, due to
a nonzero membrane coefficient of thermal expansion. A thermal model was presented in [Miles
et al., 2005] that uses an extension of the equation produced in [McIness, 2004b]. This ABAQUS
thermo-structural coupled FEM was also able to predict local sail temperature variations across
the sail membrane as a function of i.e. the billow depth.
In [Banik et al., 2007] the influence of nonuniform temperature distribution on solar sail topology
and the effect of such topology variations on sail performance (thrust and torque) was investigated.
For the former an automated analytical shape model was employed, that iterates between sail shape
and sail temperature distribution before converting on a final coupled thermal-structural affected
sail topology. This model uses MSC/NASTRAN for the geometrically nonlinear FEM, coupled with
a thermal-radiation subroutine written in MATLAB that calculates, using the equation produced
in [McIness, 2004b], the temperature of each flat finite element. To predict the effect of shape
change on sail performance, the IODA-Sail [Igawa et al., 2005] software tool developed by SRS
Technology was used. This tool performs a high-fidelity calculation of the sailcraft thrust vector
magnitude, orientation, CP, and torque for a certain FEM-predicted surface topology. For worst
case manoeuvres, such as as those that will advance the sail to a position off-normal to the sun by
as much as 35◦, it was found that performance effects were moderately significant but not as large
as initially suspected. A roll torque was detected, and the sail CP shifted by a distance that may
influence on-orbit sail control stability.
• Measuring techniques
Measuring temperature of low-mass, flexible structures, such as membranes poses several chal-
lenges. As for dynamic characterisation, it is difficult to attach sensors to the surface of a membrane
without influencing its measurement. In the laboratory environment, it is possible to attach thin
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wire thermocouples to the membrane surface to obtain steay-state temperatures, but it is unlikely
that these would survive launch and deployment. Alternative emerging technologies, such as fiber
optic sensors embedded into membranes seams as rip-stop or sensors etched onto membrane sur-
face have not been yet proven [Blandino and Miles, 2007]. Currently, the only noncontact thermal
measurement technique available is thermography.
Thermal sensors
Temperature sensors are ubiquitous in today’s society, i.e. as primary components in thermostats
that control room heating and cooling. Temperature is the better known of the directly measured
thermodynamic properties; however, it is not a direct measurement of the energy of a body. Rather,
in can be used with one or more additional property values of a system to determine the rate and
direction of heat transfer in and out of the system [Blandino and Miles, 2007].
A variety of mechanisms have been developed that support direct measurement of temperature.
Devices that rely upon the expansion of a solid (such as with a bimetallic strip), a liquid (a household
thermometer), or gas (constant volume gas thermometer) lack the ability to transduce temperature
directly to an electrical signal (voltage or current) that can be used by modern technology devices.
To overcome this barrier, resistance temperature detectors (RTD) vary their electrical resistance
with temperature. Thermistors, with measurements of temperature changes at a precision on the
order of of hundredths of a degree, are fabricated from metal oxides and silicon. Thermocouples
are simply the bonded junction of two dissimilar metals that develops a voltage that changes
with temperature. Thermocouples are available in a wide variety of wire gages. They are usually
inexpensive and a provide modest precision of the order of tenths of a degree for a wide operating
temperature range. To minimize contact resistance along the leads of a thermocouple, these are
typically attached to a surface with an adhesive [Blandino and Miles, 2007]. For example in
[Hengeveld et al., 2012], 37 Type T Omega thermocouples with PFA insulation were used in the
thermal characterisation in vacuum of a graphite STEM booms. The thermocouples were directly
bonded onto the tubular boom’s inner and outer surfaces along its length with Omegabond OB-
101 thermally conductive epoxy. Temperature test data at those locations was then compared with
element temperatures of the computational thermal model built in Thermal Desktop R©.
All of aforementioned sensors rely on thermal conduction and therefore the sensor must con-
tact the surface they are measuring. Another class of sensors exists that rely upon measurement
of the thermal radiation of an object. Thermal radiation is that which falls within the 0.1 and
100 µm electromagnetic spectrum range, within which the bulk of thermal energy is emitted by
a body [Bourne et al., 2005]. Sensors that measure temperature remotely do so by absorbing
photons. This stimulates a change in the properties of the sensor during which a change, in either
temperature (thermal detectors such as the bolometer), or a liberation of electrons (quantum de-
tectors), stimulates a change in voltage or current that is subsequently measured. The advantage of
quantum detectors is that they provide high sensitivity for long-wave radiation, making them ideal
for low temperature applications. On the contrary, they must be cooled to cryogenic temperatures
to provide maximum sensitivity [Blandino and Miles, 2007].
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Thermography
Infrared (IR) radiation has wavelengths longer than visible radiation, and any object with a
temperature above absolute zero will emit energy within this spectrum. IR imaging technology,
often referred to as IR thermography, is the only non-contact technology that allows a viewer to
visualise instantaneously temperatures on a desired target [Bourne et al., 2005]. Thermal imagers
are typically designed to detect wavelengths in between 2-12 µm, which is part of the near infrared
spectrum. When an IR imager is aimed at a target, it produces a 2D radiosity mapping, where the
value of each pixel corresponds to the total power received from a corresponding area of the target.
IR thermography has two limitations: conventional IR detectors must be kept cool; and detector
array cannot distinguish between emitted an reflected photons, which can be problematic if the
reflected component cannot be predicted or is significantly greater than the emitted one [Bourne
et al., 2005].
The nonuniform temperature distribution on a small sail membrane was experimentally charac-
terised in [Bourne et al., 2005], as part of a project that was aimed at developing a thermography-
based optical diagnostic system (ODS) for near-term solar sailing demonstrator missions [Jenkins
et al., 2004]. The team evaluated two uncooled microbolometer-based imagers for temperature pro-
filing of gossamer sail structures. The performance of the imagers was found to be comparable of
those of more traditional power-demanding cooled imagers [Bourne et al., 2005]. Temperature data
from several thermocouples attached at different points of the sail membrane was also used to val-
idate test results. The team also characterised the surface optical properties of sample membrane
materials in the infrared waveband using reflectometers and IR spectrometers, to measured the
transmittance and reflectance (specular and diffuse), and from this derive the spectral absorptance
and emittance [Miles et al., 2005].
Test/Analysis correlation
Ground and in-space testing of future gossamer sail structures poses many unique challenges be-
cause of their large size and flexibility [Jenkins, 2001]. Static and dynamic characteristics of gos-
samer sails need to be validated in a space-based environment to ensure future mission success.
However, duplicating the light, on-orbit solar pressure loads is an impossible task in a gravity envir-
onment. Therefore, advanced computational model such as those produced with FE software must
be developed with terrestrial load conditions, validated with ground-test data, an then modified to
analyze on-orbit scenarios [Banik et al., 2007].
In the literature there are not many publications related to the test/analysis correlation of
large size solar sail ground demonstrators of close-to-final designs, aside from papers by the two
teams that developed the 20 m solar sails for NASA’s In-Space Propulsion Technology (ISP) Office
during the 2002-2006 time frame. An exception of this is the effort put by AFRL researchers to
characterise the deployment of the FURL sail and correlated them with the simplified FE models
developed [Banik et al., 2008, Banik and Ardelean, 2010]. Even IKAROS did not went through
an extensive functional testing campaign on the ground with a test/analysis correlation effort,
given the difficulty of deploying the large sail in gravity and its spinning nature. Thus, the in-
space viability of the design was only assessed by computational models validated with very small
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scaled models [Okuizumi et al., 2011, Tsuda, 2014], and specially with the practical experience
derived from representative sub-scale models deployed during suborbital flights [Nishimura et al.,
2004, Tsuda et al., 2006, Kawaguchi, 2014]. Therefore this section will only review the two multi-
million dollars, test/analysis correlation campaigns published by the S4 team (ATK, NASA/LaRC,
SRS Technologies, Arizona State University, and NASA/MFSC), and the inflation-deployed sail
team (L’Garde, NASA/LaRC, JPL, and Ball Aerospace).
These validation campaign consisted of solar sail component, subsystem, and sub-scale system
ground tests that simulated the aspects of the space environment, such as vacuum and thermal
conditions. A major objective of the programmes was to use the test data gathered to correlate
and update the FEA models developed which simulated the test conditions. This would then
validate the computational models and methods approach for the design and analysis of future in-
orbit flight experiments of full-scale solar sails, such as the upcoming Sunjammer mission [Barnes
et al., 2014]. Also the pre-test FEA models were used to simulate the ground tests and help
plan the tests developing adequate procedures. The structural responses that were compared
included load deflection curves and natural frequencies for the boom structural assemblies and
static shape, natural frequencies, and mode shapes for the sail membrane and complete solar sail
system. These responses were measured under environmental space conditions and for expected sail
operation loading conditions that includes gravity off-loading. The programmes had three stages:
first a boom structural assembly alone was tested; then a 10m solar sail system [Taleghani et al.,
2005a, Sleight et al., 2005]; and finally, after some component refinement following functional tests
of the 10 m system, a 20 m complete solar sail system was tested [Murphy et al., 2006, Sleight
et al., 2006, Taleghani et al., 2005b]. The last stage will be reviewed herein.
For the case of the team lead by L’Garde, the first test/analysis correlation campaign involve
the complete 20 m solar sail system with the four sail/net-membrane quadrants attached to the
rings along the booms [Sleight et al., 2006]. This configuration was used to measure the static sail
membrane shape using photogrammetry and vibration frequencies and mode shapes using laser
vibrometry under a combined simulated solar flux loading and gravity loading condition. The
second test was the beam structural assembly with the four sail/net-membrane quadrants replaced
with lightweight Kevlar strings located between the last four ring stations on the beams of the test
article. The strings were chosen such that their weight in a 1 g gravity field would represent the
solar pressure imparted on the sail during operation. For this, three static load-deflection tests for
vertical bending, horizontal bending, and torsional load cases, and a structural dynamics test, that
measured frequencies mode shapes with accelerometers placed along the length of the booms, were
performed in vacuum conditions.
The pre-test static shape and dynamic FEA predictions differed from the test results by less
than 25% for the first test configuration. The post-test FE model was refined after the test to
include the photogrammetry reflective targets and actual masses of the 20 m sail membrane test
configuration measured during the test set-up, such as accelerometers, wires, and support cables.
Post-test computational results only showed a small improvement towards the measurement data.
The pre-test and post-test predictions simulating the 20 m beam assembly structural statics were in
reasonable agreement for some of the test results (vertical bending) and in poor agreement for other
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test results (lateral bending and torsion). The post-tests predictions of the beam assembly dynamic
properties were accurate to less than 10% for the first three measured frequencies. According
to [Sleight et al., 2006] a factor that precluded better correlation of the analyses and the test
results was the possibility that the gravity-oﬄoad system was causing undesired additional forces
to be applied during the tests on the same order of magnitude as the applied test loads. In addition,
the initial slack in the Kevlar tension lines of the spreader bar system, which greatly influences the
measured test results, was unknown during the test.
The team lead by ATK also performed in vacuum, static shape measurements of the full sys-
tem 20 m solar sail using photogrammetry, and dynamic testing with electromagnetic exciters,
retroreflective targets, and laser vibrometers. Boom gravity compensation was also accomplished
employing suspension lines with negator springs at each boom tip. Initial pre-test and post-test
predictions of the static shape showed errors of less than 20%. Post-test FE model refinements
included updated properties to account for the mass of sensors, wiring, and other components used
for testing. Nonetheless, that effort did not improve test/analysis correlation [Murphy, 2007]. In
general, boom dominated frequencies and mode shapes for the full system compared well with
the test results; although, sail dominated modes did not correlated as well. While the frequency
bands of similar-type sail dominated modes were sometimes close to peaks in the test frequency
response function (FRFs), the corresponding operational deflection shapes (ODS) do not resemble
the computational modes [Taleghani et al., 2005b].
An optimization procedure for the static test/analysis correlation is shown in [Taleghani et al.,
2005b], where ten parameters (like the two halyard tensions and angles) that significantly affected
the results were varied during optimization. First, three hundred sail models were built from
bounded random parameters to create for each target point a moving least square response surface
[Krishnamurthy and Romero, 2002]. An optimizer on the response surface then generated a “best
guess” set of parameters quickly, which were added onto the original response surface basis to
improve the response surface prediction. This process was repeated more than a hundred times
until the soution with the lowest cost function (RMS error for all the points plus one tweintieth of
the maximum error) was returned as the final solution. The sail deflection shape comparison for
the 0◦ and 22.5◦ spreader bar orientation cases yielded a 2.7% and 3.0% RMS error respectively.
However, dynamic data correlation of one to one modes still showed questionable results. All
in all, these system level analysis efforts illustrated the enormous analysis challenges associated
with geometrically non-linear effects and numerical convergence of computational models of large
ultralight flexible structures like solar sails.
3.2 Bistability in Flexible Cylindrical Shell Structures
3.2.1 Flexible Cylindrical Shell Structures
Flexible cylindrical shell structures, also known as tubular booms in the space field, have been the
most popular type of 1D monolithic deployable structure for space applications. They were first
used in 1961 as dipole antennas on the Canadian Alouette I spacecraft [Mar and Garrett, 1969].
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The STEM family of tubular booms has been utilized on over a thousand occasions as gravity
gradient booms, antennas, grasping devices, docking booms, and to extend payloads away from
the spacecraft [Herzl, 1971, Laurentiis et al., 2005]. The STEM was invented in 1960 by Klein as
part of a research program to develop compact antennas for the Canadian military troops. But it
was another fellow Canadian, Rimrott, who truly developed the metal alloy STEM concept, and
produced extensive analytical and experimental models to characterize their static and thermal
behavior cite [Rimrott, 1965]. Nevertheless, the damping behavior and dynamic characterization
of STEMs were primarily researched by NASA [Predmore et al., 1966]. In 1967, the Bi-STEM
concept was proposed [MacNaughton et al., 1967]. Ever since, many different patented designs,
especially regarding the external mechanism that stores the coiled boom and provides the final
tubular shape, have been proposed [Weir and al., 1964, Rusch et al., 1977].
When a thin-walled slit tube or STEM forms is deployed it is stress-free, but when it is flattened
and rolled onto a drum, stresses arise on the structure. These stresses limit the largest tube
thickness permissible for elastic coiling, given a drum diameter and tube size [Rimrott, 1965].
During extension, the slit tube passes from the drum, through a flat-to-circular transition region or
ploy region, into its tubular shape. The shape in the ploy region is quite complex as the transverse
curvature changes nonlinearly. As shown in [Jain and Rimrott, 1971], the latter along with the
longitudinal middle surface strains, are the predominant deformations in the region. Self-extension
velocities were calculated for the root drum model, the tip drum model and the jack-in-the-box
model in [Rimrott, 1967]. In order to control extension and reduce final deployment shock loads,
a motor or a brake/speed-damper mechanism is normally used.
Rimrott [Rimrott, 1966] observed two secondary effects that occur during bending of thin-walled
slit tubes, the so-called Brazier effect of ovaling the cross-section, and buckling of the free edge.
The severity of both effects depend upon the location of the slit with respect to the neutral axis of
bending. The bending moment at instability, and the associated curvature, were determined the-
oretically and correlated experimentally. In [Rimrott and Draisey, 1984], a similar approach was
followed on the critical bending moment calculation of double-slit tubes or BI-STEMs. However,
the analysis assumes no overlap and interlock, and produces only first approximation results. The
twisting behavior of STEMs when both ends are prevented from warping was studied in [Rimrott,
1966]. The conclusion is that the buckling failure under torsional loads is characterized by two dis-
tinct buckling events. Rimrott also researched thermal effects on STEMs, establishing a frequency
criterion for thermal flutter and thermally-induced vibrations to occur [Rimrott, 1981].
All of the aforementioned studies where carried out on metal alloy STEMs, typically on Be-Cu or
stainless steel specimens. After the composite materials boom of the 1970s and 1980s, spacecraft
engineers started to consider composite STEMs as well. Research on very thin fibre reinforced
plastics holds a promising future for the area of lightweight spacecraft deployable structures. In
the last decade STEMs [Hengeveld et al., 2012], tape-springs [Yee et al., 2004], hinges [Givois
et al., 2001] and tape-spring hinge-based foldable booms [Mobrem and Adams, 2009, Mallikarach-
chi and S., 2011], lenticular booms [Straubel et al., 2011], TRAC booms [Banik and Murphey,
2010], foldable trusses [Pollard and Murphey, 2006], antennas [Soykasap et al., 2008], rollable shell
reflectors [Soykasap et al., 2012, Fernandez J.M., 2012], etc, have been fabricated utilizing these
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high performance flexible materials. Also, new resins, fibres, fabrics and composite materials are
constantly been produced to further advance the capabilities of these structures.
An example of this on-going research is the invention of elastic memory composites (EMC). EMC
materials exhibit low weight, low stored strain energy, high specific modulus and thermally activated
shape memory properties [Lake and Campbell, 2004]. They are similar to traditional fiber reinforced
composites, except for the shape memory thermosetting matrix, that enables higher elastic strains
that can be “frozen” and release afterwards through thermal activation [Murphey et al., 2001].
Composite Technology Development (CTD) has developed an EMC STEM prototype [Hazelton
et al., 2003] that will be used for deploying a future large roll-out solar panel [Campbell et al., 2006].
Also, they have developed a shockless thermally-actuated release nut using EMC material [Gall
et al., 2003], and an EMC coilable boom in collaboration with AEC-ABLE [Campbell et al., 2004].
3.2.2 Bistability
Flexible cylindrical shell structures, like tape-springs, slit tubes, or STEMs, differ only on the
subtended angle of the circular cross-section. These structures normally have one stable state,
the extended configuration, and are thus monostable [Seffen and Pellegrino, 1999]. As oppose to
this, bistable shell structures have also a second stable state, the coiled configuration, as shown in
Figure 3.2. The deployment mechanisms for these bistable structures can then be made simpler and
smaller compared to their monostable counterparts, yielding the more compact and lighter solutions
that spacecraft designers seek. Not only this simplifies the way large deployable structures may
be stored and extended, but also provides a baseline for new types of active structures, where an
actuator (i.e. shape memory alloy (SMA) embedded in the resin matrix [Ayre et al., 2005]), can
only be required to trigger the transition between stable configurations, and can be switched off
at other times [Norman et al., 2008]. Bistability of curved structures has many other engineering
applications apart from their use in deployable boom structures, such as in aircraft wing morphing
skins [Thill et al., 2008].
Figure 3.2: Glass/PP bistable slit tube in both stables states: extended and coiled (left) [Guest
and Pellegrino, 2006]; and the coordinate system and axes convention utilised (right). x, y and z
are the longitudinal, transverse and out-of-plane directions of the extended shell.
Bistability in Composite Slit Tubes
Bistability in thin curved shells is another example of bio-mimicry, inspired by the closure-opening
mechanism of the Venus Flytrap leaf [Ayre et al., 2005]. Bistable composite slit tubes were dis-
covered by Daton-Lovett [Daton-Lovett, 2000] under the patented name “Bistable Reeled Compos-
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ites” (BRC). Ever since, RolaTube Technology Ltd. and The University of Cambridge Deployable
Structures Group have been working together on analytical and computational models that can
accurately predict the bistable behavior.
There are two ways of making a slit tube bistable; either by altering the stiffness of the structure
so that it is no longer isotropic, for instance by using a fiber reinforced composite, or by setting
up an initial prestress in the structure. For the case of composites slit tubes, to achieve bistability,
stiff fibers are placed at sufficient angles, ± δ◦, to the longitudinal axis. This gives the shell the
correct anisotropic bending properties, so that the second stable state favours same-sense bending,
which occurs when the center of curvature of the shell in both stable configurations is on the same
surface side. Each of the two stable states are strain energy dwells, but one of the configuration is
the lowest-energy state and, therefore, the boom will still tend to self-deploy or rolled-up from a
partially unrolled configuration. This behaviour make them ideal as deployable structures, where
the extension can be triggered by i.e. uncoiling the tip of the boom.
All of the analytical composite models discussed below make use of Classical Lamination Theory
(CLT) in their formulation. CLT is used to assemble the different plies in the required orientation,
build the laminate, and predict its properties. This theory can be found in most basic primers
on mechanics of composite materials. Particularly good references are the books by Jones [Jones,
1998], Hyer [Hyer, 2008], Hull [Hull, 1981], Halpin [Halpin, 1992], Bunsell and Renard [Bunsell and
Renard, 1995], and Matthews and Rawlings [Matthews and Rawlings, 1994].
Iqbal et al. [Iqbal et al., 1998] presented the first analytical model that captures key features
of bistable composite cylindrical shells. It is a simple extensional bending model that calculates
the total strain energy of the shell as a function of the longitudinal and transverse curvatures, and
the angle subtended of the shell. The model considers uniform curvatures along the shell, and
twisting is not allowed. Also, stretching-bending coupling effects are ignored when constructing
the strain energy expression, such that the B matrix portion of the ABD matrix is zero. These
assumptions restrict possible deformation modes, resulting in a model that is not able to distinguish
between the bistable behaviours exhibited by symmetric and antisymmetric laminates. Iqbal and
Pellegrino [Iqbal and Pellegrino, 2000, Iqbal, 2001, Pellegrino, 2005] presented a computational
model using FEA to predict the natural coiled radius of the tubes for a given composite laminate.
The computational and analytical models show remarkably close results, but are not in particularly
good agreement with the experimental results found with E-glass/polypropylene bistable shells.
Galletly [Galletly, 2001] extended the previous analytical model to include all possible deforma-
tion modes according to beam theory, including twist and shear, and stretching-bending coupling
effects (B 6= 0). As in the aforementioned models, it considers the structures to be longitudinal
uniform, so that the model is not intended to study the transition region between states, just give
information about the two possible stables shapes. Firstly, a more simplistic analytical beam model
was developed [Galletly and Guest, 2004b], which assumes the cross-section of the shell remains
circular (constant transverse curvature), with a radius that is allowed to change. The model results
do not correlate well with the computational model or experimental tests produced by Iqbal and
Pellegrino, because of the assumption of constant transverse curvature. It also fails to predict a
second stable state for symmetric layups. In order to solve this, a second shell model, that neg-
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lects the previous assumption of linear geometry, was produced [Galletly and Guest, 2004a]. It
formulates a differential equation, based on Calladine’s work [Calladine, 1983, Calladine, 1988], to
derive non-constant transverse curvature of the shell, which is used to calculate the second stable
state. The results are in good agreement with Iqbal’s FEA. Nevertheless, once again, there are
some disparities with the experimental results, failing to predict the second stable configuration of
some anti-symmetric layups. It is concluded in [Galletly, 2001], that the disparity of results are
due the polypropylene matrix entering the plastic regime, which is beyond the analytical model
that makes use of linear-elastic material properties for the calculations.
Guest and Pellegrino [Guest and Pellegrino, 2006] proposed another inextensional bending model
that is, now, able to distinguish between symmetric and antisymmetric laminates. The analytical
model makes the following assumptions: the deformation of the shell is everywhere uniform; and
all possible configurations of the shell have zero Gaussian curvature (product of the two principal
curvatures), and hence, they are developable [Calladine, 1983]. The model requires only two para-
meters: the angle of the shell relative to the underlying cylinder about which the shell transitions
from one state to the other; and the principal curvature of that cylinder. Further discussions re-
garding this model will be carried out in Chapter 7 as it has been used as the basis of the model
that predicts the spiral coiled shape of the BOWL composite boom.
As previously explained, in a bistable slit tube, each of the two stable states is a strain energy
minimum. However, the “as manufactured” stress-free state is the lowest of the two energy minima.
Bistable shell structures must undergo a transition between these two energy minima, requiring
the input of energy. Once a certain transition point has been passed, the structure will follow the
negative energy gradient to the other stable state. The shape of the energy gradient between the
two stable states can be altered. For example, placing the transition point close to the coiled state
energy minima, leads to a structure which will self-deploy from the stowed state with little external
input. Several different concepts of deployable composite tubes with differing energy gradients
between the stable states have been proposed in the last decade.
In [Murphey and Pellegrino, 2004] a novel concept coined the Neutrally Elastic Mechanism
(NEM) was presented. It is a “neutrally stable” composite tape-spring, where both stable states,
the extended and the coiled, have zero strain energy. Therefore, when the tape-spring is partially
unrolled, it neither wants to extend or rolled up. Also, the forces required to roll and unroll the
tape-spring diminish, so that relatively small and low force actuators embedded in the structure
can be used to control the deployment. The tape-spring built is a CFRP cross-ply laminate, where
each lamina has a curvature pre-stress. The pre-stress is produced by bonding the two laminae
that initially had opposite curvatures in perpendicular axes. Nevertheless, due to wrinkles in the
final laminate formed, the tape-springs produced a jerky motion when rolled or unrolled, yielding
an impractical solution for large-scale deployable structures. An analytical method very similar to
Guest and Pellegrinot’s was used to examine the behaviour of the tape-springs manufactured.
Following their discovery, CTD has developed a neutrally stable tape-spring that is now stable in
every configuration: coiled, partially unrolled, or extended, as shown in Figure 3.3(left). The way
to produce this effect is not by prestress of the structure, but by utilizing a [± 45◦] laminate with
plain weave laminae that have a very low-stiffness resin [Schultz et al., 2008]. These structures
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are best suited for applications seeking to avoid deployment shock, complicated mechanism, or
even the need to fully or partially re-stow the member. Nevertheless, they do not have much axial
and hoop stiffness, as the fibers are placed at significantly large angles from the longitudinal and
transverse axes of the tape-spring, which considerably limits their structural applications.
Figure 3.3: CTD’s neutrally stable tape-spring (left) [Schultz et al., 2008]; and AFRL’s rollable
antenna using bistable tape-springs (right) [Murphey et al., 2010].
In 2010, 1 m long CFRP bistable tape-springs were presented by AFRL researchers [Murphey
et al., 2010]. These tape-springs could be used as meter-class deployable booms and antennas
as shown in Figure 3.3 (right). However, these are limited in length, as the rolled-up stable
configuration looses stability if long tape-springs are coiled, due to the overlapping wraps increasing
the diameter of the coil beyond the acceptable limit for bistability. This problem was also reviewed
in another paper by them [Jeon and Murphey, 2011], where the buckled rolled shape of a longer
version of the boom is shown. This thesis author was already aware of the length limitations of these
structures following early conversations with Daton-Lovett, and at that time was working towards
a solution to mitigate the scalability problem of these type of bistable structures. A first scalable
bistable boom was used in the concept presented in [Fernandez et al., 2011a]. A high performance
version was later presented in [Fernandez et al., 2012, Fernandez et al., 2013, Fernandez et al.,
2014a]. These booms will be the focus of Chapters 7, 8 , 9 and 10.
A new conductive composite tape-spring for cubesat deployable dipole antennas was proposed
in [Constantine et al., 2012]. The boom is constructed using glass fibre reinforced epoxy with an
embedded copper alloy conductor. Also for the SWIM (Space Weather using Spectrometers and
Magnetometers) cubesat programme, KTH is currently developing a bistable tubular boom made
with woven-composite fabric [Prigent, 2011, Mallol-Parera, 2013a].
Bistability in Metallic Cylindrical Shell Structures
Bistability on isotropic shells can be engendered by applying the correct amount of prestress on the
shell, so that the second stable state favours opposite-sense bending, with the centre of curvature
of the shell in the opposite side of the surface to that of the extended state’s one. In [Kebadze
et al., 2004] this behaviour was explored on metallic tape-springs. Bistability was achieved with
the lower-energy state now being the coiled configuration, as in a child’s slap bracelet. Hence, as
shown in Figure 3.4 (top), if the tape-spring is partially rolled, it tends to roll up instead of extend.
Personal discussions with some of the authors of [Kebadze et al., 2004] have revealed that it is
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also possible to favour extension by applying an exact amount of prestress, so that the metallic
tape-springs can be used as deployable structures. However, now both stable states contain strain
energy and the gradient will generally be low and, therefore, self-extension with other coupled
components, i.e. a sail membrane, may not be possible. Nevertheless, as shown in [Wolf et al.,
2014], the latter option has been recently applied to deploy a small 2 m2 solar/drag sail at 81
km altitude on a REXUS ballistic rocket experiment. The Aachen University team is planning
on deploying an 8 m2 version at 350-400 km altitude on a 3U cubesat platform using the same
bi-stable, prestressed metallic tape-springs.
A qualitative analysis of the elasto-plastic forming process that sets up an appropriate distri-
bution of residual bending stresses, that include strain hardening effects, is presented in [Kebadze
et al., 2004]. The analytical model used is essentially the same as the one aforementioned by
Guest and Pellegrino [Guest and Pellegrino, 2006]. The errors in the analytical predictions are
typically less than 10% when compared to actual samples, showing really good agreement with the
experimental data.
Figure 3.4: Bistable metallic shell showing the opposite-sense bending tendency(top) [Murphey
and Pellegrino, 2004], and a zero-torsional stiffness shell structure (bottom) [Guest et al., 2011].
A theoretical approach to engender bistability on isotropic tape-springs was proposed in [Gentilini
et al., 2008]. It consist of applying thermal gradients through the shell thickness in order to simulate
the residual bending prestress. Nevertheless, computational simulations using FEA have shown
that the values of the thermal gradients are in the order of 104 ◦C/mm, which makes this method
unpractical.
It is well known that the stiffness of a structure changes with the applied load, so that a stable
structure can become unstable when loaded, i.e. the buckling of a strut. It is then possible to design
systems that when they buckle are neutrally stable for large deformations as shown in [Tarnai, 2003].
Using this principle, Seffen and Guest [Seffen and Guest, 2010, Guest et al., 2011] have presented
an isotropic shell structure that is neutrally stable and has zero torsional stiffness. For this, the
shell is prestressed in a same-sense way. Bistability cannot be engendered, but remarkably, for a
particular value of prestress, the structure can be left without any torsional stiffness as shown in
Figure 3.4 (bottom). Also, doubling that critical value of prestress applied, results in tape-springs
that are stable when coiled but unstable when extended, as oppose to the traditional behaviour.
Ideas on combining the ideas of prestressing cylindrical shells and forming shells that have non-
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isotropic material properties is also a subject of current research. Prestressing a composite shell
would result in matrix failure or the locked-in stresses disappearing over time, as the resin matrix
is prone to creep. The way to effectively apply a prestress on a non-isotropic shell is by using a
metallic shell and removing its isotropic behavior by forming small textured surface features in the
shell as proposed in [Norman et al., 2008]. These structures are called multistable textured shells
as they can have more than two stable states if residual bending stresses are applied on them.
Textured shells can either be singly-corrugated (sinusoidal surface) or doubly-corrugated (surface
with dimples).
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Chapter 4
Gossamer Technology Demonstration
Missions
In this chapter the several gossamer technology demonstration missions that the Surrey Space
Center (SSC) is undertaking is presented. Emphasis is driven towards two of these missions,
named CubeSail and DGOSS, as they set up the majority of the requirements for the technologies
that were developed throughout the PhD. A description of the missions and its objectives are first
introduced. Structural requirements for these two missions are then derived and summarized, as
these can be readily adapted to similar missions and can thus can be applied for future reference on
other projects. Finally, an overview of the designs of the nano-solar sail and the deorbiting system
are shown. To conclude the chapter a brief description of two other international collaborative
missions, named DeorbitSail and InflateSail, is presented, outlining the technologies derived from
part of this research effort, that they will aim to validate in space in the near future.
4.1 CubeSail
4.1.1 Mission Objectives and Outline
Over the past decade, system design and mission analysis of near-term microsolar sails and future
large solar sails have been a hot topic of research at the Surrey Space Centre [Lappas et al.,
2005, Lappas et al., 2007, Lappas et al., 2009]. These were technology reference studies that did
not culminate in any tangible systems. Nonetheless, in October 2009 the CubeSail mission kicked
off with EADS Astrium funding to develop an actual nanosolar sail design. The CubeSail project
consists of the development of a 3U CubeSat with a 25 m2 deployable gossamer sail structure, with
the twofold aim of demonstrating in-orbit solar sailing, and low-cost satellite deorbiting using drag
augmentation. Over the past few years the project has played an important role within the SSC as
an educational platform. Its development forms the core of several PhD research topics, and further
PhD research projects will build on the experience gained during the development, validation and
flight demonstration of CubeSail. The author of this thesis has co-led the technical work of the
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CubeSail project from its start, and has been in charge of the structural and mechanical aspects
of the mission. Therefore, a great part of the research carried out during this PhD period has
been focused towards advancing the state-of-the-art of several gossamer technologies for their use
on CubeSail.
As previously explained, in order to increase the technology readiness level (TRL) of solar sailing
technology, it is imperative to have a number of low-risk small-scale demonstration missions that
can prove successfully concepts that will be used in future larger sails. The CubeSail project is one
of these precursor missions that could possibly act as a technology catalyst and strengthen solar
sail propellantless propulsion as a viable alternative for i.e. space exploration.
The proposed CubeSail mission is set to demonstrate several key technologies:
(i) demonstration of the deployment of a 25 m2 solar sail in orbit, by far the largest structure
deployed from a cubesat to date;
(ii) first demonstration of solar sailing in low earth orbit (LEO), by utilising the propulsive effect
of solar radiation pressure (SRP) to attain a change in orbit inclination;
(iii) first demonstration of a three-axis controlled solar sail, where the attitude control is enhanced
by means of a novel centre of mass/centre of pressure (CM/CP) offset technique;
(iv) first demonstration of efficient satellite deorbiting using a large gossamer structure to increase
aerodynamic drag.
In the pursuit of these mission objectives, the Technology Readiness Level (TRL) of several
components will have been raised to flight-demonstration level:
- motor-controlled deployment of new metal and bistable carbon-composite tape-spring booms;
- strain-energy driven deployment of bistable carbon-composite booms;
- two-axis translation stage between the satellite bus and sail structure, which provides a
CM/CP offset used to provide 2-axis attitude control of the solar sail;
- control algorithms for the 3-axis attitude control using a range of actuators, including CM/CP
offset, magnetorquers and a momentum wheel;
Overall, CubeSail will advance the state-of-the-art in the development of low-cost deployable
structures technology, and the integration of complex deployable structures into a CubeSat en-
velope. As a scientific objective, CubeSail will enable validation of existing atmospheric and solar
radiation pressure models, based on the data measured during the solar sailing phase of the mission.
To achieve these missions objectives, the CubeSail mission consists of three phases:
(1) Launch, commissioning, and sail deployment (duration: 2 months).
(2) Solar sailing demonstration (duration: 9 months).
(3) Satellite deorbiting using drag (duration: dependent on orbit and system parameters).
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During the solar sailing demonstration phase, the sail plane’s normal is oriented perpendicular
to the ram direction of travel of the satellite (edge onto the velocity direction) in order to minimise
aerodynamic drag, as shown in Figure 4.1 (left). In this configuration the resultant solar force will
be mainly aligned with the sail normal vector, n¯, and will be parallel to the orbit fixed direction,
Y¯ I0 . As there will be no solar force in the eclipse, an average torque in the Z¯
I
0 direction is generated.
Since the orbit angular momentum direction is aligned with Y¯ I0 the orbit precession direction is
towards X¯I0 leading to an inclination change over time. The solar radiation pressure induced
inclination drift will continue until the orbit is fully sunlit, and there is no longer an effective solar
torque. Figure 4.1 (right) illustrates the change in orbit inclination for a 3U CubeSat with and
without a 25 m2 sail. Starting from an initial sun-synchronous orbit of 800 km, the simulations
indicate that an inclination change of 1.9◦ over a 260 day period is attainable [Lappas et al., 2011].
Figure 4.1: Sail orientation during solar sailing phase (left); and change in orbit inclination for a
3U CubeSat of 3 kg with and without a 25m2 solar sail attached (right) [Lappas et al., 2011]
.
In order to achieve efficient drag deorbiting during the last phase of the mission, the sail must
be reoriented to maximize the drag force at all times. This is first accomplished by flipping 90◦ the
sail orientation such that the sail normal vector, n¯, points along the velocity vector of the satellite,
maximizing the ram area exposed to the incoming free molecular flow particles. Afterwards, to
keep maximizing drag, a rotation relative to the inertial reference frame of 360◦ per orbit revolution
will be imposed, as depicted in Figure 4.2 (left).
Figure 4.2: Sail orientation during the deorbiting phase (left); and simulation results of the deor-
biting time of a 3 kg nanosatellite from different initial altitudes (right) [Fernandez et al., 2011b].
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The requirement to align the sail normal with the velocity vector implies that control authority
over the sail attitude is necessary throughout the deorbiting phase. The on-board Y-axis momentum
wheel will be used to perform this manoeuvre. A rough order of magnitude estimate of the effect
of aerodynamic drag on the nanosatellite orbit lifetime was investigated using the STK/Lifetime
calculator. Table 4.1 and Figure 4.2 (right) show the simulated deorbiting times for a 3 kg CubeSat
with and without a 25 m2 sail at different initial altitudes. The orbit was assumed to be Sun-
synchronous with a 9h30 LTDN. Active control was assumed for the simulation such that the
aforementioned 360◦ per orbit revolution could be attained.
As illustrated in Figure 4.3, for a 3U CubeSat with a 25 m2 sail, aerodynamic drag will dominate
solar radiation force below 600 km for the drag maximising orientation. For any other sail orient-
ation the altitude for equality of these forces would be lower. However, regardless of the low-drag
orientation adopted for CubeSail during the first phase, for a successful demonstration of its solar
sailing capabilities, the mission will prefer a Sun-synchronous orbit above 600 km approximately.
Also, in order to demonstrate a change in orbital inclination, a portion of the orbit must be in
eclipse and the sun angle cannot be less than 10◦. Thus, near 06h00/18h00 dawn-dusk orbits and
12h00/24h00 orbits are not desirable. For the deorbiting demonstration any LEO orbit below 850
km will suffice. Fortunately, the majority of Earth observation satellites in LEO use these types of
orbits and altitude range, and thus the “piggy-back” launch option for CubeSail is still feasible.
Initial altitude (km) Deorbit time without sail (years) Deorbit time with sail (days)
600 26.5 39
650 48.1 75
700 88.5 132
750 160.5 190
800 305 282
Table 4.1: Simulated deorbiting times for a 3 kg nanosatellite of 0.03 m2 front area, with and
without a 25 m2 sail attached that faces the velocity ram direction [Lappas et al., 2014]
.
Figure 4.3: Comparison between the aerodynamic drag (solar maximum) and solar radiation force
on a 25 m2 sail at different altitudes.
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4.1.2 Requirements
Before explaining the structural requirements of the sail deployment subsystem, the cubesat mass
and volume requirements will be shown, as these play an important role in the design constraints
for the deployable support structure (booms).
Mass and Volume Requirements
The CubeSail nanosatellite conforms to the three unit (3U) CubeSat specifications shown in [Cal-
Poly, 2014]. However, the total available volume and mass constraints are the ones provided by
ISIS’ ISISPOD cubesat deployer [ISIS, 2014], which was designed to maximise payload mass and
volume with respect to the standard P-POD deployer developed by CalPoly. Of particular notice is
the additional cylindrical space of 45 mm height and 40 mm diameter that the ISIPOD has at one
end, initially designed to house the standard scientific payload of the QB50 mission [Singarayar,
2013]. The maximum dimensions of a 3U CubeSat as provided by the ISISPOD manufacturer
is shown for reference in Appendix A. Without considering the cylindrical space, the maximum
dimensions are approximately 39.5 x 10 x 10 cm3. Also, the maximum total mass allowed of a 3U
CubeSat is 6 kg, and this has been the upper limit established for the mass budget of CubeSail.
The cubesat is divided into two main sections connected by a translation stage that moves one
section with respect to the other for attitude control purposes. The volume allocation is depicted
in Figure 4.4. There is approximately 1U volume available for the cubesat bus and a 2U volume
for the solar sail payload, which consists of the sail, the booms and the deployment mechanism.
After experimental trials the allocated volume for the stowed 25 m2 sail is 12 x 12 x 10 cm3. The
rest of the volume is thus left for the the deployment mechanism and the booms.
Figure 4.4: CubeSail layout and volume allocation.
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• Stowed boom package volume
Given the very limited space available for the boom deployer, the only type of deployable support
structures that can conform to the stringent size constraint are flexible shell booms. As previously
explained in Chapter 2, thin-shell structures have the ability to be elastically flattened and coiled
around a drum. This yields the best deployed-to-stored length ratios of all boom types, which is
especially necessary for small to medium size sails like CubeSail. These thin-walled booms have
different cross-section geometries: circular (STEM-family and tape-springs), lenticular (CTM and
DLR’s), and triangular (TRAC). Some of them are manufactured from two different shell sections
that are joined or welded to form a new geometry of larger moment of inertia, which can be opened
(TRAC) or closed (lenticular).
The allocated maximum volume for the stowed boom package is of about 7 x 10 x 10 cm3.
However, considering the perimeter elements of the boom deployer necessary to guide out the
booms properly, the effective volume left for the booms is generally further reduced. To minimise
footprint area, the different booms are normally co-reeled on a single central drum/spindle. Hence,
the stowed boom package volume is determined by the flattened height of the booms, s, (equal to
the cross-sections’ arc-length for the case of circular and triangular booms), and the outer radius
of the coil, rf . The first parameter will have a great effect on the boom moment of inertia as it
determines the size of the cross-section for a given shape; whereas the second parameter determines
the maximum thickness permitted, t, for a given boom length, L, or in our case size of the solar
sail.
Therefore, for cubesat applications it is the system volume requirement the one that imposes size
and thickness constraints on the booms, that directly translates to stiffness limitations. Further-
more, this stiffness has to comply with structural requirements, and thus can discard thin-walled
boom options for a required solar sail size with challenging stowed volume constraints. For ex-
ample, single-shell STEM booms cannot normally be used for this application given their large
arc-lengths, that would only be feasible for very small cross-section radii that would generally not
conform to stiffness requirements, as will be shown later (see Figure 6.6).
The outer radius of the coil, rf , for the whole stowed boom package can be calculated from the
Archimedean spiral as:
rf = ri + w tt, (4.1)
where ri is the initial coiling radius which normally equals to the radius of the drum/spindle, w
is the number of total windings, and tt is the total thickness of all the co-reeled booms.
The total thickness of the all the co-reeled booms, tt, is calculated from:
tt = n(tsh + µ tsh), (4.2)
where n is the total number of thin-shell sections coiled, tsh is the thickness of the thin-shell
section, and µ is the packaging parameter that accounts for parameters that hinders compactness
of the coiled i.e. trapped air between the windings or edge effects.
The number of total windings of the coil, w can be calculated from:
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w = −ri
tt
+
√(
ri
tt
)2
+
L
pi tt
, (4.3)
where L is the length of each boom.
Figure 4.5 (left) shows the outer radius of four co-coiled booms, rf , of length L = 3.6 m (for a
5 x 5 m2 sail) plotted over their shell thickness, tsh, for an initial coiling radius, ri, of 10 mm to
20 mm. For this case (four booms) the shell number, n, can either be 4 for single-shell structures
(STEMs, tape-springs and ()-shaped booms) or 8 for joined-shell structures (TRAC and closed
lenticular booms). The packaging parameter, µ, has been set to 0.25 (25% of t) according to
measurements taken on coiled tape-springs. For the case of a maximum allowable outer coiling
radius of rf = 43mm (as for CubeSail) it can be seen that the maximum permitted total thickness,
tt, for single-shell structures is 0.25 mm and 0.30 mm for an initial coiling radius, ri, of 20 mm and
10 mm respectively. For joined-shell structures the maximum permitted thickness is 0.12 mm and
0.15 mm, for an initial radius of 20 mm and 10 mm respectively. From this we can conclude that
the smaller the initial radius of coiling, the thicker and thus stiffer the booms can be made.
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Figure 4.5: Outer coiling radius versus shell thickness for different initial radii and types of shell
structures (left) for four 3.6m long co-coiled booms; and strain versus shell thickness for different
initial radii and types of shell structures (right).
However the minimum initial coiling radius, ri, for a given total thickness, tt, is normally de-
termined by the material’s maximum strain to yield, εy, defined as:
εy =
E
σy
=
tt
2 ri
(4.4)
where E is the material Modulus of Elasticity and σy is the maximum stress for elastic coiling
(yield stress).
Figure 4.5 (right) shows the linear relation between the boom’s strain when coiled and its thick-
ness, and the inverse proportionality between the strain and the initial coiling radius. It can be
seen that the worst case occurs for joined-shells booms that are initially coiled about small radius
drums. Hence, structures like the TRAC and CTM booms need to be very thin or be reeled onto
significant size drums for elastic coiling.
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Excessive strain has also other undesirable effects: stress relaxation during long-term storage
(creep), that can deform the shape of the flexible booms; and large strain energy released during
deployment, which can then become chaotic and produce an undesirable final shock load. Therefore,
by design, configurations with very high strain states should be avoided.
• Mass budget
To comply with the 6 kg maximum mass requirement imposed by the ISISPOD deployer, and to
reduce the nanosolar sail mass as much as possible in order to have a larger characteristic acceler-
ation for the demonstration of solar sailing, the mass budget shown in Table 4.2 was established.
Subsystem Component Mass (g) Margin (%) Mass (g)
Communication VHF/UHF module & antenna 173 2 176
Power EPS & battery 300 2 306
solar panels 1020 10 1122
OBDH OBC 66 5 69
ACDS Sun & nadir sensors 110 5 116
interface module 80 20 96
magnetorquers (3) 124 20 149
momentum wheel 115 20 138
translation stage 200 5 210
Payload sail deployment mechanism (metal)1 550 10 605
metal tape-spring booms2 650 2 663
sail 490 10 539
magnetometer CFRP boom 20 5 21
Structure 750 10 825
Harness (3% of system mass) 156 10 172
Total 4804 g 5207 g
System margin 12.5%
Total with margin 5858 g
Table 4.2: Mass budget for CubeSail. 1 The sail deployment mechanism for the CFRP booms has
a mass of 480 g; 2 The CFRP booms have a total mass of 220 g. Therefore, the total mass with
margin of CubeSail for the CFRP version is of about 5280 g.
It can be seen that the option of utilising a high performance material for the booms, such as
CFRP, can yield significant mass savings with respect to using a heavier metallic option. Therefore,
for small sail applications with very limiting mass budgets, the material choice of the thin-shell
structure may have to be determined from a mass aspect rather than from a structural one.
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Structural Requirements
To define the structural requirements for the sail and booms, first the expected loads during de-
ployment and operation of the solar sail need to be assessed. Here we will not define the ground
handling loads, storage loads, and launch loads that occur before the solar sail becomes operational.
• Operational Loads
The operational loads on an Earth-bound solar sail can be considered of either quasi-static or
dynamic nature. The former type consists mainly of sail tensioning loads, thermo-elastic loads,
aerodynamic drag force, and solar radiation force. The former are the deployment loads exerted
during the unfurling of the sail membrane and extension of the sail masts, and thermally-induced
vibrations. The supporting boom structures need to withstand several combinations of these loads
during the different operational phases of the mission.
Sail tensioning loads
A certain amount of biaxial tension needs to be applied to the sail membrane in order to keep it
taut and avoid excessive wrinkling and billowing during operation. In the case of a four-quadrant
sail, each triangular membrane is suspended at three points. The tensioning loads are normally
applied at the tip of each of the two adjacent deployable booms (FA and FB ), with the right angle
corners fixed to the spacecraft producing the reaction forces (FC ).
Structural wrinkles
FA FB
FC
Inscribed circle
Inscribed polygon
σskin
Figure 4.6: Tensioned state of a solar sail quadrant showing the corner loads and the average skin
stress rule for the central region inside the inscribed polygon.
According to [Greschik et al., 2003] the biaxial tension state of a quadrant sail film can be
approximated to uniform and isotropic within a polygon inside an inscribed circle within the trian-
gular membrane, as depicted in Figure 4.6. The value of that stress is generally called the nominal
skin stress, σskin. The stresses on the rest of the quadrant film are, therefore, direct stresses of the
same magnitude, ultimately transferred to the corner suspension points. For the general case of the
suspension forces acting in the bisector angles of an isosceles triangle such as the quadrant film, the
value of these forces are: FA = FB = 0.383σskin tf b for the acute angles, and FC = 0.293σskin tf b
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for the regular angle; where tf is the film thickness and b is the length of the square sail side or the
hypothenuse of the quadrant. Since a boom tensions two adjacent quadrants, the suspension forces
cancel out in the boom transverse direction and doubles in the axial direction. Thus, considering
bisector halyard angles of αhaly = 22.5
◦, the total compressive load on a boom, Ffilm, due to the
tension of the films can be approximated to:
Ffilm = σskin tf L, (4.5)
where L = b/
√
2 is the boom length. This formula can be used as a quick rule of thumb for
boom load calculation due to sail tensioning.
Experimental tests and computational analyses carried out on solar sail membranes [Adler et al.,
2000, Greschik and Mikulas, 2002, Blandino et al., 2002, Slade et al., 2002, Murphey et al., 2002,
Taleghani et al., 2003, Sleight, 2004] have shown that a nominal average stress of σskin = 1− 5 psi
= 7 − 35 kPa is suitable to flatten membrane creases, minise billowing, and in general to provide
good tension on the film during on-orbit thermal variations. The lower end of this range is the
normal value envisioned for large solar sails in orbit, and the upper limit is a commonly reported
value used to avoid excessive gravity sag without much boom loading during ground testing.
In the general case there will be some asymmetry in the sail tensioning suspension forces, due
to, for example, thermal effects or sail and/or boom manufacturing errors. The result can be
approximated as a boom tip load, FST , of magnitude equal to Ffilm but not directed towards the
boom root. This force will have both compressive and shear components that will generate bending
moments at the boom root, given by the offset of the force application point with respect to the
boom tip, as shown in Figure 4.7.
Figure 4.7: In-plane and out-of-plane load case for the boom with asymmetric loading showing the
offsets of the force application point.
For a given load, FST = Ffilm applied by the sail on the boom, with offset values of the sail
attachment points of d1, d2 and d3, and offset angle, ψ, one can calculate the sail tension force
vector, ~FST , with reference to the boom coordinate system with origin at the root as:
~FST = σskin tf L ·

−cos(ψ)
sin(ψ)
sin
(
atan
(
d2−d1
L
))
 . (4.6)
The lever arm, ~d, of the sail attachment points is given by:
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~d =
 Ld3
d1
 .
Now, one can calculate the bending moments acting on the boom, ~MST , as:
~MST = ~d× ~FST = σskin tf L ·

d3 sin
(
atan
(
d2−d1
L
))
− d1 sin(ψ)
−d1 cos(ψ) − Lsin
(
atan
(
d2−d1
L
))
Lsin(ψ) + d3 cos(ψ)
 . (4.7)
Thermo-elastic loads
Significant thermo-elastic loads can arise from extreme temperature variations in orbit, and coef-
ficient of thermal expansion (CTE) mismatch between the sail and the boom material components.
Some sail designs, like the one shown in [Murphy, 2007], have compliant suspension lines with neg-
ator springs that offer the same tension loads for any induced in-orbit thermal strains. However,
the addition of constant force springs at the boom tips can be complex given their tendency to twist
if not rigidly supported. Hence, for small sails that normally allow less complex designs, extension
springs are usually chosen to account for in-orbit thermal variations. Temperature fluctuations are
more severe in particular cases of solar sails that are eclipsed by neighbouring planets, such as for
Earth-bound demonstration missions like CubeSail.
From the results of a detailed orbit thermal analysis, the operating temperature range of the
solar sail can be defined. The maximum increment of temperature, ∆Tmax, will thus be difference
between the hot and cold cases. Considering the membrane material as isotropic with a constant
coefficient of thermal expansion, αCTE , the total elongation of the quadrant sail along the boom
direction can be defined as:
∆LTH = LαCTE ∆Tmax, (4.8)
where L is the characteristic length, in this case the boom length.
For boom strength calculation purposes, the cold case is considered the worst scenario as the
sail film will shrink and the springs stretch to make up for this distance, loading the booms. In
addition, by design there should be a minimum skin stress threshold to avoid the sail going too
slack during the hot case, which could affect the generation of thrust. This can be provided by
design as a minimum spring deflection requirement, Lmin, during the hot case. Therefore, the
maximum force due to thermal-elastic effects, FTH , would then be:
FTH = FCold = FHot + F∆T = (Lmin − L0)Ksp + ∆LTH Ksp, (4.9)
where L0 and Ksp are the free-length and stiffness constant of the extension springs utilised,
respectively. For ground testing one could use stiffer springs than for flight sails, where softer and
more compliant springs are preferred to avoid overloading of the booms during the cold case.
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Quasi-static thermal loads and moments can also develop in spacecraft structures that are sub-
jected to partial shadowing or self-shadowing that causes a nonuniform temperature distribution
within the structure. Of special concern is the thermal bending that occurs for example in tubular
booms, where the flexible structures tends to bend away from the Sun, because of differential ex-
pansion of the boom as a result of the uneven temperature distribution around the circumference.
This large circumferential variation of heat flux can cause significant straightness degradation and
reduce the buckling load of the boom. For open section booms such as overlapped STEMs, a twist
along the length is also expected due to the flexural-torsional coupled mode about the weakest
bending axis [Herzl, 1971].
Thermally-induced boom bending
Based on previous investigations [Boley, 1956, Thornton, 1996], the following analytical expres-
sion that approximates the transient temperature different through the cross section of a generic
spacecraft appendage was proposed in [Johnston and Thornton, 1998]:
∆T (t) = ∆Tss (1− e−t/τ ), (4.10)
where ∆Tss is the maximum steady-state temperature difference through the cross section, t is
the time, and τ is the thermal time constant. The latter can be estimated from [Thornton, 1996]
as:
τ =
ρ cL2char
k
, (4.11)
where ρ is the density of the appendage’s material, c is its specific heat capacity, k is its thermal
conductivity, and Lchar is the characteristic dimension over which the temperatures varies.
Following [Johnston and Thornton, 1998], the temperature distribution T (y, z, t)−Tref determ-
ines the thermal bending moment:
MTH (t) =
∫
A
E αcte [T (y, z, t)− Tref ] y dA, (4.12)
where E is the material elastic modulus, αcte is the material coefficient of thermal expansion,
A is the cross-sectional area, T (y, z, t) is the temperature through the cross section with y and
z being the boom local coordinate as defined in Figure 4.7, and Tref is a reference temperature.
Integrating Eq. 4.12 over the cross section of the boom results in the following general expression
for the thermal moment:
MTH (t) = MTHss(1− e−t/τ ), (4.13)
with MTHss being the steady-state thermal moment. This expression follows the assumption that
the temperature does not vary along the length of the appendage and thus the thermal moment
is just a function of time. Hence, the thermal moment exhibits an exponential response that is
typical of a first-order system subject to a step input.
Now, the specific case of a boom with a tip mass will be shown. The boom is modelled as a thin-
walled circular cross-sectional tube of radius R and wall thickness tt. The thermal model assumes
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one dimensional conduction around the circumference and heat loss from emitted radiation on
its external surface. An approximate analytical solution for the temperature distribution is given
in [Thornton, 1996] as:
∆T (t) = (αabs S0 τtube / ρ c tt) (1− e−t/τtube), (4.14)
with the thermal time constant given by:
τtube =
[
(k / ρ cR2) + (4σSB εem / ρ c tt) · (αabs S0 / pi σSB εem)
3
4
]−1
, (4.15)
where αabs and εem are the surface material absorptivity and emissivity respectively, σSB is the
Stefan-Boltzmann constant, and S0 is the solar heat flux, considered here as a worse case scenario
where the Sun rays strike parallel to the appendage normal (y-direction). For spacecraft metallic
booms the first term of Eq. 4.15 (conduction heat transfer) dominates the second term (radiation
heat transfer), justifying the simpler formula for the thermal time shown previously in Eq. 4.11.
Following [Johnston and Thornton, 1998] the thermal moment is obtained by integrating Eq. 4.14
over the cross section of the boom:
MTH (t) =
1
2
pi E αcte ttR
2 ∆Tss (1− e−t/τ ), (4.16)
with the maximum steady-state temperature difference across the tube (from the most sunlight
facing point to the apposite across the tube perimeter), ∆Tss, being equal to the first part of the
right-hand side of Eq. 4.14, and the steady-state thermal moment, MTHss , being equal to the first
part of the right-hand side of Eq. 4.16.
In addition, the quasi-static thermal response (neglecting inertial effects) of a flexible appendage
such as the solar sail booms can be described by the quasi-static displacement of the appendage,
υqs(x, t), defined by:
υqs(x, t) =
−MTH (t)
2E I
x2, (4.17)
where I is the area moment of inertia of the boom about the bending axis. The maximum
deflection of the boom occurs at the tip (x = L) and after the boom has thermally settled (t >> τ),
so that Eq. 4.17 yields:
υqsmax =
−MTHss
2E I
L2. (4.18)
Following [Johnston and Thornton, 1998] the quasi-static attitude angle, θqs(t), is obtained by:
θqs(t) = θss (1− e−t/τ ) (4.19)
where the steady-state quasi-static attitude angle, θss, that corresponds to the spacecraft pointing
error induced through the action of the thermally induced quasi-static deformation of the flexible
appendage is given by:
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θss =
MTHss
2E I Isc
[
ρA
(
Rsc L
3
3
+
L4
4
)
+mtip (Rsc L
2 + L3)
]
(4.20)
with Isc being the total mass moment of inertia of the spacecraft (hub + booms), Rsc the hub
radius, and mtip the tip mass (in case there is one). Oscillations about this quasi-static attitude
response (so-called jitter) will result from appendage vibrations (dynamic effect).
The previous analysis assessed the effects of the maximum transient disturbance temperature
through the cross-section of the boom, ∆T (t), in terms of the resultant thermal bending load and
derived boom shape. Now, following [Librescu and Song, 2006] who linearized the thermodynamic
equation of heat-conduction-radiation of a tubular flexible appendage, the total temperature at
any point of the cross-section of the tube, T (x, φ, t), can be approximated as:
T (x, φ, t) = T¯ (x, t) + ∆T (x, φ, t), (4.21)
with the term T¯ (x, t) being the transient average absolute temperature, and ∆T (x, φ, t) being
the transient disturbance temperature. In here, φ is the circumferential coordinate that takes
values of −pi2 < φ < pi2 , for the portion of the boom surface exposed to the Sun radiation, and
pi
2 < φ <
3pi
2 , for the remaining shadowed half.
In steady-state conditions (t >> τ) and for uniform lengthwise direction conditions, the average
absolute temperature is given by:
T¯ = (αabs S0 / pi σSB εem)
1
4 , (4.22)
, and the disturbance temperature is given by [Librescu and Song, 2006]:
∆T =
1
2
Tss cosφ (4.23)
where the steady-state disturbance temperature, Tss, is equal to the first part of the right-hand
side of Eq. 4.14.
To illustrate the significance of selecting an appropriate constitutive material for the booms, as
well as a correct surface coating, the thermal response of several tubular boom models of metallic
and composite materials with an without an Aluminium (Al) thermal coating will be assessed next.
Table 4.3 shows the properties of the tubular boom models utilised in the numerical study. The
materials considered are Copper Beryllium Alloy 25 (CuBe) and carbon fibre reinforced plastic
(CFRP), with and without vapour deposited Aluminium (VDA) coating. Figure 4.8 shows the
thermal response of these booms in terms of: the steady-state total temperature, T , at different
point across the tubular boom; the thermal moment at the boom tip MTH (t); the deflection at the
boom tip, υqs(L, t); and the attitude angle or pointing error of the boom, θqs(t).
It can be seen that for all cases the 3.6 m long boom has thermally settled after about 60 s,
with the thermal coating having a negligible effect on the thermal constant time. The results
make evident that an uncoated CFRP boom has the worse thermal response as, even though its
steady-state temperature is the lowest, the large circumferential temperature gradient of about 60 K
generates significant spanwise thermal bending. It is also shown that VDA coating can be effectively
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Property CuBe CuBe (Al) CFRP CFRP (Al)
ρ (kg/m3) 8250 8250 1592 1592
E (GPa) 130 130 167 167
αCTE (10
−6/K) 17 17 2.1 2.1
k (W/mK) 105 105 22 22
c (J/kg K) 418 418 674 674
αabs 0.31 0.08 0.95 0.15
εem 0.03 0.02 0.88 0.07
S0 (W/m
2) = 1357 A (m2) = 2.0E-5 R (m) = 1.6E-2 tt (m) = 2.0E-4 L (m) = 3.6
I (m4) = 2.6E-9 mtip (kg) = 8.1E-2 Rsc (m) = 5.0E-2 Isc (kg/m
2) = 25
Table 4.3: Flexible boom properties.
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Figure 4.8: Thermal response of different boom materials with and without VDA coating.
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used for thermal control of the CFRP boom. Furthermore, it is concluded that an uncoated CuBe
could be utilised for this particular design and length, although the total temperature would be very
high, and VDA coating should be used as well for thermal protection. The maximum deflections
found for uncoated booms are in the order of the characteristic length of the cross-section (radius),
and thus thermal bow should be considered for the buckling analysis. The pointing errors for the
cases studied are almost negligible.
It should be noted that these preliminary results could be taken as reference for the design of
flexible-shell booms with similar dimensions but with cross-sectional shapes other than circular,
as self-shadowing is inevitable in the majority of thin-walled shell structures for a wide range of
orientations with respect to the Sun.
Aerodynamic drag force
For Earth-bound applications at altitudes below 600 km, aerodynamic drag force offers the
greatest loading factor as was deduced from Figure 4.3. Drag causes significant out-of-plane bending
loads on the booms as the sail descends through the residual atmosphere. Its amount depends on
a multiplicity of parameters such as the molecular composition, density and temperature, as well
as the spacecraft’s state of motion, attitude, and surface properties. A model to calculate the
aerodynamic drag force is given in [King-Hele, 1987] by:
F¯drag =
1
2
ρApCD (v¯rel · v¯rel)
v¯rel
|v¯rel| , (4.24)
where ρ is the density of the atmosphere, Ap is the area presented to the approaching molecules,
CD is the aerodynamic drag coefficient, and v¯rel is the velocity vector of the satellite relative to the
atmosphere.
The type of particle regime that spacecraft in LEO experience is called free molecular flow.
This occurs when the mean free path in the stream, λ0 , is large compared to a linear dimension
of the spacecraft body, L. However, as the sailcraft descends into the re-entry regime, the valid
assumption of free molecular flow begins to break down. As the atmospheric density increases,
the gas particles gather closely to each other and cease to behave independently, beginning to act
instead more like they would in a continuum fluid. The Knudsen number, Kn, is a measure of the
free molecular/transitional/continuum status of a particular flow scenario. Free molecular flow will
be satisfied where the following conditions applies [NASA, 2008]:
Kn =
λ0
L
 vb|v¯rel| , (4.25)
where |v¯rel|v¯b = κ is the ratio of the velocity of reemitted molecules to that of incident molecules.
The above condition is true for all satellites at altitudes above 200km, where the mean free path,
λ0 , is larger than 200 m [NASA, 2008]. Contrary at 90 km the mean free path is found to be of
about 9 cm [King-Hele, 1987]. Because of the large mean free path at the altitudes of concern,
gas-surface interaction has to be considered when determining the aerodynamic force.
The aerodynamic force is a result of gas molecules impacting the satellite surface and transferring
momentum to it. The resultant force is influenced by the energy of the incoming gas particle, and
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the ability of the surface to adjust the kinetic energy of the particle towards the temperature of
the surface [Cook, 1965]. The latter ability is defined by the surface accommodation coefficient, α.
Complete accommodation (α = 1) is often referred to as diffuse scattering, and no accommodation
(α = 0) is named specular scattering.
The amount of accommodation is determined by the object’s shape, incident angle, molecule type,
surface properties, and, in particular, the amount of adsorbed molecules on the surface. It has been
found that at low altitudes (150-300 km), spacecraft surfaces become coated with atomic oxygen
and its reaction products [Moe and Moe, 2005]. In the absence of adsorbed molecules, particles
are reemitted near the specular reflection angle, with only a partial loss of the original energy.
But the more the surface becomes contaminated, the larger the energy loss becomes, resulting in
more diffuse scattering and consequently higher accommodation [Moe et al., 1993]. From the above
discussion, it is evident that the drag coefficient cannot be regarded as constant throughout the
last stages of the orbital decay of a sailcraft. In [Schamberg, 1959], the drag coefficient for a flat
plate (aligned perpendicular to the direction of flight) as a function of incident angle, θ, and ratio
of the velocity of reemitted molecules to that of incident molecules, κ, is calculated as:
CD =
(
2 +
2
3
κ sinθ
)
, (4.26)
where the ratio κ depends on the accommodation coefficient by:
κ =
√
1− α. (4.27)
Herein, for drag load calculations of a solar sail during its operational lifetime (at high altitudes),
the accommodation coefficient is assumed to be α = 0, and thus the coefficient of drag equals
CD = 2 + 0.66 sinθ. It will be seen later on that for sail deorbiting applications, the variation of
the accommodation coefficient needs to be accounted for when defining the collapse loads of the
booms during the re-entry phase. Furthermore, the sail will be treated as a rigid body, so that any
element of the membrane generates the same drag force.
For the majority of sailcraft designs, the booms can be considered as cantilevered beams with the
root fixed at the hub and the tip free as shown in Figure 4.7. If we assume that the aerodynamic
load increases in an approximately linear fashion from the hub to the tip (reflecting the linear
growth of the supported sail area), then the lateral component (i.e. the beam load) will also grow
linearly from hub to tip. For the case of a four-quadrant sail, the sail suspension points occur only
at the boom tips, and thus the distributed load must be integrated from hub to tip, concentrated,
and then applied at these points. In this case boom loading is calculated assuming that two-thirds
of quadrant loading is transmitted via the connection points at the boom tips. Therefore, the
combined transverse tip load on each boom is given by:
Fdragboom = Fz =
|F¯D |
6
. (4.28)
Solar radiation force
Solar radiation pressure (SRP) on a perfectly reflecting surface has a maximum value of 9.2 ·10−6
Pa, at a distance of 1 AU from the Sun. Evaluation of Equation 2.2 shows that the effect of solar
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radiation force is negligible from a structural loading aspect. For example for a 25 m2 four-quadrant
sail, the bending moment due to SRP on each boom is in the order of 10−4 N m.
Deployment loads
Deployment loads arise from extending the booms, pulling the sail segments out of their storage
canisters, and dynamic coupling of the deployment process itself, as well as spinning of the entire
satellite after release. To reduce the risks involved in unfurling the sail, the deployment speed
adopted by most designs is generally very slow and is carried out from a non-tumbling spacecraft.
Hence, here it is assumed that centrifugal loads resulting from spacecraft rotation are negligible,
and that the same is true for the majority of the dynamic loads, yielding a quasi-static deployment.
However, this assumption needs to be revisited on a case by case basis for each concept developed,
and thus a more complex analysis may be required. For CubeSail, the deployment stage lasts over
a minute, and will be attempted after a completely stabilised attitude with all rotations rates close
to zero is achieved, and therefore the previous simplified assumption can be found valid.
The forces required to unfurl the thin-membrane structure will depend on the solar sail concept
itself, particularly on whether booms or centrifugal forces are used for deployment. The deployment
mechanics of highly compact thin membrane structures is still not well understood and there is
some current research focus on this topic. Air drag effects, gravity oﬄoading equipment, and
frictional forces normally hinders appropriate characterisation of the deployment process of large
membranes. It should be noted that only for the cases where a complete deterministic deployment
process occurs, would the deployment loads be quantitatively predicted beforehand.
A recent technique shown in [Arya and Pellegrino, 2014] involving quasi-static deployments of
small-scale membranes has been produced to experimentally study the forces required to unravel
single-sheet creased membrane structures from a central hub. To uncouple the dynamics of the
booms to those of the membrane, the booms were substituted by two synchronised linear positioners
that provided two opposite and equal forces. The conclusions reached in [Arya and Pellegrino, 2014]
were that: as expected, non-zero forces are required to unfold such structures; there is an initial
phase of low but variable stiffness that depends on the membrane thickness and the crease density,
and a brief second phase of higher stiffness; the membrane thickness controls the transition from
plate-like to membrane-like behaviour. The former is characterised by peaks in the deployment
force profile corresponding to every single fold opening, and the latter produces much smoother
profiles. The maximum force for the initial phase (up to 85% of deployment) was found to be
<0.15 N in all cases; finally, they observed that electrostatic self-attraction has an effect on the
deployment behaviour of thin membranes (7.5 µm), resulting in an asymmetric deployment process,
contrary to the azimuthally uniform one found on the thicker membrane models used (25 µm). The
thinner Kapton membrane stuck to itself during deployment, resulting in higher deployment forces
during the initial phase of unfolding. Nevertheless, the larger deployment forces of the final phase
(≈ 1 N) were independent of the membrane thickness, and only seemed to reduce when the crease
density (number of folds) increased.
Herein, for the calculation of the maximum deployment loads it is assumed that asymmetric
boom loading by only one sail segment is occurring for the majority of the deployment phase (85-
90%). Thereby the boom is significantly loaded in bending, which is more critical than pure axial
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compression loading. Furthermore, it is assumed that the in-plane halyard angle of sail force, αhaly,
changes linearly throughout deployment with an expression of the form:
αhaly = αhaly0 + cL, (4.29)
where αhaly0 is the initial halyard angle, L is the boom length, and c is a parameter that
determines the final halyard angle, αhaly
f
, and takes the form c = (αhaly
f
− αhaly0 )/L.
Therefore, this case is similar to the one represented in Figure 4.7, and thus the deployment
force and moment take the form of Eq. 4.6 and Eq. 4.7. However for this time-dependent case,
instead of using the sail tension force Ffilm = σskin tf L as the representative force, an arbitrary
force similar to the one required to almost fully unfurl quasi-statically the sail should be utilised.
Here this force will be designated as Fdep0 and will have a value of 0.15 N following rough order
of magnitude tests carried out by the author, and the small-scale results of [Arya and Pellegrino,
2014] (for up to 85% of deployment, where sail tensioning loads start to develop). In addition, the
off-set angle, ψ, should be substituted by the halyard angle, αhaly. At the end of deployment (last
10-15%), the force will rapidly grow approaching the previously defined force that is required to
fully tension all sail quadrants, ~FST . However, for this final phase, the asymmetry of loading will
be reduced to the offset angle ψ, giving the lateral stabilising effect of the other adjacent quadrant
that gets tensioned as well at a similar time.
As an example, the simulated deployment forces of a 25 m2 four-quadrant sail like CubeSail
are presented in Figure 4.9. In here a linear increase in halyard angle, αhaly, with deployed boom
length, L, from 5◦ to a maximum of 22.5◦ is adopted. Also it is assumed that the deployment
boom force continues to be asymmetric until the end of deployment. Furthermore, sail attachment
point offsets of d1 = 2 cm, d2 = 10 cm, and d3 = 2 cm, as well as a maximum deployment length
L = 3.6 m are considered.
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Figure 4.9: Simulated force components (left) and bending moment components (right) during sail
deployment plotted over the deployed boom length for a 3.6 m boom.
Figure 4.9 (left) shows the x, y, z components of the deployment force while Figure 4.9 (right)
shows the bending moment components generated by this force on the boom root. For both graphs,
a 2.5 safety factor was included in the analysis. As one can see, loading reaches its highest value
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for bending around the z-axis when the boom is fully deployed and the halyard angle has reached
its maximum.
Thermally induced vibrations
The thermal response of a boom due to thermal shock (sudden thermal gradient through the
boom cross-section) when coming in or out of the Earth’s eclipse can be considered as the sum of
a quasi-static response (thermal bending), and a dynamic response (thermally-induced vibrations)
[Johnston and Thornton, 1998]. The latter, has the potential of coupling with the boom structural
response, inducing what is called thermal flutter or instability due to thermal resonance, that
would result in excessive amplitude oscillations and the possibility of self destruction of the boom
[Vigneron and Garrett, 1966]. In order to avoid this, the structural and thermal dynamic responses
need to be put “out of tune”. The period of the fundamental mode of vibration of the boom,
(ts = 2pi /ωn1), characterizes the structural response, and the thermal time constant, τ , previously
defined in Eq. 4.11 and Eq. 4.15, the thermal response. For the case of circular cross-section
appendages, the latter represents the time for the diametric temperature gradient to disappear
after the onset of thermal shock.
Boley was the first to include inertia effects in calculating the thermal-structural response of a
beam subject to rapid heating and presented the governing equations for the problem of thermally
induce vibrations in [Boley, 1956]. In [Boley and Weiner, 1960] a parameter coined the Boley
parameter was defined as:
B =
√
τ / ts. (4.30)
They also developed a relation for the dynamic amplification factor that gives the ratio of
maximum dynamic displacement, υdyn, to the maximum quasi-static displacement, υqsmax ( see
Eq. 4.18), given by:
υdyn
υqsmax
= 1 +
1√
1 +B2
. (4.31)
It can be seen from here that, for large values of B, the dynamic amplification factor is of the order
of one. On the contrary, for small values of B, inertial terms should be included in the thermal-
structural analysis. Appendages with a value of B of the order of one are typically susceptible
to thermally induced vibrations when subjected to rapid heating, as analysed in [Johnston and
Thornton, 1998]. A method to quantify the thermally induced vibrations of flexible appendages in
orbit is also shown in [Johnston and Thornton, 1998, Librescu and Song, 2006].
In [Rimrott, 1981] a frequency criterion for thermally induced vibrations in elastic beams was
developed. For the cases studied the magnitude of such vibrations do not seem to pose a threat
to the structural integrity of the booms. These thermally-induced oscillations will be added to
the static thermal bending response shown in the previous section. According to [Rimrott, 1981],
thermal flutter can only occur in a narrow frequency band characterized by:
ζf > ζd, (4.32)
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where ζd is the damping ratio of the boom, and ζf is the fanning ratio defined by:
ζf =
k4 ωn1 τ
2(1 + ω2n1 τ
2)
, (4.33)
with ωn1 being the first fundamental mode of vibration of the boom, and k4 a dimensionless
constant defined experimentally in [Rimrott, 1966] and given by:
k4 =
αcte L
2 ∆Tss %
10R
, (4.34)
where ∆Tss was defined in Eq. 4.10 and Eq. 4.14, and % is a thermal constant found experiment-
ally that usually takes a value of % = 5 (m−1) in STEM booms. The rest of the variables shown
have been previously defined.
The fanning ratio has a maximum value of ζfmax = k4 / 4, which occurs at [Rimrott, 1981]:
ωn1 τ = 1. (4.35)
We now extend the thermal response study of the tubular boom models previously presented,
with properties listed in Table 4.3. If we calculate for these boom models the maximum fanning
ratio, ζfmax = k4 / 4, we can have an idea of the minimum boom damping ratio required so as
to avoid thermal flutter following the condition stated in Eq. 4.32. Figure 4.10 (left) show these
values for the CuBe and CFRP tubular booms considered herein. We can see that for both uncoated
booms the minimum structural damping ratio required can be prohibiting considering the vacuum
of space, and thus the possibility of thermal-induced vibrations exist. Therefore, one needs to check
that sufficient thermo-structural uncoupling occurs, by evaluating the condition of Eq. 4.35. Using
this formula, the natural frequency for thermo-structural resonance is defined as:
fres = (2pi τ)
−1. (4.36)
Figure 4.10 (right) shows the resonance frequency for all boom models considered. For structural
design purposes, the first natural frequency of the boom should be at least an order of magnitude
larger than the resonance frequency (fn1 > 10 fres). In return, this helps establish a minimum
bending stiffness requirement as given by [Young and Budynas, 2002]:
EIreq >
4pi2 f2n1 L
4 ρA
1.8754
. (4.37)
For this condition, the value of the Boley parameter, B, would be high and the dynamic amp-
lification factor defined in Eq 4.31 would be low. We can see from Figure 4.10 (right) that the
thermo-structural resonance frequencies are low, and so is the bending stiffness requirement. Hence
for these examples, it is very likely that the stiffness requirement to avoid thermally-induced vibra-
tions would still be lower than the imposed by other loading conditions, as will be confirmed later
on.
For the case of open section booms (like the ones considered for CubeSail), in addition to the
pure flexural thermally-induced vibration mode previously explained, there is another vibration
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Figure 4.10: Minimum damping ratio required to avoid thermal flutter (left graph); and the reson-
ance frequency and minimum boom bending stiffness required (right graph).
mode to be evaluated: the flexural-torsional coupled mode. Application of the Routh-Hurwitz
criterion leads to the conclusion that thermal instability occurs if [Rimrott, 1981]:
Zd + ζd < Zf + ζf (4.38)
where Zd and Zf are the torsional damping ratio and the torsional fanning ratio respectively.
This shows that one fanning mode only needs to be excited, in order to cause self-excitation of the
system, i.e. of both modes.
Design load cases
The design loads cases presented herein are worse case load combinations during the different
operational phases of an Earth-bound solar sail mission. Spacecraft tumbling motion is assumed
to be slow, and hence inertial tumbling loads are not considered critical and will be neglected
herein. During the deployment phase, aerodynamic drag is also considered negligible, due to the
high initial altitudes expected for solar sail missions in order to effectively harness solar radiation
pressure.
Table 4.4 summarises ultimate peak boom loads during deployment and operational phases
of a 25 m2 four-quadrant solar sail. All values presented include a final safety factor of 2.5,
following [ESA, 2009] standards. For this example the following parameters are considered: the
sail material is double sided VDA Kapton HN with a thickness of tf = 7.5µm, and linear coefficient
of thermal expansion of αCTE = 20 ppm/
◦C; the minimum nominal sail skin stress is σskin = 17.25
kPa (2.5 psi); the increment of sail temperature from the cold to the hot case is ∆Tmax = 320
◦C;
the sail is attached to the booms by very soft springs of constant Ksp = 0.004 N/mm, with offsets
points with respect to the boom tip of d1 = 2 cm, d2 = 10 cm, and d3 = 2 cm, and φ = 10
◦;
the final halyard angle is αhaly = 22.5
◦; the maximum incident angle of the sail to the direction
of travel is θ = 45◦ during operation at 700 km (accommodation coefficient, α ∼ 0), and θ = 90◦
during re-entry, below 300 km (α ∼ 0.9). We assume circular orbits and worse case solar maxima
conditions; finally, the boom model considered is Aluminium coated CFRP with the geometric
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parameters of Table 4.3.
Ultimate Loads Fx Fy Fz Mx My Mz
Label mN mN mN mN m mN m mN m
A Sail Tensioning (minimum)∗ -1157.0 101.2 25.8 -1.5 -116.0 387.6
B Aerodynamic Drag (700 km) 0.0 0.0 ∼ 0.0 ∼ 0.0 0.4 0.0
C Aerodynamic Drag (300 km) 0.0 0.0 -27.1 -0.5 97.7 0.0
D Solar Radiation Pressure 0.0 0.0 ∼ 0.0 ∼ 0.0 ∼ 0.0 0.0
E Thermal-Elastic (Hot case)‡ 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 318.0 0.0
F Thermal-Elastic (Cold case)† -435.5 38.1 9.7 -0.6 -43.7 145.9
G Deployment (final stage) -345.6 143.1 8.3 -2.7 -36.8 522.2
I Deployment (Sunlight): E + G -2.7 281.2 522.2
II Deployment (Shadow): G -2.7 -36.8 522.2
III Operational at 300km (Sunlight): A + C + D + E -2.0 -299.7 387.6
IV Operational at 300km (Shadow): A + C + D + F -2.6 -55.1 533.5
∗The minimum sail tension required is equal to FHot, where FHot defines the extension spring forces during the
hot case (least taut).
†F∆T for extension springs. No thermal bending.
‡Thermal-induced bending alone, as the FHot is included in A
Table 4.4: Example of ultimate load components in the boom’s axial (x-axis), lateral in-plane
(y-axis), and lateral out-of-plane (z-axis) directions, and combined loading cases (I through IV )
relevant for boom design for a 25 m2 four-quadrant solar sail. Figure 4.7 shows a diagram of the
reference frame used.
• Boom Structural Requirements
Stiffness restrictions, such as those in the form of minimum strength requirements, as well as
bending stiffness requirements need to be defined. From a global point of view, the booms can
be described by defining the beam stiffness EIyy, EIzz, GJx and EA with an uniaxial beam
model [Sickinger et al., 2004]. On the other hand, the loading limit of high slender structures is
characterised in the thin-walled profile only by the buckling stability [Sickinger et al., 2006], which
has to be analysed in detail on a case by case basis during the structural design of the booms.
From Table 4.4 we can see that the loads are in general very small for all cases, imposing,
in principal, minimal strength and stiffness requirements on the booms. All loading cases have
insignificant torsion components (Mx). The worse case loading condition for in-plane bending
(Mz) can occur during normal operations at low altitudes in the shadow part of the orbit (case
IV ). Also, the deployment of the solar sail (cases I and II), due to asymmetrically pulling the
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sail quadrants from their canisters, can create significant in-plane bending moments. As the main
source of out-of-plane loading (My) is thermal-induced bending, the sunlight cases are the worst
scenarios, especially for normal sail operations at low altitudes (case III). Hence, the bending
strength requirement for this particular boom model is: Mx,req = 0.003 Nm, My,req = 0.533 Nm
and Mz,req = 0.300 Nm in the x, y and z directions, respectively. The larger bending moments
(My and Mz) arise mainly from transverse force components (Fy and Fz), and in a smaller way,
from the contribution of the axial load’s (Fx) eccentricity.
Therefore, for boom structural design purposes, both the in-plane and out-plane bending mo-
ments, as well as axial compression are primarily responsible for dimensioning. Three linear buck-
ling analysis of uniaxial loading (My, Mz and Fx) can be carried out for predimensioning of the
boom which will define a possible cross-section. However, for concrete dimensioning of a boom it
is necessary to analyse the structural behavior with combined loads and make use of non-linear
methods. The general assumption with non-linear analysis is that the loads influence each other
and that the superposition principle is no longer valid [Herbeck et al., 2000]. Analyis results of
DLR’s CFRP booms shown in [Herbeck et al., 2000] reveal that with combined stress it is not
possible to achieve the uniaxial buckling moments, and, for that particular case, a 9% reduction
from the critical buckling moments at uniaxial loading occurs.
Following a similar approach to the one shown in [Sickinger et al., 2006], here we will define
a boom failure criterion that can be made available for system level design of the solar sail and
allows for the computation of the safety margin at a general load case. The three non-linear
uniaxial buckling analysis will be used to define a maximum loading envelope determined by a
simple formula. The approach is to define a failure criteria similar to one computed for the strength
analysis of unidirectional lamina. In our case, the loading envelope takes the form of an ellipsoid,
with semi-principal axes (a, b, and c) of lengths defined by the critical loads (Fx,cr, My,cr, and
Mz,cr) found from each non-linear uniaxial buckling analysis. In here, the loading limit of the axial
compression case, Fx,cr, will be replaced by a virtual moment with a unit lever arm, Mx,cr = Fx,cr ·1,
for unit coherence with the other bending moments. We can then represent in a virtual Mx-My-
Mz-space the failure envelope as follows.
The standard equation of an ellipsoid centered at the origin of a Cartesian coordinate system
and aligned with the axes is:
x2
a2
+
y2
b2
+
z2
c2
= 1, (4.39)
and substituting x, y, z for the specific load case (Mx = Fx · 1, My, Mz), and a, b, c for the
critical uniaxial loads (Mx,cr = Fx,cr · 1, My,cr, Mz,cr) we have:
M2x
M2x,cr
+
M2y
M2y,cr
+
M2z
M2z,cr
= 1. (4.40)
Now, if we have a required loading envelope defined by a parallelepiped of volume Mx,req x My,req
x −Mz,req we can observe whether a design fulfills the stiffness requirements by checking whether
all points of the parallelepiped are inside of the critical failure envelope.
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For our specific case the eight vertexes of the required loading envelope are calculated with the
following values: Mx,req = Fx,req · 1 = 1.592Nm, My,req = 0.533Nm, and Mz,req = 0.300Nm. The
result is shown in Figure 4.11 (left).
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Figure 4.11: Required loading enveloped defined by the eight worst combined load cases (left), and
failure envelope quadrant in the virtual My-Mz-plane for different FoS values.
A factor of safety (FoS) can be readily introduced in the failure criteria in the form of a reduction
coefficient that proportionally shrinks the size of the critical envelope. This reduction factor can be
seen in Figure 4.11 (right) for a quadrant of the ellipsoid projected onto the virtual My−Mz-plane,
that defines an ellipse. For this illustration it is observed that for a FoS ' 2.5, the vertex point
[My,req, Mz,req] lies outside of the ellipse.
In addition, we are interested in calculating a margin of safety (MoS) that can be used in system
level design as well. This margin can provide us with a realistic idea of how far or close we are from
the failure envelope for a given load case. We compute this by finding the constant, p, which the
vector defined by the specific load case (M¯req =
√
M2x,req +M
2
y,req +M
2
z,req) needs to be multiplied
by, in order to intersect with the ellipsoid in the direction defined by that vector. For clarity this
is represented in Figure 4.11 (right) for a two dimensional case. The mathematical derivation of
the proposed MoS is as follows:
Starting from Eq. 4.40 we multiply the left hand side by the square of a multiplier constant, p,
and the FoS:
M2x p
2 FoS2
M2x,cr
+
M2y p
2 FoS2
M2y,cr
+
M2z p
2 FoS2
M2z,cr
= 1. (4.41)
Now we find a common denominator:
M2x p
2 FoS2 (M2y,crM
2
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Taking as common numerators p2 FoS2 and rearranging we have:
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It is common for a MoS to take a positive value for cases where the applied load is smaller than
the critical load and negative values for the opposite. In our case this can be defined by evaluating
it as MoS = p− 1 to yield:
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The solutions found with Eq. 4.44 can be further multiplied by 100 in order to yield percentage
values.
Figure 4.12: Worst combined load cases (black dots) and failure envelopes for two values of the
factor of safety (cyan blue for FoS = 1 and magenta for FoS = 2.5.
In Figure 4.12 we graphically plot the vertexes of the parallelepiped (maximum combined load
cases) and the failure envelopes for FoS = 1 (cyan blue ellipsoid) and FoS = 2.5 (magenta ellipsoid)
in order to visually check if they lie inside or outside of the critical boundary. In this case, for
the safer condition the vertexes lie outside, as clearly seen in the top right and bottom left corner
graphs that plot in the virtual My-Mx and Mz-Mx-planes respectively. The computed MoS for
both FoS values considered are +0.68 and -0.33 respectively. In here the values used to define
the critical uniaxial bending moments are arbitrarily chosen, as the ones found from analysing the
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boom model proposed as an example are several orders of magnitudes larger than the required
moments from Table 4.4. Hence, the vertex points would appear in the centre of the ellipsoid,
hindering the visual representation of the example. From this it is then clear that the boom model
studied would be over-engineered for this application, and thus boom mass optimisation is possible.
For predimensioning of the cross-section and material selection purposes, a simple closed-form
solution taken from [Young and Budynas, 2002] can be used to define the minimum bending
stiffnesses EIyy and EIzz required.
For the case of a cantilevered beam under simultaneous axial tip compression defined by P , and
transverse tip loading defined by W , the maximum lateral deflection, which occurs at the beam
tip, is:
di,max =
−Wi
kP
(tan(kL)− kL) , (4.45)
where k =
√
P/EIjj , and the subscripts i, j are equal to either y or z for each of the two axes.
In our case taking the values from Table 4.4, we have P = Fx,req = 1.592N , andWz = My,req/L =
0.083N or Wy = Mz,req/L = 0.148N for bending about the y and z axis respectively. Note that
off-nominal loading components have also been included by considering as the lateral tip loads the
resultant moment components divided by the boom length, L, instead of the values of Fz,req and
Fy,req from Table 4.4.
If we now consider a maximum lateral deflection allowed before buckling in terms of a percentage
of length i.e. say a 5%, we have: di,max = 0.05 L, and we can solve numerically Eq 4.45 for each
axis to find the minimum bending stiffnesses required. For our case this process yields values of
EIy = 15.48 N m
2 and EIzz = 21.08 N m
2 for the y and z axis respectively. In this case we
have the CFRP laminate selected, for which we considered a value of E = 167 GPa, so that we
could also define the minimum moments of inertia about the y and z axis required, and from this
determine a preliminary cross-section shape for the boom. It is important to note that this process
can be iterative, as the loading conditions also depend on the boom’s cross-section shape. We can
see that the boom bending stiffness requirement defined herein is larger than the one required to
avoid thermal flutter, as was shown in Figure 4.10 (right), and thus uncoupling of the thermal and
structural dynamic responses of the boom should be expected.
Throughout this analysis it has been demonstrated that the task of selecting a suitable material
and geometry for the booms is an interdisciplinary process that requires accurate knowledge of the
expected loads and environment conditions.
• Sail Structural Requirements
The solar sail film is generally conceived as a combination of two or three layers of different
materials: a front surface metallic reflecting coating, that provides good reflectivity across the
solar spectrum and has a high melting point; a polymer thin-film substrate that allows handling,
folding, packing and deployment of the sail; and, possibly, a high emissivity back coating used for
passive thermal control.
In Chapter 3 we reviewed the different environmental factors that can degrade the perform-
ance of the sail or even produce catastrophic failure. These mainly include: residual atmospheric
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particles such as atomic oxygen, radiation (mostly ultraviolet/UV), ultra-high vacuum, temperat-
ure extremes, high and low energy protons and electrons, charging, and micrometeoroids. We also
saw that normally tests are performed to study the synergistic effects of several of these environ-
mental factors, as in space a combination of them will occur. In general the thin-film material
needs to have a high resistance to all of these environmental factors and maintain its physical and
mechanical properties over a wide range of temperatures throughout its mission lifetime, that could
involve decades of interplanetary travel. In the case of Earth-orbiting solar sails, such as CubeSail,
atomic oxygen and micrometeroid impacts are factors of especial concern, and specific measures
to minimise their harmful effects should be established as part of the sail membrane structural
design. For the former, protective coatings such as sputter-deposited silicon dioxide could be util-
ised to reduce the particle impinging erosive process of the thin film [Banks et al., 2004]. For the
latter, damage tolerant films can be used. Generally reinforcing rip-stops at regular intervals are
considered, which can take the form of polymer tapes joined to the rear surface of the film surface,
or actually be integrated into the polymer substrate using additive manufacturing techniques as
explored in [Belvin, 2012]. In addition, the polymer material must have good adhesion to metal
films, tapes and adhesives, as reported in [McIness, 2004b].
The thin polymer substrate must have sufficient tensile strength to ensure that, when fully
deployed and under tension, the sail film does not fail and produce tears that can propagate, even
for the wide range of temperatures to be expected. Sail distortion due to thermal contraction and
expansion given the CTE of the film material needs to be accounted for through proper design of
the sail-boom attachment points. The best case scenario would be to use constant force springs
that would maintain the same nominal sail tension forces for any given thermal distortion of the
sail, but as previously explained extension springs are easier to implement and form part of the
low-cost designs of several solar sail concepts. Therefore, one must ensure that the maximum sail
tension stresses that would occur for the cold case conditions are not restrictive.
As seen in the previous section, the film tension normally considered to achieve a taut state of
the membrane is in the order of σskin = 1-5 psi (7-35 kPa). Also, in the case that soft springs are
utilised, these values will not change much due to sail contraction as can be deduced from Eq. 4.8
and Eq. 4.9. Now, if we compare the sail tension and thermal stresses with the tensile strength of
the standard polymer substrate candidates, we can see that the first are several orders of magnitude
smaller than the second. For example the value of the tensile strength of 25 µm Kapton R©HN is
231 MPa and 139 MPa at 23 ◦C and 200 ◦C, respectively. Therefore, tension stresses are too low
to produce any risk of membrane failure.
As a result of the sail being exposed to solar UV radiation and solar wind and in space, a
differential electrical charge can be acquired in the film between its front and rear surfaces. A
potential source of failure and tearing can then be the result of electrical discharges. In order to
prevent them, both surfaces must be in electrical contact for example with the use of electrically
conducting adhesives or through grounding straps passed between adjacent sections of the sail
membrane. As reported in [McIness, 2004b], if the sail is coated on both sides, the plastic substrate
can also be laser drilled to ensure electrical contact.
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The thermal design of the sail film is very important because of the role it plays in the entire
concept. Given the low thicknesses of the sail films proposed of just a few microns, the sail has
almost no thermal capacity and temperature changes are essentially instantaneous. In [McIness,
2004b] the sail equilibrium temperature, T , is calculated from a simple heat balance equation that is
solely dependent on the sail orientation (sun angle), the sail optical properties, and the heliocentric
distance as:
T =
[
1− r˜
εf + εb
WE
σSB
(
rE
rSS
)2
cosαs
]1/4
, (4.46)
where r˜ is reflectivity of the front surface, εf and εb are the front and back surface emissivities
respectively, σSB is the Stefan-Boltzmann constant, αs is the Sun angle, WE = 1367 W/m
2 is the
solar energy flux at the Earth’s distance from the Sun, rE = 1 au is the Earth’s distance from the
Sun, and rSS is the solar sail’s distance from the Sun.
The sail equilibrium temperature is therefore a function of the sail optical properties. Given that
highly reflective coatings are needed in the front surface to increase thrust, which normally have low
emissivities as well, for passive thermal control of the sail film, a high-emissivity rear coating can
be used to control excessive temperatures by re-radiation. This is of special concern for missions
that will operate close to the Sun, as the Sun energy flux increases with the inverse square of the
distance to the Sun. Figure 4.13 (left) shows how the sail temperature changes with the solar sail’s
distance from the Sun for two sun angles. The sail substrate is Kapton, with a highly-reflective
Aluminium (Al) front surface coating (r˜ = 0.87, εf = 0.03) and a highly emissive Chromium (Cr)
back surface coating (εf = 0.57). Giving that the continuous service temperature of Kapton is
about 300◦, it can be seen that with such a simple passive thermal control design, close approaches
to the Sun are possible, which will enable missions such as the Solar Polar Orbiter.
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Figure 4.13: Sail temperature variation with solar distance for a Al-Kapton-Cr sail at two sail
orientations (left); and sail temperature variations with the sun angle for two back surface coatings
(Al or Cr) at the beginning (BOL) and end (EOL) of life at a solar distance of 1 au (right).
However, coatings will degrade over time in the harsh environment of space and, in general, it is
expected that at the end of life (EOL) the temperatures will be higher than those at the beginning
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of life (BOL). Figure 4.13 (right) shows this effect for two Earth-orbiting solar sails (rSS = 1 au)
that have front Aluminium coatings and either Al or Cr back coating. In here the reflectivity of
the Al front coating has been decreased from r˜ = 0.918 at BOL, to r˜ = 0.87 at EOL. We can
also see that at this solar distance (1 au) a double-Aluminised Kapton sail film is a valid design as
well. However, it should be noted that Eq. 5.3 does not consider Earth’s albedo, which will have
an effect for Earth-orbiting missions. It should also be noted that for solar sailing applications sun
angles αs > 45
◦ are not expected from a mission design standpoint.
4.1.3 Design Overview
After reviewing some of the volume, mass, and structural requirements of the nanosolar sail mis-
sion, this section will give a brief overview of the satellite design proposed that complies with the
aforementioned requirements.
The CubeSail satellite layout is divided into two main sections connected by a translation stage
(3 x 10 x 10 cm3) that moves one section with respect to the other for attitude control purposes.
There is an approximately 1U volume (11 x 10 x 10 cm3) available for the bus and a 2U volume
(19.5 x 10 x 10 cm3) for the sail payload. The additional cylindrical volume of the ISIPOD CubeSat
deployer is used to house a momentum wheel, a Sun sensor, and a self-deployable bistable CFRP
tape spring that will position a magnetometer 40 cm away from the main bus electronics to minise
electromagnetic interference. The four 3U solar panels are spring-hinged and will self-open 90◦
two at a time to form a four-petal cross configuration, once the constraining threads are cut by
a NiChrome burn wire circuit. This will then expose the packed sail to the space environment,
and upon telecommand activation, sail deployment will commence. Figure 4.14 shows the different
deployables of CubeSail and their deployment sequence.
The square solar sail will have a four-quadrant configuration with four rigid booms used for
deployment and support. The square shape was chosen as, following the analysis results of [McIness,
2004b], it is the most structural efficient configuration in terms of maximising the sail area while
minimising the number and total length of the booms required to support it. Also, for a given sail
area required, a square shape has a significantly smaller moment of inertia, and thus will result in
less requirements for the attitude control system.
Each of the four sail triangles will be supported at three points: at the satellite hub and at the tip
of its two neighboring booms. The sail membrane is a 7.5µm thick double-Aluminised Kapton film
with a square grid of Kapton tape rip-stops spaced at 62 cm. A low-cost manufacturing technique
was developed that could be applied to larger size sails. The different sail segments are accurately
cut to size using a large vacuum table and a CNC laser cutter. The sail segments are then taped
together with a simple lap joint using 3M’s Y966 pressure sensitive adhesive (PSA) transfer tape.
Black “E” Kapton/966 PSA conductive tape is also used as electrical grounding straps for the sail
segment’s joint and the sail quadrant’s top and bottom surfaces at the three edges.
Two different booms and deployment mechanisms have been developed and qualified in house.
The materials for the two boom designs are BeCu (also referred to as CuBe) and CFRP. Any of
the two designs can be interchangeably assembled into the cubesat structure and could potentially
be used in two launch opportunities for the solar sailing demonstration mission.
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Figure 4.14: CubeSail deployment stages: (1) timed release of antennas to enable communications;
(2) CFRP boom with magnetometer for attitude determination; (3) release of the solar panels for
power generation; and (4) deployment of the sail support booms and the sail membrane payload.
The boom deployer uses a commercial-off-the-shelf (COTS) pin-puller as a hold-down release
mechanism, a motor to control the deployment rate of the boom, a set of eight radial spring-
loaded rollers to manage the stored strain energy of the packed boom, and two fixed rollers at each
corner of the deployer to guide the booms out linearly. More details on the booms and deployment
mechanisms will be shown throughout the thesis. Figure 4.15 shows the internal structure of the
satellite with label tags for the main components that form the cubesat.
The satellite will have a compact 3-axis stabilised attitude control system. The sensor suite will
consist of a COTS magnetometer, and Sun and Nadir sensors developed by the Stellenbosch Uni-
versity. The actuators will include three magnetorquers aligned with the spacecraft principal axis,
a Y-axis momentum wheel, and a novel two-dimensional translation stage separating the spacecraft
bus from the sail. The translation stage will be used to move the bus with respect to the sail in a
plane, and therefore control the lateral offset between the center of pressure of the sail, and the cen-
ter of mass to produce the desired control torques on the sailcraft. Two custom peripheral boards
will be used to control the ADCS subsystem and the deployment actuation electronics such as the
boom motor, the NiChrome burn wires, and the pin-puller. The rest of the satellite bus (electrical
power subsystem (EPS), battery, on-board computer (OBC), communications subsystem) will be
constructed using COTS components. For more details on the different subsystems of CubeSail
the interested reader is referred to [Lappas et al., 2011, Fernandez et al., 2011b].
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Figure 4.15: Overview of the CubeSail satellite design shown in the configuration for launch; note
that one solar panel and the packed sail have been removed to reveal the internal components, and
that the BeCu sail version is the one being shown.
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4.2 Deployable Gossamer Sail for Deorbiting
4.2.1 Mission Outline and Objectives
In 2011 ESA funded through its ARTES 5.1 program the project “Deployable Gossamer Sail for
Deorbiting”. It entails the study and development to a Technology Readiness Level of 5-6 of a
low-cost scalable system based on gossamer technology for the deorbiting of future European space
assets. The proposed lightweight system coined the Gossamer Deorbiter or DGOSS was derived
from the early concepts developed for CubeSail [Fernandez et al., 2011a, Lappas et al., 2011], and
it has been developed to target a wide range of low-to-medium mass host craft in LEO.
The activities carried out focused on the mitigation of the creation of new debris within the
LEO environment. The activity consisted of the development of an end-of-life deorbit system. This
system, coined the Gossamer Deorbiter, will enable new spacecraft to comply with the European
Code of Conduct for Space Debris Mitigation [ESA, 2004].
The primary objective of the Gossamer Deorbiter is to be able to deorbit space assets in LEO
within 25 years and after a period of up to 15 years of storage, using only solar radiation pressure
and drag. When the host asset loses functionality, the deorbiter will autonomously activate and
the deployment of the sail will commence. The aim is to provide an overall mass reduction of 70%
compared to an equivalent all-chemical propulsion deorbiting system. For this, the total mass of
the Gossamer Deorbiter needs to be below 3-4kg for a large range of satellites and orbits. The
maximum volume envelope of the system when stored is set at 16 x 16 x 27 cm3. It must be
fully enclosed by an external system that also offsets the sail plane a significant distance from
the host prior deployment of the sail in order to extend the sail without hindrance from the host
peripherals, as well as to benefit from passive stabilisation. The gossamer sail size to be designed,
manufactured, and qualified was 25m2, but the design had to be scalable while meeting the mass
performance target. It also had to make use of deployable booms for deployment and structural
support.
4.2.2 Requirements and Analysis
As previously explained, the main target is to provide a 70% mass reduction compared to an equi-
valent all-chemical propulsion deorbiting system. For this, the volume and mass restrictions of
the Gossamer Deorbiter are similar to those of CubeSail, as well as the sail size to be functionally
tested. In addition, the fact that CubeSail is an Earth-orbiting solar sail mission provides more
severe environmental requirements that those for short-duration interplanetary travel, in terms of
e.g. high Atomic Oxygen (ATOX) concentrations and risk of micrometeroid impacts. Therefore
the majority of the aforementioned requirements are also applicable to this similar Earth-bound
concept. Nevertheless, a main difference between the two designs is that DGOSS needs to be
dormant for many years before it becomes operational, and its mission lifetime can be of several
decades, which is more in line with deep space exploration solar sails. The complete mission require-
ments of DGOSS are listed in Appendix-B for conciseness. These were produced in collaboration
with other colleague members of the ESA funded project.
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Mission Analysis
There are three approaches for accelerating the natural altitude decay of low altitude Earth-bound
spacecraft: progressively take energy from the orbit by for example letting the thin atmosphere
deorbit the object with a drag-augmentation device (un-controlled deorbiting); direct retrieval and
deorbiting from an initial altitude (controlled deorbiting); or manoeuvre to an orbit from which
atmospheric drag will remove the satellite within a given time frame (hybrid-controlled deorbiting).
Depending on the on-board propulsion system, the initial altitude and mass of the object, and the
likelihood to survive reentry that would risk life on ground, one of these options will be necessary
or more attractive to mission designers.
A recent publication part of this ESA project [Macdonald et al., 2013] produced a wide-ranging
survey of end-of-life disposal techniques and strategies for comparison against a gossamer structure.
Atmospheric drag augmentation was found to be of most benefit for end-of-life disposal when an en-
tirely passive means is required (uncontrolled deorbiting), allowing the device to act as a “fail-safe”,
which would activate if the spacecraft suffers a catastrophic failure. The use of an atmospheric drag
augmentation system was found to be generally applicable to sub-tonne spacecraft, or spacecraft
that are unlikely to survive atmospheric re-entry, hence minimising risk to human life. However,
the sail system was proposed to be also attractive for hybrid-controlled deorbiting planning if the
post-mission lifetime is to be reduced with the purpose of e.g. minimising casualty risk penalties
of associated satellite operators.
The deorbiting performance of the Gossamer Deorbiter was analyzed using analytical models as
well as more detailed numerical models in [Visagie et al., 2012]. The mission analysis study found
that the sail poses a significant advantage in raising the ceiling altitude from which objects would
naturally deorbit in 25 years. Figure 4.1 shows that a typical satellite takes longer than 25 years
to deorbit for initial altitudes above 650 km. With the addition of a modest-sized gossamer sail,
for example a 25 m2 sail on a 250 kg satellite, this upper range can be increased to 800 km.
In addition, using a combination of solar sailing and drag-deorbiting in upper LEO (above 700
km) it is possible to deorbit within 25 years from even higher altitudes. For this dual-mode ap-
proach, the solar sailing operational mode requires active control, whereas drag mode only requires
that the drag surface area is maximized. The latter can occur without active control as long as
the sail is passively stabilised. For the proposed Gossamer Deorbiter design, with a flat sail and
a telescopic extension to distance the sail from the host satellite, passive attitude stability can be
attained at altitudes below 600 km as proposed in [Visagie, 2012]. Simple active control techniques
like magnetic control can raise this altitude further.
In-orbit collision analysis
The Gossamer Deorbiter will increase the collision cross section area, but will also lead to a reduced
time to deorbit, thereby decreasing the duration in which a collision can take place. The Area-
Time-Product (ATP) is often used in this case as a measure to compare deorbiting collision risk.
In general, the ATP does not change with drag augmentation as shown in [Nock et al., 2013]. This
is because the saving in deorbiting time is cancelled out by the larger collision area (which equals
the drag area), and thus the ATP remains constant. However, by carefully considering the type of
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Figure 4.16: Maximum deorbit times for a host satellite with a gossamer sail attached. Plot
produced by Lourens Visagie for [Fernandez et al., 2014b].
impacts that occur, it can be shown that a gossamer sail will in fact lead to a reduced ATP and
subsequently lower risk of debris-generating collisions. This is attributed to the fact that collisions
with the sail membrane will not have enough energy to cause additional debris. The results of two
of the impact probability analysis carried out by Lourens Visagie in [Visagie et al., 2012] for several
relevant case studies are shown in [Fernandez et al., 2014b].
Re-entry and on-ground casualty risk
An important structural requirement that needs to be defined and further discussed is the collapse
and demise windows of the drag sail upon re-entry. A detailed aerothermodynamic study of the
sailcraft will define the lower end of these windows, as a maximum altitude for boom failure
(collapse) and of break off or separation/ejection (demise). A maximum time in orbit requirement
for the additional debris generated will define the upper end of the demise window. Aerodynamic
drag force can then be used to calculate the window bounds of a sailcraft during deorbiting. A
collapse and break-up load requirement for the booms is a necessity for Earth-bound sailcraft, as
such systems cannot pose a threat to the safe disintegration of the satellite by decelerating its
natural reentry velocity, and not accomplishing complete destruction under atmospheric thermal
loading.
Two different analysis were performed to define a preliminary demise window for the deorbiter.
Fragmentation analysis
A future detailed fragmentation analysis will provide the expected altitude of break-up for the
sail system; in particular, the sequence of collapse and separation of the sails and booms from the
spacecraft at lower altitudes. This information may be of concern to the control system as well.
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However, when the preliminary fragmentation analysis was carried out, the primary goal was
to impose a break-up load requirement for the booms such that they will separate from the host
under the aerodynamic loads of very low altitudes as shown in Table B.5 of Appendix-B. Hence,
future booms need to be designed to break off or detach from the satellite at a specific load, that
corresponds to the drag force that will be experienced at a predetermined altitude.
This approach implies accepting generation of additional debris by design, which would violate
the European Code of Conduct [ESA, 2004] that states: “Intentional destruction of a space system
or any of its parts in orbit is prohibited”. From experience it is known that generation of an
additional fragment could be tolerable and non-compliance with [ESA, 2004] if a waiver is issued
and the fragment would not remain in orbit for too long. Past experience set this safe deorbiting
time for generated fragments to a maximum period of 7 days, which was set as the legal threshold
in this study.
For the fragmentation analysis an upper bound was found for the surface area in order to deorbit
in an acceptable time. A deorbiting time analysis for debris fragments with areal loading up to
1000 kg/m2 starting in a 200 km circular orbit was performed. It was concluded that mass-to-area
ratios smaller than 500 kg/m2 will deorbit in 7 days or less. For the approximate 1.2 kg mass of the
Sail Deployment System the minimum surface mass of the sail and booms assembly should then
be 0.0025 m2. This is much smaller than that of the booms alone, and thus, in principle, it is safe
to assume that if the sail and booms break at a 200 km altitude they will not remain in orbit for
longer than 7 days. This altitude was then set as the upper limit of the demise window. The upper
limit of the collapse window was set at 300 km, as the probability of collision with other objects
at that region is very low, and thus the increase of deorbiting time due to the reduced drag area
offered by a collapsed sail is considered less problematic.
As this system does provide a parachute-like effect, future analysis will need to investigate
whether there is any risk of the sail system providing enough deceleration to allow the satellite to
survive to the ground even if the sail has partially collapsed. This will establish an accurate lower
bound for the demise window. In [Harkness, 2006] this altitude is established at 120 km with a
crude aerothermodynamic re-entry analysis, though a final 150 km lower limit was defined after
addition of a safety margin. In our case, the booms are not expected to withstand the structural
loads at altitudes below 300 km by design, and if found necessary, a future version will be designed
to guarantee complete separation at some point between 200 km and 85 km (demise window). This
lower limit was defined by recommendation from ESA staff.
With a complete finalised design, analysis will ensure that the sail does not increase the ground
casualty risk of the host mission, regardless of whether it deploys successfully or not, and with
conservative estimates of demise behaviour. This risk would be evaluated on a case-by-case basis
for potential host craft in general.
Casualty risk analysis
For a first assessment of the on-ground casualty risk of the Gossamer Deorbiter a conservative
description of the sail system was entered into NASA’s Debris Assessment Software (DAS) for two
cases. The first case where the sail deploys correctly is considered the baseline; the other one is a
worst-case scenario in which the deployer is not triggered, presenting a smaller surface area. The
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initial orbital altitude is taken to be 300 km (upper bound of the collapse window). The thin sail
material is not considered a casualty risk and therefore was not included.
DAS uses lumped-mass approximations to estimate the altitude of demise of different parts.
Parts are assumed to begin heating up when they are exposed by the demise of their parent part
in the hierarchy, so identical parts will have a lower demise altitude if the sail unit begins reentry
in an undeployed state. All parts were based on preliminary estimates of dimensions, with high
mass estimates as a conservative approach to the ground risk.
All parts but two were predicted to disintigrate at or above an altitude of 46 km. The exceptions
were the deployer bolts and boom deployment miscellaneous parts, which were estimated to reach
the ground with kinetic energy of 5 J and 2 J, respectively, for the case of a host with an undeployed
sail. However, this is not considered to produce any human casualty risk following NASA standards
[NASA, 1995], that set the acceptable energy threshold of surviving objects to 15 J. In addition,
both the mass and cross-sectional area of these potentially surviving debris objects are very low.
Thus, on-ground casualty risk for the sail subsystem was estimated to be negligible. At first glance,
the sail system is not expected to increase the ground casualty risk of a mission, whether or not
it deploys successfully. This conclusion would, however, would need to be re-evaluated for each
specific spacecraft, as the combined system will have different thermal mass.
4.2.3 Design Overview
The detailed design overview of DGOSS is shown in Chapter 10. We believe that is best to introduce
all the research aspects of this thesis before showing the final design proposed for the Gossamer
Deorbiter.
4.3 Other flight missions
In this section the other gossamer technology flight demonstration missions that the SSC is currently
undertaking will be briefly summarised. As a member of the SSC staff, the author has been actively
involved in the research and development of some of the missions’ technologies. Hereinafter, only
the missions and their objectives will be introduced, emphasising the contributions that the research
shown in this thesis has made towards the advancement of those flight projects.
4.3.1 DeorbitSail
Deorbitsail is a nanosatellite demonstration mission, expected for launch in 2015 and funded by the
European Commission’s Seventh Framework Programme (FP7). The low-cost collaborative project
is an end-to-end space mission, which will demonstrate satellite deorbiting through the deployment
of an ultra light sail housed inside a 3U CubeSat platform, following a similar design to that of
CubeSail. A total of nine international organizations are partners in the Deorbitsail project, with
the The Surrey Space Centre being responsible for coordination, system level testing, and cubesat
integration [Stohlman and Lappas, 2013].
The project objectives are to produce research in the field of deorbiting, provide a demonstrated
and verified design for deorbiting of satellites and debris using a deployable gossamer sail, and
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provide effective and efficient propulsion technologies based on sails.
The deployable sail consists of a 5 x 5 m2 membrane of 12.5 µm thick Kapton, divided into four
quadrants. The sail membrane has been manufactured following a procedure based on the one
described in Chapter 5, although no rip-stops have been added onto the sail film. The modified
procedure was presented in [Stohlman et al., 2014]. A miniaturised version of DLR’s ultra-light
CFRP booms has been developed in order to meet the volume requirements of the mission as
shown in [Stohlman et al., 2013]. The four 3.6 m booms will extend from the boom deployer using
a motor. An innovative ‘puller’ mechanism has been designed to avoid boom blossoming during
deployment of the sail as presented in [Stohlman et al., 2013].
4.3.2 InflateSail
InflateSail is an inflatable gossamer structure for use as a deorbiting drag brake. It will be tested
in orbit on a 3U cubesat platform as a technology demonstrator on the QB50 mission [Gill et al.,
2013]. It is funded by the European Commission as part of an FP7 internal collaborative project
named DeployTech [Fernandez and Lappas, 2012].
The primary mission objective for InflateSail is the flight demonstration of a new inflatable/rigidisable
boom structure that utilises a miniaturised version of the Cool Gas Generators (CGGs) shown
in [Sanders et al., 2010]. An additional objective is to demonstrate drag-augmented deorbiting
with a gossamer sail. The expected initial orbit altitude for InflateSail on the QB50 launch op-
portunity will be of 320 km, with the successful deployment of the drag sail expecting to deorbit
the cubesat within several days. The QB50 launch is scheduled for Q3 2015, though there may be
some delays.
InflateSail consists of a 1 m long and 90 mm diameter inflatable cylindrical boom that is origami
folded for launch, occupying merely 63 mm in height. Rigidisation is achieved by removing the
residual creases in the Aluminium-laminate skin material through strain-rigidisation [Viquerat
et al., 2013b]. Deployment behaviour and mechanical characterisation testing of the inflatable
boom is shown in [Viquerat et al., 2014]. In order to favour passive satellite stabilisation, this
boom will offset from the cubesat structure the 10 m2 drag sail that is deployed and held taut
using four of the deployable bistable CFRP tape-springs proposed in [Fernandez et al., 2014a], as
shown in Figure 4.17 (left). The sail deployment mechanism is derived from that developed for
DGOSS by the author [Fernandez et al., 2013], and can be observed in Figure 4.17 (right), where
both units are shown. The four quadrant sail made from 12 µm thick PEN, was constructed using
a manufacturing procedure similar to the one proposed in Chapter 5.
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DGOSS
InflateSail
Figure 4.17: Computer rendering of the InflateSail 3U cubesat with a 1m long inflatable boom and
a 10 m2 deorbiting sail based on [Fernandez et al., 2013] (left) [Source [Viquerat et al., 2014]]; and
the sail deployment mechanisms and bistable CFRP booms built for the drag sails of DGOSS and
InflateSail (right), showing their resemblance.
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Chapter 5
Fabrication
This chapter describes the fabrication of the two novel types of booms developed and the sail. First
the material selection study for each component is presented. Secondly, the fabrication procedure
to follow for each component is outlined in a sequence of ordered steps with figures and illustrations
that support the description of the most relevant steps of the different manufacturing processes.
The baseline design of the solar sail film is also shown.
5.1 Metal Booms
The evolution and final design of the metal booms will be the focus of Chapter 6. Here we will
describe the material selection process and the fabrication procedure of the boom.
5.1.1 Material Selection
The first booms developed for CubeSail were built from standard COTS metal tape-springs, where
the coating was stripped off using paint thinners [Adeli, 2010a]. These booms were constructed for
experimentation purposes, to initially study different configurations for the solar sail. The materials
of COTS tape-springs are steel or ferritic stainless steel and are magnetic. Therefore, they cannot
be used for flight applications, as these materials would interfere with the Earth’s magnetic field
in-orbit creating unwanted torques. This would hinder the correct operations of the solar sail, and
pose large requirements to the cubesat’s attitude determination and control system.
Three non-magnetic metallic materials with space heritage were considered as a replacement
option: austenitic 301 stainless steel, Elgiloy (a Nickel-Chromium-Cobalt alloy), and CuBe 2 also
known as Becu 25 (Copper and 1.8-2% Beryllium alloy). The major properties relevant for our
application are listed in Table 5.1. For comparison of the suitability of the different materials, two
material performance indexes are shown. The first rating factor, µms, was defined in [Murphey and
Welsh, 2007] for deployable space structures where the bending load case is critical. The index,
µmt, was defined in [Herzl, 1971] for tubular boom applications, and also takes into account the
thermal properties of the material.
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Property 301 Stainless Steel Elgiloy CuBe 2
E (GPa) 212 190 130
G (GPa) 77 77 50
Poisson ratio 0.33 0.23 0.29
ρ (kg/m3) 8000 8300 8250
max = σy/E (%) 0.1 0.27 0.77
k (W/mK) 16.2 12.5 105
αcte (10
−6/K) 16.6 15.2 17.0
αabs 0.37 0.41 0.31
µms =
E3/5
ρ (N
3/5m9/5/kg) 781 705 565
µts =
k max
ραcte αabs
(W/kg) 0.33 0.65 18.59
Table 5.1: Metal alloys properties considered and associated performance indexes.
For the first material performance index, µms, it can be seen that both 301 stainless steel and
Elgiloy are the most efficient, and is probably why they were the material options chosen for
the TRAC booms of NanoSail-D [Johnson et al., 2011] and LightSail-1 [Biddy and Svitek, 2012]
respectively. However, the maximum allowable strain before plasticity initiates is much higher on
CuBe. This an its high thermal conductivity makes CuBe the most efficient material for the second
performance index, µms.
The bending stiffness of a CuBe boom may be smaller than that of the rest of the options, but it
also allows more compact designs, which is one of the main design drivers for cubesats applications.
In addition, CuBe 2 material is the cheapest option of all three materials, which is in line with
the low-cost nature of this research. This alloy is also known for being low-galling. Galling is a
form of wear caused by adhesion between sliding surfaces, especially if there is a large amount
of force compressing the surfaces together, as will be expected for our application. Therefore, it
was decided that Al coated CuBe would be the material considered for any metal boom concept
developed.
As will be explained in Chapter 6 this tape-spring based boom requires an outer polymer sheath
that can provide a semi-closed cross-section when two tape-springs are held together front to
front. The material chosen for the polymer sheath was Kapton, giving its long space-heritage and
availability in the thin cylindrical tube form required for this application.
5.1.2 Fabrication Procedure
From a design standpoint, it is important to fabricate the booms with an optimised cross-section for
a given set of structural requirements. For tape-springs the cross-section shape is defined by three
parameters: the thickness, the radius of curvature, and the arc-length. The metal alloy supplier
can provide flat strips of the requested material (in our case CuBe 2) with a certain thickness and
width that is subjected to availability. Therefore, the main manufacturing parameter that will
determine the stiffness of the boom is the radius of curvature of the tape-spring. This radius is
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dictated by the size (diameter) of the forming tube during the manufacturing process. Normally
tubes come in standard sizes with diameters which are exact multiples of inches i.e. 1”, 1 1/2”, 2”,
etc.
In metallurgy, annealing is a heat treatment process that alters a material to increase its ductility
in order to make it more workable. It also softens the material and relieves internal stresses. In
order to provide the required curved shape and strength, the metal strips need to be supplied
in an annealed condition and then age hardened during the forming process. Otherwise, if the
metal is provided with prior cold work to increase its strength, the curved profile formed will tend
to spring-back to its original flat shape after processing, thus yielding a final larger radius than
wanted.
Copper-Beryllium alloys are strengthened primarily by heat treatment. Also, hardness and
thermal and electrical conductivity are maximised through the age hardening process. For CuBe
2 the yield strength can increase from 140 MPa to over 1000 MPa after hardening. Figure 5.1
taken from [Materion, 2014] indicate how low, standard, and high aging temperatures affect both
peak properties and the time required for the alloy to reach peak strength. In can be seen that
at low temperatures (290 ◦C) the peak strength is not reached until approximately 30 hours; at
high temperature (370 ◦C), peak strength is achieved in 30 minutes and drops almost immediately,
requiring precise control during the forming process; and at the standard temperature of 315 ◦C
the alloy exhibits virtually no change in strength after three hours of exposure. For the standard
age hardening cycle, heating and cooling rates are not critical.
Therefore, the temperature forming cycle used for fabricating the CuBe 2 tape-springs was
to: ramp up the temperature from room condition to 315 ◦C, which took in average about 20
minutes; dwell for 3hours; and let it cool down to room temperature by cutting the input power
and circulating air with several fans.
Figure 5.1: CuBe 2/BeCu 25 response to age-hardening heat treatment at different three temper-
atures [Materion, 2014].
A low-cost manufacturing facility was set up in one of our labs for the process of forming metal
cylindrical shell structures as shown in Figure 5.1. Forming tubes (mandrels) of different sizes (3/4”,
1”, 5/4”, and 1 1/2”) were purchased to initially investigate different cylindrical cross-sections for a
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set width of the CuBe strips (25 mm and 50 mm). The mandrels are thin-walled anodised stainless
steel tubes of 4m in length, so as to manufacture the 3.6m long booms required for CubeSail. The
tube formers rest on Y-shaped tube clamps that are screwed onto wood blocks fixed to height-
adjustable portable stands. A 4m long and 2.6KW power output cylindrical heating element runs
inside the tube and provides the temperature required for heat treatment of the metal strips. A set
of ceramic circular disks were manufactured and placed inside the tube to act as insulating spacers.
This way the heating element rests on the inner hole of the ceramic spacers and is not in direct
contact with the forming tube, avoiding unwanted hot spots that can cause imperfections over the
length of the cylindrical shell. The heating element leads are connected to ceramic terminal blocks.
The other poles of the terminal blocks can be fixed to the cable leads that connect to the solid
state relay power supply unit and programmable temperature controller.
Figure 5.2: In-house facility developed for forming long cylindrical shell structures (left); and the
set up during manufacturing of a CuBe tape-spring (right).
The fabrication steps of the booms will be presented next as such low-cost boom design can be
attractive to other research centres working on similar applications. Note that safety precautions
should be followed when cutting and drilling CuBe strips so as to avoid inhaling the hazardous
dust particles. These may include the use of protective overgarments of work clothing, respirators
or dust masks, and the immediate appropriate disposal of rags used to wipe clean parts. However
the generation of dust is considered minimal with this manufacturing method. The fabrication
procedure to follow is:
1. Cut the flat metal strip with shears to the required boom length plus 20 cm approximately.
10 cm will be cut from each end of the curved strip at the end of the process.
2. Rest the forming tube on the bottom section of the Y-shaped tube clamps as shown in
Figure 5.2.
3. Place two of the Y-shaped clamps at the very end of the tube and strongly secure them
screwing the top section in. This should unable complete rotation of the mandrel.
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4. Place the flat strip on top of the forming tube and use a few zip ties (loose grip) along the
length to secure it. There should a minimum of 10 cm from each end of the tube to each end
of the strip, as heat dissipation occurs through the ends of the tube, which will affect the
properties of the parts formed at these sections.
5. Start to wrap the tube with high temperature shrinkable polyimide tape. One and two inch
wide tapes are the most recommended ones for ease of handling. These tape start to shrink
at approximately 70 ◦C and reach their maximum shrink of 12-13% at 350 ◦C. This shrinkage
provides a uniform pressure to the metal strip during the forming process. The wrapping
should start a few centimeters before the end of the metal strips, and a knot tide around the
former with a short loose strip of the shrinkable tape should be used to secure start of the
wrapping. An overlap equal to the half the width of the shrinkable tape should be applied
on each wrap so as to have two layers at every section, otherwise marks can appear in the
final part.
6. The zip ties should be removed one at a time as the wrapping progresses and the metal strip
is secured to the former. It is very important to check that the strip is perfectly straight over
its length to avoid a final twisted boom. If a twist starts to develop, unwrap that section and
straighten the flat strip on the former.
7. At approximately the half length point of the metal strip, place the end of the type T
thermocouple on top of the wrap avoiding direct contact with the strip, and use the next
wrap to secure it to the mandrel. If needed use a short loose strip of hi-shrink tape to fasten
it more.
8. When the metal strip is completely wrapped, extend the wrapping a few centimeters, and
cut the hi-shrink tape. Use another loose short section of tape to tie a knot and secure the
end of the wrapping.
9. Cover completely the former with several pieces of thermal insulating blanket to avoid the
heat generated from escaping as shown in Figure 5.2 (right). The final configuration of the
stack is depicted in Figure 5.3. Ceramic fiber blankets can exhibit good thermal stability up
to 1250 ◦C and fiberglass blankets up to 450 ◦C.
10. Connect the lead of the thermocouple and the leads of the two ends of the heating element
to the programmable temperature controller and power supply unit.
11. Set the temperature cycle to ramp up as quick as possible and dwell at 315 ◦C for 3 hours.
12. After the three hours switched off the power input to the heating element and remove the
thermal insulating blankets.
13. Turn on the fans to cool down the tube former. When at room temperature, unwrap the
high-shrink tape and remove the curved metal strip from the mandrel.
14. Repeat this whole process to create another CuBe tape-spring.
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Figure 5.3: Diagram of the components stack for the forming process of the metallic tape-springs.
15. Cut approximately the last 10 cm of both tape-springs. The final lengths should be exactly
the same for both, and if not trimmed down the edges to equal them.
16. Create the end patterns shown in Figure 5.4 (left) for the tip and root of each tape-spring
using shears. For the tip ends round the edges and drill holes for the sail’s string attachments.
For the root ends, make parallel cuts normal to the long edge of the strip and then opposite-
sense twist the tab created to remove a rectangular section of the material. The shape of the
section removed is dictated by the geometry of the spindle (root attachment point).
Figure 5.4: View of the different boom components: tape-spring root and tip before and after
cutting, and Aluminised Kapton sheath (left); picture of the process of passing the tape-springs
inside the sheath (right).
17. Take the COTS spirally-wound Kapton tubes and flatten them along the length with a brayer,
creating straight hard creases. It is very important that these lines are perfectly straight to
avoid a twisted boom. The final result should be a lenticular-shaped Kapton tube.
18. Take both tape-springs and passed them through the lenticular-shaped Kapton tube (sheath)
as shown in Figure 5.4 (right). The tip sections should go first. As the amount of length inside
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the sheath increases, friction builds up, making it more difficult to achieve this. Careful must
be taken to avoid damaging the flexible tape-springs in the last stages. The sheath should
not cover the root section.
19. Finally, cut the excess of Kapton tube matching the rounded-shape of the tip section.
5.2 Composite Booms
5.2.1 Material Selection
The selection of the material for the composite booms is driven by two critical requirements:
maximum total boom thickness for maximum outer radius of the coil, and allowable strain, as
shown in Figure 4.5. For CubeSail this thickness is set at 0.25 mm for an initial coiling radius of
ri = 20 mm; and the required laminate to achieve bistability of the composite shell structure. The
latter requires that the balanced surface plies have significant angles with respect to the boom’s
principal axes (longitudinal and transversal). Therefore, the composite laminate must consist of
several plies and the thicknesses of each must be extremely low.
As will be shown in Chapter 7, the laminate chosen to provide special features to the composite
structure is [±δ/ 0/± δ]. Where the ± δ surface laminae are braid plies with the fiber orientation
angle varying along the boom length, δ = ± 50◦ at the root and ± 35◦ at the tip; and the 0◦ lamina
is a unidirectional (UD) ply with the fibers running parallel to the boom’s longitudinal axis to
increase the boom’s bending stiffness.
For its space heritage and commercially available ultrathin forms, CFRP is the constitutive
material chosen for the composite booms. Intermediate modulus fibres (T300 1K) were chosen for
the high-strained surface braided plies. Also intermediate modulus fibers, but with a much higher
strength (UTS50 12K), were chosen for the less strained central UD ply in order to minimise its
thickness.
Dry T300 1K braids were purchased in a biaxial sleeving form so that the fiber orientations
could be set at the wanted variable angles before in-house impregnation with the appropriate resin.
These braid sleeves were the thinnest commercially available worldwide and were sourced from
A&P Technology, Inc. (Ohio, USA). The areal density of the braid fabric is difficult to measure,
an is a weak function of the braid angle itself. The braid areal density was measured directly to
be 91.1 gsm (grams per square meter) at a braid angle of δ = ± 45◦. The typical ply thickness was
0.09-0.1 mm depending on the braid angle as will be shown in Chapter 7.
Therefore, to satisfy the maximum boom thickness requirement, the thickness of the UD had to
very extremely thin of just a few tens of microns. In 2011 a R&D Swedish company (Oxeon) was
contacted, as they were developing a technique to produce ultrathin fabric and UD prepregs by
spreading tows of desired fiber type onto tapes of certain areal weight and width. At that moment
their thinnest available UTS50 tapes were 32 gsm (fiber areal weight) provided in 25± 1mm wide
prepreg tapes. It is likely that even thinnest tapes are available today as they are constantly looking
at producing lighter tapes. However, the resin utilised for the braid plies and the UD plies needed
to be compatible. Therefore, the remain of the resin film used for the in-house impregnation of the
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dry braid sleeves was cut into long 25 mm width strips and sent to Sweden for the impregnation of
the TextExtreme R© Spread Tow UD Tapes. The ultrathin UD prepreg tapes were sent back to us
at no cost as Oxeon was very interested in the potential of their technology for demanding space
applications. The typical processed ply thickness found for this UD material is of just 0.057 mm.
As seen, for our application, the resin needed to be provided in a film form so that impregnation
could be achieved on the dry laminae after some pre-processing was produced. The resin film
utilised of just 60 gsm was provided free of charge by Advanced Composites Group Ltd (UK) as
they were also interested in evaluating the potentials of it for ultrathin spacecraft structures. A
90 m long and 0.62 m width roll of MTM44-1 toughened epoxy was arranged. This resin meets
outgassing standards when tested to ECSS-Q-ST-70-02C [ESA, 2008]. Furthermore, the MTM44-1
epoxy resin can be processed via low pressure out-of-autoclave moulding, which was in line with
the low-cost manufacturing technique at study.
Also an experimental cyanate ester resin film (4.3P-CTD) developed for space applications was
provided by Composite Technology Development Inc.(Colorado, USA) for experimentation pur-
poses.
In early 2011 a “Feasibility study for innovation in space” project funded by the UK Technology
Strategy Board started. This collaborative project called “Bistable CFRP deployable booms for
solar arrays” was aimed to produce a new manufacturing technique for RolaTube Technology
Ltd’s previous relatively thick terrestrial-oriented GFRP bistable tubes made with prone-to-creep
thermoplastic resins. The end result would be high-performance scalable ultrathin deployable
structures ready for space applications such as rollable solar arrays [Fernandez et al., 2011c] and
solar sail booms [Fernandez et al., 2014a]. To accomplish this task, the thesis author spent a four
months secondment at RolaTube’s facilities.
5.2.2 Fabrication Procedure
First of all, it should be noted that a patent [Daton-Lovett, 2000] is held on all bistable tubular
structures, and therefore no intention to replicate the fabrication procedure reported next should
be attempted for applications other than research without explicit consent from the patent holder.
The low-cost manufacturing process developed at RolaTube facilities and led by the thesis author
was produced to fabricate variable braid angle booms with carbon fibre and high-performance
thermosetting resins that required a more temperature controlled process [Fernandez et al., 2011c].
For brevity, only the more relevant steps of the fabrication procedure will be reported herein. The
manufacturing steps are as follow:
Variable Angle Braid Ply and Composite Laminate
1. Using the results of Chapter 7 or the ones provided in [Fernandez et al., 2014a], calculate
the fibre angle, ± δ, for the surface braid plies of the root and tip of the boom based on the
desired initial and final coiling radius of the boom, respectively.
2. Construct a tapered plate from Aluminium sheeting of length equal to that of the boom. The
width of the plate at every section is determined by the desired braid ply angle, using:
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wδ = wnom
(
δ
δnom
)
, (5.1)
where δ is the desired braided ply’s angle, δnom is the nominal braid angle (normally 45
◦),
and wnom is the width of the plate at the nominal braid angle determine by:
wnom =
piDnom
2
− tpl, (5.2)
where Dnom is the nominal diameter of the braided sleeving (at the nominal braid angle) as
provided by the manufacturer, and tpl is the thickness of the tapered plate that includes the
PTFE coated glass fabric layers. Note that the nominal diameter of the braided sleeving,
Dnom, determines the maximum width of the plate, which in turn establishes the maximum
arc-length possible for the final boom minus the edge trimmings.
Therefore, from the desired root and tip angles, one can calculate the width of the tapered
tape at both ends. In its simplest form the taper is linear, but as will be shown in Chapter 7,
this does not give a linear variation of the stable boom coiling radius along the boom length.
3. Coat the flat tapered metal plate with a thin sheet of adhesive-backed PTFE fiberglass cloth,
avoiding the formation of wrinkles and puckers.
4. Cut a thin tapered sheet of PTFE fiberglass of slightly larger length than the metal plate and
a varying width = 2wδ + tpl. Cover the metal plate with it, and use masking tape at regular
intervals to attach both free edges of the covering layer, producing a semi-closed sheath that
will act as a carrier. Make sure the tip of the PTFE carrier is rounded off and taped, so that
the braid does not catch when it is draped over.
5. Gently pass the tapered plate inside the braid sleeving starting from the narrower section,
making sure axial alignment over the length is achieved as shown in Figure 5.5 (a). Stretch
the sleeving as you go minimising the gap between it and the metal plate underneath.
6. Once the whole tapered plate is covered, cut the excess of braid and wrap masking tape
around the narrower end to fix the braid in place. Also tie and tape a string to the masking
tape to have a suspension point.
7. Suspend the metal plate vertically from the string (requires a high ceiling facility), and smooth
the braid downwards along the metal plate by applying a light and even pressure on both
sides. Add some masking tape at the bottom of the metal plate when done.
8. Apply a small amount of 3M spray mount along the entire length to fix the braid in place as
shown in Figure 5.5 (b). Let it dry for 10-15 minutes.
9. Lay the braid covered metal plate on a table on the thin side that does not have the masking
tapes. Cut the braid along the semi-open edge of the PTFE carrier using a sharp scalpel or
thin shears. Remove the metal plate and gently flip over the braid/PTFE carrier to let the
braid face upward.
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Figure 5.5: Different steps of the new manufacturing process for the bistable CFRP booms.
10. Extend the resin film with backing sheet and gently place the dry fabric on top of it, flatten it
along the way with a brayer. Given the larger width of the resin film several dry braided plies
can be placed here. Once done, cut the excess of resin film and remove the small masking
tape sections along the edge of the PTFE carrier.
11. Apply uniform temperature and pressure to the fabric for appropriate resin flow. This is best
achieved with a belt press although a hot iron can be used as well. For these particular resins
the belt pressure should be set at 100 ◦C and 5 bar, with an exposure time of 10 minutes.
12. From here cut out the rectangular strip/s along the length that will form the inner/outer
boom plies. Note that along the fold line the braid angle is least accurate, so if the total
width allows it attempt to cut outside this area. This finishes the variable braid angle prepreg
that should be stored in a freezer below -15 ◦C whenever not being used to increase its shelf
life.
13. Using the braid and unidirectional prepregs, produce the wet composite lay-up on a flat table.
Giving the narrow widths of the UD plies (25 mm), several of them must be used to cover the
full width of the laminate. During the lay-up process, it is important to know the resin-rich
side of the prepreg and follow the stacking sequence diagram shown in Figure 5.6. As the
resin migrates downwards due to gravity during flowing and curing, excess or shortage could
otherwise be achieved on sections of the final part, especially for thicker laminates.
Curing
In order to achieve a desirable fiber volume fraction (FVF) of 50-60% in the final booms,
an experimental investigation into different stacking sequences of the consumable plies was
carried out by manufacturing many short boom samples and analysing their resin content
using the regression method approach to be explained in Chapter 7. Several release films
(perforated or non-perforated) and different numbers of peel-plies were considered to bleed
more or less residual resin out of the composite part to achieve the desired FVF. It was
found that two peel plies and a perforated release film at the intrados and extrados of the
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pre-processed composite part was the optimal stacking sequence for this particular laminate.
Also a medium-thick layer of PTFE fiberglass fabric should wrap the whole laminate. The
complete lay-up is depicted in Figure 5.6.
The lay-up of the consumable plies and the composite part can be carried out directly on
the cylindrical mandrel using small amounts of 3M to aid in the process. Careful should be
taken to extend the consumable plies without forming wrinkles. Given the low thickness of
the composite, no substantial shear occurs between the plies of the composite laminate when
laying the shell on the mandrel, and thus no puckers should appear in the final parts.
Figure 5.6: Diagram of the composite laminate and stacking sequence of consumable plies to be
placed onto the tube former (mandrel).
14. Choose the mandrel size for a desired radius of curvature of the final tubular boom. Gently
roll a thin layer of adhesive-backed PTFE glass fabric over the former to cover it completely.
Puckers should be avoided in this process.
15. Using small amounts of 3M spray mount extend the consumable plies and place the composite
wet laminate, making sure it is accurately aligned with the mandrel’s longitudinal axis to
avoid final twisted booms. Firmly apply pressure by hand to the laminate in order to help it
conform to the tube’s shape as shown in Figure 5.5 (c). Extend the rest of the consumable
plies and cover the lay-up with a strip of PTFE glass cloth (> 360◦) held in place with
masking tape.
16. Tie shrink tape loops along the length of the mandrel, to keep the PTFE strip in place and
the whole lay-up tight on the former.
17. Clamp both ends of the former and wrap high-temperature shrinkable polyimide tape tightly
along the length of the boom following the procedure previously explained for the metal
booms and shown in Figure 5.5 (d). The shrink tape provides the necessary pressure to cure
the thermosetting resin.
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18. Fix both ends using masking tape, and position a thermo-couple under one of the tape wraps
at approximately the half-length point of the boom.
19. Cover the whole tube former in heat blankets and connect the heating element leads to the
programmable temperature controller and power supply unit.
Before starting the curing process, ensure that the lay-up is on the top side of the mandrel
so that any gravity-induced sag of the mandrel will result in a slight opposite-sense axial
curvature (bow) on the final boom. The cooling process will then induce an equal-sense axial
curvature, such that these thermal effects should cancel out, yielding a final straight boom.
20. For the MTM44-1 curing process follow the next temperature cycle:
• Resin flowing: Ramp up to 90 ◦C at a 2-3 ◦C/min rate, and dwell for 45 mins.
• Curing: Ramp up to 180 ◦C at a 2-3 ◦C/min rate, and dwell for 2 hours.
• Cooling: Turn off the heater; and leave the insulation blankets on for a cool down to
90◦C at a rate of about 2-3 ◦C/min. Once that temperature is reached remove the
insulation blankets.
After the full cure cycle, the MTM44-1 will exhibit a glass transition temperature (Tg)
of about 190 ◦C.
21. When at room temperature, carefully strip off the consumable plies and remove the boom
from the tube former.
Edge trimming
In order to prevent crack formation and propagation along the edges of the boom due to the
brittle nature of carbon fiber, the edges must be trimmed using an oscillator, as shown in
Figure 5.1 (e). A purposely designed bench was constructed to aid in the trimming process.
22. Mark a straight line along the cylindrical mandrel, at the desired angle from the longitudinal
groove.
23. Line up the boom along the marked line and hold in place using wraps of masking tape at
regular intervals.
24. Cut along the longitudinal groove using an oscillator.
25. Finally, gently add a small amount of superglue along the length of the boom edges for
reinforcement.
This cost-effective out-of-autoclave manufacturing technique requires less time and power than
traditional curing methods such as vacuum bagging and autoclave curing. Vacuum bagging cyl-
indrical parts can be very time consuming and would require reasonable expertise to achieve good
final parts. Autoclave curing is notorious for being very power demanding and costly, and would
only be cost-effective if a great number of parts are to be manufactured at the same time.
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The fabrication approach develop can also be employed to construct very long tubes (of tens of
meters) with these high-performance thermosetting resins, which may not be possible with other
curing methods. Such a process would entail consecutively manufacturing the boom in sections of
e.g. 5 m in length (size limitation of the mandrel), and then curing the joint areas one at a time
while rolling the rest of the already processed boom. The laminate of the joint would then have
central interlaced plies from the two adjacent sections, as well as additional surface plies common
to both sections.
5.3 Sail
5.3.1 Material Selection
Polymer names are normally abbreviated and also generally referred to by their registered trade
names: Biaxially-oriented Polyethylene Terephthalate or boPET (Mylar R©), Polyethylene naph-
thalate or PEN (Teonex R©), Polyimide or PI (Kapton R©, Upilex R©, LaRCTM CP1), Polycarbonate
or PC (Lexan R©), etc.
There are many thin polymer films developed for space applications. However, each is different in
terms of physical and mechanical properties (tensile modulus, tensile strength, folding endurance,
etc), thermal properties (melting point, glass transition temperature, coefficient of thermal ex-
pansion, etc), chemical properties (moisture absorption), electrical properties (dielectric constant,
volume resistivity, etc) optical properties (absorptivity, reflectivity, transparency, emissivity, film
color, etc), geometric properties (available thickness, width, length, etc), price, etc.
When considering the sail film polymer substrate material, the selection needs to be carried out
to fulfill a wide range of mission requirements. For example, some of them may have too low service
temperature (polyethylene), others are not compliant with thickness requirement (i.e. < 25µm) or
the background with regards to space applications is limited (polyamide, Lexan R© (PC), Ultem R©
(PEI), Aclar R©, Saran R©, Tedlar R© . . . ), or, others have low folding resistance (PEEK (APTIV
Victrex R©)). Furthermore, many of them are ITAR restricted, which makes their availability more
difficult or impossible for non-American entities.
For the LEO-bound technology demonstrator missions, which are the focus of this thesis, the
material selection process is mostly driven by availability, temperature limits, and resistance to
Atomic Oxygen (ATOX).
The concentration of ATOX in LEO decreases with altitude. In [Tennyson, 2001] a nomogram
is presented that allows estimates on polymer thickness loss in orbit as a functional of orbital
altitude, operational lifetime, material reaction rate (or chemical structure), and angle incidence
to the RAM direction of travel. This nomogram is shown in Figure 5.7. An example of how to
use this plot is represented for a satellite at 330km altitude with an expected lifetime of one year.
One can follow the constant fluence curve for a material having Re = 0.05 · 10−24 cm3/atom for
example, and arrive at a thickness loss of ∼ 5µm. In the plot the constant erosion yield lines of
Kapton (Re = 0.05 ·10−24 cm3/atom) and sylilated (SiO2) Kapton (Re = 3 ·10−24 cm3/atom) have
been highlighted for clarity in blue and red respectively. It should be noted that the erosion yield
of VDA coated Kapton is considered herein the same as uncoated Kapton following the approach
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of [Tennyson, 2001]. It is known that pinhole defects can lead to undercutting of the coating and
erosion of the substrate in the “defect area”as shown in [Banks et al., 2004], and thus the first
thought protective effect of the Aluminium coating will be highly reduced. Typical defect densities
reported in [Brinza et al., 1994] used on the ISS solar arrays were as high as∼ 2600/cm2.
Sylilation is a protective treatment that modifies the surface of the polymer material to include
a diffuse layer of SiO2. This is not a defect-prone coating and produces new bonds such as silicon-
oxygen, carbon-oxygen, and silicon-carbon. This protective process creates defect-free surfaces and
therefore the effective erosion yield that can be considered is the same as the one experimentally
found and presented in [Tennyson, 2001].
For the case of CubeSail, assuming a VDA coated 7.5µm-thick Kapton sail is used (material
reaction rate, Re = 3), at an operating altitude of 700km for a period of one year (solar sailing
demostration and initial deorbiting phases), the thickness loss would be approximately 1mum. If
the initial altitude is 600km then the thickness loss can be as high as 5mum on some areas of the
sail film. However, it must be noted that these figures are maximum values at a normal incidence
angle to the stream of impinging ATOX particles, which will not be the case in reality giving the
sail orientation to be adopted to minimise drag during the solar sailing phase.
Figure 5.7: Nomogram for estimating polymer thickness loss as a function of altitude, time in orbit,
and erosion yield (adapted from [Tennyson, 2001]). The blue line is for unprotected VDA Kapton,
and the red line is for sylilated (SiO2) VDA Kapton.
Giving the up to 25 years operational lifetime required for the sail of the Gossamer Deorbiter,
the thickness loss of an unprotected polymer membrane would be prohibitive. Thickness loss values
cannot be directly calculated with the nomogram of [Tennyson, 2001], as these curves consider a
constant altitude for the satellite and not a decaying one which will be the case during deorbiting.
Herein, we will calculate the total thickness loss considering it as a progressive cumulative damage
that increases with the loss in altitude up to the re-entry phase below 200km.
As an reference case for the sail membrane of the Gossamer Deorbiter we will consider a 250kg
satellite equipped with a 25m2 drag sail (10kg/m2 sail loading) that needs to be deorbited from
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an altitude of 800km. In Table 5.2 we can see the approximated time spent on each altitude region
and the associated thickness loss during that time. The lowest altitude for each altitude range (in
bold) is the one that has been used in the nomogram in order to yield results for a worse case
scenario.
Altitude range
(km)
Time at this altitude
(days [d]/years [y])
Thickness loss (µm)
VDA Kapton
Thickness loss (µm)
VDA Kapton+SiO2
800-750 1825 d / 5 y 2 0.02
750-710 1825 d / 5 y 3 0.03
710-680 1825 d / 5 y 5 0.05
680-600 1460 d / 4 y 15 0.20
600-500 1095 d / 3 y 50 0.80
500-400 730 d / 2 y 300 3.50
400-300 365 d / 1 y 700 8.50
300-200 90 d / 0.25 y 1800 12.50
Total 9215 d / ∼25 y 2875 25.6
Table 5.2: Total thickness loss of a VDA Kapton or sylilated (SiO2) VDA Kapton sail membrane
used for deorbiting of a 250 kg satellite from a 800 km initial altitude orbit.
We can see from Table 5.2 that for missions at relatively low altitudes the thickness loss of
unprotected (VDA) Kapton would be several orders of magnitude larger than the actual thicknesses
considered for the polymer films. Contrarily, the sylilation process can be effectively used to protect
those films. If we consider that the minimum operational altitude threshold of a Kapton-built drag
sail is 200 km, then a film thickness choice of 25µm should be adequate. If the threshold is 300
km then a lighter 12.5µm Kapton film could be utilised. We also see from Table 5.2 that ATOX
erosion during the first long orbital decay period (22 years) does not produce much thickness loss
(∼ 1.1µm), and the majority of film damage is concentrated in the second shorter phase of the
deorbiting process. Therefore the initial altitude of the satellite will not have a significant impact
on the thickness loss of the sail film.
From this preliminary analysis a conclusion is reached: that with appropriate film material and
thickness choice tunned for predicted ATOX erosion one could use this film degradation as a design
parameters to guarantee that the sail membrane would disintegrate over time within the predefined
collapse window in order to yield complete destruction of the satellite during re-entry.
The majority of the thin-film polymer materials utilised for space applications (mainly polyim-
ides) can be used in a wide temperature range up to several hundred degrees. The metal coatings
are not considered to be critical either with respect to thermal requirements. On the other hand,
the thermal properties of the thin film are important because other components such as adhes-
ives, also need to withstand the temperatures arising in the film. The approximated equilibrium
temperature of the sail in the hot case (interplanetary travel or Sunlight part of the orbit of an
Earth-bound sail) can be calculated by using Eq. 5.3. In Figure 4.13 this temperature was found
for different coating materials, orientations of the sail, and heliocentric distances. Following the
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worse condition results for a VDA coated Kapton sail, we will consider the maximum operating
sail temperature to be of 200◦C.
To calculate the sail equilibrium temperature for the cold case in the Earth’s shadow, the same
equation can be used but adapted to establish the Earth’s emitted radiation flux as the heating
source as:
Tcold =
(
1− r˜
εf + εb
QE F12
σSB
)1/4
(5.3)
where the QE is the energy flux emitted from the Earth assumed to have a nominal value of
236W/m2, and F12 is the view factor between the sail’s surface and the Earth’s surface. The
worse case scenario that yields the lowest temperature is the case where the sail has a vertical
orientation with respect to the underneath Earth’s surface (λ = 90◦). Also, temperature decreases
with altitude as shown in Figure 5.8.
The left figure shows how to calculate the shape view factor, F12 , for a given altitude, h, and sail
orientation angle, λ. In there R is the radius of the Earth that can be assumed to have a nominal
value of 6370km. For a maximum altitude of e.g. h = 1000km, the ratio h/R = 0.157, and from
the left figure this yields a view factor of F12 = 0.2.
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Figure 5.8: Graphs for the calculation of the minimum sail temperature from the orbit altitude,
h, and the sail orientation, λ, that define the view factor F12 ( [Karam, 1998]) shown on the left
figure. The sail temperatures for Aluminium coated polymer films with and without Silicon Oxide
overcoats are shown on the right figure.
For Earth-bound solar sail is it likely that both sides of the film will have the same coating, so
that it does not matter which side points to the Earth as the attitude with respect to the Earth is
more uncertain than to the Sun. For deorbiting sails it is also likely that both sides of the sail will
be viewed by the Earth in order to maximise drag.
In Figure 5.8 (right) the sail temperature is given as a function of the view factor for two
coatings: Aluminium (Al) and Silicon Dioxide (SiO2). For the Silicon Dioxide overcoating, which
is transparent, a value of α− abs/ε = 1 was considered as offered by the company Sheldahl. From
there it can be seen that for the lowest view factor of 0.2 considered, the minimum sail temperature
would be about -70◦C and -120◦C for each coating respectively.
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Therefore sail temperatures in the range of -120/+200◦C could be expected for Earth-bound
ATOX protected and reflective sails. The low-cost manufacturing process to be explained later on
makes use of pressure sensitive adhesive (PSA) tapes. Hence, the glue of these tapes must also
survive these extreme temperature variations aside from being ultrahigh-vacuum rated to minimise
outgassing.
The chosen PSA tapes are from 3MTM and have 966 or 9703 acrylic adhesives that comply with
NASA and ESA standards. Their width is 25mm (1in). In [Lura et al., 2004] DLR qualified the
use of these tapes for producing overlaid simple lap joints of two different solar sail sections. The
temperature range considered was -142/+100 ◦C. According to the datasheet the adhesives can be
used to about 232◦C while providing a maximum shear force of 3.9N for a 1x 1in test sample for
10000 minutes. This results in a shear stress of about 6kPa (0.87psi). According to [Seefeldt, 2014]
DLR is planning on repeating those series of tests for the sail of GOSSAMER-1 with temperatures
up to +200◦C. It is likely that as the allowed static shear stress decreases at high temperature
that value will increase. For our applications we use two 9703 PSA tapes as grounding straps on
each side of the simple lap joints produced with 966 PSA transfer tape, in order to provide a more
robust section that is also electrically grounded. Hence, a total of three layers of adhesive would
withstand the nominal 17.2kPa (2.5psi) sail skin stress produced during the hot case. In addition,
several rip-stop Kapton tapes with 966 PSA perpendicularly cross the joint sections at regular
intervals. For missions close to the Sun special coatings or doped substrates will be required that
can reduce the maximum sail temperature, or a single-sheet sail constructed from a heat sealable
material such as polyimide CP-1 R© and CP-2 R©, or the ISAS-TPI polyimide purposely developed
for IKAROS.
The material for the rigging of the sail-boom attachment points needs to be thin and flexible
enough to conform to different configurations during the storage, deployment and operational
phases, yet strong enough to withstand the tensioning sail loads. A low coefficient of thermal
expansion is also preferred if an extension spring system is being used. The chosen material for low
duration missions can be high tensile strength-to-mass ratio polymers such as Kevlar. However, for
long duration missions, flexible intertwined steel ropes of just a few tens of a millimetre in diameter
are preferred, as these will degrade less due to ATOX and UV-radiation, though at the expense of
a higher CTE.
Given the non-restricted availability of Kapton in relatively thin film forms, its long space her-
itage, ease of adhesion to metal coatings, and affordable price, this material was proposed as the
polymer substrate for the sail films of CubeSail and DGOSS. A roll of two-sided VDA coated
7.5µm-thick Kapton R© HN film was purchased from Dunmore Europe GmbH for ground testing.
This material will also be used for the flight version of CubeSail. However, for the Gossamer Deor-
biter (DGOSS) a slightly thicker film (12.5µm) is proposed along with a uniform applied protective
SiO2 overcoating or a SiO2 diffuse layer introduced by sylilation.
For solar sailing applications commercial size Kapton R© film rolls can be plasma etched to achieve
even thinner forms, as shown in [Dalla-Vedova et al., 2011] where a 2.5µm thickness reduction was
produced. Following the same approach, in [Dalla-Vedova et al., 2014] another polyimide considered
for solar sailing applications, Upilex R©-S, was etched from 7.5µm down to about 1.4µm. This thick-
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ness reduction will have a significant positive impact on the solar sail performance (characteristic
acceleration) as the sail mass loading will be greatly decreased.
5.3.2 Design
After choosing the materials for the different components that form the sail film, a brief overview
of the design proposed is presented.
As previously explained the solar/drag sail film proposed is divided into four right-angled trian-
gular quadrants. As the film material is available in relatively narrow rolls of e.g. 1.3m width, two
individual sail sections are bonded to produced each of the four quadrants of 5m hypotenuse. The
bonding technique consists of producing a simple lap joint with space-qualified 3MTM 966 PSA
transfer tape of 50µm thickness.
Figure 5.9: Diagram of the overlaid joint proposed for two sail segments, showing all the PSA tapes
involved.
Since the sail will be exposed to the solar wind and solar UV radiation, the film can acquire a
differential electrical charge between the front and rear surfaces. To prevent electrical discharges,
which is a potential source of failure and tearing, both surfaces must be in electrical contact with e.g.
grounding straps [McIness, 2004b]. For this purpose we use electrically conductive adhesive tapes
which are commonly used to ground multi-layer insulation (MLI) blankets. These are Aluminised
Black ‘E7’ Kapton tapes with 9703 PSA from Dunmore Europe GmbH. It must be noted that this
product is ITAR restricted, but there was no problem to obtained it as these projects are research
oriented. The tapes are utilised on the central lap joints to connect the same side surfaces of the
two sail elements as shown in Figure 5.9. Also they are utilised along the sail edges to form a
reinforced edge that grounds the sail’s top surface to the bottom one.
To ensure that tears due to possible localized failure of sail film and micro-meteorite impacts do
not propagate, the sail is provided with rip-stops at regular intervals of 625mm approximately. The
rip stops are created from Aluminized Kapton tapes with a suitable adhesive (966 PSA) joined to
the Sun facing side of sail film. Figure 5.10 shows the rip-stop square grid pattern of a sail quadrant.
The sail is not folded along these stiffer areas so as to minimise the volume of the stowed sail.
The four quadrant configuration has been chosen for its ease of sail packing and sail deployment
simplicity with respect to other alternatives. The sail is thus suspended and kept taut from three
point: the right-angled corner, which is attached to the sail spindle at the support central hub; and
the two acute-angled corners, linear-spring loaded from the two neightbouring boom tips.
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Figure 5.10: Diagram of a sail quadrant proposed, showing the rip-stop pattern, edge reinforce-
ments, and central joint.
No edge catenary chords are provided in the sail for simplicity, lightness, and to avoid CTE
mismatch with the sail material that can lead to excessive wrinkling. The edges are thus straight
and reinforced with Kapton tapes. Several corner attachment designs were initially assessed as
connecting elements to the sail suspension strings. These consisted of rigid triangles, loops of
strings (one or two) taped along the two corner borders, and reinforced metal grommets. When
deciding on a particular option the designer has to trade-off several factors that include: simplicity
of integration, possible materials, applicability to larger sails, applicability to the sail folding and
deployment concept, load introduction and impact on sail flatness, and overall mass and volume.
The final baseline design chosen herein uses rigid stainless steel triangles. This option, although it is
the heaviest one, is a good compromise between the corner wrinkles formed during sail tensioning,
which are lowest on the taped spring approach as suggested in [Dalla-Vedova et al., 2014], and the
simplicity and wider applicability of eyelets. Also, a linear introduction of the sail corner tension
loads as approximately produced with the rigid triangles can be more easily modelled using FEA
as proposed in [Tessler and Sleight, 2007]. In addition, for our particular design the use of triangles
at the central hub makes it easier to attach directly to the sail post as shown in Figure 5.11 (left).
It should be noted that for pure drag-sails, such as DeorbitSail, where metal grommets are chosen,
the formation of corner wrinkles are not as critical as for solar sailing applications, such as CubeSail
and in a less sense DGOSS.
The sail-boom attachment is produced with the use of 0.5 mm diameter Kevlar threads and
very soft extension springs (0.003 N/mm) that account for in-orbit thermal variations. This is
shown in Figure 5.11 (left) for the CuBe booms. Small constant force springs, that provide a
better thermal compliance connection, were also experimentally evaluated. However, giving the
free-free end connections to the Kevlar springs, there was risk of self-tangling due to twisting of
the lip when extended beyond a certain length. It should be noted that with an extension spring
approach, the sail tension load is dependent on the length measurement of the Kevlar threads, and
thus these should be precisely sized accordingly to the actual booms and sail quadrants that will
have manufacturing errors. Additional strings of slightly increasing lengths can also be used for
redundancy.
To avoid the sail quadrant bundles “falling’ into the wrong side of the booms during the initial
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Figure 5.11: Sail attachment with rigid triangles to the sail spindle (left) and boom tip through
linear extension springs (right). Both sides of the sail are presented on the right figure to show the
pattern of Kapton tape around the triangles. The final design uses Al/Kapton/966 PSA tapes.
stage of deployment and resulting in a final asymmetrical sail configuration, two options were
investigated. The first consisted of using vertical rods on the boom tips, and the second to limit
the size of the Kevlar threads between the springs and the booms. The second approach was finally
chosen as it provided less risk of entanglement with the sail bundles.
Sail Folding and Packing
Sail deployment kinematics is intrinsically related to the folding method, and thus it is important
to experimentally assess the validity of a given folding pattern for a specific sail and boom config-
uration. Two different folding patterns where explored for the four quadrants sail using a 1 x 1 m2
sail engineering model (EM). The more adequate one, was then used for the full-scale 5 x 5 m2 sail
qualification model (QM). In both patterns, each quadrant is Z-folded first perpendicular to the
hypotenuse (long edge) to form narrow strips, following the early results of [Adeli, 2010b]; the strip
width determines the packaged height of the sail. Then the second step differs for the two method.
In one of them a new series of Z-folds are produced along the strip length to form a “double Z-
folded” pattern with a final parallelepiped shape. Then all four square bundles are fixed to the sail
post using Dynemma thread that will be burn-wire cut before deployment as shown in Figure 5.12
(bottom right). This folding method has not been chosen by any solar sail design team, perhaps
as it produces nondeterministic deployments where the sail fans out unfolding simultaneously the
major and minor folds. Also as unfolding occurs at a relatively long distance to the container the
halyard angles are large producing significant lateral force components on the booms (bending).
For the other method all four single Z-folded strips are perfectly stacked on top of each other
and co-wrapped around the sail spindle as shown in Figure 5.12 (centre). A specific folding proced-
ure was designed to assure that each sail quadrant is attached to its specific two adjacent booms
and the final quadrant surface orientations (up and down) are the correct ones. A rig was pur-
posely constructed to aid in the co-wrapping process in order to achieve smaller diameters of the
cylindrical-shaped stowed sail. Again Dyneema thread is used to secure the stowed sail prior to
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deployment. NASA’s NanoSail-D2 cubesat used this folding and packing method. Also ATK’s S4
ground demonstrator sail was packed using a similar folding method, but in there, each quadrant
was independently wrapped around a spool.
Figure 5.12: Sail folding method and packing for a: 1 x 1 m2 EM sail with a double Z-folded
pattern (left); and a 5 x 5 m2 QM sail with a co-wrapped single Z-folded pattern (centre). The
latter sail is shown in the right figure before and during deployment.
Another double Z-folded pattern where the first Z-folds are produced parallel to the quadrant
hypotenuse (long edge) was explored using DeorbitSail’s 4 x 4 m2 four quadrant sail EM [Stohlman
et al., 2013]. This folding method is also known as the “frog leg” pattern [Dalla-Vedova et al.,
2011]. For this pattern only a small amount of force is required for the booms during the first
stage of deployment as the folded bundles tend to self-deploy out of the canisters (“spring effect”)
due to the high elastic strain energy stored during folding. This corresponds to the large amount
of minor folds (with a large radius) of the second set of Z-folds along the hypotenuse. In fact,
this spring effect tends to be so poweful that containers with a light interference fit [Biddy and
Svitek, 2012] or plastic tabs [Dalla-Vedova et al., 2011, Stohlman et al., 2013] are normally utilised
to prevent self-ejection of the sail bundles. The latter could lead to the bundles migrating to the
wrong side of the boom tips and resulting in non-symmetric final sail shapes or sail tangling as
revealed in [Stohlman et al., 2013]. This folding method was also investigated in the DLR-ESA
solar sail ground demonstrator [Leipold et al., 2003], LightSail-1 [Biddy and Svitek, 2012], and the
Solar Sail Materials (SSM) project [Dalla-Vedova et al., 2014].
In Table 5.3 an assessment of the different folding methods explored is presented. For an equal
distance between fold lines, that lead to the same height of the stowed sail package, the number of
major folds of small radii, which form hard creases, is the smallest in the first method as the height
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of an isosceles triangle (sail quadrant) is half that of its hypotenuse. Conversely, the number of
minor fold lines, which lead to the “spring effect”, is the biggest in the first method as the second
set of folds proceed along the hypotenuse in this case. On the other hand, the single Z-folded and
wrap pattern does not have minor folds given the non-folding wrapping nature of the second step.
Parameter Double Z-folded Double Z-folded Single Z-folded
(1st Z ‖ hypot.) (1st Z ⊥ hypot.) (⊥ hypot.) & wrap
Deterministic deployment + - o
Synchronousity of quadrants - o +
Boom bending loads (deploy.) + - o
Packaging efficiency + o o
Accuracy, repeatability + + -
N◦ major folds (small radius) o - -
N◦ minor folds (large radius) - o +
Adaptability to container size + + o
Spring effect (strain energy) - o +
Deployed shape planarity o - +
Table 5.3: Folding methods assessment for a four-quadrant sail. +: good; o: intermediate; -: poor
The final folding pattern chosen for CubeSail and DGOSS is the single Z-folded (⊥ hypot.) and
co-wrap pattern. The kinematics of each quadrant deployment are similar due to the overall syn-
chronousity of deployment since all four bundles are unravelled equally as shown in Figure 5.12
(left). The halyard angles (angle between the boom longitudinal axis and the sail tensioning direc-
tion) during deployment are moderate producing acceptable lateral tip loads for the low bending
stiffness booms normally used on cubesats. The packaging efficiency is moderate and there is re-
lative control over the container size by choosing the distance between the major fold lines that
determines the stowed cylinder height, and from this its diameter. The major advantage of the
method is that it avoids the “spring effect”, which enables simple and light sail deployment mech-
anisms using for example a single central spool and minimal, lightly-loaded container doors. There
are also fewer fold lines (permanent hard creases) that reduce the effective elastic modulus of the
membrane [Murphy and al., 2004]. However, new randomly positioned wrinkles will appear on
every repackaging of the sail, as the accuracy and repeatability of the method is poor. Nonethe-
less, the negative effect of these wrinkles on the generation of solar thrust was reduced from prior
suspicions in [Murphey et al., 2002].
It should be noted that none of the folding methods yield perfectly planar sail deployed shapes for
lightly tensioned films (suggested for solar sailing applications). The patterns that have the major
folds parallel to the hypotenuse produce an out-of-plane curled lip along the hypotenuse, as the
principal membrane stresses on this area are almost parallel to first hard fold line. Conversely, the
patterns that have the major folds perpendicular to the hypotenuse produce a hypotenuse that is
slightly curved outwards, as the areas close to the acute corners are more stretched in the direction
perpendicular to the major folds than the central area of the hypotenuse. The double Z-folded case
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(1st Z ⊥ hypot.) is even worse as the principal membrane stresses at the right-angle corner area
are also parallel to the major fold lines, resulting in a final shape that slightly resembles that of a
half-opened concertina fan.
A circular or parabolic edge design would reduce some of this non-planarity but would also hinder
the low-cost manufacturing approach.
As a final note, other interesting alternative folding and packing methods that also involve simple
patterns are discussed.
JAXA folded IKAROS using a single Z-folded (‖ hypot.) and co-wrap method. In here all four
quadrants were co-wrapped around the large diameter cylindrical spacecraft hub. This method
eliminates the drawbacks of the double Z-folds (1st Z ‖ hypot.): non-synchoronousity in the de-
ployment of the quadrants, larger number of secondary folds, and the spring effect. However,
different parts were required to synchronise all four quadrants for the second deployment phase
(Z-folds), yielding a complex deployment procedure.
A new method proposed by DLR in [Seefeldt, 2014] is the single Z-fold (‖ hypot.) and wrap
method. This method also eliminates the poor features of the double Z-folded (1st Z ‖ hypot.)
pattern. However, the packaging efficiency is very low as each quadrant is independently wrapped
around two spools (eight in total), and thus it is only an option feasible for relatively large volume
containers more accordant to larger missions. The spools are stored in canisters that are deployed
with the booms and ejected at the end of deployment. Therefore, as this method generates new
pieces of debris, it can only be used for non-Earth bound missions or very low altitude missions
such as that of GOSSAMER-1 (320 km).
5.3.3 Fabrication Procedure
The manufacturing process for the different sails for CubeSail and DGOSS, and later on adapted
for the ones of DeorbitSail and InflateSail, was developed following a new low-cost procedure. The
only traceable economical fabrication process for relatively large size solar sails that comply with
space requirements is summarized in [Lura et al., 2004]. The sails manufactured were validated
with the testing campaign of the DLR-ESA 20m solar sail ground demonstrator [Leipold et al.,
2003]. The extremely high price (in the order of hundreds of thousand US dollars) of custom-made
solar sail films from non-European vendors makes this technology prohibitive for the majority of
the research community. Therefore, we saw a need to development and make available a low-priced
procedure for the fabrication of flight sails that could be replicated by other entities worldwide.
The manufacturing process consists of these steps: sail drawing, film roll extension, line plot-
ting, sail cutting, rip-stops placement, assembling and joining each quadrant, edge-reinforcements
placement, pre-folding and creasing, packaging, and corner attachments placement.
The solar sail was fabricated by a total of three people at Contender UK (Fareham, UK), a
manufacturing company of sails for boats and ships. Although the facility is not “clear room” type,
it was kept clean and dust was minised by closing all window and doors. Their 18m long and 2.5
m width vacuum table was used for the majority of the different steps, as it provided a large flat
surface area with adhesion capability that aided in handling of the flimsy materials. This table
had the capability to apply different vacuum levels to different sections along its length and width.
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The table’s surface was cleaned every day before starting to work on it. It is recommended that
a similar facility is contacted for the fabrication of any low-cost solar sail film. A summary of the
procedure is as follows:
1. Sail drawing
• Produce a CAD drawing (i.e. DXF file) of each independent sail segment with separate
layers for the fold lines, cut lines, rip-stop lines, edge-reinforcement lines, and joint/seam
lines.
• The distance between the fold lines should be approximately 5-10 mm smaller than the
required stored height/width, as perfect alignment during folding is very difficult with
such thin films.
• Use the most efficient tile pattern for all the different sail segment drawings following
the dimensions of the vacuum table.
• Check the drawing dimensions and the calibration of the automated computer-numerically-
controlled (CNC) cutting machine on a paper sample.
A video summarizing the next few steps (2, 3 and 4) can be watched here:
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=b25E06J7COI
2. Film roll extension
• Place the roll of sail film on the cart and tape the film edge to the vacuum table assuring
alignment with one of the table edges.
• Move the cart and start unrolling the sail film. After a few meters apply vacuum (20%
of maximum level is enough) to the section of the table where the sail film has been
draped over.
• Correct for misalignments and remove by hand any present air bubbles or wrinkles on
the film. Repeat the previous step until the total required length of film is unrolled.
• Cut the film roll and tape the end to the vacuum table.
3. Line plotting
• Use different permanent marker roll pens on the automated CNC head for each of the
lines. Contrarily, for a single color approach the lines for the peak and valley folds
should be clearly distinct, adding i.e. “P” and “V” marks or using a dash-dot and solid
line convention.
4. Sail cutting
• Use the CNC laser cutter to cut the sail edges. It should be noted that the laser-cut
edge is slightly jagged and tears more easily than an edge cut with a sharp blade or
scissors. This effect is more pronounced as the laser power settings increases and was
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present at the lowest level that achieved a successful cut. For cutting the 7.5 µm thick
VDA Kapton film the laser settings used were as follows:
a) Cutting speed: 300 mm/s
b) Laser power: 6% (= 12 W)
c) Min laser power: 4%
5. Rip-stops placement
• For each sail segment, take the PSA tape (Al/ Kapton/ 966 PSA) and apply it along
the rip-stop lines plotted to form the sail rip-stops as shown in Figure 5.13 (left). Use
a hard rubber brayer to remove any air bubbles in the tape and ensure final adhesion.
The brayer should be cleaned with acetone and let to dry at least 15 min before being
used.
Figure 5.13: Rip-stop placement (left), and joining of two sail segments with transfer tape (right).
6. Assembling and joining each quadrant
For the particular width of film roll used (1.3m) and the final sail area wanted (25 m2),
each quadrant was assembled from just two pieces along a line approximately 2.5 m long.
Nonetheless, a similar procedure could be followed for larger sails by joining two sections at
a time and consecutively folding one of these sections before starting with the next seam.
For square sails with a side length large than that of the vacuum table (18 m in this case) and
smaller than twice this length (36 m), this same process could be followed to construct half
the quadrant at a time. The end result would be two smaller isosceles triangles of hypotenuse
length equal to the smaller sides of the required quadrant. Then the two halves, after being
Z-folded, could be joined along the length of the table. For even larger sails, variations of
this procedure could be followed, where the assembling, joining and folding processes would
be carried out in parallel in a sequence of time-optimised steps.
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• Take the two sections to be joined and align its edges (overlap) with the use of the
seam/joint lines plotted. Vacuum should be on for the bottom section and off for the
overlapping top section. Once aligned, turn the vacuum on for the overlapping top
section area and peel back the top layer.
• Gently apply adhesive transfer tape (966 PSA) to the bottom sections along the seam/joint
line plotted. Some tension should be provided to the transfer tape while placing it down.
Use the hard rubber brayer to apply pressure ensuring adhesion.
• This step requires three people. Flip the top section over again and check alignment with
the bottom section. Person one assures that the top and bottom sections are wrinkled-
free and aligned; person two holds the transfer tape backing paper and peels it off slowly
one section at a time; person three uses the brayer to apply pressure to the PSA as the
backing paper is removed. This process is shown in Figure 5.13 (right).
• Take the electrically conductive PSA tape (Al/ ’E7’ Kapton/ 9703 PSA) and place it
along the seam. Half of tape’s width should cover each side of the seam as represented
in Figure 5.9.
• Flip the whole sail and place the second grounding strap (electrically conductive tape)
on the other side of the joint following the previous step.
7. Edge-reinforcements placement
• Cut the electrically conductive PSA tape (Al/’E7’Kapton/ 9703 PSA) to size and folded
in half along its length producing a hard crease that results in a permanent obtuse angle
between the two halves.
• Align the fold line of the PSA tape to one of the straight lines drawn at the edge of the
vacuum table and tape it down, such that half the width does not rest on the table’s
surface.
• Turn the vacuum off and align the sail edge with the fold line of the PSA tape. Turn
the vacuum on and peel back the sail edge.
• Peel off the backing paper of the PSA tape and slowly fold back the sail edge onto the
PSA tape as shown in Figure 5.14 (left). Use the brayer to ensure adhesion.
• Free one of the ends of the PSA tape and folded over its central line and onto the sail’s
edge corner following the edge line plotted on the sail. Use the brayer along the edge
to complete the process as shown in Figure 5.14 (right). The final edge should have the
sail film sandwiched by half the width of the PSA tape.
• Turn off the vacuum, rotate the orientation of the quadrant, and repeat the previous
steps for the remaining two sail edges.
8. Pre-folding and creasing
• For opaque sails, add marks at regular intervals along the fold lines of the non-plotted
side of the film prior to commencing of the pre-folding and creasing process. It is best
to mark along the stiffer areas (edges, joints, and rip-stops).
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Figure 5.14: Different subtasks of the edge-reinforcement placement step.
• With the vacuum on, lay the sail section to be folded flat on the table. Begin folding
and creating the permanent creases of the plotted side of the sail (either the peak or
valley folds) applying large pressure with a brayer as shown in Figure 5.15 (left). It is
easier to start from the acute corner areas.
• Once half of the folds are created flip the sail over. Complete the rest of the creases by
folding each section using the visitable marks along the sail’s back side. Each crease line
can be fixed prior to applying pressure with the brayer with the use of the fingers along
the stiffer areas (edges, joints, and rip-stops) as shown in Figure 5.15 (right).
• Keep track of the width of the folded stack to ensure it does not exceed specifications.
• If static electricity adhesion to the table is becoming a problem for static-prone films
(i.e. uncoated Kapton or PEN), use a conductive brush to dissipate the charge from the
affected surfaces.
Figure 5.15: Creasing along the plotted fold lines [valleys] (left), and along the visible marks created
on the sail’s back side [peaks] (right).
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Creasing the single Z-folds was the most time and labor intensive step of the sail manufactur-
ing process. While DGOSS and CubeSail use one of the simplest possible folding patterns,
folding a complete set of sail quadrants took approximately two days’s work for three people.
The fact that only half the folding lines were clearly visible given the opacity of the Alu-
minized sail made this process longer. For example, during the manufacture of DeorbitSail’s
translucent Kapton sail, the folding process of two full sets of quadrants took only three days,
considering its double Z-folded pattern [Stohlman et al., 2014].
Despite accurate fold placement, to within ±1 mm, the stacked folds generally did not align
with the precision of the individual creases. This may be because Kapton is a relatively
resilient material and layers were adhered very strongly with static electricity.
If a secondary set of Z-folds are required as for DeorbitSail’s design these creases could be
applied by a single person and is a less time consuming task. The step does not require a
large flat surface of vacuum. In [Stohlman et al., 2014] it was noted that the secondary fold
lines were positioned less accurately than for the primary folds, as a result of folding a large
number of layers simultaneously.
9. Packaging
• Z-fold each sail quadrants and roll it around a cardboard tube as shown in Figure 5.16.
Use a protective layer on the outside i.e. brown paper. Keep it stored this way for a few
days to let the permanent hard creases settle.
• Use a sealable plastic bag for transport back to your own facilities.
Figure 5.16: Z-folding and packaging of the sail quadrants for transport.
10. Corner attachments placement
• Unroll the packed sails and place the triangle corner attachment on all three corners of
each sail quadrants. For this use two small sections of PSA tape (Al/ Kapton/ 966 PSA)
to secure the tip of the folded corner after it passes through the hole of the triangle as
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shown in Figure 5.17 (left). Use the corner plotted lines and the edge of the triangle for
reference.
• Place another section of PSA tape around the triangle edge from one side the sail’s
surface to the other passing it through the triangle’s hole as shown in Figure 5.17 (right).
Figure 5.17: Different subtasks of the corner attachment step.
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Chapter 6
()-Shaped Metal Booms and
Deployment Mechanism
This chapter presents the designs of the novel metal boom and its deployment mechanism. The
evolution from the early concepts to the more refined final designs are summarized. Challenges
and limitations of the current designs are presented with an analytical description of the scalability
problem of these booms in terms of creep, boom blossoming inside the deployment mechanism, and
the high strain energy state of the stored configuration.
6.1 Booms
6.1.1 Initial designs
As previously explained, the first booms developed for CubeSail were built from standard COTS
steel tape-springs, where the coating was stripped off using paint thinners [Adeli, 2010a, Fernandez,
2010, Lappas et al., 2011]. These booms were constructed for experimentation purposes, to initially
study different configurations for the solar sail [Adeli, 2010b], and were not studied in detail or
designed as space durable components. These booms were constructed by joining two tape-springs
front-to-front using a Kapton sleeve (film) secured with Kapton tape at regular intervals along
their length as shown in Figure 6.1 (a). The final boom was a lenticular shaped structure that was
still flexible enough to allow elastic coiling around a drum.
Several problems regarding the boom design were discovered after several deployment tests.
These were: the Kapton sleeves and tape wore off and they required constant refurbishment/replacement;
the short Kapton sleeves produced an unwanted jerky motion and vibrations during extension; the
boom root attachment to the spindle/drum was weak and visible cracks develop on this area after
several deployments; and the booms blossommed if minimal resistance to extension was produced,
which resulted in the booms unfurling inside the deployment module and jamming.
To minise some of these problems, another design was produced with a single Aluminized-Mylar
sleeve secured with Kapton tape that covered the whole length of the boom, as shown in Figure 6.1
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(b). This designed smoothened the extension phase and reduced friction between the booms and
the deployment module walls enabling a series of successful deployments of the first 1.7m side solar
sail EM.
Figure 6.1: Initial designs of the metal boom with: short sleeves taped at regular intervals (a), and
a single full-length sleeve (b).
6.1.2 Final design
The maximum bending moment a tape-spring can withstand without snapping and forming an
elastic fold depends upon the direction of the applied moment in the plane of symmetry of the
tape-spring. Following [Wuest, 1954], if a so-called equal-sense bending moment is applied at the
ends of the tape-spring, the resultant longitudinal and transverse curvatures have the same sign
(sense). Conversely, if a so-called equal-sense bending moment is applied at the ends of the tape-
spring, the resultant longitudinal and transverse curvatures are of opposite signs (sense). According
to [Seffen and Pellegrino, 1999], for a standard isotropic metal tape-spring the maximum bending
moment for opposite-sense bending is around 2.5 times greater than the maximum moment for
equal-sense bending, though end-effects can significantly increase the value of the peak moment.
Also, the failure mode for equal-sense bending causes the tape-spring to bend and twist at the same
time (flexural-torsional buckling mode), incurring in an out-of-plane large displacement; whether
for the opposite-sense case only pure bending on the same plane is expected [Mansfield, 1973].
Joining both tape-springs has several advantages from a structural perspective. In the first place,
the lenticular cross section formed is symmetrical about both principal axis, and thus, the shear
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centre passes through the centroid, uncoupling the bending and twisting behaviours as oppose to
single tape-springs. Secondly, for in-plane bending, which is the weakest loading plane, as there
is always a tape-spring undergoing opposite sense-bending regardless of the loading sense, the in-
plane bending strength is increased. In-plane bending stiffness also increases as will be shown later.
For out-of-plane bending, as the area moment of inertia is doubled, the bending stiffness is also
doubled and the bending strength increases accordingly. Finally, the buckling load in pure axial
compression is also increased because of the larger moment of inertia of the cross-section.
Also from a control deployment perspective, the self-unfurling behaviour of these booms around
a drum is similar to that of single opposite-sense coiled tape-spring. The deployment dynamics
of such a structure is well described in [Seffen and Pellegrino, 1999]. As the energy stored in
the opposite-sense coiled tape-spring of the ()-shaped boom holds more strain energy then the
equal-sense coiled one, its deployment mechanics is dominated by that of the more energetic side,
especially since they are coupled by the sheath. It then consists of a pure bending buckling mode
instability that propagates spirally along the perimeter of the coiled boom, transitioning from the
high strain energy state to the zero energy extended configuration. Hence, the unfurling process
would be principally restricted in the in-plane, as oppose to that of an equal-sense coiled tape-
spring that would involve a riskier and less predictable 3D motion characteristic of transitioning to
the deployed state through a mode with a twisting component as well. However, in our case, exit
guide rollers and top and bottom PTFE plates in the boom deployer dictate the boom extension
direction (linear), so the difference in deployment behavior would be less pronounced either way.
However, it is another feature of these booms that really differentiate them from standard closed-
section lenticular booms: shear that is normally generated between the two co-coiled sections, as
a consequence of the different coiling diameter of the inner and outer sections (tape-springs or Ω-
shaped walls), is unrestricted. In the initial design this was enabled by having the sleeve taped to
just one of the tape-springs as shown in Figure 6.1 (a); hence, the outer tape-spring was able to slide
out freely with respect of the inner tape-spring during deployment, and yield a final symmetrical
boom. This approach reduces significantly the shear stresses in the packed boom, allowing thicker
wall designs for a given coiling radius to avoid plastic effects during coiling as represented in
Figure 4.5 (right). On the other hand, the torsional stiffness of this semi-closed section boom is
much lower than that of closed-section structures, though as seen before, torsional loads are not
the main loading type of solar sail booms.
The final design for the metallic solar sail booms provide several advantages:
- As shown in Chapter 5 they are constructed using baseline materials with long space heritage
and of non-magnetic nature: CuBe and VDA Kapton.
- A more uniform, robust, and defect-free sleeve is provided as a single-piece structure: a
custom-made Kapton tube from Lamina Dielectrics Ltd (UK), that acts as an independent
tape-less sheath for the tape-springs. This tube is fabricated from two layers of 25µm-thick
and 25mm wide Kapton R© HN film, that are finely glued with a polyester resin to yield
a spirally-wound tube with a total wall thickness of 50µm. A thinner tube of 25µm wall
thickness was also initially used for experimentation purposes but the single-layered seams
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(12.5µm thick) were too weak. An Aluminised Kapton version was also obtained for the
possible final flight hardware that would require passive thermal control, though the more
affordable non-coated version was generally employed for testing. For the case where β = pi/2,
the inner diameter chosen for the Kapton tube, φtube, can be calculated from:
φtube =
2β R
pi
+ τ (6.1)
where β is the subtended angle of the tape-spring (rad), R is the radius of curvature of the
tape-spring, and τ is the clearance. For tight fits, the clearance should be τ = 0.5mm and for
loose fits τ = 1mm. For our application 16.5mm and 17mm diameter tubes were purchased,
as β = pi/2, and R = 16mm.
- Moving away from COTS tape-springs enables tailoring the geometric properties of the struc-
ture according to the mission requirements. For example, for the booms shown in Figure 6.1
the total thickness was 0.42mm, which was too thick to allow four 3.65m long booms to fit
inside the cubesat-size boom deployer, as can be deduced from Figure 4.5 (a). It should be
noted that the last 5cm of boom (half a turn of the spindle) remains coiled at the end of
deployment. The total thickness of the final booms developed is of just 0.3mm (0.1mm for
each BeCu tape-spring and 0.05mm for the Kapton sheath wall). The outer diameter of the
coil for four 3.65m booms is about 86mm.
The mass per unit length of the final metal boom is 45g/m, so each 3.65m boom has a mass of
164.25g, and all four a total of about 657g.
Figure 6.2: Final metal boom showing the relative sliding between both tape-springs during coil-
ing/uncoiling (left); and the four 3.6m booms with the Aluminised Kapton sheath for flight (top
right), and the uncoated Kapton version for testing (bottom right).
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6.1.3 Analytical models for boom design
The cross-section geometry of a cylindrical shell structure can be determined by three independent
parameters: the wall thickness of the shell, t; the subtended angle, β; and the radius of curvature,
R. A fourth parameter that is a function of the last two can also be used to define the cross-section.
This is the arc-length, s, which is defined by:
s = β R (6.2)
The full geometry of the cylindrical shell will then be defined by a combination of three of
these parameters plus the length of the shell, L. Figure 6.3 shows the cross-section geometry of a
cylindrical shell with the distances between the points of interest to be used for calculation of the
shell properties.
R
βC MS O yy
z
CS CM MO
SO
CO
t
Figure 6.3: Cross-section of a cylindrical shell showing the geometrical parameters and the points
of interest for the calculation of the shell properties. O: geometric centre; C: centroid; S: shear
centre; M : intersection point between the symmetry line and the vertical line that links both free
edges. The y-axis lies on the sail plane and the z-axis is the out-of-plane direction.
The neutral axis (where the centroid C lies) is at a distance from the geometric centre, O [Young
and Budynas, 2002]:
CO =
Rsin(β/2)
β/2
(6.3)
The shear centre, S, is at a distance from the geometric centre, O [Young and Budynas, 2002]:
SO =
2R (sin(β/2)− β/2 cos(β/2))
β/2− sin(β/2) cos(β/2) (6.4)
The edge point, M , is at a distance from the geometric centre, O:
MO = Rcos(β/2) (6.5)
The two other distances represented in Figure 6.3 can be calculated from the previous three
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equations as: CS = SO − CO, and CM = CO −MO.
Figure 6.4 (left) shows the variations of the different distances adimensionalised by the radius
of curvature, R, when the subtended angle of the shell, β, grows from 0◦ (flat strip) to 600◦. Note
that subtended angles β > 360◦ imply overlap of the shell. There are a few interesting notes to
take from these graphs. For non-overlapping shells as the subtended angle grows, the shear centre
tends to move away from the centroid and the geometric centre, while the centroid approaches the
geometric centre. For β = 360◦ (complete circumference) the centroid coincides with the geometric
centre (CO = 0), and the shear centre is at its maximum from the centre of the cross-section
(SO = CS = 2R). As the overlap grows the shear centre moves towards the geometric centre
again. The shear center coincide with the geometric centre (SO = 0) for β = 515◦ (155◦ overlap).
Also at this angle CM = 0. The shear centre coincides with the centroid (CS = 0) for β = 527◦
(167◦ overlap). Also at this angle CM = MO, so that the M points lies in between the centroid
and the geometric centre. For β = 540◦ (180◦ overlap) MO = 0 and the geometric centre lies in
between the centroid and the shear centre. As pointed out in [Rimrott, 1965], the coincidence of
the shear centre and the centroid or the shear centre and the geometric centre is the main reason
why STEM boom designs normally have overlaps of that order.
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Figure 6.4: Adimensionalised variations of the distances between the characteristic points of the
shell’s cross-section (left), and the area moment of inertia (right) with the shell’s subtended angle.
The bending stiffness of the shell structure, EI, depends on the constitutive material properties
(E) and the geometric properties of the cross-section (I). Therefore for a given material, the
loading limit for Euler buckling will depend only on the area moment of inertia, and so it is very
important to maximise it giving mission constraints.
The area moment of inertia of the shell’s cross-section with respect to the z-axis can be defined
by:
Izz = R
3 t
(
β + sin β
2
− 2− 2 cos β
β
)
(6.6)
and with respect to the y-axis by:
Iyy = R
3 t ((β/2)− sin (β/2) cos (β/2)) (6.7)
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Figure 6.4 (right) shows the variation of the area moment of inertia about both axis, adimen-
sionalised by the coefficient (R3 t), with respect to the subtended angle of the shell. We can see
from the graphs that for subtended angles β = 360◦ or β = 515◦ the condition of equality of second
moments of area (Iyy = Izz) is satisfied. But it is for the latter case that the condition of equality
of nonlinear behaviour for bending in any direction is satisfied as there will be complete uncoupling
of bending about the weakest axis with twist.
The graphs from Figure 6.4 help visualise some of the parameters that influence the design of
STEM type booms like those to be presented in Chapter 7, as well as introduce the building blocks
of the models developed for the booms presented in this chapter.
For the case where we have two independent shells that form a single cross-section by aligning
front to front their free edges, such as for our lenticular ()-shaped metal booms, the previous area
moments of inertia can be approximated as:
Izz−() = 2
(
Izz + β R t (CM)
2
)
(6.8)
Iyy−() = 2 Iyy (6.9)
for the z and y-axis respectively.
It should be noted that the previous approximation assumes the section to be closed and sym-
metric about both principal axis for loading limit and bending stiffness calculation purposes, giving
the coupling of both sections in bending that is achieved through the use of the tight fitted sheath.
Nonetheless, in reality the sheath will have a limited shear stiffness and there will be some slip
between the tape springs, and thus the values found with such a simplified approach only provide
an upper bound on the bending stiffness. Boom limit load predictions should then be taken with
great caution and should be experimentally validated.
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Figure 6.5: Adimensionalised variations of the area moment of inertia with the shell’s subtended
angle for the case of a two-shell ()-shaped boom geometry.
Figure 6.5 shows the variations of the area moment of inertia about both axis, adimensionalised
by the coefficient (R3 t), with respect to the subtended angle of each shell. Herein the subtended
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angle is only given for values β ≤ 180◦, which are the feasible cross-sections for a front-to-front
()-shaped design. We can see from the graphs that, has expected, both second moments of inertia
increase with the subtended angle to reach a maximum value at β = 180◦ of about pi times that of
a flat plate-like cross sections (β ≤ 20◦). Once more, the condition of equality of second moments
of area occurs for β = 180◦, as this would result in the previous circular cross-section.
However, the torsional stiffness of the boom, GJ , where G is the material’s shear modulus, should
be calculated with the torsional constant, J , that should take the form of:
J =
2
3
β R t3, (6.10)
which assumes that the boom has an open section geometry, and thus the torsional stiffness is
several orders of magnitude smaller than that of a similar size closed section structure (∝ R3 t). It
is believed that twist is not restricted by the use of the sheath, as the latter only provides a limited
amount of friction in torsion, and thus each section twists independently.
Therefore, the previous assumption would only hold true if the booms were to fail in a pure
flexural bucking mode, as was the case found during characterisation testing, or in a pure torsional
buckling mode. If the booms were to fail in a flexural-torsional mode, or torsion was a main
component of the loading cases found, then the approximation of double symmetry of the cross-
section, that uncouples all failure modes, would most likely underestimate the buckling limit of the
booms, and a more detailed analytical or numerical analysis would be required. Hence, the()-shaped
booms will be considered herein as “semi-closed” section structures.
Now we will look at the special case where the cross-section’s arc-length, s, is fixed, such as when a
maximum coiled height (arc-length) is imposed by design. This type of size constraint is normally
established for cubesat applications, which makes this study interesting for this community in
particular. For our case the maximum arc-length of the two shells of the metal ()-shaped boom is
s ≤ 25mm.
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Figure 6.6: Variations of the several area moments of inertia with the shell’s subtended angle (left)
and radius of curvature (right). In here each shell proposed has a constant arc-length of s = 25mm.
The () subscript denotes the ()-shaped boom properties and the lack of () the single shell properties.
Therefore, for the ()-shaped geometry we can now carry out a similar study with the constraint
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s = β R = 25mm. From the graphs of Figure 6.6 we can observe that the area moment of
inertia about the y-axis, Iyy−(), decreases with the subtended angle or increases with the radius
of curvature. Conversely, the area moment of inertia about the z-axis, Izz−(), increases with the
subtended angle or decreases with the radius of curvature. As previously noted, the condition of
equality of second moments of area (Iyy−() = Izz−()) is satisfied for circular cross-sections (2β =
180◦). For this particular case the correspondent radius of curvature would be of about 8mm.
Therefore, we can conclude that in general for front-to-front ()-shaped geometries with a fixed
arc-length constraint, it is best to maximise the shell’s subtended angle incurring in smaller size
(radius) booms. This holds true unless the boom can have different bending stiffnesses about its
two principal axes, e.g. the loading requirements about the in-plane and out-of-plane directions are
very dissimilar. Then, it may be more efficient to subtend a smaller angle such that the moment
of area, Iyy−(), is maximised for out-of-plane loading strength, i.e. for deorbiting applications.
This was the case considered when these booms were initially designed and manufactured. The
load cases contemplated only involved the worse case scenarios for the operational cases of Table 4.4.
Therefore, asymmetric deployment forces were not considered, and as a result, the in-plane stiffness
requirement, EIzzreq , was smaller than it should have. The loads that were considered were: out-
of-plane transverse loads due to drag at 300km, solar radiation pressure, and thermal bending
for R = 16mm and CuBe (Al) material; sail tensioning loads for a nominal sail skin stress of
σfilm = 6900 KPa (1psi); and the thermo-elastic loads for a maximum increment of temperature
of ∆T = 200◦C.
This resulted in values of P = 0.735N , Wz = 0.092N or Wy = 0.064N for Eq. 4.45. Considering
the maximum lateral deflection before buckling to be di,max = 0.05L = 0.18m, and solving numer-
ically the equation for E = 130GPa (CuBe 2), it resulted in minimum moments of area required
of: Iyy−()req = 91mm
4 and Izz−()req = 51.5mm
4 about the y and z axis respectively.
Feeding these moments of area into Eq. 6.9 and 6.8, and solving numerically again, for a given
thickness, t, and subtended angle, β, allowed us to calculate the minimum radii required that
satisfied each bending stiffness requirements. For t = 0.1mm and β = 90◦, the minimum radius
that complied with Izz−()req was 15.4mm; and the resulting minimum radius for Iyy−()req was
11.7mm. Therefore, a rounded up radius of 16mm was finally chosen for the boom design, as this
corresponded to a standard size mandrel of 1 1/4” in diameter for manufacturing purposes.
However, as experiments progressed and the full-scale sail was deployed it was found that there
was significant asymmetry in the loading of the booms during extension. This resulted in high
transverse loads on the y-axis and made the booms buckle right before they reached full extension.
Consequently, we now include the deployment load cases of Table 4.4 and we increase the sail
tensioning loads to achieve a nominal sail skin stress of σfilm = 17250 KPa (2.5psi), and the
thermo-elastic loads for a maximum increment of temperature of ∆T = 320◦C. This results in
values of P = 1.592N , Wz = 0.075N or Wy = 0.148N for Eq. 4.45, which yield requirements
of Iyy−()req = 114.0mm
4 and Izz−()req = 162.1mm
4 respectively. Once more for t = 0.1mm and
β = 90◦, the minimum radius that complies with both requirement is 22.4mm. This corresponds
approximately to another standard size mandrel of 1 3/4” in diameter. The arc-length of this boom
would then be of about s = 35mm. Another option in order to keep the arc length down to
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s = 25mm is to look at the graphs of Figure 6.6 to find R and β pair values that comply with
stiffness requirements. For this particular case, this is only satisfied for values of R = 8mm and
β = 180◦ (circular cross-section) given the large value of Izz−()req .
Another important feature for this type of boom design is the ploy length or length required
to transition from the coiled flat configuration to the extended one with the full curvature. It
is important to size the boom such that the ploy region, that has lower stiffness than the final
extended configuration, is kept within the deployment mechanism e.g. the cubesat footprint area
(10cmx 10cm). This way additional lateral support can be provided on the critical load-bearing
boom root area. An experimentally derived equation for the ploy length of standard STEMs of
radius R and thickness t was proposed in [Jain and Rimrott, 1971]. The ploy length of metallic
STEMs, Lploy−STEM , of β = 515◦ can be calculated as [Jain and Rimrott, 1971]:
Lploy−STEM =
2.45 (2R)
0.427− 0.135 log 2Rt
(6.11)
The transition length from flat to circular is a highly nonlinear region. However, for simplification
purposes, if we consider that the transition is linear throughout the ploy region, a rough estimate
of the ploy length for the ()-shaped booms can be determined by Eq. 6.11 and a correction factor
to account for the smaller subtended angles, β. This yields:
Lploy−() = Lploy−STEM
β
515
(6.12)
Figure 6.7 shows the variation in ploy length as a function of R and β respectively for the
particular cases where the arc-length of the boom is fixed to s = 25mm and s = 35mm. The
thickness considered herein was t=0.1mm.
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Figure 6.7: Ploy region length as a function of the subtended angle (right) and the radius of
curvature (left) for the cases where the boom cross-section’s arc-length are fixed to s = 25mm and
s = 35mm.
For cubesat applications we can establish a maximum ploy length of about half the diagonal of
the available footprint (70-77mm). From these figures we can see that for the case of s = 35mm,
only the smallest size tubular shaped booms (R = 11.14mm, β = 180◦) just about satisfies this
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requirement. The ploy region of the previously considered boom of R = 22.4mm and β = 90◦
would double this distance, and the simply supported area would have a much lower stiffness than
anticipated. For the case of s = 25mm, the range of possible boom designs is much broader for the
size requirements, but as previously seen, only tubular shaped booms of R = 8mm would satisfy
the stiffness requirements. The ploy region of such booms would be of about 52mm. The ()-shaped
metal booms manufactured for testing purposes (R = 16mm, and β = 90◦) have a ploy length of
about 77mm, and thus reach the full curvature inside the boom deployer.
6.2 Scalability problems
Several problems that will hinder the scalability of the boom concept were found during experi-
mentation. These are creep-derived effects, and the stored strain energy in the coiled booms that
made them blossom inside the deployer.
6.2.1 Boom creep
A creep test to assess the long term storage behaviour of both types of booms (CuBe and CFRP)
in a coiled configuration was carried out. The purpose was to establish a knock-down factor for
the boom stiffness and buckling strength, as a result of the effects of the high coiled stressed over
a long period of time that may deform the boom’s cross-section geometry. The results of this test
will be shown in Chapter 9. Herein, we will only discuss another creep-derived phenomenon that
was not anticipated beforehand, and that has a more significant effect towards reducing the loading
capacity of the CuBe booms.
When I was working with the 0.7 m long CuBe booms of the small-scale 1 m2 sail EM, I did
not noticed a curvature along the length of the boom after many months of storage in the boom
deployer. However, when I manufactured the full-scale 3.65 m long CuBe booms for the 25 m2
sail, I stored them in the deployer for about a year. Over that period, a global curvature in the
booms (bow) developed as a result of the high shear stresses produced during stowage as shown in
Figure 6.8 (right). Small wrinkles on the intrados side of the Kapton tube were clearly visible as a
result of the compressive forces withstood on that section of the tube. These permanent wrinkles
can be seen in Figure 6.9 (left).
However, it is believed that the biggest contributor to this residual global boom curvature is
creep of the polyester adhesive resin that is used in the spiral wrap of the Kapton sheath. The
high shear stresses permanently deformed the Kapton sheath tubes, as can be seen in Figure 6.8
(left), where three of them stand along another one that was not used. To make these available,
the respective CuBe booms were carefully stripped off their sheaths.
It was visually noticed that the gap between the overlaps of Kapton film was narrower on the
intrados side of the tube than on the extrados side of the tube, as a result of the compressive and
tension stresses generated on each side respectively. This is depicted in Figure 6.9 (right) for a
representative section of the Kapton sheath.
Measurements of the circular segments defined by C and H in Figure 6.8 (right) were taken
on the Kapton sheaths used to calculate the global radius of curvature, Rbow, induced during the
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C H
Figure 6.8: Creep-induced longitudinal curvature on the Kapton sheath (left), and the ()-shaped
CuBe booms (right).
Wider extrados gap
Narrower intrados gap
Figure 6.9: Wrinkles in the intrados side of the Kapton sheath due to high compressive stress
produced during coiling (left); and deformation of the spirally-wrapped Kapton sheath due to the
high shear stresses during coiling that developed creep in the resin adhesive (right).
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stowage period from:
Rbow =
H
2
+
C2
8H
(6.13)
The average values found were C = 3.515±0.150 m, H = 23.7±1.8 cm, and Rbow = 6.671±0.529
m.
Fortunately, the global curvature of the CuBe was not as prominent as the one induced in the
Kapton tubes. Giving that the stiffness of the inner CuBe tape-springs is much larger than that
of the sheaths, the boom tends to straighten significantly. The maximum value of H found for a
deployed CuBe boom, like the one from Figure 6.8 (right), was 3.2 cm (≈ 0.88% of L).
An initial curvature in the boom translates to a reduction in the load carrying capacity of
the beam-column under combined bending and compression. The problem can be approached by
replacing the effect of the initial curvature on the boom deflection by the effect of an equivalent
lateral load. The latter load must produce the same bending-moment diagram for a straight beam
as the axial force produces on the initially curved beam when only the initial deflections are taken
in calculating the bending moment.
If the initial curvature takes the form of a half-sine wave shape imperfection of amplitude, a,
the analysis can be modified by considering a straight beam with a distributed lateral load, q, that
generates equivalent bending moments M = P a sinpixL . With P being the compressive load and
x the coordinate along the longitudinal axis of the beam. The value of q is obtained by using the
known relation between q and M taken from [Timoshenko and Gere, 1961]:
q(x) = −d
2M
dx2
=
pi2 aP
L2
sin
pix
L
(6.14)
Now, integration of q over the length of the beam results in an equivalent concentrated load
located at the midlength point of:
W =
∫ L
0
q(x) dx = −2pi P a
L
, (6.15)
which can be translated to the tip of the equivalent cantilevered beam-column by diving it by
two, to yield the concentrated lateral load that must be added to Wi of Eq. 4.45 for the calculation
of the boom stiffness requirement that determines the limit load.
For our booms, the initial curvature occurs in the xy-plane of the boom (sail plane). Therefore
the concentrated lateral load would be Wy = −pi P aL +My,req/L about the weakest boom direction.
The value of My,req = 0.533 mNm is taken from Table 4.4. Also the sinusoidal wave amplitude
equals a = H = 3.2 cm.
The limit load reduction or knock-down factor, κF , due to the initial curvature can be determined
by the ratio of the required area moments of inertia calculated from Eq. 4.5 for the cases of an
initially curved beam and a straight one as:
κF =
Izz−()req,a=H
Izz−()req,a=0
(6.16)
For our case, the resulting in-plane area moment of inertia requirement Izz−()req increases from
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162.2mm4 for the straight case to 192.1mm4 for the curved one. Hence, the knock-down factor
due to the creep-induced curvature is κF = 1.184, or a 18.4% reduction in the allowable limit load.
Therefore, to avoid buckling the boom’s radius would need to be increased from R = 22.3 mm
to R = 23.9 mm, and thus rounded up to the next standard mandrel size of 2” in diameter.
To illustrate the detrimental effect that the initial curvature has on the axial load capacity of
a boom. Figure 6.10 shows the deflection at the midlength point for a boom in a pinned-pinned
configuration adimensionalised with the boom length L, for different values of the a/L ratio. We
can see that the lateral deflections grow significantly for values of the a/L ratio above 1%, for
values of the applied load, P , close to the buckling load of an ideal column, Pcr.
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Figure 6.10: Effect of the initial axial curvature on the limit load capability in compression for a
boom in a pinned-pinned configuration.
The equation used to plot these graphs is [Timoshenko and Gere, 1961]:
y(x=L/2) =
a/L
1− PPcr
(6.17)
Therefore, creep effects on the CuBe boom can be catastrophic if greater values of the induced
initial curvature are found after longer periods of storage. A boom with a a/L ratio of 6.6% such
as that produced on the Kapton sheath alone would most surely failed under the smallest of loads.
The design of the Kapton sheath for long-term applications such as deorbiting would then need to
be revisited. It is believed that changing the wrapping pattern from spiral to another that keeps
the seams straight would benefit the cause, though at the expense of sturdiness of the sheath.
6.2.2 Stored strain energy and blossoming
Coiled booms require a deployment mechanism that can safely stored the boom packaged before
operation, trigger boom deployment when required, and control the extension of the booms in
a predictable manner. In some cases also partial or complete retraction of the booms may be
required. The energy required for extension of the booms can be provided by the internal elastic
strain energy stored in the stowed configuration and/or by an external component, e.g. a motor.
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Two different types of deployment mechanisms for thin-shell booms that utilise motors for ex-
tension/retraction can be found in the literature. These include, the herein coined, “pusher” and
“puller” concepts. For the “pusher” concept the motor drives the boom spindle directly and there-
fore pushes the booms out of the deployment module. Such design can utilise the strain energy
in the system, supported and controlled by the motor. Normally there are three different ways
of containing the highly energetic boom package and avoid unwinding or “blossoming” of the coil
inside the deployer preventing boom extension, which is characteristic of “pusher” concepts: with
stationary rollers that contain and guide the booms out. This type does not resist blossoming
but limits the amount it can happpend; with spring-loaded moving rollers directed at the centre
of the spindle, that provides continuous pressure to the outer wraps of the booms coil as it gets
smaller during deployment. Note that this type introduces another source of strain energy in the
system (springs); or by introducing a pattern of cut-outs along the boom edges that lead to per-
fectly aligned grooves in the coiled configuration. This grooves can then be mechanically locked
preventing relative rotation of the boom windings during deployment, that otherwise would lead
to blossoming. A new method of this type is shown in [Taylor et al., 2013].
“Puller” concepts are in general less compact and more complex than the previous concepts. On
the contrary, the problem of blossoming is minised by design as the booms are kept in tension
during deployment. In here, the coil can be pulled out from the deployer and tension can be
provided to the booms by several methods: static rollers with a constant force spring or a friction
lock as proposed in [Weir and al., 1964]; a pin and hole system, where holes are produced in the
booms that lock into the pins of the spool that drives deployment as shown in [Trexler, 1968]; and
to co-coil another strip in between each layer of the boom coil. For deployment, the strip ends
are wound onto a separate spool by the motor, providing the necessary torque to drive the boom
spindle as recently shown in [Stohlman et al., 2013].
As will be explained in the next section a “pusher” concept with moving rollers was the final
choice for the deployment mechanisms of the booms giving its simplicity, low mass and volume, low
power consumption, and retraction capability. However, the control of the blossoming phenomenon
proved to be a complex and time consuming task. Before analysing the problem of blossoming the
key parameters that play a significant role in the phenomenon will be explained.
Booms’s Stored Strain Energy
When the metal booms are stored they hold a large amount of elastic strain energy. Neglecting
the strain energy developed in the Kapton sheath, the total strain energy of the packed boom
configuration is that of a tape-spring coiled in an opposite sense way and a tape-spring coiled in
an equal sense way. The isotropic nature of the constitutive metallic material (CuBe) leads to a
simplified analysis of the problem.
An isotropic plate can be considered as a single layered laminate with E1 = E2 = E, ν12 =
ν21 = ν, and G =
E
2(1+ν) . Where E is the Young Modulus of the material, v is the Poisson’s ratio,
and G is the Shear Modulus. Then the ABD matrix that determines the lamina’s stress-strain
relationship,
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takes the form of:

A
... B
. . .
... . . .
B
... D
 =
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E
1−ν2
νE
1−ν2 0
... 0 0 0
νE
1−ν2
E
1−ν2 0
... 0 0 0
0 0 G
... 0 0 0
. . . . . . . . .
... . . . . . . . . .
0 0 0
... D νD 0
0 0 0
... νD D 0
0 0 0
... 0 0 D(1−ν)2
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(6.19)
where D is given by:
D =
E t3
12(1− ν2) (6.20)
and t is the total laminate thickness.
We can see that the coupling stiffness matrix, [B] = 0, so that in-plane loads (Nx, Ny, Nxz) do not
produce bending (κx, κy) or twisting curvatures (κxz). As well as bending (Mx, Mz) and twisting
(Mxz) moments will not cause extension (εx, εz) and shear (γxz) of the mid-plane. In addition, the
bending moments and twisting curvature and vice-versa are decoupled (D16 = D26 = 0).
The simple extensional bending model presented in [Iqbal and Pellegrino, 2000], that assumes
that [B] = 0, calculates the stored strain energy per unit length in a cylindrical shell (tape-spring)
that is defined by a uniform transverse curvature, κz0 = 1/R, and arc angle, β, when subjected to
uniform curvature changes κx and κz − 1/R. In there the twisting curvature is neglected κxz = 0.
The total strain energy per unit length, dU/dL, is approximated as the sum of the bending strain
energy component that take the form [Iqbal and Pellegrino, 2000]:
dUb
dL
=
1
2
β R
[
D11 κ
2
x + 2D12 κx(κz −
1
R
) + D22(κz − 1
R
)2
]
(6.21)
and the stretching strain energy component that take the form [Iqbal and Pellegrino, 2000]:
dUs
dL
=
A11
2
[
β R
2
(
κ2x
κ2z
)
+
sin(β Rκz)
2
(
κ2x
κ3z
)
− 4 sin
2(β Rκz/2)
β R
(
κ2x
κ4z
)]
(6.22)
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Figure 6.11 shows the transformation of a section of a cylindrical shell from its original con-
figuration with tranverse curvature κz0 = 1/R, to a coiled one with κz = 0, as well as the axes
convention utilised.
r
z
r = 1/κx
z
x
y
R
R = 1/κz0
β
Figure 6.11: Original section of a cylindrical shell with initial transverse curvature κz0 = 1/R (left),
and the coiled configuration showing the longitudinal curvature κx = 1/r (right). x, y, and z are
the longitudinal, out-of-plane, and transverse direction of the extended shell.
Now, the strain energy per unit length of the cylindrical shell in the secondary coiled state
represented in Figure 6.11 can be calculated by summing Eq. 6.21 and Eq. 6.22 with κz = 0 to
yield:
dU
dL
=
1
2
β R
[
D11 κ
2
x − 2D12
κx
R
+
D22
R2
]
(6.23)
Note that the stretching strain energy term is zeroed in this coiled configuration.
If we now also consider that the cylindrical shell is a structure with a finite length, L, then the
coiling radius rc = 1/κx will grow accordingly with every overlap. We can approximate such a
varying radius by an Archimedean spiral to take a form similar to that of Eq. 4.1:
rc(L) = ri +
ts
2
+ ts
φ(L)
2pi
(6.24)
where ri is the initial coiling radius, ts is the thickness of the shell, and φ is the coiling angle in
radians that is calculated from:
φ(L) = −2pi
ts
(
−ri − ts
2
+
√
(ri + ts)2 +
nL ts
pi
)
(6.25)
with n being the number of shells co-coiled.
For the case of the opposite sense tape-spring the coiling transformation is similar to one pre-
viously described but with rc = −1/κx. Therefore, after summing the contribution of both tape-
springs, the total strain energy per unit length of the ()-shaped metal boom can be calculated
from:
dUcoil
dL
= β R
[
D11
r2c
+
D22
R2
]
(6.26)
The total strain energy in the overlapping boom coil can then be calculated by integrating
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Eq. 6.26 over the length of the boom.
Figure 6.12 (left) shows the strain energy per unit length, dU/dL, for four co-coiled ()-shaped
CuBe boom. The parameters used in the analysis shown are in line with those found for these
booms: E = 130 GPa, ν = 0.29, R = 16 mm, β = 90◦, ri = 17 mm, L = 3.6 m, n = 8, t = 0.1
mm, and ts = 0.15 mm. The first thickness (t) is used in the calculation of the bending stiffness
components D11 and D22, and the second (ts) one takes into account the wall thickness of the
Kapton sheath (0.05 mm).
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Figure 6.12: Variation of the strain energy per unit length (left) and the total strain energy (right)
with the amount of boom length coiled for four ()-shaped CuBe booms.
We can see that the strain energy per unit length in the outer windings of the booms coil
significantly diminishes as more boom is wrapped (rc increases). The stored strain energy released
per unit length during deployment will actually be the extension push force of the booms (the units
are J/m = N). This conclusion was also independently concluded in [Murphey et al., 2010, Jeon
and Murphey, 2011]. In our case this means that the push force will increase during deployment
as the outer coiling radius gets smaller. However, this conclusion can lead to errors. If one is to
consider the case of self-deployment of a boom, as the amount of tip mass increases as deployment
progresses, the extension velocity will tend to decrease. The opposite is true for a the tip drum
model, where the boom tip is fixed and the drum is the one being deployed. The push force for
self-extension, Fext, is then related to the strain energy per unit length as:
Fext =
dU
dL
(6.27)
Figure 6.12 (right) shows the total strain energy of the booms coil found by numerically integrat-
ing the graph on the left as the amount of boom length coiled grows. As expected, this cumulative
parameter increases with the amount of boom length that is coiled, represented here as the total
number of overlapping windings per boom and the outer radius of the coil.
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Forces within the boom deployer
Each piecewise length of boom extends out of the deployment mechanism due to combination of
the stored strain energy per unit length or push force, Fext, and the torque applied by the booms
spindle, Ts, that is transferred to the outer layers of the coil. To enable extension these forces need
to overcome the friction within the deployer and the axial compression force on the booms as a
result of the extension of the sail, FDep. Figure 6.13 shows the forces that act within the boom
deployer.
FR
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FR
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TS
FDep
Fr
Fr
Fr
Fr
FDep
FDep
FDep
FgFg
Fg Fg
Figure 6.13: Forces on the booms coil.
Herein, in order have a more conservative estimate of the axial deployment force than the one
provided in Figure 4.9 for the asymmetric loading case, FDep will be considered as:
FDep = SF nb (σskin tf Lcos(αhaly)) (6.28)
where SF is a safety factor, nb is the number of booms, σskin is the nominal sail skin stress, tf
is the sail film thickness, L is the boom length, and αhaly is the halyard angle that changes linearly
throughout deployment, as represented by Eq. 4.29. This higher deployment force representation
is more in line with that found during ground tests of the full-scale solar sail, where the large
sail needed to be dragged across the table, as oppose to deployments in a simulated micro-gravity
condition.
The sources of friction within the boom deployer are: the compression force from the spring-
loaded big rollers, FR, which will be the most significant; the compression force from the additional
spring-loaded small rollers, Fr; and the outer guide rollers that contact the boom as it leaves
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the deployer, Fg, which will be relatively small. Only the outer guide rollers will be in contact
throughout deployment, as the spacing with the inner guide rollers is such that that it is only at the
end of deployment that the latter will be touched. Also, there is a small amount of friction generated
by the top and bottom guides that contain the coil vertically (out of plane in the Figure 6.13).
These forces are dependent upon the roller/guide material, the boom material, and the respective
normal force involved. For example, the friction force of a big pinching roller is:
Ffr
R
= µR FR = µR KspR (rc − L0) (6.29)
where µR is the coefficient of friction of the material chosen for the big compressive rollers (e.g.
PTFE), Ksp
R
is the stiffness constant of the extension springs of the big compressive rollers, and L0
is the springs’ free length. The friction force of a small pinching roller can be calculated analogously.
The guide roller friction, Fg will be approximated as:
Fg = µg Fext (6.30)
where µg is the coefficient of friction of the material chosen for the guide rollers (e.g. PTFE).
For these rollers, the normal force is considered herein to be the push force, Fext, of the booms
that would otherwise be released by spirally unfurling in a less controlled manner.
Therefore, the force balance within the deployer is:
Ts
rc
+ nb Fext = nb (Ffr
R
+ Ffrr + Fg + FDep) (6.31)
Blossoming and other failure modes during boom extension
Before explaining the problem of blossoming another type of deployment failure that can also
lead to blossoming and/or jamming of the coiled packaged will be shown. This failure mode was
observed on several occasions during deployment testing, though its effects were less severe than
those of blossoming. This failure mode is buckling of the boom inside the deployer. Buckling can
occur on two different forms: on the partially deployed section between the big compressive rollers
and the exit guide rollers; and on the outer windings of the coil between the compressive rollers.
The former type is due to the compressive sail extension force Fdep that may overcome the buckling
load of the unsupported root section. The latter type is due to the previous sail tensioning load
plus the friction force between the pinching rollers Ffr
R
. A way to prevent the former type is by
adding more compressive rollers to reduce the unsupported length, generating Ffrr as well.
In order to characterise the different failures modes, the several aluminium plates of the deploy-
ment mechanisms were replaced by clear PMMA (Perspex) plates. This enabled video recording of
the coiled booms during deployment, to assess the efficacy of the solutions to mitigate the different
failure modes found. Top and bottom close view recordings were taken from above the deployment
table and below it through a hole made of the table. Figure 6.14 shows two time-lapsed bottom
view images of the two types of buckling failure modes found inside the deployer.
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Figure 6.14: Two stages of the buckling failure mode of the booms inside the deployer. It is shown
the two types of buckling: before and after the big pinching rollers.
Blossoming
The main kind of boom deployment failure that occurred inside the deployer was unwinding and
expansion of the coil, also known as “blossoming”. This phenomenon happends when the coil does
not act as a solid with the rotation of the drum/spindle, but there is relative rotation between the
different windings of the coil. The drum rotation no longer correlates to the boom tip displacement
as some of this rotation is absorbed by expansion of the coil. From the video recording it is clear
that the outer windings of the coil rotate at a slower rate than the inner windings. After some
time, this leads to the formation of a visible gap between the spindle and the inner windings of
the coil. If this gap continues to grow uncontrollably, the booms can fold back on themselves and
deployment stops completely. Another outcome can be that the energy balance between the spring
system and the blossomed boom reaches an equilibrium at a certain expanded diameter of the coil,
and a perfect ring gap is formed in the centre of the coil as shown in Figure 6.15 (centre). Boom
extension can then continue in this state but on the final stages of deployment, as the thickness of
the coil gets smaller, the coil can deform under the applied loads from the spring-loaded rollers as
shown in the last image of Figure 6.15. The misshaped coil will then jam, or the booms can extend
faster than the spindle is rotating, producing kind of a reverse blossoming effect.
The blossoming behaviour has important consequences. Firstly, the hub rotation no longer
correlates to the boom tip displacement, which makes the deployment less predictable. Secondly,
the blossoming results in high bending loads on the boom roots, risking damage and fracture.
Lastly, the misshaped coil can potentially damage the booms due to the high curvatures induced.
NanoSail-D, LightSail-1, CubeSail, and the pusher option originally proposed for DeorbitSail
address the problem of blossoming with various sprung systems that compact the undeployed
boom coil, making blossoming energetically unfavorable. The advantages and disadvantages of
these various systems depend on a delicate balance of available space, reliability, friction factors,
and boom properties.
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Figure 6.15: “Blossoming” of the booms during simulated sail deployment.
In the small scale deployment tests with the 1 m on the side sail, blossoming of the booms coil
was not observed. Mainly because of the small size of the coil, but also because the deployment
forces required to extend the sail were small. On the initial small concepts developed, even the
stored strain energy of the booms sufficed to extend and keep the sail taut. However, when the full
scale deployment tests with the 5 m on the side sail were carried out, significant blossoming was
induced in the booms coil.
Tests were carried out to investigate some of the parameters that influence blossoming, namely
the sail deployment force and the spring force. For repeatability and time optimisation purposes,
the sail was substituted with masses attached to the tip of the booms. As the masses were dragged
by the booms on the low-friction deployment table, they produced compressive loads on the booms
that resembled the sail deployment forces, FDep. Different masses were utilised to study the starting
point of blossoming. Also springs of different stiffnesses were utilised in the study to adjust the
strain energy balance within the coil. The Ksp
R
ranged from 0.1 N/mm to 1 N/mm.
For the case of booms-only deployments (no masses attached), blossoming did not occurred with
the stiffer springs. It was only when masses above 100 g (approximately 0.2 N of compression
force) were attached, that blossoming started to developed. For the largest masses utilised of 500
g (∼1 N), the coil was very misshaped and it was unpredictable whether deployment would stop
or it could finish. This was true for all the range of springs tried.
The conclusion was that the blossoming effect is dependent upon many variables. The majority
of the key players are shown in Eq. 6.29. Only fine tunning of the balance between the booms
coil stored strain energy and the springs energy, accurate knowledge of the friction forces involved
(especially the internal friction between each winding), and the sail deployment forces would help
eliminate the problem by design.
Several approaches to mitigate blossoming were also investigated, including modifications to the
test setup, deployment procedures, and mechanism design. These will be explained in the following
sections.
As a final note, one must consider the suitability to purpose of small scale deployment testing
when using similar types of mechanisms and booms. It is clear that new failure modes can occur
on the full-scale model that are not observed on the small scale ones, and thus that new ones could
also appear on even larger models. However, the form factor of the mechanism analysed herein is
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optimised for cubesats, and thus one would not consider longer booms as one could simply not fit
more material inside the area available. If one was to consider larger size sails one would simply
scale up the boom design, but also the mechanism. Hence, the end result would have similar
final-to-initial coiling radius ratios or boom coil’s strain energy-to-spring’s energy ratios than the
ones shown here, and thus similar phenomena occurring with, in principle, no new failure modes.
Accordingly, the form factor and boom lengths tested herein may also give adequate representation
of the failure mechanisms of other similar types of solar sail designs of even larger sizes.
Energy balance within the booms coil
With the current “pusher” type deployer, the amount of internal friction among each winding of
the boom determines the additional “pushing” moment that can be applied by the motor before it
just expands the coil package from the inside without deploying the booms. This has a limitation
on the allowable sail deployment force (equivalent to the size of the sail) that can be overcomed
before blossoming appears. With the current model, the way to increase this inter-winding friction
is by increasing the spring force provided by the cage of rollers FR and Fr. However, the latter
leads to an increase of the friction inside the boom deployer that applies a counter torque that
reduces the maximum “pushing” moment allowed for the motor before blossoming initiates, as well
as an increase of the motor torque required to deploy the booms, and hence the power needed.
During the course of this research the spring force required to minimise blossoming was sought
computationally with the models to be described next, and experimentally by trial and error
using different stiffness springs. These models were also used to size the motor required to ensure
deployment while keeping with the missions’ power requirement. Nevertheless, there is a need for a
more detailed model of the internal friction between each winding of the booms. Only an accurate
prediction of such friction for different compressive forces of the pinching rollers can provide the
data required for fine tunning the energy balance inside the boom deployer to avoid blossoming from
design, even for the case of highly volume constraint systems such as ours. A new PhD research
effort specifically on this topic has recently started at the Surrey Space Centre giving the current
need of extending the knowledge of the blossoming phenomenon of coiled deployable booms. The
postgraduate student will build upon the research carried out during this thesis on the subject.
As with any other closed system, the principle of minimum energy can be used to study the
equilibrium configuration of the coil and the spring system. For example, as previously stated,
the size of the ring gap between the spindle and the coil after blossoming is such that the energy
gradient of the total stored strain energy in the system (booms coil and springs) is minimised.
At this point the spring force and the boom’s strain energy per unit length or extension force are
perfectly balanced.
We have previously calculated the elastic stored strain energy in the ()-shaped metal booms coil
as a function of the amount of boom length coiled or the outer radius of the coil (see Figure 6.12).
In here we will consider, Ucoil = dUcoil/dL, for a unit length of boom.
The total springs’ strain energy can now be calculated with the contributions from all the ex-
tension springs in the system (large and small pinching rollers) as:
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Uspring =
1
2
nspR KspR (rc − L0R)2 +
1
2
nspr Kspr (rc − L0r)2 (6.32)
where nspR and nspr are the number of big and small pinching roller springs, respectively.
The total strain energy in the system when all friction forces are neglected is then:
UT = Uspring + Ucoil (6.33)
Figure 6.16 shows the total strain energy in the system as well as its components, the booms coil
energy and the spring energy for four co-coiled. The parameters used in the calculation of the coil
strain energy are the same as those previously utilised to create Figure 6.12. The parameters used
for the springs strain energy calculation are: nspR = nspR = 4, KspR = 1N/mm, Kspr = 1N/mm,
L0R = 25.4mm, L0r = 12.5mm. This are in line with the final spring system design for the boom
deployer.
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Figure 6.16: Strain energy of the booms coil, the springs, and the total in the system for four
co-coiled ()-shaped metal booms and eight pinching rollers.
We can see from Figure 6.16 that, as expected, the extension springs’ strain energy would increase
as the amount of boom is coiled, and the size of the coil grows. Conversely, the spring energy would
decrease as the coil gets smaller during the deployment process.
The minimum of the total strain energy is at a 22.4 mm radius of the coil. This means that the
first 0.5m of each boom would want to expand to that radius when the whole booms are coiled and
deployment is triggered. This is true because the total strain energy as a negative gradient on the
booms’ root region. However, as the energy minimum point is relatively close to the initial coiling
radius for the booms (17 mm), this gradient is small, and so is the blossoming tendency for the
frictionless ideal case studied herein.
A way of moving the energy minimum even closer to the initial coiling radius would be to increase
further the stiffness of the compression rollers (moving the blue dotted graphs to the left), though at
the expense of increasing friction in the system and the risk of overloading the motor. Conversely,
if the stiffness of the springs is reduced, the energy minimum would move to the right and the
coil would tend to blossom to a larger radius increasing the gap in the root area. Figure 6.17
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(left) shows how the total strain energy would change by varying the stiffness of the springs. For
a lower spring constant of Ksp
R
= Kspr = 0.5 N/mm than the nominal used, the energy minimum
is at 27.1 mm. Conversely, for a higher spring constant of Ksp
R
= Kspr = 3 N/mm, the minimum
is practically at the initial coiling radius for the booms (17mm), and thus blossoming would be
eliminated completely. Such a high energy spring system was not possible in our design giving
motor torque limitations dictated by stringent mission power requirements, as will be explained.
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Figure 6.17: Effect of changing the stiffness of the springs (left), and the cross-section radius of the
booms on the location of the point of minimum strain energy in the system (equilibrium radius).
An important conclusion can be drawn from analysing these graphs. As the strain energy of the
booms coil reduces with the outer coil radius, the length restriction to avoid blossoming does not
come from increasing the length of the booms per se. The limitation would then come from having
to increase the cross-section or move to a stiffer material to i.e. overcome buckling instability for
longer length structures. This would increase the boom’s stored strain energy moving the minimum
point to the right. Consequently, to prevent initiation of blossoming, the stiffness of the springs
would need to be increased once more, resulting in a very energetic system that could, apart from
the issues described above, pose also a serious risk to the integrity of the spacecraft. Figure 6.17
(right) shows the detrimental effect of increasing the boom’s cross-section radius from 16 mm (φ
5/4” size mandrel) to 25.4 mm (φ 2”) and 38.1 mm (φ 3”) when the lenght of the booms increase to
L = 10m and the springs’ stiffness is kept constant. In here the subtended angle if fixed at β = 180◦.
The initial strain energy gradient at the root becomes more negative and the equilibrium radius
grows from 22.4 mm to 24.8 mm and 27.0 mm for the larger cross-section booms respectively.
Coil inter-windings’ friction
To shed some light on the beneficial effect against blossoming of increasing friction between
windings of the coil, a first crude approximation friction model will be employed. This internal
friction caused by the relative motion of each winding sliding past one another during deployment
instead of acting as solid coil, will be considered as a counter torque that tends to tightened the
coil in the opposite direction of that relative motion.
The previous defined coiling angle, φ, during coiling of the booms can be analogously considered
as the rotation of the spindle during deployment (uncoiling angle) for the case where there is no
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blossoming occurring. Conversely, if expansion of the coil does occur, then another angle, ϕ, can
be used to define the relative rotation of the inner windings of the coil with respect to the outer
ones.
The gradient of the total strain energy with respect to the un/coiling angle,
dU
T
dφ , determines
the friction torque required to avoid unwinding of the coil for every piecewise length of the booms.
Therefore, this internal friction torque T
fr−int , is defined as:
Tfr−int =
dUT
dφ
(6.34)
The work done by the friction torque generated when the coil grows from the initial coiling
radius to a larger one determined by the minimum energy configuration through the blossoming
angle, ϕ, can be considered as an additional strain energy in the system that should be added to
the total strain energy. This internal strain energy is found by integrating the equation above after
rearrangement to yield:
W = Ufr−int =
∫ ϕ
0
T
fr−int dφ = Tfr−int ϕ (6.35)
The friction torque is assumed here to change only with the radius of the coil. The friction model
considered herein takes the form:
T
fr−int = µb (nspR FR + nspR Fr) rc (6.36)
where µb is the friction coefficient of the booms’ surface material. As shown, the normal force
that determines the friction torque is provided by the pinching rollers (FR and Fr). In reality there
should be a nonlinear relation between the normal force that generates friction and the coiling
radius, rc.
Finally, the blossoming angle, ϕ, can be calculated from:
ϕ =
req − r0
ts
(6.37)
where req is the radius of the coil that corresponds to the minimum energy when all the boom
is coiled. In reality as deployment progresses the angle ϕ changes, as the energy balance in the
system would be reached at a different radius, req, as the coil gets smaller. However, as a first
approximation this angle would be predetermined, after analysing the previous coiling simulation
results.
For the following analysis it is then assumed that the outer coiling radius, rc, has a variable
initial coiling radius, r0(ϕ), that changes during coiling from the drum radius r0 (17mm) to req.
Another simpler alternative approach would be to approximate the friction torque as a constant
parameter throughout the process. This constant torque would then be multiplier once more by the
blossoming angle to give the additional strain energy term to be added to the total strain energy.
Figure 6.18 shows the evolution of the total strain energy stored in the system at different stages
of blossoming when different friction torques (variable or constant) are added to the total energy.
The radius of equilibrium, req, considered in the analysis is 22.4mm, according to the results
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previously found for the coiling case with springs of Ksp
R
= Kspr = 1N/mm. Note that the final
outer coiling radius, rc, would now increase from 40.8mm to 46.2mm, in order to account for the
5.4mm gap created at the booms’ root area due to blossoming of the coil.
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Figure 6.18: Evolution of the total strain energy stored in the system at different stages of blos-
soming when different friction torques (variable or constant) are considered.
As shown by the graphs, a constant friction torque of 0.2 Nm is enough to prevent blossoming of
the coil. For the variable friction torque model there would still be a small amount of blossoming
happening.
These examples show the beneficial effect that internal friction within the windings of the coil
has towards reducing the blossoming phenomenon. However, more accurate friction models are
required to accurately predict the amount of unwinding that will occur during boom deployment.
We have seen that the problem of blossoming of the coil package can hinder the scalability of
flexible thin-shell booms. Correct design of the boom deployer should undoubtedly consider this
phenomenon as an additional design parameter. The next section shows the evolution of the boom
deployer throughout the course of this research as more knowledge and experience was gathered in
this still grey area.
6.3 Boom Deployment Mechanism
6.3.1 Evolution and Design
The first boom deployment mechanism that was designed for the CubeSail mission was developed
jointly between a previous PhD student [Adeli, 2010a] and the thesis’ author [Fernandez et al.,
2011b], with the first acting as the lead. This boom deployer was utilised to study the difference
in rotation rates and deployment behaviour of uncontrolled (strain energy driven) and motor-
controlled designs for deployments of nano-solar sails. A small scale 1.7 m on the side sail was
utilised as well as the first design of the Cube ()-shaped booms. For reference, results of these tests
are shown in [Adeli, 2010b].
Figure 6.19 shows the complete sail deployment mechanism on the left, and just the boom
deployer on the right. The boom deployer consisted of rigid plastic walls that contained the coiled
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booms at the start of deployment. However, as boom extension progressed and the gap between the
coil and the walls grew, the risk of blossoming increased. With this simple approach, blossoming
was not restricted it was just limited, and thus extension sometimes stopped if a small amount of off-
nominal boom loading occurred. The self-extension approach was risky because of its uncontrolled
nature. The motor-controlled approach was also risky because of the longer time spent at the last
stages of deployment when the gap inside the deployer was significant.
Figure 6.19: First sail deployment mechanism built (left), and boom deployer with rigid walls
(right) showing the spindle that was also used as an encoder to determine the amount of boom
extension as positional feedback for the motor controller.
To overcome some of the problems of the early version of the sail deployment mechanism and to
move onto a flight-capable system, a complete new design was developed as part of this research
effort.
As will be shown in Chapter 9, before moving to the full-scale 25 m2 sail units, small scale
1 x 1 m2 engineering models with both boom types (CuBe and CFRP) were built to carry out
functional and environmental tests inside the SSC’s thermal and vacuum chamber. The boom
deployer described in this chapter is the model designed for the CuBe ()-shaped booms. For the
small unit, 0.74 m long booms were utilised.
Figure 6.20 shows the forces involved during free-deployment of a 1 m2 solar sail with four co-
coiled 0.74 m long CuBe ()-shaped booms. The compressive roller system utilises four springs with
a stiffness of Ksp
R
= 0.538 N/mm and a free length of L0 = 13 mm. The coefficient of friction
considered for the PTFE pinching and guide rollers is µR = µg = 0.05. For the sail deployment
forces the following parameters are considered (see Eq. 6.28): SF = 2.5, nb = 4, σskin = 17.250
KPa (2.5 psi), tf = 7.5 µm, L = 0.74 m, αhaly0 = 5
◦ and αhaly
f
= 22.5◦.
We can see that the booms push force, Fext, is larger than the rest throughout deployment, and
thus for such small size sail strain energy driven deployments is feasible. This was shown during
deployment testing of the 1m2 sail EM, where the booms self-deployed and the use of the motor
was only required to provide additional tensioning of the sail quadrants, especially during cold case
deployments at -30 ◦C.
However, as the friction force from the pinching rollers increase with the size of the coil, there is
a certain length at which self-extension is prevented from the start of deployment. For the spring
system described above this occurs at a length of about 3 m, which is equivalent to a 4.2m on the
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Figure 6.20: Forces during free-deployment of a 1 m2 solar sail with four co-coiled 0.74 m CuBe
()-shaped booms.
side sail. Or else, if an additional set of four small pinching rollers with a stiffness of i.e. Kspr =
0.2 N/m is added to reduce blossoming, the permissible boom length would be of just 1.1 m (1.5
m on the side sail). As an additional remark, it should be noted that the sail of NanoSail-D (3m
on the side) was strain-energy deployed using four 2.2 m Elgiloy TRAC booms.
Figure 6.21 (left) shows the previous case of free-deployment for the full size 25m2 with four
additional small pinching rollers, and with overall stiffer springs of Ksp
R
= Kspr = 1 N/mm. The
coefficient of friction considered for the additional rollers is µr = 0.1 as they are not allowed to
rotate as much as the larger ones. We can see that the pinching rollers’ friction is the dominant
force. Also, that in an ideal case, where there was no need to constraint the booms with a spring
system and friction could be kept to a minimum, the booms’ push force could practically deploy
such size sail.
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Figure 6.21: Forces during free-deployment of a 25 m2 solar sail with four co-coiled 3.65 m long
CuBe ()-shaped booms (left), and the minimum torque required at the booms spindle to ensure
sail deployment (right).
There is then a need for a motor assisted/controlled deployment for larger size sails. The sizing
of the motor can be determined from Eq. 6.31. The minimum torque required would be that which
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ensures deployment even at the slowest of rates. Figure 6.21 (right) shows the minimum torque
needed at the booms spindle, Ts, to overcome the different forces generated during deployment of
the 25 m2 sail. We can see that the absolute minimum Ts would be of about 724 mNm.
The booms spindle is directly driven by an adaptor shaft fixed to the motor gearhead’s shaft.
Therefore, the previous requirement can be established in terms of the motor torque, TM , required,
which can be calculated from:
TM =
Ts
η
gh
R
gh
(6.38)
where η
gh
is the gearhead efficiency, and R
gh
is the gearhead reduction ratio.
Another two parameters will be needed to correctly size the motor: the power requirement, and
the chosen time for deployment to reduce deployment dynamics and any final shock loads. The
maximum power, Pmax, can be given in terms of the maximum current, Imax, that a motor of a
given nominal voltage input, Vnom, can draw, as:
Pmax = Imax Vnom (6.39)
The current drawn by the motor is then directly related to the output torque it provides. Current
limiting the motor can be considered as a way of ensuring that no more power than wanted will be
used during deployment, and that the batteries will not be drained in the process.
The motor chosen for the boom deployer was an EC-max φ16 mm 283833 motor from Maxon
with a 328699 planetary gearhead of reduction R
gh
= 370 and internal lubrication with Braycote
601EF grease rated for high-vacuum endurance. This motor specifications are: nominal voltage
of Vnom = 12 V, nominal current of Inom = 0.9 A, nominal torque of Tnom = 8 mNm, no load
speed of ωnol = 11900rpm, stall torque of Tstall = 21.1 mNm, and a starting current of 2.7 A. The
gearhead has an intermittently permissible torque at gear output of 750 mNm. With some of these
parameters we can construct the motor performance curves in terms of the rotational speed of the
motor as shown in Figure 6.22. The power output, P , is calculated from:
P = Tstall ωM −
Tstall
ωnol
ω2
M
(6.40)
where ωM is the rotational speed of the motor; and the motor torque is calculated from:
TM = Tstall −
Tstall
ωnol
ωM (6.41)
The choice of rotational speed of the motor will determine the linear velocity of extension of
the booms, vdep, and the overall time for deployment of the solar sail, tdep. The boom deployment
velocity can be determined from:
vdep = rc ωM
2pi
60
(6.42)
if the rotational speed of the motor, ωM , is provided in rpm.
This velocity will decrease as deployment progresses and the radius of the coil gets smaller. This
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can be seen in Figure 6.23 in terms of the boom length still coiled inside the mechanism for several
rotational speeds. If constant boom extension velocity is preferred then the rotational speed of the
motor will need to increase during deployment. It should be noted that the extension speed would
only be accurately predicted if there is no blossoming occurring and the rotation of the spindle
correlates to the rotation of the outer windings of the booms coil.
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Figure 6.23: Boom deployment velocity (left) and time for deployment (right) for different rota-
tional speeds of the motor.
The time to complete deployment can be calculated by numerically integrating the boom exten-
sion velocity over the boom length for a particular motor speed. This can be formulated as:
tdep =
L2∫ L
0 vdep dL
(6.43)
Figure 6.23 (right) shows the time to complete deployment as a function of the motor rotational
speed. The curve shown was calculated after numerical integration of a great number of linear
velocity graphs in the range of study (1500 rpm to 12000 rpm). Also, real recorded times for
completion of booms-only deployments taken from the testing campaign are shown. As observed,
there is a good correlation between the predicted times and the real cases, though in general, the
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deployment tests took less to complete. Reason for this can be attributed to some self-extension
occurring at different stages of deployment, particularly towards the end.
A longer time than one minute was consider acceptable to minimise deployment dynamics.
This would translate to a constant motor rotational speed of about 6000 rpm. Also very slow
deployments are not foreseen desirable due to the extension requirement of input power and the
risk of having sail bundles in a semi-deployed state for a longer period of time.
The motor speed profile was varied throughout deployment for several reasons. During the first
0.5 m of boom extension the rotational speed was set at just 1800 rpm so that the motor would
not overload on this more torque demanding phase. Then the speed was increased to 7200 rpm for
the rest of deployment, until the last 20cm of boom extension when speed was dropped to 1800
rpm again to reduce any possible final shock load. The total time for deployment using this profile
was about 65s .
Figure 6.24 shows the motor current reading gathered from one of the sail deployment tests with
the CuBe booms. The motor current can be translated to the torque provided by the gearhead
shaft, or equivalently the one at booms spindle by:
Ts = IM
Tnom
Inom
ηM ηgh (6.44)
where ηM is the motor efficiency. The nominal torque (maximum continuous torque), Tnom = 8
mNm, and nominal current (maximum continuous current), Inom = 0.9 A, were already shown
in the motor specifications described previously. The efficiency of the motor, ηM = 0.48, and the
gearhead, η
gh
= 0.56, utilised to calculate the output torque at the spindle for this case are an 80%
of the maximums rated in the component’s specifications.
In Figure 6.24 we can observe four distinct phases during deployment: the initial phase, where a
peak current of 2.7 A are briefly required to start the motor (as expected from the specifications); a
second phase that lasts about 25 s, which is when the motor is most loaded as the torque required
to overcome friction forces from the pinching rollers is very large. Note the small negative gradient
of the curves due to the decrease in friction as deployment progresses. This tendency was already
predicted in Figure 6.21. The rotational speed during this phase is of only 1800 rpm; a third long
phase, that has an almost constant torque output that oscillates between 400 mNm and 550 mNm.
In here the motor speed is raised to a constant speed of 7200 rpm; and a final stage that lasts
about 5s where the current drawn is at its minimum since the torque output required is reduced
by dropping the speed again to 1800 rpm. Looking at Figure 6.22 we can see that we are always
within the missions’ power budget of 6 W.
Under temperature extreme conditions, the efficiency of the motor and gearhead would drop,
and so the necessary current for the same output torque and rotational speed of the boom spindle
would increase. This was seen during functional environmental testing with the small-scale sail
EM in cold condition at -30 ◦C. The motor was controlled for constant speed at 12V and was
current limited for a maximum power of 6 W. As the motor/gearhead was less efficient at this
low temperature the motor required more input current to keep up with the desired speed during
sail deployment. Because current was limited, the motor became power-limited and speed dropped
producing a slower deployment than anticipated. The motor was subsequently changed to the one
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Figure 6.24: Current profile measured and derived torque output at the booms spindle for a sail
deployment test with the CuBe booms.
shown above, that has a larger nominal torque and current. The same low motor performance
in cold condition was also seen in the environmental tests carried out for Deorbitsail, which are
reported in [Stohlman et al., 2013].
We can conclude that the design of a boom deployer is a multidisciplinary task that requires
accurate knowledge of many different parameters such as: friction forces, blossoming behavior,
strain energy within the system, required output torque required, maximum power allowance,
required deployment time, and expected environmental conditions.
6.3.2 Final design
Measures taken to reduce blossoming
Several approaches to mitigate boom blossoming were investigated, including modifications to the
test setup, mechanism design, and deployment procedures.
Firstly, the deployment forces on the booms were reduced. During initial deployment tests it was
found that the low friction PTFE film covering the sail deployment table was highly static, attract-
ing the thin sail membrane and significantly increasing the force required to drag the sail across
the table. By covering the entire deployment table in a low-friction anti-static film (Sentrex R©), the
sail was allowed to drag freely. Also, the sail deployment mechanism was modified to reduce the
force required to unfurl the sail at the initial stage of the deployment which had a large effect on
the amount of blossoming induced. A circular PTFE disk was fixed to the sail spindle, which now
freely rotates on a thin PTFE plate covering the top Aluminium plate of the boom deployment
mechanism. As a result the wrapped sail no longer slides relative to any surface as the sail is
dragged out, thus minimizing friction.
Secondly, as previously shown the boom deployer was modified to mitigate the blossoming of
the coiled booms. For the CuBe boom concept, two modifications were found to be necessary. The
spring stiffness on the existing rollers was increased and springs with a high pre-tension were selected
to further increase the constraining forces. Furthermore, four additional spring-loaded rollers were
added, increasing the number of support points along the coil circumference. These were necessary
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to avoid the coils from buckling (see Figure 6.14), and the coiled booms getting trapped between
the rollers as shown in Figure 6.15 (right). The underlying principle for these modifications is the
increase in friction force between the adjacent coiled booms, to let the coil rotate as a solid with
the drum/spindle. Alternatively, the friction coefficient of the boom materials could be increased,
but that was not found to be feasible with the present boom design.
Lastly, the deployment procedure was modified. It was found that briefly retracting the booms
halfway through deployment would tighten the coil and mitigated further blossoming problems.
This final procedure adopted produced excellent results. However, it is recognised that counter-
rotating the central mandrel is not an elegant way of proceeding. It also imposes some restrictions
in one’s design that may not be possible for other similar concepts e.g. strain-energy driven systems
(no motor) or when retraction is unadvisable from a kinematics aspect of the adjacent membrane
or solar panels to be deployed. In addition, there are the questions of: by how much do we need
to recoil the booms? at what stage of deployment?, etc. A great part of this chapter focused on
explaining the blossoming phenomena through an energy balance within the booms coil that is
affected by different design parameters of the mechanism and booms, and deployment forces. The
internal friction is still the big unknown but if this was defined correctly then blossoming could be
avoided by design even with the constraints imposed by the mission in terms of i.e. power available
for the motor. The analysis and models shown are research, the recoiling solution is an engineering
approach followed to solve a specific problem.
Design Overview
The boom and sail deployment mechanism controls the deployment rate so as to not damage the
booms or sail quadrants. For this, a single central spindle is driven by a brushless DC motor.
The boom deployer houses the coiled booms, preventing premature extension and initiating the
deployment when commanded. The booms are pushed out through fixed PTFE exit rollers en-
suring an almost linear deployment. A spring-loaded system contains the coil during stowage and
deployment. The boom deployer also serves as the load bearing structure to which all the boom
loads are ultimately transferred to.
The proposed mechanism consists of five main components: the booms spindle; the sail spindle
tube and sail post; the anti-blossoming spring-loaded system, the hold down and release mechanism
(HDRM), and the box structure that has several square plates connected by corner struts that also
serve as shafts for the fixed boom guide rollers. The spacing of these exit rollers is such that at
the end of deployment, when the transition length of the boom is at its largest, there is complete
lateral constraint of the boom, thus providing a stiffer root area.
Figure 6.25 shows the deployment mechanism for the CuBe booms. In the left figure the circular
PTFE disk that was fixed to the sail tube spindle is not shown, as well as the thin PTFE plate that
rests above the top Aluminium plate. We can see the tip of the coiled booms exiting through the
PTFE guide rollers. The middle plates that constraint the coil vertically are made from PTFE to
minimise friction during deployment. The rest of the plates are Aluminium built. At the bottom
of the left figure one can see two of the interface components to another mechanism that will
be explained in Chapter 9. The internal components, mainly the anti-blossoming spring system
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is shown in the right figure. The additional vertical space required to accommodate the springs
for the constraining rollers result in an overall height of 60 mm for the deployment mechanism.
The left figure also shows another additional vertical space (10 mm) at the top that is used to
house the HDRM. This bulkier version was developed for DGOSS in order to meet more stringent
requirements imposed by ESA. For CubeSail, the pin-puller option may be substituted by another
HDRM in order to optimise space.
Figure 6.25: Deployment mechanism for the CuBe booms (left), and the mechanism with see-
through Perspex plates to reveal the internal components and coiled booms during deployment.
In the final design a total of eight spring-loaded PTFE rollers constraint the coil’s outer cir-
cumference. The four smaller ones that have blue end caps in Figure 6.25 were added during
development to reduce blossoming and avoid buckling after the main pinching rollers. The blue
caps are rapid prototype material components that were later on machined in Aluminium; they
serve as the attachment points for the springs. The pinching rollers metal shaft are guided radially
towards the centre of the spindle so as to avoid unwanted moments that will add or subtract to the
motor torque (depending on the direction of the line of action). For this, the roller’s metal shaft
moves on radial slots made on the two PTFE central square plates. The length of these slots is
such that they are used to tighten the boom package during coiling by pressing the latter with the
pinching rollers, yielding a final coiled configuration with a packaging efficiency very close to 100%.
Figure 6.26 shows the HDRM that safely locks the booms spindle and the motor, reducing the
risk of damage during the harsh vibration period of the launch. The pin-puller was custom made by
Magna Parva Ltd, based on their R3 development version. A lever arm mechanism was constructed
to redirect the pin-puller force to the motor adaptor shaft as direct drive was not possible due to
the size of the pin-puller provided.
The Aluminium sail post houses the motor and the flat PTFE ribbon cable that feeds the motor,
the pin-puller and the burn wire. The top of the thin-walled post has four grooves 90◦ apart that
are used to rest the Dyneema R© strings and burn wire that constraint/release the sail bundles. The
cables run down a slot made on the post and exit the latter through a hole made on the collar that
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Figure 6.26: The booms spindle and motor are locked by passing a pin through their connecting
adaptor shaft. The locking pin is released through a pin-puller and a lever-arm mechanism.
fixes the post to the top plate of the boom deployer as shown in Figure 6.26. The cables then past
through one of the sides of the deployer onto its bottom side where there is a tightening fixture.
There is an inner thin PEEK tube that is tight-fitted to the sail post (not shown here). Another
outer PEEK tube serves as the sail spindle that will rotate freely to allow unfurling of the wrapped
sail bundles.
The booms spindle is built from two cylindrical hollow parts that are fixed together with several
grab screws. This two part option allows the booms to be attached to it through thin slits made
of the middle section of the spindle. The square cut-outs of the booms root match exactly the
thickness of the two cylindrical parts and the length of the slits. Figure 6.27 shows the assembly
and mounting process of the booms to the spindle. The diameter chosen for the spindle (34 mm)
is slightly bigger than the natural coiling radius of the CuBe booms (32 mm). A small amount of
boom length (5 cm) will remain coiled at the last stage of deployment ensuring that the cut-out
end region does not act as a critical load bearing area. On the left figure one can see the slotted
hole where the motor’s extension shaft locks into in order to drive the spindle. Two bushing allow
rotating of the spindle with respect to two collars that are fixed to the top and bottom plates of the
boom deployer. After environmental tests the material choice for these bushings was changed from
a higher thermal expansion material (PTFE) to a lower one (bearing-graded carbon-filled PEEK),
which is shown in the right figure.
Figure 6.27: Assembly and mounting process of the CuBe booms to the spindle.
Chapter 7
Bistable Over the Whole Length
(BOWL) Composite Booms
This chapter first outlines the motivations behind the design of the novel bistable composite booms
presented herein. It then describes the challenges in the design of scalable bistable booms with the
use of previous analytical models that predicts the properties of cylindrical composite shells. Af-
terwards, the novel composite boom with variable stiffness properties along its length is presented.
This structure is coined the BOWL composite boom. An experimental analysis on many boom
samples with different laminates is performed later to study the relation of the braid angles chosen
for the boom laminate to other micro and macro-mechanical properties, and assess the validity
of using the previous analytical model. Current applications of the BOWL booms are discussed,
which include the booms for CubeSail and DGOSS, and the new completely rollable solar array
concept proposed. Another new type of laminate that produces deployable semi-bistable booms
(coined DUECAL) is then presented. Finally, the deployment mechanism developed for the BOWL
solar sail booms is shown.
7.1 Motivation
As previously explained, Bistable Reeled Composites (BRC) are cylindrical shell structures geomet-
rically similar to tape-springs or STEMs but with the remarkably unique property of being stable
in the rolled-up configuration as well as in the extended one. The thesis’ author came across this
relatively new technology in early 2010 when searching for alternative materials to metal alloys
for the CubeSail booms. As previously explained in Chapter 6, the scalability barrier of metal
booms, especially in terms of efficient strain energy management, poses a length restriction on
these deployable structures.
A first visit down to RolaTube Technology Ltd. (Lyminton, UK) facilities showed us the ad-
vantages that using this technology could offer to our missions. Consequently, the thesis author
spent two four month secondments at RolaTube working hand in hand with the inventor of the
BRC structures, Andrew J. Daton-Lovett, into a new type of BRC that would be suitable for our
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demanding space application.
The principal advantages of using bistable composite structures over more traditional monostable
metal alloy structures are:
• Composite materials can have less than a third of the density of CuBe, stainless steel, Elgiloy,
etc., which significantly reduces the mass of the booms, i.e. the four CFRP booms of CubeSail
have a total mass of 220 g, versus the 650 g of the ()-shaped CuBe booms. They also have a
higher strength and stiffness to mass ratio.
• Composites permit much higher r/t ratios for elastic coiling given their larger strain to failure,
where r is the coiling radius and t is the thickness. This translates in the ability to increase
the thickness of the structure for a desired coiling radius, that affects primarily the torsional
stiffness of an open section boom (∝ R t3).
• Composites booms can be tailored to have larger damping coefficient if an appropriate matrix
material is chosen, thus attenuating possible environment induced-vibrations.
• Although composites materials generally have a lower thermal conductivity than metals, their
coefficient of thermal expansion is smaller, and the overall of the composite structure in its
longitudinal direction can be tailored to yield less thermally bent booms when exposed to
the Sun.
• For a given size (R) and thickness, smaller ploy lengths can be produced compared to the
fixed lengths of metallic coilable booms, i.e. by introducing a 90◦ ply in the “hoop” direction
of the shell structure.
• The deployment mechanism of bistable composite booms can be made simpler, lighter and
more compact given the stable nature of the coil package.
• Direct multiple points of attachment of the sail to the bistable composite booms along their
lengths are enabled given the less constraint boom deployers permitted.
The drawback of composites booms are the creep effects that can be developed over time in the
stressed coiled configuration. However, herein we will not rely on the boom’s stored strain energy
for deployment, and thus, creep derived problems are not as critical.
Another initial limitation was that BRC structures had never been produced in space qualified
materials before using i.e. high performance thermosetting resins, and thus research into developing
appropriate manufacturing techniques with them was needed. A summary of such process has
been shown in Chapter 5 and was produced as part of a UK Technology Strategy Board feasibility
project [Fernandez et al., 2011c].
However, the biggest challenge to realize scalable booms came from the previous length restriction
of these type of composite structures due to local buckling phenomena that occurred when the
diameter of the coil increased beyond a certain size. This effect will be explained next.
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7.2 Challenges in Designing Scalable Booms
Previous research carried at the University of Cambridge showed that in order to have a bistable
composite shell that tightly coils around itself, having the secondary stable curvature at a perpen-
dicular axis to the extended curvature, the laminate needs to have no coupling between bending
and twisting (D16 = D26 = 0) [Guest and Pellegrino, 2006]. This initial work described that
antisymmetric lay-ups made from unidirectional laminae with surface plies at sufficient angles, δ,
from the shell longitudinal x-axis could be used for this. However, for ease of manufacturing of
cylindrical shell tubes, fabrics like plain-weaves at ±45◦ to the longitudinal axis have been more
commonly used.
In [Murphey et al., 2010] 1 m long bistable CFRP tape-springs that could be used as booms and
antennas were presented. However, they are limited in length as the rolled-up stable configuration
loses stability due to the overlapping wraps that increase the diameter of the coil beyond the
acceptable limit for bistability. The loss of bistability and buckled rolled shape is shown in [Jeon
and Murphey, 2011], where it is predicted that the tape springs manufactured have a maximum
permissible length of about 4.6 m. It is also noted that for thinner laminates and different lay-ups,
slightly longer booms could be designed, but at the potential cost of reduced deployed structural
stiffness and deployment energy.
Apart from short tape springs made for experimentation purposes, the commercial use of relat-
ively long bistable composite slit tubes has only been exploited by RolaTube Technology Ltd. The
requirements for the previous different terrestrial applications of bistable reeled composites have
generally dictated tubes of relatively large radii, R, of over 50 mm. This translated into a less chal-
lenging r/t limit for elastic coiling of the tubes which is required to avoid permanent deformation
of the matrix, fiber microbuckling or fiber and/or matrix fracture when rolled. Also, for the usual
lengths required (L < 15 m) the ratio of final to initial coiling radius: rf/r0 , was well outside the
limits of the loss of bistability region.
For our solar/drag sail applications that involve four 3.6 m long bistable booms (equivalent to
a single 14.4 m one) with an extended radius of R = 16 mm, the booms have a ratio of final to
initial coiling radius of rf/ri ≈ 3. This large ratio exceeds the limit recommended by [Jeon and
Murphey, 2011], whose tape-springs were limited to a maximum of rf/ri ≈ 1.9 in order to keep
the bistable effect present in the whole coiled length. The large ratio was achieved by changing the
bending properties of the booms along their length, using the method that will be described in the
next section.
Assumptions about uniform Gaussian curvature and inextensionality, as proposed in Guest &
Pellegrino’s analytical model for bistable cylindrical shells [Guest and Pellegrino, 2006], implicitly
require the presence of non-zero bending moments along the shell’s edges. However, since these
edge moments are certainly zero in the final stable states, the predicted stress distribution will be
incorrect in a short boundary layer around the edges of the shell. Calladine [Calladine, 1983] first
demonstrated that the width of this boundary layer on isotropic shells can be approximated by
the mean thickness of the shell times its radius of curvature. The boundary layer will affect the
bistability of the tube and in reality needs to be accounted for as in Galletly’s shell model [Galletly
and Guest, 2004b]. Figure 7.1 shows the transverse cross-section profile of a shell calculated using
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Galletly’s model without considering the twist parameter for a [±45/ 0/±45] CFRP laminate with
a subtended angle of β = 160◦ and an extended radius of curvature of R = 16 mm. The transverse
shape, w(z), is calculated from [Galletly and Guest, 2004b]:
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In Figure 7.1 (right) it can be seen that, as one moves away from the initial stable radius of the
coil, rc = r0, the width of the boundary layer grows as well. This reduces the flat central region of
zero transverse curvature to only 40% of the total width of the tube for the largest radius, rc = 4r0.
A similar effect occurs if the thickness of the tube is increased or the subtended angle is decreased.
In fact, for tubes that initially subtend a small cross-sectional angle, the relatively large size of
the boundary layer significantly affects the position, and even the existence, of a stable second
equilibrium point.
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Figure 7.1: Diagram of the coiled boom’s cross-section (left), where w is the out of plane deflection
of the shell when coiled; and predicted cross-section shapes for a growing coiling radius, rc, (right).
Here r0 is used to indicate the ‘natural’ coiling radius of the boom.
The loss of bistability of these thin shell structures is due to a combination of two effects that
begin when the coil radius increases and the outer windings move away from the strain energy well
of the second stable configuration. The first effect is the aforementioned increase in the boundary
layer at the edge of the shell that produces local buckling in this area. As the radius of the coil
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and the stored strain energy grow, the width and length (coiled tube perimeter) of the boundary
layer and the internal stresses will also increase. Hence, there will be an area in the edge where
the local buckling load is surpassed and the area snaps back to the original extended curvature,
relieving stress. However, at this point the rest of the edge and the shell still preserve the second
state curvature. Consequently, the coiling diameter and thus the perimeter of the tube (edge
length), can be further increased until another point of the edge locally buckles again. This process
will occur repeatedly, and hence result in a wavy pattern located at the free edges of the shell as
shown in Figure 7.2 (left). The authors commonly name this edge phenomena “50 pence” effect in
recognition of its semblance to the shape of the British coin. If the edges are not trimmed after
manufacturing and there is a thickness decrease at the edges, this local buckling effect will be more
prominent.
It is important to eliminate the “50 pence” effect, as it will hinder production of tight compact
coils, and can produce non-circular rolled-up configurations that have a slight tendency to“blossom”
and/or self-deploy. A first solution to this problem was found by suppressing bistability just at
the free edges of the shell, which yields a less compliant boundary layer. For this, the two surface
textile plies are removed near the edges of the shell, making them slightly narrower plies than
the rest of the internal ones. The consequent gap is then filled with an extra unidirectional ply
of the same thickness at 0◦ from the longitudinal x-axis, in order to keep the laminate thickness
constant over the width of the tube. These extra surface 0◦ plies have a large effect in reducing
local buckling of the free edge, allowing significant larger diameters before the “50 pence” effect
occurs (see Figure 7.2 (right)). To delay the unstable behavior even longer, the surface fabric plies
can be made tapered from root to tip of the tube, so that more resistant edges are created as the
coil diameter increases. To prevent the border between the fabric and the 0◦ ply from failing along
the boom longitudinal direction when the boom is coiled, each of two boundary areas can be cut
with pinking shears. This produces saw-tooth edges and eliminates crack propagation along the
boundary between the two ply types.
Figure 7.2: Bistable E-glass/Polypropylene tape-spring showing the “50 pence” effect, or local
buckling of the free edge (left), global buckling or warping of the boom (center), and the solution
found that results in a compact coil (right).
The second cause of loss of bistability is more severe and involves the warping of the whole cross
section of the shell, resulting in the total loss of bistability of the boom. This is a global effect on
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the coiled boom that results in an unstable roll, where the outer layers begin to prefer a doubly
curved shape showing signs of warping as shown in Figure 7.2 (centre) and Figure 7.3. This buckled
rolled shape has a tendency to bloom, and is no longer self-containing. The radius at which the coil
will start to show this type of failure can be approximately predicted by the strain energy equation
if this point is taken as the radius of the coil where the two saddle unstable equilibrium points lay.
The curvature at which this occurs is indicated by the lighter colored line joining the two unstable
regions (grey circles) in Figure 7.5.
Figure 7.3: Bistable CFRP tape-spring showing global buckling or warping of the boom as the
diameter of the coil increases, that results in the loss of bistability and compactness for the boom.
7.3 Determining the coiled curvature as a function of the surface
plies’ fibre angle
A method for predicting the coiled radius of bistable composite booms was developed by Guest
& Pellegrino [Guest and Pellegrino, 2006]. This method assumes that the Gaussian curvature
(product of the two principal curvatures, kx × kz) of the composite shell remains zero throughout
the deformation process; that is, the coiling-uncoiling process is inextensional. Composite shells
which exhibit bistability can be constructed using unidirectional, woven or braided textile plies. In
our case, braids were chosen because of the ease with which the“braid angle”can be varied along the
length of a composite boom. In order to better predict the way in which coiled radius changes with
braid angle, Guest and PellegrinoSˇs model was augmented with experimentally derived material
models for very thin carbon fiber braid shells.
Our goal here is to find surface plies’ angle, δ, required to cause a bistable laminate shell to
match the coiled curvature, C = 1/r, of the cylindrical hub or spindle to which it is attached, and
to determine how that angle should be varied along the shell structure length such that the shell
stays in a minimum energy state as the radius of the coil increases from root to tip. This way the
instability problems that we discussed previously would be avoided as every section of the coilable
structure would not depart from is correspondent strain energy dwell while in the coiled state.
Consider a situation in which the laminate shell is forced to conform to the surface of a cylinder
with curvature, C = 1/r (see Figure 7.4). An angle, θ, is defined as the angle between the
longitudinal axes of the shell and the cylinder. If the longitudinal axes of the shell and the spindle
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are aligned then θ = 0; while if they are orthogonal, θ = pi/2. In the coiled state, it is necessary
that θ = pi/2 for tight compact rolls. In addition, for every piece-wise length section of boom the
underlying cylinder grows due to the thickness of the coilable structure and should be accounted
for.
Figure 7.4: Laminate shell conforming to the surface of a cylinder of curvature C = 1/r. By
rotating the shell longitudinal direction with respect to the cylinder’s as shown, the shell’s shape
can be altered without changing its Gaussian curvature (inextensional deformation).
According to [Guest and Pellegrino, 2006], if a shell laminate’s ABD matrix has terms D16 =
D26 = 0 (no coupling between bending and twisting), there will always be a stable equilibrium
in the initial undeformed state (Cˆ = CR = 1 at θ = 0), as well as a second (not necessarily
stable) equilibrium at Cˆ = CR = 1 = ˆD12 = D12/D11, and θ = pi/2. A bending energy contour
plot showing the location of this stable point is shown in Figure 7.5. For calculations of how
to represent the non-dimensional strain energy, Uˆ , using polar plots in terms of the parameters
Cˆ = CR and θ refer to [Guest and Pellegrino, 2006].
Figure 7.5: Polar plot of the non-dimensional bending strain energy as a function of the non-
dimensional coiled curvature, Cˆ and the angle of the shell relative to the longitudinal axis of the
underlying cylinder, θ. The maximum value of Cˆ represented is 1.5. The two stable locations are
marked as solid black dots, while two unstable saddle points are marked as circles. The contours
shown are of the non-dimensional bending strain energy Uˆ = UR2/D11 for a [±45/ 0/±45] laminate
with braids. The contour lines are separated by a constant ∆Uˆ = 0.05.
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7.4 BOWL booms
The main novelty of the booms presented herein resides in the introduction of a variable fiber
orientation over the boom length that results in a tailored length-wise anisotropy of the bending
stiffness of the laminate. A simple method to achieve this is to use braids as the surface fabric plies,
in this case a 1x1 2D braided type. Unlike weaves, the fiber angles of a braid can easily be varied
by pre-forming the fabric on a mandrel as shown in Chapter 5. The length of the finished boom is
also not limited by the width of the fabric roll, if a continuous boom without seams is the preferred
choice. Also if variable angle braids are used in the laminate the previous strict conditions for
bistability in composite shells can be relaxed. For example in the early version of CubeSail’s solar
sail booms, the laminate although not being strictly bistable produced booms that behaved in a
bistable manner with structures that unfurled in a coherent way [Fernandez et al., 2011a].
The increment in longitudinal bending stiffness (D11) and reduction in transverse bending stiff-
ness (D22) along the length of the boom through the increase in braid angle, δ, from root to tip
translates into a growth in the natural coiling radius of the coil. The strain energy plots (see
Figure 7.12) of the laminate at each section of the boom reveal successively larger radii. With
correct ‘tuning’, that radius will coincide with the radius of the coil for every new overlapping tube
section which can be estimated using the Archimedean spiral approximation with Equation 6.24.
Consequently, when coiled, the slit tube is in a continuous stable equilibrium state over its whole
length.
CubeSail’s and DGOSS’ ultralight (15 g/m) CFRP booms of R = 16 mm, β = 160◦, t = 0.245
mm, and L = 3.6 m have already faced a flight-qualification process. For this, resin systems that
are less prone to creep, have acceptable outgassing properties, and are more dimensionally stable
under harsh environments have been utilized. Both, space-qualified epoxies and cyanate ester were
researched, along with carbon as the reinforcing fibers.
Figure 7.6: Variable braid angle BOWL boom for CubeSail and DGOSS.
The flight booms are made from ultra-thin carbon fibers (T-300 1K and UTS-50) with an epoxy
matrix (MTM44-1) from Advance Composites Group. The laminate [±δ/ 0/ ± δ] consists of two
surface braid plies sandwiching a unidirectional 0◦ ply (longitudinal x-axis direction) that have a
root braid angle of ±50◦ and a tip angle of ±35◦ as represented in Figure 7.6. These structures
have been named the Bistable Over the Whole Length (BOWL) boom, because every section of
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the coiled shell is now in a new stable equilibrium configuration that has a different natural radius
conveniently chosen to account for the thickness of each winding. Therefore the long boom stably
coils into a compact spiral rather then wanting to conform to a cylinder but being forced into a
spiral (variable radius), where the outside layers would otherwise warp beyond a certain diameter
of the coil. The root braid angle chosen is such that the inner radius of the spiral is in line with the
diameter of the booms spindle (32 mm). Analogously, the tip braid angle chosen is defined so that
the natural maximum radius of the spiral would be in line with the outer diameter of the booms
coil (85 mm), which is initially restricted by the available volume within the boom deployer.
The unfurling/extension of the BOWL booms can be explained as a buckling instability spirally
propagating along the length of the coiled boom through successive low-energy transitions from
stables states, and thus guarantying a single plane (2D) coherent deployment. Figure 7.7 (left)
shows the coiled state of a single BOWL boom with the designed gaps between the overlaps that
make up for the thickness of the other three co-wrapped booms. The final diameter of the four
co-coiled booms is 85mm for a highly compact stored configuration as shown in Figure 7.7 (right).
Figure 7.7: Single 3.6m BOWL boom showing the gaps between overlaps to account for the other
three co-wrapped booms (left); and four co-coiled 3.6m BOWL booms showing a tight roll.
Four of these booms have been coiled together for over a year at room temperature conditions
showing no appreciable creep. No apparent loss of extension energy or significant change in cross-
section shape and length-wise curvature due to creep effects has been found. It is considered
that the fact that every section of the coiled BOWL boom is in its lowest energy configuration
helps reduce matrix creep by minimizing the internal stresses of the coiled state. For long term
storage applications such as some solar sail missions or for a deorbiting system, matrix creep in
the composite booms can be a serious problem that needs to be tackled not only through adequate
material selection but with a proper design of the laminate.
7.5 Experimental Analysis with Braided Laminates
In all the analytical models of bistable cylindrical shells the bending and stretching properties of
the shell are described in terms of classical thin-plate lamination theory. Hence, the standard ABD
matrix is used to describe the stiffness properties of the shells. This material modelling approach
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is best utilised for laminates made from unidirectional plies. When textile fabrics are included in
the lay-up, such a simplified approach may not represent well interlaminate coupling effects, and
may lead to erroneous results. This is even more significant for braided lamina, where the fiber
orientation angles are not so well defined. In an effort to minise this error, and realising that there
is no accurate micro-mechanical model of braided composites available, the mechanical properties
used in this section are derived experimentally from the analysis of many different short samples
fabricated with the constitutive materials of the long BOWL booms. After the averaged properties
of each ply were derived, these were used to construct the ABD matrixes of the laminates in study,
that could then be utilised to predict the varying natural coiling radius of the long BOWL booms.
As explained, a number of short composite samples were produced to experimentally verify
the coiled radius predictions. Six different fabric types were used to construct the samples; two
different unidirectional (UD) plies, and a braided fabric stretched such that its fibers form four
different angles, δ, to the longitudinal laminate direction. The individual ply details are given in
Table 7.1. Note that the ply name notation utilised does not correspond exactly with the fiber
angle orientation to the longitudinal x-axis, δ. This deviation from the sought angles is a result of
the manufacturing process followed.
Ply fabric type Ply name Fiber angle Fiber density, ρf Matrix density, ρm
(◦) (kg/m3) (kg/m3)
Braid P35 ± 33.5 1790 1180
Braid P45 ± 43.7 1790 1180
Braid P50 ± 48.1 1790 1180
Braid P55 ± 53.5 1790 1180
Unidirectional PUD1 0 1790 1180
Unidirectional PUD2 0 1790 1180
Table 7.1: Ply details.
The fabrics used here to construct the bistable shells are particularly thin. Due to the difficulties
associated with accurately measuring the properties of very thin individual plies in their cured state,
the six ply types were combined in various different lay-ups to produce two to four ply laminates,
and the properties of the individual plies estimated via a regression analysis. The laminate details
are given in Table 7.2. The areal density of the braided fabric is difficult to measure, and is a weak
function of the braid angle itself. The braid areal density was measured directly to be 91.1g at a
braid angle of δ = ±45◦. The areal densities at other braid angles were determined via the method
described below, but were found not to vary greatly from the ±45◦ value, as shown in Table 7.3.
The same epoxy resin was used in the production of all samples. It has a density of ρm= 1180
kg/m3, and comes in strips with approximately 60g/m2 pre-cure. It was determined that the cured
resin contained a void fraction of ∼15% on average, giving a total void fraction for the complete
composite of ∼6%, depending on the particular lay-up. This void fraction was determined by
adjusting such value so that the areal density of the braid at δ = ±45◦ bias matched that found
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empirically. To account for these voids, the parameter τm =∼0.85 was introduced to modify the
matrix density as ρm+v = τm ρm.
The density of each composite sample, ρc,i, was determined empirically by comparing the weight
(mass) of each sample measured in air and immersed in water. Using Archimedes’ principle of
buoyancy, the density of the composite can be calculated as:
ρc,i = ρw
mi
(mi −mw) (7.2)
where ρ, w is the density of water. The related values can be found in Table 7.2. To measure the
mass of each specimen immersed in water, the boom sample was coiled, hang from a string, and
placed inside a bucket filled with water, as shown in Figure 7.8 (right). Prior to zeroing the scale,
the sample was shaken to get rid off any air bubbles adhered to its surface.
The fiber volume fraction (FVF) for each sample was then calculated using:
Vf,i =
ρc,i − ρm+v
ρf − ρm+v (7.3)
Figure 7.8: Experimental setup for taking measurements of each boom sample in air (left), and
immersed in water (right).
The effective thickness of each laminate, ti, is determined experimentally by:
ti =
Vf,i
Ai
(7.4)
where Ai is the area of each sample found by measuring the length, and the width averaged over
five sections along the specimen’s length.
Each fabric type/braid angle absorbs a different amount of resin, and produces a ply with a
characteristic thickness. To estimate the ply thicknesses, it is assumed that each laminate thickness
is given by:
ti =
∑
j∈Li
tj (7.5)
Performing a least squares regression over the thicknesses in Table 7.2 gives the approximate ply
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thicknesses, tj , given in Table 7.3.
The areal densities for the two unidirectional fabrics are known accurately and were used to
augment the least square estimation of the braid fabric areal densities, Wf,j , calculated by:
Wf,j = ρf,j Vf,j tj (7.6)
Sample Lay-up, Mass, Mass in water, Area, Density, FVF, Thickness,
number, i Li mi (g) mi,w (g) Ai (cm
2) ρc,i (kg/m
3) Vf,i ti (mm)
1 [P45/PUD1/P45 ] 10.83 3.03 324.70 1388 0.49 0.240
2 [P45/PUD1/P45 ] 10.94 3.12 328.23 1399 0.51 0.238
3 [P45/PUD1/P45 ] 10.98 3.25 328.75 1420 0.53 0.235
4 [P45/PUD1/P45 ] 10.88 3.08 325.48 1395 0.50 0.240
5 [P45/PUD1/P45 ] 5.75 1.65 171.28 1401 0.51 0.240
6 [P50/PUD1/P50 ] 6.08 1.81 181.57 1424 0.54 0.235
7 [P50/PUD1/P50 ] 6.16 1.71 183.65 1384 0.49 0.242
8 [P50/PUD1/P50 ] 6.15 1.70 181.68 1382 0.48 0.245
9 [P35/P35 ] 4.04 1.16 143.93 1403 0.51 0.200
10 [P35/P35/P35 ] 6.44 1.86 149.82 1406 0.51 0.305
11 [P45/P45/P45 ] 6.52 1.99 163.34 1439 0.56 0.277
12 [P45/P45/P45/P45 ] 8.33 2.50 155.65 1417 0.53 0.377
13 [P50/P50 ] 3.93 1.19 150.40 1434 0.55 0.182
14 [P50/P50/P50 ] 5.47 1.82 144.14 1499 0.63 0.253
15 [P55/P55 ] 4.33 1.32 152.10 1439 0.56 0.198
16 [P55/P55/P55 ] 6.45 1.87 150.15 1408 0.52 0.304
17 [P35/P45/P55 ] 6.22 1.83 149.32 1417 0.53 0.293
18 [P35/PUD2/P35 ] 6.78 2.02 146.06 1424 0.54 0.325
19 [P50/PUD2/P50 ] 6.72 2.04 150.55 1437 0.55 0.100
20 [P55/PUD2/P55 ] 5.46 1.52 117.27 1386 0.49 0.335
Table 7.2: Details of experimental composite samples.
The thicknesses and densities shown in Table 7.2 can also be used to determine the approximate
fiber volume fractions (FVF) for each ply, Vf,j . The laminate sample densities, ρc,i, in Table 7.2
can be used to construct the relationship:
Vf,i ti =
ρc,i − ρm+v
ρf − ρm+v ti =
∑
j∈Li
tj Vf,j =
∑
j∈Li
Wf,j
ρf
(7.7)
The resulting volume fractions, Vf,j , and estimated cured matrix areal densities, Wm,j , for each
ply are shown in Table 7.3. The latter is estimated from:
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Ply name Areal density, Typical ply Typical ply Typical matrix areal
Wf,j (g/m
2) thickness, tj(mm) FVF, Vf,j density, Wm,j (g/m
2)
P35 91.6 0.100 0.51 49.1
P45 91.1 0.092 0.55 41.4
P50 91.4 0.089 0.57 37.9
P55 91.1 0.101 0.50 50.2
PUD1 32 0.057 0.31 39.3
PUD2 139 0.130 0.60 52.1
Table 7.3: Typical ply parameters found through a least squares regression over the sample’s data.
Wm,j = ρm+v
(
tj − Wf,j
ρf,j
)
; (7.8)
Lastly, a Kriging interpolation was used to fit the experimental data for ply thicknesses, tj , and
the fibre volume fractions, Vf,j . The results are shown in Figure 7.9.
The braid angles examined were used to predict the coiled radius for a three ply laminate booms
with a central unidirectional PUD1 ply, and outer braid plies ([±δ/ 0/ ± δ]) using the previously
described model by [Guest and Pellegrino, 2006]. The fiber volume fraction and thickness of the
central ply is assumed to be constant (value given in Table 7.1). The thickness and volume fraction
of the braid plies vary with the braid angle as shown in Figure 7.9. The radius of curvature, R
of the undeformed laminate shells produced is 16mm, subtending a uniform angle β = 160◦ along
their length.
Figure 7.9: Interpolation of experimental data in the range of braid angles examined for the ply
thickness and fibre volume fraction. The experimental data points are indicated as dots.
Figure 7.10 shows the three-ply composite boom coiling diameter as a function of the braid angle
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in its outer plies. The inextensional model provides a good estimate of the coiling diameter at lower
braid angles, but begins to deviate as the coiled curvature increases. It is likely that the purely
elastic deformation assumptions are less valid at these higher curvatures.
Figure 7.10: Prediction of the natural (stable) coiled diameter of the boom with the braid angle
for a [±δ/ 0/ ± δ] laminate. Experimental results are shown as dots, and the horizontal error bar
indicates the ±1◦ accuracy of the braid angle measurements taken for the samples.
Figure 7.11 shows a contour plot of the non-dimensional bending strain energy for two three-ply
laminate booms. There are clear energy minima at Cˆ = Dˆ12, and θ = pi/2 in both cases. The
maximum value of Cˆ represented is 1.5. The energy minimum is deeper for the case of δ = ±50◦,
and indeed, it was observed that laminates with higher braid angles did form more stable coils. The
left and right figure corresponds to the tip and root of the 3.6m BOWL CFRP booms developed
for CubeSail/DGOSS, respectively.
From these polar contour plots the bending strain energy per unit area, U , can be found as
Uˆ = U R2/D11. The value of U at the point/configuration of interest can then be multiplied by
the arc-length of the slit tube, s = β R, to yield the bending strain energy per unit length that is,
as seen before, equal to the push force of the boom Ucoil = Fext. For this particular BOWL boom
the push force varies from 1.01N at the tip to 1.76N at the root. This increase in extension force as
deployment progresses is beneficial as the forces required to unfurl the sail would also increase. For
self-unfurling concepts such as the one presented in [Fernandez et al., 2011a] this increase in push
force will also help counteract the increase in inertial forces as deployment progresses, ensuring
that the boom as enough strain energy to deploy the sail.
Current Applications
To date two different BOWL CFRP booms have been designed and manufactured: a smaller
geometry one with a length of 3.6 m for the 5 x 5 m2 sails of CubeSail/DGOSS; and a bigger
version for a novel completely rollable solar array concept. The former has been the focus of the
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Figure 7.11: Polar plots showing contours of the non-dimensional bending strain energy Uˆ =
UR2/D11 for a [±δ/ 0/± δ] lay-up, where δ = ±35◦ (left figure) and δ = ±50◦ (right figure). The
energy minima representing the stable coiled curvatures at Cˆ = Dˆ12 are indicated as solid dots
in both cases. The unstable equilibria are shown as circles. The contour lines are separated by a
constant Uˆ = 0.05.
previous section, and thus require no further introduction. The latter will be briefly discussed next.
Two larger booms of radius R = 25 mm and subtended angle β = 300◦ with a length of L = 5
m have been manufactured in a feasibility study of a new rollable solar array concept lead by the
thesis author [Fernandez et al., 2011c]. The lightweight (80 g/m) booms are made of carbon/cyanate
ester (T-700 12K/4.3P-CTD) with a laminate of [± δ/ 0/±δ] that consist of a thicker 0◦ ply (PUD2)
being sandwiched by two braid laminae with a ± 45◦ bias. The use of the thicker 0◦ ply was mainly
established as the booms are intended to self-support under 1 g conditions during the ground testing
of the 5 x 1 m2 self-deployable solar array. As the boom design is completely scalable, if a BOWL
approach is followed using variable braid angles the solar array could potentially be several tens of
meters long. Through the FP7 project “DeployTech” [Fernandez and Lappas, 2012, Viquerat et al.,
2013b] the scalability of the highly compact solar array concept is currently being studied. A new
PhD research topic at the SSC is particularly focusing on this.
Figure 7.12 shows the 5 m2 solar array ground demonstrator prototype built by the author
with two bistable CFRP booms in a parallel configuration. The booms will self-deploy the CFRP
cylindrical drum that stores the Kapton film away from the base that will ultimately be attached
to the satellite bus. The Kapton film acted as a dummy material instead of the more expensive
thin film photovoltaic (TFPV) roll. This proof of concept prototype was constructed to study the
feasibility of having a lighter strain energy driven system versus a more controlled but complex
deployment approach (motorised or inflation driven).
The conclusion was that even though successful deployments were achieved, the final high shock
loads experienced were not acceptable from a design perspective, and thus a more controlled ap-
proach was deemed necessary for the future design iteration. The current version has a small
bladder glued to the intrados of the boom that will inflate and extend the bistable booms, that
now have a very low energy secondary (stored) configuration by design, and thus do not self-deploy.
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Further details of this research project will not be presented herein as it does not correlate entirely
with the main topics of this dissertation.
Figure 7.12: A large 5 m bistable CFRP boom self-deploying (left), and the highly compact rollable
solar array prototype stored and deployed (right) that makes use of two of them.
Discussion
The advantages of using braids over other textile-based fabrics or combination of angled unidirec-
tional lay-ups can be established from four points of view: bistability, ease of manufacturing, long
term storage, and scalability.
As seen in [Guest and Pellegrino, 2006] the existence of a second stable equilibrium configuration
at θ = pi/2 (compact coil) for any shell, where there is no coupling between bending and twisting
(D16 = D26 = 0), depends entirely on satisfying the condition shown below:
S = 4Dˆ66 + 2Dˆ12 − 2Dˆ22
Dˆ12
> 0 (7.9)
where Dˆi,j = Di,j/D11.
Therefore, in order to produce bistable booms increasing the laminate coupling between bending
in the x and z directions (D12), and twisting stiffness (D66) is beneficial. Reducing the bending
stiffness along either of the two principal directions of curvature of the shell (D11 and D22) and
will also tend to make a shell bistable. All of these conditions are enhanced with the use of surface
braid plies at sufficient angles, δ, to the longitudinal axis. Besides, braids can normally be found in
thinner forms than other textile-based patterns and with a single ply they combine two symmetrical
fiber angles when compared to unidirectional fabrics, possibly yielding lighter designs.
From a manufacturing point of view, braids are easier to work with when long bistable boom
structures are to be constructed. For unidirectional or other textile-based fabrics like weaves the
width of the rolls available are relatively small. Therefore, given the large angles, δ, required for
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bistability, using these fabrics for long booms would entail having to butt together different sections
in order to form a single lamina. However, commercially available biaxial braided sleeves come in
hundreds of meters and can then produce continuous plies. The seamless final boom will then
be less prone to cracks and will have more continuous properties over the length. RolaTube is
currently developing a continuous manufacturing facility for very long BRC slit tubes.
For long term storage applications, using variable angle braid plies can benefit creep derived
problems. This is due to the fact that the bistable deployable boom would then be at the lowest
possible energy state when coiled, minimizing internal stresses on the matrix.
Finally, the scalability of the boom can be significantly improved with the use of variable angle
braid plies. As previously seen, tailoring the bending stiffness length-wise can further delay the
onset of instabilities that hinder compact coils in long bistable booms. Booms with final to initial
coiling radius ratios rf/ri ≈ 4 have already been manufactured using this new technique, though it
is anticipated that ratios in the order of 10 could still be possible. For the laminate and materials
aforementioned, a ratio of 10 could be achieved with a braid angle at the boom tip of δ = ±25◦.
For larger angles the boom would loose its bistable nature. Four co-coiled booms of about 58 m,
part of an 80 x 80 m2 solar sail, could then be manufactured with this laminate lay-up, though for
obvious reasons such a slender design would not comply with structural requirements. However,
this approach not only has direct applications for small diameter slit tubes like the ones presented
here; for larger diameter bistable booms the resulting permissible length would also be scaled up
proportionally to the extended radius of the boom, R. Much stiffer bistable composite booms in
the order of 100 m length, and more in line with future solar sail designs, would then be possible
with this new laminate design.
Summary
The proposed tubular booms are made from low-density ultra-thin space qualified composite ma-
terials. A novel technique introduced in the composite laminate that consists of using surface braid
plies with a fiber direction change along the boom length was found to have a positive effect against
the scalability problems encountered on these structures. This way the bending properties of the
shell structure are changed at every section, thus yielding a boom that wants to stably coil into a
spiral as is imposed in reality. These special structures have been coined BOWL booms as they
are now Bistable Over the Whole Length. The BOWL booms have been qualified for flight and are
part of a near future solar sail demonstration mission called CubeSail, a gossamer deorbiter coined
DGOSS, and a new rollable solar array concept.
An analytical model that produces the strain energy plots of these structures using the con-
stitutive laminae properties has been utilised to explain this behavior and predict the characterist-
ics of the packed configuration. When compared with the short booms manufactured, the model
predicts well the secondary stable state for samples with low braid angles (δ < ± 45◦). The coil-
ing diameter estimate for higher braid angles, that would correspond to the root area of a long
BOWL boom, is less accurate. It is likely that the inextensional and purely elastic deformation
assumptions used in the model becomes less valid at these higher curvatures.
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7.6 DUECAL Booms
The novelty of introducing a variable fibre orientation angle in the lay-up through the braid ply,
result in the bending properties of the structure changing along its length. This not only has
applications to increase the permissible length of the bistable slit tube, but it allows alternative
laminates that otherwise would not be appropriate for producing booms that self-extend in a
coherent manner. The new type of structure that will be presented herein was found during
the early process of minimising the thickness of the booms, while still producing semi-bistable
structures, when only thick glass fiber composite material was available.
The first bistable composite booms developed were fabricated with E-glass/PP unidirectional
(UD) and braid fabrics, as these materials were in stock at RolaTube, and were provided free of
charge. E-glass is a medium-property fiber, used in general purpose composite applications; and
polypropylene (PP) is a thermoplastic with low density and mechanical properties. Table 7.4 shows
the mechanical properties for the unidirectional E-glass/PP material used.
E1 (GPa) 28
E2 (GPa) 4
G12 (GPa) 1.39
ν12 0.4
Table 7.4: Mechanical properties for the unidirectional E-Glass/PP material (subscripts 1, and 2
refer to the parallel and perpendicular directions to the fibers, respectively) [Guest and Pellegrino,
2006].
Three thicknesses obtained from three different pre-pregs rolls were initially utilized for the UD
plies: a thick ply of 0.48mm thickness (denoted by subscript TK); a thin ply of 0.21mm thickness
(denoted by TH); and a very thin ply of 0.16mm thickness (denoted by VTH). Other thicknesses
were obtained by combining more than one UD lamina in the lay-up. The thickness of the braid
ply was measured to be 0.36mm at δ = ±45◦, and was initially considered constant for any braid
angle. Many different short samples were manufactured to study different lay-ups that could offer
some degree of bistability in compact coils, while minimising total wall thickness, and providing
adequate stiffness.
The laminate of the first relatively long (1.6m) booms produced consisted of a surface variable
braid angle lamina, a 0◦ ply, and a 90◦ ply. The stacking sequence and thickness of the two UD
plies could be changed to yield different ratios of final to initial coiling diameters, stored strain
energies and ploy lengths. The actual booms manufactured had a [90V TH/ 0TH/± δ] lay-up, where
the 90◦ ply was on the shell’s extrados and the braid on the intrados side. Having the 90◦ ply
in the surface results in more energetic booms with a higher self-extension capability. Also the
transition length to the extended configuration is minimised. The braid angle in the laminate was
linearly changed from δ = ±45◦ at the root to δ = ±29.5◦ at the tip, resulting in natural rolled-up
diameters of 30mm and 85mm, respectively. Figure 7.13 shows several short samples with a fixed
braid angle δ that were used to determine the angle change for the final boom.
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Figure 7.13: Short samples with a fixed [90V TH/ 0TH/± δ] lay-up that were used to determine the
braid angle δ change for the 1.6 m DUECAL booms. Note the “50 pence” shape developed of the
left samples as the diameter of the coil increased. Also note the twist tendency of the root area.
The ABD matrixes of these structures have properties of balanced (A16 = A26 = 0), symmetric
(B16 = B26 = 0), and antisymmetric (D16 = D26 = 0) lay-ups. The latter feature makes the slit
tube roll-up into a tight coil as explained before. Nonetheless, these structures do not satisfy the
condition imposed in Eq. 7.9, and thus the coiled equilibrium configuration is not stable.
The strain energy density plot of these laminates resemble that of an equal-sense coiled isotropic
shell, as it has an unstable saddle point at θ = pi/2 (see Figure 7.13). However, as oppose to long
non-prestressed (monostable) isotropic shells these lay-ups produces structures that want to uncoil
in a coherent manner, even without being straightly speaking “bistable”. These structures have
been coined the Deployable Unstable Equilibrium Configurations Along the Length (DUECAL)
booms.
The major difference with the isotropic case is a result of changing the boom’s bending properties
over its length by decreasing the orientation angle of the braid from root to tip, as in the BOWL
booms. This translates into a growth in radius of the unstable equilibrium configuration (having
successively smaller Cˆ = Rr in every new energy plot), which, with correct “tunning”, can be
adjusted to the current diameter of the coil for every new winding. Consequently, the coiled boom
in a continuous unstable equilibrium state. These continuous saddle points are energy minima
with respect to local variations in the coiling diameter (∂
2Uˆ
∂Cˆ2
> 0). Hence, the boom does not want
to expand (blossom), as oppose to standard metal tape-springs. However, the saddle points are
energy maxima with respect to local variations in the orientation angle (∂
2Uˆ
∂θ2
< 0), and thus, the
tube will tend to slightly uncoil through a flexural-twisting mode by changing the coiling axis.
Fortunately, the small twisting tendency can be easily restricted by fixing the root of the boom
to the drum/shaft and with the friction between successive overlaps. Also if needed, the boom
can be designed with a slightly larger radius than that of its equivalent equilibrium configuration,
so that there is a small tendency to contract, tightening around itself as it coils, and increasing
inter-winding friction. The final result is a boom that behaves like a bistable one except for the tip,
where there is no friction and will want to uncoil, hence becoming a perfect deployable structure if
proper tip constraining is engineered.
The behavior described above will be explained by comparing the strain energy plots of a
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DUECAL boom and an isotropic (CuBe) tape-spring equal-sense coiled. For the latter, the natural
coiling radius is the same as the extended radius of curvature of the tape-spring, which represented
in Figure 7.14 (left) by the solid blue triangle. However, this point is not an energy minimum
and the coiled shell tends to increase its diameter towards the unstable equilibrium point, which
is located at r ≈ 3R (three times the initial radius). At this point the shell will snap back to
the zero-energy state (solid dot), through a violent torsional-flexural buckling mode. If this is
extrapolated to a coiled tape-spring, it will mean that the propagating instability while it unfurls
around a drum, takes the form of a twisting mode and yields a less coherent and unpredictable de-
ployment with the tape-spring following a three dimensional motion. Contrarily, an opposite-sense
coiled tape-spring (that does not have any equilibrium configurations when coiled) will just tend
to unfurl by a highly energetic, travelling pure flexural mode instability, and thus remains in the
same plane as was shown in [Seffen and Pellegrino, 1999].
Figure 7.14: Non-dimensional bending strain energy contour polar plots of: an equal-sense coiled,
0.1mm thick isotropic CuBe shell (left); and the tip area of a 0.73mm thick DUECAL GFRP boom
with a [90V TH/ 0TH/± δ] lay-up, where the intrados surface braid ply has a δ = ±29.5◦ bias (right).
The stable energy minima of the extended configuration is represented as a solid dot in both cases.
The unstable equilibrium is shown as circles. The triangule in the left figure represents the natural
coiling radius of the tape-spring, Cˆ = 1 (R = r). The contour lines are separated by a constant
Uˆ = 0.05.
The case of the DUECAL composite booms, which are equal-sense coiled, is a somewhat in
between these two previous unfurling behaviors. The propagating instability is of torsional-flexural
nature given that each piece-wise length section will tend to change its coiling axis during extension
as a result of the corresponding unstable saddle point of strain energy. This one is shown in
Figure 7.14 (right) for a DUECAL-type laminate with a braid angle of δ = ±29.5◦. However,
the fact that the booms do not expand prior to transitioning to the zero-energy state, and the
fact that they can be constructed with a higher torsional stiffness (∝ Rt3) than standard metallic
tape-springs, favours the bending mode behavior over the twisting one. Also, in general, the
amount of strain energy stored in these booms is smaller than that of metal structures of the same
thickness. For example, this can be deduced by comparing the energy plots of Figure 7.14, where
the much thicker composite shell is still at a lower energy in the region of interest. Thus, the
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deployment behavior of DUECAL booms is similar to that of opposite sense-coiled tape-springs,
producing a coherent extension with minimal out-of-plane component. The smooth transition
between continuous equilibrium states will be shown in Chapter 9, when the DUECAL booms are
used to strain-energy drive the deployment of the completely stripped solar sail prototype.
Discussion
The analytical predictions for the coiling diameters differ significantly from the experimental results
for the GFRP DUECAL booms. Apart from the ideal assumptions that the analytical models
of [Guest and Pellegrino, 2006] make, reasons for the disparities may include: inaccuracies in
the characterization of the material properties as provided by the manufacturert’s data and the
idealisation made through the use of the ABD matrix; non-linearities of the material, which has
been assumed linear-elastic; the possibility that the matrix has entered the plastic regime or that
it creeps; and possibly some prestress being applied during the manufacturing process.
In addition, the “50 pence effect” significantly affects the bistability behavior and, once again,
short samples with different widths of the braid ply may need to be produced in order to design
an optised final tapered braid ply. This tapering could not be included in classical lamination
theory (CLT) to calculate the ABD matrix of the complete laminate, as CLT assumes that all
the plies cover the width. Therefore, the best way to design a DUECAL boom is to use the
analytical model to evaluate the range of braid angles to study, but then, to actually produce small
samples of different braid angle plies to accurately find the final required boom laminate, as shown
in Figure 7.13. This may also hold true for the BOWL booms if very fine tuning of the inner
and outer natural coiling diameters of the booms with the diameter size of the boom deployer
components is required.
The usefulness of the DUECAL booms can come from: a very stringent thickness requirement,
as in general UD plies are found in thinner forms than textile fabrics; the requirement of having
a thermally neutral boom, which could be produced by appropriate choice of the thickness ratio
or even material selection (assessing the CTE) of the 0◦ and 90◦ plies; the preferred choice of
having a completely deployable boom that could self-extend even if the tip section is in the coiled
configuration; the need to reduce the ploy-length of the boom, which is achieved by adding fibers
in the hoop direction (90◦ ply) without affecting “bistability” through increasing (D22); the need
to increase the bending stiffness of the boom or its creep resistance by increasing the thickness of
the central 0◦ ply without, once more, affecting “bistability” through increasing (D11). However,
the braid angle change of the DUECAL booms is normally larger than that of similar size BOWL
booms, as the coupling between bending in the longitudinal and transverse direction D12 is smaller
by having a single braid ply. Consequently, their scalability is not as good as that of the BOWL
booms.
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7.7 Sail Deployment Mechanism
The design of the sail deployment mechanism for the carbon fibre booms has many resemblances
to that of the previously explained one for the CuBe booms. The four BOWL booms are co-coiled
around a central drum/spindle for storage, and each is guided out of the hub through two PTFE
exit rollers during deployment. The root attachment with two screws of a single CFRP boom is
shown in Figure 7.15 (a). The corner edges are trimmed so that the four booms do not interfere
with each other when co-coiled around the spindle. Note the shape of the spindle that allows some
curvature at the root of the booms in order to increase the bending stiffness of this critical area
after deployment.
Boom extension is controlled by means of a brushless DC motor placed inside the sail spindle,
which effectively pushes the booms out from the deployer. A locking pin is passed through the shaft
connecting the motor to the boom spindle, and is released using a COTS pin-puller positioned on
top of the boom deployment mechanism. The pin-puller force is redirected to the motor adaptor
shaft by means of a lever arm mechanism, as shown in Figure 7.15 (c).
The sail post and tube spindle design is identical to that of the CuBe version, although slightly
longer given the smaller height of the boom deployer for this concept (55 mm or 65 mm with
pin-puller).
Figure 7.15: Assembly process of the Sail Deployment System: (a) boom root attachment to spindle;
(b) boom deployer mechanism with rocker arms; (c) booms co-coiled inside the assembled deployer
with pin-puller locking the motor and spindle; (d) sail wrapped and boom tips with off-loading
suspension lines and low-friction PTFE stands for deployment test.
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Blossoming
By virtue of the bistability of the CFRP booms no constraining force is required during stowage, and
self-deployment is prevented by the resistance in the motor drive. Therefore, no anti-blossoming
mechanism form part of the first deployer developed for this booms and used to unfurl the 1 m2
sail EM. However, initial full-scale deployment tests showed that the coil would blossom during
deployment under the larger compressive loads, and radial constraining forces were necessary to
maintain a compact coil [Fernandez et al., 2013]. This was implemented by means of spring-loaded
rocker arms, as shown in Figure 7.15 (b). In there, note the contact between the furthest roller on
the rocker arm and the exit roller on the corner, ensuring further compaction of the boom package
at the end of the coiling process. The design of the rocker arm ensures that the two PTFE rollers
always make contact with the particular section of the coiled boom throughout deployment. The
spring loading is achieved by means of a set of torsion springs hinged to one of the corner exit rollers.
The reaction force of the springs is provided by the small square blocks that are screwed onto the
plates of the deployer. The final torsion springs utilised have a stiffness of 6.8 Nmm/◦. The springs
stiffness was determine experimentally in order to reach a compromise between acceptable spring
force to minise blossoming, and the risk of damaging the booms towards the end of deployment
when the thickness of the coil was small. Figure 7.16 depicts the previously explained process.
Figure 7.16: As the boom deploys (a), the sail compression forces cause the spiralling booms to
separate (b), and the relative motion between coil windings causes the package to expand (c),
resulting in high bending loads at the boom roots. As a mitigating solution, spring-rollers contain
the coil radially reducing blossoming and the gap formed between the spindle and the coil (d).
However, if the spring force generated is large, there is a risk of instability towards the end (e).
As with the CuBe boom tests, the sail was substituted by tip masses, that produced appropriate
compression forces while dragging them on the table, for sizing the correct torsion springs.
Figure 7.17 (left) shows blossoming of the coil when low stiffness torsion springs are used. The
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centre figure shows the 8-shaped instability towards the end of deployment that occurs if very stiff
springs are utilised. The right figure shows the compact coil that was finally achieved throughout
extension after mechanism, test set-up, and deployment procedures (re-coiling the booms partway
through extension) were modified. The blue components shown in the left and center figures are
rapid prototype parts that were later on substituted for Aluminium-built components (on the
right).
All in all, although the BOWL booms also require an anti-blossoming mechanism for deploying
large size sails, the boom deployer can still be made lighter and more compact than that of the
more energetic and monostable ()-shaped CuBe booms.
Figure 7.17: Blossoming of the coil (left), 8-shaped instability towards the end of deployment
(centre), and final version after mechanism and deployment procedure modification (right). Note
the several low-friction PTFE components that are used to constraint the coil vertically as well.
Chapter 8
Booms Characterisation and
Finite Element Models
This chapter presents first the finite element models of the bistable composite booms. Simulation
predictions of the coiled radius for different shell sections of the boom with assumed laminate
material properties are then compared with experimental and analytical values to validate this
modelling approach. Finite element models with shell elements and less computationally expensive
beam elements are produced next to simulate the overall behavior of the composite boom. A
comparison of booms with constant and variable stiffness properties is then carried out. Finally, a
boom seeded with different types of imperfections, which are a result of the manufacturing process
is included in the models. For the metal booms the modelling challenges and restrictions are
presented and some conclusions driven.
Next, the test plan and rationale to show how the test programme proposed will add knowledge
and understanding of the booms is shown. The many different tests carried out to structurally
characterize both types of booms then follows. These tests include: torsional, compression, bending,
and sail tension loading, as well as modal tests. For each test, the methodology, procedures, and
setup is presented. The results of each test are later compared with finite element simulations.
This model-test correlation campaign is aimed at verifying the fidelity of the computational models
developed to be used in the following sections/chapters. Finally, a comparison of the pre and post
buckling static and dynamic response for the updated shell and beam models is presented.
8.1 Finite Element Models
As reviewed in Chapter 3, the Finite Element Method (FEM) is the most widespread numerical
technique for analysing the structural behaviour of complete gossamer systems and their compon-
ents, i.e. booms and sail membranes, given the complexity and discrete boundary conditions found
in them. Finite element analysis (FEA) is the practical application of the FEM that is generally
performed with computational tools to perform an engineering analysis.
The FEA research performed in this thesis was carried out using the software ABAQUS by
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SIMULIA. This commercial programme has been previously used to carry out a great amount of
related research for other gossamer systems, and thus it was considered to be the best software so
as to build from previous work and increase the portability of the results produced herein.
8.1.1 Bistable CFRP Booms
This section focuses on the FE modelling of the bistable composite booms.
Material Modelling and Coiled Radius Prediction
As shown in Chapter 7 the fabric type chosen for the carbon fibre booms consist of ultrathin
unidirectional and braid laminae. Classical Lamination Theory (CLT) was used to define the
linear-elastic behaviour of the laminates through the use of the ABD matrix that relates mid-
surface strains and curvatures to the plate stresses. Giving the complexity of the micro-structure
of the braid laminae, the properties of the constitutive plies were found through experimentation,
averaging the properties from a linear regression analysis of many different samples constructed
with the laminates of interest to the long BOWL booms.
Another approach could have been to create flat specimens with the laminates of interest and
extract the macho-mechanical properties through dedicated tests, i.e. in tension, compression,
shear, and bending [Yee and Pellegrino, 2005]. However, the behaviour of very thin laminates in
high strain applications such as ours, does not necessarily correlate well with that expected from
the results of standard characterisation tests. There is thus current interest in developing accurate
models and testing methods that will help predict the behaviour of very thin laminates for high
strain applications under flexure [Murphey et al., 2011, Sanford et al., 2011, Murphey et al., 2013],
though these normally target laminates compose of unidirectional plies only. Important advances
in the characterisation of thin laminates for similar tape springs applications were presented in
[Peterson and Murphey, 2013]. Also, a recent study for the U.S. Department of Transportation
and the FAA target the characterisation and structural behaviour of braided composites [Kelkar and
Whitcomb, 2009], though the analysis requires a complex computational micromechanics strategy.
Previous related work have normally considered either using a dedicated micro-mechanical model
[Mallikarachchi, 2011], an already developed one [Jeon and Murphey, 2011], or CLT and the rule of
mixtures from manufacturer’s data [Murphey et al., 2010, Guest and Pellegrino, 2006] or dedicated
property characterisation tests for flat coupons of unidirectional [Iqbal and Pellegrino, 2000] and
woven fabrics [Yee et al., 2004]. Herein we will use the most direct approach of modelling the
complex laminates with CLT and the rule of mixtures, but determining the properties from a
combination of manufacturer’s data and simple experimental tests, as shown in Chapter 7.
In the ABAQUS models built, shell elements are used to represent the geometry of the very thin
cylindrical shell structures that are the CFRP booms. In ABAQUS a thin composite shell can be
defined in several ways. One method is to define a composite laminate layup in a similar way to
CLT and represent each of the plies independently with its own material, thickness, orientation
angle, and number of integration points through the thickness definition. ABAQUS will then
calculate the mechanical properties of the laminate from this layup. Another approach is to average
the mechanical properties of the laminate with CLT outside ABAQUS and only define a single
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orthotropic lamina in ABAQUS with the six independent variables ( E1, E2, ν12, G12, G13, and
G23), that are derived from the ABD matrix. Both definitions are equivalent for a structural
aspect and will for example, yield the same results for a modal analysis or buckling analysis. The
latter approach was the preferred choice as the number of total integration points through the
thickness can be reduced, and thus it is more computationally efficient. Also these values were
already available from the Matlab script used to analyse the experimental data from the sample
tests.
Nonetheless, if the bistability of the structure is to be analysed, then the former material model
is the one to use. The single ply orthotropic laminate approach will not yield bistable shells, as
validated in a simulated where this material model was used to define the cylindrical shell. When
sufficient edge moments where applied to the shell, this one would snap into the second coiled
configuration, but after removal of these edge moments the shell would snap back into the initial
configuration. This was a result of the very shallow rolled-up configuration that was achieved in
the first place.
Therefore, if the mechanics of the shell is the focus of study, then the less efficient composite
layup material model needs to be used. With this purpose and to find out the natural coiling radius
of shell for the laminates of interest for the BOWL booms, we built several shell models with a
layup that consisted of five plies arranged in an antisymmetric pattern, such as [+δ/−δ/ 0/+δ/−δ],
where δ is the braid angle. With such a laminate the shell would be bistable and it would coil
about an axis perpendicular to the longitudinal one. The thickness of each of the four angle laminae
was half of the thickness of the braid plies shown in Table 7.3, and the thickness of the central 0◦
ply was that of ply PUD1 . Table 8.1 shows the mechanical properties of the different plies utilised
in the computational calculation of the secondary stable rolled-up radius of the shell for different
laminates.
Ply name Fiber angle Thickness E1 E2 ν12 G12
(◦) (mm) (GPa) (GPa) (GPa)
P35 +/- 33.5 0.050 62.050 3.410 0.283 2.278
P40 +/- 38.5 0.049 63.961 3.523 0.281 2.352
P45 +/- 43.5 0.046 66.810 3.705 0.278 2.471
P50 +/- 48.0 0.044 69.655 3.908 0.275 2.603
P55 +/- 53.5 0.050 61.237 3.364 0.284 2.248
PUD1 0 0.057 77.372 4.900 0.309 3.293
Table 8.1: Mechanical properties of the CFRP plies utilised in the shells with a material model
with a composite laminate layup of [+δ/− δ/ 0/+ δ/− δ].
Aside from gaining more insight into the mechanics of bistable composite shells, the purpose of
the following study was to assess the validity of the modelling approach followed by comparing the
results of the rolled-up radii with those found experimentally and with the analytical model shown
in Chapter 7.
The simulation of the coiling of the bistable shells followed the approach proposed in [Iqbal and
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Pellegrino, 2000]. The shell was modelled using general-purpose S4R elements, which are the most
robust for this type of analysis. The change of configuration of the shell was driven by applying
opposing edge moments along the initially straight edge of the shell using the follower option offered
in ABAQUS. This way the moments would be applied in the desired direction even after the large
rotations that occur during the simulation. The magnitude of the edge moments applied was of
the order of the analytically calculated moment required to flatten the shell (Mx =
(D12)2
RD11
− D22R ).
The boundary condition for the analysis was a fixed node in all six degrees of freedom (DOF) at
the centre of the square grid mesh, but any other point could have been chosen.
A nonlinear static analysis with the value of the automatic stabilisation parameter offered in
ABAQUS of 2E-4 was performed. The maximum value of the edge moment that was assign varied
from shell and was calculated following [Iqbal and Pellegrino, 2000]. The progress of the analysis
was visually monitored and, once the shell snapped into the coiled configuration, the current step
was halted. A restart analysis was then run adding a new load step with the option op=new, that
removed the follower edge moments.
Figure 8.1 shows a complete simulation of the process of coiling a shell. The Von Mises stress
contours are shown to show the general distribution and concentration of stresses during the process.
For this particular analysis the geometric properties of the shell are as follows: radius of curvature
of the initial configuration R = 16mm, subtended angle β = 90◦, and length L = 140 mm. The
shell was modelled by a mesh of 25 elements widthwise and 50 elements lengthwise. The laminate
had a [±38.5/ 0/± 38.5] layup.
M
M
Figure 8.1: Finite element simulation of the coiling process of a bistable CFRP shell with a
[±38.5/ 0/± 38.5] laminate.
The initial response of the shell is linear until the edge moments practically flatten the shell,
Figure 8.1 (b). At this point, the follower moments decrease as snapping begins. The stresses
concentrate on two opposing corners of the shells that deform locally, Figure 8.1 (c). The snap
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through to the coiled configuration is characterised by a twisting mode where the initially curved
edges become straight and the initially straight edges become slightly curved, Figure 8.1 (d) and
(e). Once the shell has fully snapped and the transverse curvature of all the points is close to
zero, the stresses tend to concentrate towards the centre of the shell as the secondary longitudinal
curvature increases, Figure 8.1 (f), towards the coiled-up configuration. At this point the rolled-
up configuration has developed sufficiently, and the shell remains “captured” in this configuration,
Figure 8.1 (g). The stresses are now concentrated at the initially straight edges of the shell. After
the step that removes the follower edge moments, the transverse curvature reduces slightly and the
shell arrives at its final stable state, Figure 8.1 (h).
The stress distribution of the coiled configuration involves a long central region that extends from
the centre of the shell to the curved edges that is at a much lower stress than the longitudinal edges.
Figure 8.1 (h) shows the distribution of longitudinal stresses in the coiled configuration. The shell
is subjected to high tensile stresses (blue) at the free edges and high (much smaller) compressive
stresses (red-orange) in narrow regions that run longitudinally a small distance into the shell. This
distribution of stresses was also noted in [Iqbal and Pellegrino, 2000]. In addition, the shape of
the cross-section follows the geometry previously shown in Figure 7.1, with a characteristic edge
deformation that produces a “lip” at longitudinal edges.
From the FEA results we can compute the radius of coiling of the shell as well as the shape of the
transverse cross-sections characterised by the aforementioned edge “lip”. For this, the coordinate
position in the coiled configation of a set of nodes lying on a straight section along the transverse
direction of the shell is requested to ABAQUS. The nodal coordinates are then postprocess in
Matlab to estimate the best circle fit of radius r through a whole section of the shell. Figure 8.2
(left) shows the circle fit for the bistable shell shown above (δ = ± 38.5◦), and Figure 8.2 (right)
another fit for a shell with a laminate with braid angle δ = ± 53.5◦. The radius of curvature of
the rolled-up configuration found was 30.7 mm and 15.1 mm, respectively. It can be seen that the
coiled state of the shell as an overall cylindrical shape as well (expect for the edges).
Figure 8.2: Circle fit of the FEA nodes that corresponds to the radius of curvature of the coiled
configuration of the shell. The left figure is for a [±38.5/ 0/± 38.5] laminate shell and the right for
a [±53.5/ 0/± 53.5] laminate shell.
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Table 8.2 shows a comparison of the rolled-up radius of different bistable shells calculated with
the FE simulation, rf , and those found experimentally re and analytically ra with the model
presented in Chapter 7 and summarised in Figure 7.10. The associated errors with respect to the
experimental and analytical values are shown as f−e and f−a, respectively. Also, the average Von
Mises stresses found in the central region of the coiled shell and the peak stresses at the longitudinal
edges are presented.
δ R β L re ra rf f−e f−a σcentre σedge
(◦) (mm) (◦) (mm) (mm) (mm) (mm) (%) (%) (MPa) (MPa)
± 33.5 16 161 45 44.2 42.3 41.8 5.4 3.1 48 61
± 33.5 16 161 200 44.2 42.3 43.6 1.4 1.2 44 81
± 38.5 16 161 45 30.2 30.9 31.9 5.7 3.2 62 84
± 38.5 16 161 140 30.2 30.9 30.7 1.7 0.6 55 120
± 43.7 16 161 45 20.9 23.3 24.2 15.8 3.9 80 106
± 43.7 16 161 120 20.9 23.3 23.4 12.0 0.4 72 154
± 48.1 16 161 45 15.5 18.6 19.5 25.8 4.8 105 139
± 48.1 16 161 100 15.5 18.6 18.9 21.9 1.6 98 164
± 53.5 16 161 45 11.5 14.5 16.5 43.5 13.8 138 185
± 53.5 16 161 75 11.5 14.5 15.1 31.3 4.1 132 203
Table 8.2: Comparison of rolled-up radii and stresses for different CFRP shell samples.
From Table 8.2 we can draw several conclusions. As previously seen the coiling radius estimate
for higher braid angles, that correspond to the root area of a long BOWL boom, is less accurate.
In general the models overestimate the radius of curvature of the shells. The errors increase from
a few percent at the lower curvatures states, up to several tens at the higher curvatures. The
associated errors with respect to the analytically found radii are much smaller than those for the
experimental ones. The agreement of the analytical and FE simulations is in general very good,
determining that the FE modelling approach followed is acceptable. As explained before, the
disparities with the experimental values can be due to material characterisation and idealisation
errors, non-linearities in the behaviour of the composite material at these high curvatures (assumed
linear in the FEM/analytical models), matrix creep, or some internal pre-stress in the shells tested.
As expected the coiled stresses increase with the higher braid angles that yield higher curvature
configurations. The high peak compressive and tensile stresses at the longitudinal edges of the shell
can surpass the failure limit of the material for high curvature configurations. This was seen on
several samples that were built with even higher braid angles (δ > ± 55◦). The tape-springs made
a crackling noise when attempted to be rolled to these small radii, with visible cracks appearing
on the edges. This reflects the small compactness restriction of these coilable structures.
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Shell Model
Having validated the material modelling approach, shell models of the CFRP booms where built
with the single orthotropic ply model with the engineering constants derived from the ABD mat-
rixes produced with the analytical model used in Chapter 7 and implemented in the mathematical
sofware Matlab. Matlab was then used to generate the different parts (tubular booms) and auto-
matically created input files for the finite element solver ABAQUS to run the different structural
analysis jobs. This way, parametric studies can be easily created by generating an input file data-
base of possible parts and their distribution.
Given the simple geometry of the booms, the mesh of nodes and elements generated in Matlab
followed a regular structured pattern. The number of lengthwise and widthwise elements was a
direct function of the size of the booms. A mesh density study determined the minimum size of
the elements needed to accurately capture the behavior and structural response of the booms. The
script includes an option to progressively (linearly) concentrate more elements at the ends and
edges of the structure in order to capture end and edge effects more accurately without increasing
the size of the model and affecting computational efficiency. The aspect ratio of all the elements
was kept below 4 even for the longer booms models. Figure 8.3 shows the meshing of a short boom
sample that concentrates more elements towards the ends and edges of the shell structure.
Figure 8.3: Meshing of a short length boom with concentrated elements at the ends and edges (tip
detail on the left).
Normally the cross-section end nodes at both ends of the booms were rigidly connected to control
nodes/reference points located at the centroid of the cross-section. The appropriate boundary
conditions were then imposed at these control nodes. Also the loads were normally applied at
these reference points.
Beam Model
The shell models are computationally expensive given their large number of elements. Such models
are thus not efficient to capture the behaviour of very long booms or when a full solar sail structural
analysis that also includes the sail film is to be performed. Therefore, in order to aid in the
scalability analysis of the booms and to have models that can be used in future solar sail response
behaviour, a more computationally efficient boom model was created using beam elements.
According to [ABAQUS, 2011], in ABAQUS a beam element is a one-dimensional line element
in three-dimensional space or in the plane that has stiffness associated with deformation of the line
(the beam’s “axis”). These deformations consist of axial stretch, curvature change (bending), and,
in space, torsion. The main advantage of beam elements is that they are geometrically simple and
have few degrees of freedom. This simplicity is achieved by assuming that the member’s deformation
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can be estimated entirely from variables that are functions of position along the beam axis only.
Thus, a key issue in using beam elements is to judge whether such one-dimensional modeling is
appropriate. The fundamental assumption used is that the beam section cannot deform in its own
plane. Also that the reduction in dimensionality is only valid if the dimensions of the cross-section
are small compared to typical dimensions along the axis of the beam (distance between changes
in cross-section, support points or the highest natural mode that contributes significantly to the
response), as a direct result of the slenderness assumption.
As will be shown later on, analysis confirm that for slender booms, an analysis using an equivalent
beam model is very accurate and much more efficient. However, for the relatively short boom models
to be shown in this chapter the previous shell elements were utilised, as some deformation of the
cross-section was observed in the short samples tested.
The beam general section option was used to model the cross-section of the beam with the
general section property, that allows you to define the “generalised” cross-sections by specifying the
geometric quantities necessary to define the section. These include: the area of the cross-section,
A, the moment of inertia for bending about the 1-axis of the section (z-axis in our case), I11, the
2-axis (y-axis in our case), I22, or for cross-bending, I12, the torsional constant, J , and the warping
constant, Γw. Also the location of the centroid with respect to the geometric centre was specified,
CO, thus allowing the bending axis of the beam to be offset from the line of its nodes, and the
shear centre, SO. The equations to calculate these variables were already shown in Chapter 6,
except for the warping constant that is calculated from:
Γw =
2
3
tR5
(β
2
)3
−
6
(
sin(β/2)− [(β/2) cos(β/2)]2
)
(β/2)− sin(β/2) cos(β/2)
 , (8.1)
and the section area that is:
A = β R t. (8.2)
The elements used are first-order (two-node), 3-D Timoshenko (shear-flexible), open-section
beam elements (B310S). Such elements allow for transverse shear deformation and can be used for
thick as well as slender beams. Abaqus assumes that the transverse shear behavior of Timoshenko
beams is linear elastic with a fixed modulus and, thus, independent of the response of the beam
section to axial stretch and bending. The open section element has an additional degree of freedom,
the warping magnitude, that varies with position along the beam’s axis. This element must be
used in occasions where the warping constraints play a role and the axial strains due to warping
cannot be neglected, such as in thin-walled open section structures like ours.
Once more, the discretisations used in the models were proved via a spacial convergence study
to offer the desired accuracy. The length of each beam element was approximately 11.61 mm for
the majority of cases. Variable lengthwise discretisation was also an option included in the Matlab
script developed if a denser concentration of elements were preferred at the boom ends.
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Constant versus Variable Stiffness Booms
A great number of the boom samples used in the characterisation testing campaign had a single
composite laminate. Therefore the material properties used in the FEM were fixed throughout
the model. However, as seen in Chapter 7 the BOWL booms (and the DUECAL booms) have
a variable laminate that changes from root to tip so as to vary the stiffness properties along the
length and achieve its unique features.
Therefore, the shell and beam models developed for these variable stiffness booms are discretised
in such a way that they reflect this property change. As the variation in braid angle along the boom
length is linear for these types of booms, the meshing of the booms was also linearly discretised. The
mesh was divided into sections of equal length and on each section the properties of the material
model for the shell and beam models and the beam section for the beam models where changed
according to the corresponding laminate that is found on that section. A variation of half of degree
in braid angle δ was consider acceptable for the mesh discretisation. Hence, for example, for the
3.6 m BOWL booms for CubeSail/DGOSS where the laminate at the root has a braid angle of
δ = ± 50◦ and the tip of δ = ± 35◦, the mesh was divided into 31 different sections, each of them
116.1 mm long.
The effect of having a constant or variable stiffness model in the limit load or the first two
natural frequencies of the boom is shown in Table 8.3 for the shell and beam FE models developed.
It can be seen that the shell models have somewhat smaller (≈ 5 %) buckling loads than the
beam models. Also the first frequencies tend to be slightly smaller. This could be a result of the
beam modelling approach followed that yield vaguely stiffer booms result of the non-deformable
cross-section assumption.
The variable stiffness models also have slightly smaller buckling loads and first natural frequencies
than the constant stiffness one for both the shell and beam FE models. This can be expected as
the critical root area of the variable stiffness boom has a lower E1, result of the larger braid angle
of the laminate (± 50◦ versus ± 45◦) at the root section.
Model-stiffness Buckling load (N) 1st frequency (Hz) 2nd frequency (Hz)
Shell-constant 1.68 0.99 2.27
Shell-variable 1.57 0.99 2.26
Beam-constant 1.75 1.06 2.32
Beam-variable 1.67 1.00 2.22
Table 8.3: Comparison of buckling load and first two natural frequencies for 3.6 m CFRP booms
with a constant and variable stiffness along the length for the shell and beam FE models. The
constant stiffness model is for a laminate with a fixed braid angle of δ = ± 45◦ and the variable
stiffness model is for the laminate of the BOWL booms of CubeSail/DGOSS.
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Imperfections
It is well known that the buckling limit of thin-walled cylindrical structures is greatly dependent
on geometric imperfections [Timoshenko and Gere, 1961]. The fact that the composite booms have
an open-section geometry further exacerbates this imperfection dependency. Visual inspection of
the short boom samples and the long booms manufactured revealed several imperfections that were
included in the FE models to better correlate with the experimental results and be able to make
more accurate prediction in the future analysis.
The following types of imperfections found are expected to have an impact on the CFRP boom
analysis results:
• Boom twist. Cross-section at the tip is rotated about the boom axis relative to the cross-
section at the root.
• Boom tip misalignment that has a similar effect to initial curvature and loading eccentricity
of the booms. It is due to for example test fitting misalignment that is not square with the
axis of the boom, or non-straightness of the booms due to manufacturing and thermal effects.
• Boom material flaws due to manufacturing. It is result of for example braid angle errors,
gaps between plies, or edge thinning and defects.
Figure 8.4 shows the first two types of imperfects applied on a short length shell model. As will
be shown in the following sections the magnitude and even the direction of these imperfections can
have a great influence on the loading capability and structural response of the lightweight booms.
Figure 8.4: Isometric view (left) or view from the tip (right) of a flawed boom. Clockwise from
top-left: perfect boom, boom with twist, tip misalignment in y (y-offset), tip misalignment in z
(z-offset).
For the consideration of material flaws. Two buckling analysis with off-nominal braid angles
+2◦ and −2◦ from those of the baseline design of the variable stiffness boom were carried to assess
influence of this parameter on the limit loading capability of the BOWL booms. Results were
within a few percent of the limit loading values shown in Table 8.3 for the nominal case, showing
the minor significance of this type of flaw with respect to boom buckling.
The defects found at the boom edges were included in the shell models as a linearly progressive
thinning (tapering) of the edges. For this, the element of the longitudinal edges only had a single
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lamina (the bottom surface braid ply), their adjacent line of elements had two laminae (the bottom
braid ply and the central UD 0◦ ply), whereas the rest shell had the usual three ply layup. This
modelling approach was considered following the natural inter-laminate shear that occurs when an
initial flat laminate of some finite thickness is laid over a cylindrical tool/mandrel during manufac-
turing; see Figure 5.6. Giving the low thickness of our booms the final progressive thickness loss is
very small and in the models is about a third of the width of the edge elements following the edge
concentrated meshing option.
It should be noted that after manufacturing the edges are trimmed so this thinning effects should
be minimised, but there will always be a some form of thickness loss near the edges. Such defects
induced local buckling at the free edges and are a point of initiation of progressive buckling failure
for the booms as was also discovered during boom sample testing.
8.1.2 CuBe ()-shaped Booms
The CFRP booms have a simple geometry and no implied contact problems. However, their
material properties are quite complex, especially if we consider the variation of them along the
length of the structure. Conversely, the CuBe ()-shaped booms have simple isotropic material
properties (CuBe and Kapton), but geometrical modelling is complicated by the Kapton sleeve
that holds the two boom halves together. The halves are also frequently in contact.
Finite element analysis of deformation in the CuBe ()-shaped booms is limited to either bounding
calculations of very poor quality or very computationally expensive simulations. The Kapton sleeve
adds wrinkling and contact to the computational analysis, and its interactions with the booms
are exceedingly complex. Some examples of possible analysis strategies are presented here for
simulations of torsion testing. The ultimate conclusion is that it is not practical to predict the
mechanical behaviour from material properties and boom geometry.
Two simple models can bound the expected behaviour of the CuBe booms. The first bounding
case consists of modelling the two tape-springs as separate parts with no interaction. Generally, this
will result in intersection between the modelled parts and substantially underestimate the stiffness
of the boom. The second method is to treat them as a single closed section by rigidly tying the
nodes of the longitudinal edges. Generally, treating them as connected parts will significantly
overestimate the stiffness of the boom. Figure 8.5 shows the comparison of the two bounding case
simulations with the experimental data of the torsion tests of three different CuBe samples, namely
boom 12, 13 and 14. As shown there is large disparity in the results with difference between these
cases being too large to be useful.
There are a number of contact models that could be expected to improve the accuracy of the
finite element modelling of the CuBe booms, but all are very computationally expensive. Analysis
were tried with the inclusion contact property provided in ABAQUS but solution convergence
could not be achieved. Flexible connections between the halves was also tried by modelling the
Kapton sheath with membrane elements (M3D4) but converge could not be achieved either.
As future remaining options it is proposed that switching from ABAQUS/Standard to the
ABAQUS/Explicit solution solver may improve computational time for contact, though it requires
much more attention to obtain legitimate results. Intermediate methods for bonding the longit-
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Figure 8.5: Comparison of two bounding cases (welded edges or disconnected) for the CuBe boom
samples (12 ,13, and 14) in torsion. The closed cross-section assumption significantly overestimates
the response in torsion (left), and the disconnected halves assumption underestimates it (right).
udinal edges that could involve, e.g. spring elements with a “tunned” stiffness could also be in-
vestigated. However, it is believed that the best approach would be to switch from a cross-section
geometry modelling approach (shell model) to a beam model with properties derived empirically
from the test campaign. These options are proposed as future work.
8.2 Booms Structural Characterization Test Programme
8.2.1 Testing plan and rationale
Analytical and finite element analysis predictions of the behaviour of the booms are challenging
given the open-section structures’ complex failure modes (flexural-torsional buckling) in combina-
tion with uncertainties in material and contact properties (Kapton sheath with CuBe tape-springs),
special laminate design in the case of the CFRP booms (variable braid angle plies), and manufac-
turing imperfections. The latter also has a great effect on important factors such as the buckling
load. Therefore, simple analytical models cannot capture the complex nature of these booms, and
so a combination of extensive testing with computational models that are updated with the res-
ults of these tests was considered the way forward for the characterisation of these novel types of
structures. In addition, only if the exact geometry of the booms, the end fittings misalignments
of the test specimens, and representative boundary conditions offered by the tests were known a
priori could accurate FE models been built ahead of the testing campaign. Since that was not the
case, it was then preferred to validate and/or update the FE models created with the results from
the tests.
Finite element analyses are presented in this chapter for all of the testing cases, as one of the
goals of testing was to established whether modelling was proceeding effectively. The final goal
was to gain insight into the mechanical properties of the booms that would ultimately allow a
reliable prediction of the final full-scale booms behavior under the sail operation loads, and aid in
the scalability of the concepts developed with them.
Purposely designed rigs and fixtures were fabricated for the majority of the tests giving the
ultralightweight nature of the booms that required special consideration to minise the effects of
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gravity on the validity of the results found.
A flow chart of the booms’ structural characterisation programme can be seen in Figure 8.6.
The plan and rationale of the testing programme and FEM validation and update to provide new
knowledge and specific insight to the properties and performance of the booms is as follows. Many
scaled-down specimens of both booms types of approximately a fourth, a third, and a half of the
length of the actual 3.6 m booms were first employed in the uniaxial loading tests and modal tests.
The torsion tests characterised the torsional stiffness, GJ , of the booms and served to validate
the shear modulus, G, of the FEM’s material model. Compression tests characterised the axial
stiffness, EA, and buckling mode and loads, Pcr, of the specimens, and were used to validate the
Young’s modulus, E, of the FEM’s material model. It also provided knowledge of the sensitivity of
the booms to geometrical and manufacturing imperfection, and helped update the FEM with the
inclusion of imperfections like the ones shown in Figure 6.4. The bending tests characterised the
boom’s bending stiffness, EI. The computational models used for correlation with the bending test
results already included the imperfections seeded during the previous test validation effort. This
step confirmed the validity of the material model used in the FEM. Natural frequency extraction
tests were also carried out to further update and correlate the FEM, and to study the effect of
different flight-like boundary conditions on the dynamic response of the booms. The analysis helped
define an adequate root boundary conditions, result of the fixture of the booms to the spindle.
The full-scale model tests consisted of modal analysis and sail operational loading tests with
gravity off-loading. The former gave the first natural frequency of the booms in order to test the
validity of utilising simple Euler scaling predictions by comparing the results with those of the
small-scale boom specimens. The latter was divided into two sets: sail tensioning tests (pure boom
compression); and compression plus out-of-plane lateral tip loading tests due to drag as well. The
buckling loads of the first test set where compared to those of the small scale-sample to, one more,
validate the adequacy of using simple scaling laws to predict the limit loads of difference size booms.
Computational results carried out with the FEM, that included the general imperfections proposed
beforehand, were compared with the test results for both loading cases to confirm the validity of
the modelling approach for scaled-up versions of the booms. As results were favourable, an analysis
using the FEM developed was employed to evaluate the performance of even longer booms when
supporting the drag sail of a gossamer deorbiter of medium mass (< 1000 kg) satellites. The latter
scalability analysis is shown at the end of the following chapter.
Test specimens
Small-scale composite boom specimens of two different lengths, approximately 1.15-1.25 m and
1.65 m, and with different laminates of fixed and variable braid angles were tested. For the char-
acterisation of the Cube booms, specimens of 0.95 m, 1.2 m and 1.5 m lengths were utilised. The
choice of using shorter samples of increasing lengths was three-fold: reduce costs; minimise the
negative effects that self-weight have on slender structures; and establish whether the response
to different unidirectional loading cases could be determined by simple scaling laws, so that the
structural behaviour of longer booms could be readily predicted.
Each boom specimen end was attached to a test fitting as shown in Figure 8.7 (left). The fitting
at one end was a simple aluminium box and the fitting at the other end was an identical box
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Figure 8.6: Booms structural characterisation programme flow chart.
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with an end bolt for connections with the Instron load cell or the torque wheel. The fittings were
attached to the boom ends using epoxy (West System R© 105 resin and 205 fast hardener) without
filler. The alignment of the boom centroid with the fitting centroid was achieved visually, and thus
some error was inevitable. In general any inherent boom imperfection was not corrected during the
fitting attachment, e.g. if a boom had an initial twist, the top and bottom fittings were not aligned
and their square cross-sections would be rotated with respect to each other. This can be seen in
Figure 8.7 where there is an appreciable rotation on some of the fittings of the CuBe booms. Half of
this misalignment was then corrected in the FE models of the compression tests through an initial
step that brought into alignment the top and bottom fittings as they would for the compression
experiments. The other half remained as a “permanent” error due to the misalignment of each test
fitting with respect to the centroid of the boom end.
The CuBe booms were set in the epoxy with the Kapton sleeves. The ends of each boom were
notched to improve contact with the epoxy. Because of the sleeves, air did not escape the boom
interior while the epoxy set.
The end masses were measured by resting one end fitting on the scale and the other at an equal
height. For increase accuracy, these masses were also included in the FE models as point masses.
Figure 8.7: CFRP and CuBe boom ends while being set to the test fittings (left), and a close view
to show the misalignment of the centroids of the boom end section and the square fitting (right).
The following sections will provide a brief overview of the experimental setups and proced-
ures followed, the results and its comparison with the analytical predictions (if possible), the
experimental-to-FEA result correlation, and any other relevant observations found
8.2.2 Torsion
Torsion tests were carried out with the purpose of calculating the torsional stiffness, GJ , of the
booms and validate part of the material model used in the FE model.
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Experiment
The goal of the experimental setup was to immobilize the fitting at one end of the boom and apply
a torque about the axis of the boom to the fitting at the opposite end. For this, the booms were
clamped vertically downwards from one of their square fittings. The bottom fitting was then fixed
to a cylindrical torque wheel, where two strings connected to hanging weights provided a pure twist
moment on the boom end. This test configuration is shown in Figure 8.8.
The torsional stiffness can then be calculated from:
GJ =
τ L
φ
(8.3)
where τ is the pure moment applied; L is the specimen length, and φ is the tip rotation angle
with respect to the fixed root.
Figure 8.8: Diagram of the torsion test setup (left), and the setup in the lab (right), with close
views of the top boom fitting being clamped and the bottom fitting with the attached torque wheel.
A cylinder of Aluminium was bolted to the bottom fitting, concentric with the centroid of the
boom. Strings of cotton sewing thread were wrapped around the cylinder so that the torque could
be applied through a large change in angle. The strings ran over PTFE rods to a set of cups to
minise friction. Torque was generated by adding weights to these cups.
The friction between the PTFE bars and the string used to hang the weights was broken by
shaking the support structure before testing. Inaccuracy in the torque measurement is attributed
to the remaining effects of friction. The maximum possible error due to friction would be of about
± 25 % of the load at the highest weights, based on testing with intentionally induced static friction.
However, this same testing did not show any identifiable frictional effect remaining after shaking
the support apparatus.
The torque was calculated from the known mass of the weights and the mass of the cups and
hangers. The mass of the string was neglected.
A camera pointing downwards from the top was used to document the rotation of the bottom end
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as the weight was gradually increased. The relative angle rotation for a certain weight increment
was found by superimposing two consecutive photographs in the Gimp image editing software.
Sample images are shown in Figure 8.9. Angles are reported relative to the boom end’s resting
angle under the mass of the empty cups. Maximum angular rotations of 90◦ were normally achieved.
Figure 8.9: Photographs and fit lines (blue) used for angle data: CFRP (above) and CuBe (below)
booms. The angle guide chart shown behind the boom was ultimately not used in the measure-
ments.
Clockwise and counter-clockwise rotations are expected to produce identical results, with the
possibility of small differences due to manufacturing asymmetries. Boom 3 (CFRP at δ = ± 33.5◦)
was tested in both directions of rotation. Results were very similar in the two directions.
Results
For the CFRP boom samples no clear correlation between laminate construction and the structure’s
macro-mechanical property was observed. The range of values found for the torsional stiffness is
8-9.6 mN m2 for all boom specimens tested.
The metal booms were found to be about four times stiffer in torsion than the CFRP booms.
The range of values found for the torsional stiffness is 32-37 mN m2.
The moderate spread in results is mainly attributable to the spread in manufactured properties.
Secondary possibilities include friction differences that alter the torque estimates and flaws in the
boundary condition geometry.
FEA-Test Correlation
Shell models of the different CFRP boom specimens were created. As previously explained, the
cross-section end nodes at both ends of the booms were rigidly connected to control nodes/reference
points located at the centroid. Nonlinear analyses to determine the torsional stiffness were carried
out with these shell models. For this, a boom twist along the boom’s axis was enforced at the
reference point corresponding to the tip control node at the section’s centroid, and the FE analysis
was used to solve for the reaction torque at the fixed reference point at the root section’s centroid.
The torsional stiffness was then determined from Eq. 8.3. The motion of the tip control point was
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Figure 8.10: Comparison of the torsional test data for the composite and metal boom samples
(left), and experiment data versus the FEA results for boom 4 - CFRP at δ = ± 43.5◦ − 48.0◦
(right).
not restricted in any axis. Gravity loading was included in the analysis as this will have an impact
on the torsional response of the booms.
Boom twist (± 20◦) as well as lateral tip misalignments (± 5 mm) in the y and z directions
were included in some of the analyses. Results from these imperfect models where within ± 10 %
of the torsional stiffness of the perfect models for the range of parameter values studied. Hence,
foreseeable geometric imperfections are not expected to have a large impact on the torsional stiffness
of the booms.
Table 8.4 shows the comparison of the experimental values of the torsional stiffness of the CFRP
boom samples with the average values found with FEA and the analytical solution considering a
fixed GJ . For the latter, the torsional constant is calculated with J = β R t3/3, and the Shear
Modulus is that of the material model used in the FE simulation G = G12.
In general the FEM accurately predicts the torsional behaviour of the CFRP booms. Even
the response showed the slight stiffening at high twist angles due to the hanging weights found
experimentally. The torsional stiffness calculation errors are normally within 20 % of the experi-
mental values, with the FE model overpredicting the response. Another set of FE analyses where
the boom tips are constraint in translation and rotation except for the rotation about the boom’s
axis overpredicts the response even more. The latter configuration represents more accurately the
definition of torsional stiffness. However, the tests resulted in a more compliant response given the
less constraints imposed to the boom tip.
The analytical solution normally underpredicts the torsional stiffness with errors up to 50 % of
the experimental values. This larger difference can be partially attributed to the effect of the tip
end mass that produces a stiffening effect due to the gravity-induced restoring moment (pendulum
effect) applied on the boom tip as the twist angle increases. This is a result of the shear centre not
passing through the centroid of the boom that is the centre of rotation for pure twisting loading,
and thus generates a coupled bending moment that slightly changes the direction of the boom’s
axis from the initial vertical one.
The torsional stiffness values for the CuBe boom specimens are listed in Table 8.5. As can be
seen the analytical solution significantly underpredicts the response of the metal booms. This is
a result of the open-section assumption taken for the torsion loading case, that has only summed
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Torsional Stiffness, GJ (mN m2)
Boom # Braid angle (◦) Length (m) Experimental FEA f−e (%) Analytical a−e (%)
2 ± 33.5 1.131 9.2 10.6 15.2 5.3 -42.9
3 ± 33.5 1.132 9.6 10.7 11.5 5.3 -45.3
8 ± 43.5 1.215 7.9 9.4 10.0 6.0 -24.4
4 ± 43.5-48.0 1.173 8.8 9.1 3.4 6.0 -32.3
1 ± 48.0 1.130 8.2 10.1 23.2 6.0 -27.4
Table 8.4: Comparison of torsional stiffness for the CFRP boom samples.
the independent contributions of each tape-spring. In reality the Kapton sheath will have some
torsional stiffness and there will be some minor twist coupling of the two tape-springs through
friction and contact between the edges. However, assuming a closed-section geometry would give
much larger errors as was shown in Figure 8.5, significantly overestimating the torsional response.
The average value of torsional stiffness found experimentally, GJ = 34.13 mN m2 could be used
to provide the torsional stiffness constant J of an empirically developed beam model for the CuBe
()-shaped booms. The Shear Modulus would be that of the CuBe material, G = 5 GPa.
Torsional Stiffness, GJ (mN m2)
Boom # Length (m) Experimental Analytical a−e (%)
12 1.218 33.1 0.84 -97.4
13 1.218 32.3 0.84 -97.4
14 0.968 37.0 0.84 -97.7
Table 8.5: Analytical and experimental comparison of the torsional stiffness of the ()-shaped CuBe
boom samples.
8.2.3 Compression
The highest in-orbit load case expected for the booms is axial-compressive loading due to tensioning
of the sail. Compression tests on the short booms samples were carried out to provide some
bounding to the limit load expected for the full-scale booms, the axial stiffness EA, as well as to
study whether boom variability and imperfections would have a great impact on the buckling load.
The minimum length chosen for the boom samples is such that the slenderness ratio is > 70, so as
to minimise local buckling and end effects.
If the beams undergo Euler buckling, the relationship between length and peak load should be:
PcrFX−FX =
pi2EI
(0.5L)2
(8.4)
for fixed-fixed boundary conditions (as used in th experiments of this section) and:
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PcrFX−FR =
pi2EI
(2L)2
(8.5)
for fixed-free boundary conditions that could be expected in flight (conservative approach).
Therefore, if Euler buckling is observed in the experiments, we can extrapolate Pcrflight = PcrFX−FR =
from Pcrexp = PcrFX−FX via:
Pcrflight =
1
16
Pcrexp
(
Lexp
Lflight
)2
(8.6)
The majority of the scale experiments were conducted on booms of length 1.1-1.2 m, and therefore
for Lflight ≈ 3.6 m a buckling load of 0.6% (or approximately 1/160th) of the experimental buckling
load is to be anticipated. However, there are several factors that need to be taken into account
before considering scaling the results of these tests.
In the first place, for the open-section CFRP booms, the dominant buckling failure mode will
significantly vary depending on the boundary conditions and the slenderness ratio of the booms. As
will be shown, for the short specimens tested, the dominant failure mode is axial-torsional buckling,
whereas for the full-length booms flexural Euler buckling dominates. By using the Euler equations
to interpret the buckling strength of the small-scale booms, the present analysis is expected to
provide a conservative estimate of the buckling load of the full-length booms.
Within the Euler buckling assumptions, it can be noted that the boundary conditions for the
experimental setup are presumably weaker than the assumed fixed-fixed in the calculations; this
would mean that the booms are in fact slightly stiffer than calculated. Furthermore, in the deployed
configuration for the flight sail model, the boundary condition will be slightly stronger than the
fixed-free boundary condition assumed for the extrapolation [Murphy and Murphey, 2002, Talegh-
ani et al., 2005a], and the booms are thus likely to buckle after than predicted. On the other
hand, the Euler buckling of slender beams is very sensitive to manufacturing imperfections as
shown in Figure 6.10, which are here not taken into account in the analytical calculations. With
these caveats, the experiments and calculations presented herein can only provide an estimate of
the expected buckling load of the full scale booms, and experiments on the full length booms will
be necessary to determine the ultimate loads more accurately. These tests will be shown in the
following section.
Experiment
The experiment setup for the small scale booms is shown in Figure 8.11. Booms longer than 1.8 m
could not be tested in the University’s large Instron machine. As can be seen the booms experience
fixed-fixed boundary conditions. The top end fitting was clamped to the moving head and the
bottom end fitting was bolted to the 100 N load cell. The booms were again tested vertically to
minise the effects of gravity.
Tests were normally conducted at rate of 0.25-0.5 mm/min as on some ocassions the booms
would buckle at a higher load when slightly higher rates were used. Lower rates did not show any
appreciable effect, so for time reduction purposes the nominal rate was utilised.
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The moving head displacement output data was directly used as the boom tip displacement data
used in the calculations. Data was collected at a high rate and smoothed by simple post-processing
averaging. This was motivated by the sheer volume of data. Averaging (as well as lower sample
rates) hides transient vibrations that occur at the time of buckling, which are not considered of
interest.
Figure 8.11: Compression test setup in the Instron machine showing a CFRP boom being tested.
Results
A summary of the compression test results is provided in Table 8.6. The table also includes the
type of buckling mode found, coined symmetric, antisymmetric, and (pure) flexural. The first two
modes correspond to the CFRP booms, and the latter to the CuBe booms.
The symmetric is a lower load first-order torsional mode that involves complete axial twist of
the boom in the same direction. When sufficient twist is achieved, local buckling at opposing edges
then occurs normally at each area near the boom ends; see Figure 8.12 (right).
The antisymmetric mode is a second-order torsional mode that involves half of the boom twisting
in opposite directions. Edge kinking then forms at the boom’s mid-length area; see Figure 8.12
(centre). This mode is normally softer and allows the boom to reach higher loads before buckling.
It was found that the onset of one or the other depends entirely on the initial imperfection of
the boom. There are two test result exceptions found to the above statements. Booms 4 and 5
exhibited an apparent symmetric buckling mode, though they sustained abnormally higher loads
than expected. Reasons for this are currently unknown.
As expected the symmetric CuBe booms fail in a pure flexural mode that involves one tape-
spring undergoing opposite-sense bending and the other one equal-sense bending. The failure
point is located at the mid-length point and it characterised by the formation of a localised fold;
see Figure 8.12 (left).
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Figure 8.12: Compression of boom 4 demonstrating a symmetric buckling mode (left), boom 6
demonstrating an antisymmetric mode (centre), and boom 12 showing the pure flexural mode of
the CuBe booms (right).
Furthermore, Table 8.6 shows the prediction of boom failure load at the full-scale 3.6 m length
assuming Euler buckling for two boundary conditions: fixed-free (flight), and pinned-free. The
former will be the one simulated during the full-scale axial compression tests to be shown in the
following section.
Boom # Braid Length Axial Stiffness Pcrexp Buckling PcrFX−FR PcrFX−PIN
angle (◦) (m) EA (kN) (N) Mode for 3.6 m (N) for 3.6 m (N)
1 ± 48.0 1.130 160 53 sym. 0.32 2.66
2 ± 33.5 1.131 190 54 sym. 0.33 2.72
3 ± 33.5 1.132 135 52 sym. 0.32 2.58
4 ± 43.5-48.0 1.173 170 74 sym. 0.49 4.00
5 ± 33.5-38.5 1.153 165 120 sym. 0.58 4.71
6 ± 43.5 1.660 175 42 antisym. 0.56 4.56
7 ± 38.5-43.5 1.151 190 76 antisym. 0.49 3.94
8 ± 43.5 1.215 220 77 antisym. 0.55 4.47
9 ± 43.5 1.650 175 25 sym. 0.33 2.68
11 N/A 1.490 300 26 flexural 0.28 2.27
12 N/A 1.218 315 41 flexural 0.29 2.39
13 N/A 1.218 280 36 flexural 0.26 2.10
14 N/A 0.968 315 53 flexural 0.24 1.96
Table 8.6: Small-scale boom compression test data and full-scale (3.6 m) prediction for two repres-
entative boundary conditions.
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Several key conclusions were drawn from the test campaign. As previously mentioned, for the
CFRP short sample torsional buckling mode dominates. This hinders the use of classic scaling laws
to extrapolate the test results to the full-scale booms. Furthermore, the differences in limit load
and apparent axial stiffness is not driven by the boom laminate, but by manufacturing differences
(mainly an overall twist and axial curvature, and edge defects), as well as by fixture differences
that impose a more or less pronounced eccentricity in the application of the axial load.
For the CuBe booms the failure mode is Euler buckling and thus extrapolation of the results to
the full length booms should be more reliable. This can be readily demonstrated with the three
different lengths tested. The predictions made for the longer booms have a much smaller spread
than those calculated for the composite booms. The standard deviation of the predictions made for
the CuBe booms is of just 0.19 N, against the 0.92 N found for the CFRP booms. Reliable finite
element modelling of CuBe booms may be more difficult to achieve but the scalability analysis may
follow simpler scaling laws. Edge defects are also expected to have a smaller impact on the metallic
booms as the Kapton sheath tends to redistribute the stresses minimising stress concentrations.
The average axial stiffness found experimentally for the CuBe booms is EA = 302.5 ± 16.6 kN.
This value could be used for an empirically derived beam model to provide the effective area A for
the booms for a given material (CuBe) Elastic Modulus (E = 130 GPa).
FEA-Test Correlation
For the CFRP booms a geometric imperfection sensitivity study was explored using a detailed
FEA shell model that included all of the aforementioned imperfections. The two failure modes
found experimentally, the symmetric and the antisymmetric modes, were then correlated with the
computational models. From analysing the FE nonlinear buckling analysis results it was determined
that the softer antisymmetric failure mode was a result of a large initial twist in combination with
enough load eccentricity or overall boom curvature (misalignment). If sufficient imperfections
are found on the boom specimens and a great part of these are corrected through alignment of
the test fitting prior to testing on the Instron machine, then the buckling mode could be altered
with the boom “preferring” an initially higher-mode (antisymmetric). Without the inclusion of
imperfections, the buckling loads of the perfect booms were up to four times higher than those
found experimentally, which clearly evidences the need to account for these flaws during design.
Another key factor in the reduction of the limit load was the inclusion of progressively thinner
edges, a side-effect of the manufacturing process. This translated into localised buckling in the form
of edge kinks near the boom ends, which were observed on several of the samples. In addition,
the axial stiffness of the FE model is often much larger than the one found experimentally, even if
the limit loads are similar. The latter can be seen in Figure 8.13 (left) for one of the samples that
suffered the softer antisymmetric buckling mode. A 30 % reduction in E was required to perfectly
match the experimental data. The boom also had a final +10◦ twist and 3.5 mm tip misalignment
offsets in the -y and -z directions. Elastic modulus reductions up to this value were rarely required,
and such stiffness deductions should not form part of the scalability analysis as Euler buckling will
be the failure mode of longer booms.
Figure 8.13 (right) shows the load-displacement graph of another sample that suffered the softer
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antisymmetric buckling mode. The experimental data gathered for this test had significant noise,
reasons for this are unknown, as the majority of the other data did not have as much. Here the
reduction in E required in the FE model was of only 10 %. Also progressively thinner edges, an
initial +20◦ axial twist, and a tip displacement of 6 mm in the -y and -z transverse directions were
included in the analysis. Half of these last imperfection values were corrected through a preloading
step following the alignment of the top and bottom fittings. The compression analysis was then
carried out with a permanent twist and eccentricity resulting from the inevitable misalignment of
the boom’s centroid with respect to the center of the fittings. The nonlinear static analyses were
carried out with the Newton-Raphson solver. Controlled vertical motion imposed at the tip control
reference point provided the displacement-controlled path, with ABAQUS calculating at the root
control point the corresponding reactions.
Figure 8.13 (right) shows two different graphs for the FE analysis corresponding to two meshing
densities. The much finer one (x 4) has a slightly higher buckling load, and there were clear stress
concentration developing from the start at opposing free edges where finally local buckling occurred.
In the analyses the coarser mesh was normally employed for computational efficiency.
Figure 8.13: FEA versus experimental data for the compression test of boom 5 (left) and boom
6 (right). Both booms showed antisymmetric buckling that allowed them to sustain abnormally
higher loads, though with a drop in axial stiffness. Note the slightly higher buckling loads that
were achieved with the very fine mesh at the tapered edges for boom 6.
Given the large impact of imperfections on the buckling behavior of the booms, the geometric
imperfections and the thinning of the edges were included in the rest of the small-scale sample’s
FE analyses, as well as those carried out for longer length booms. For the latter, edge tapering, a
boom twist of ± 10◦, and lateral tip displacements of ±L/400 mm were usually included following
suggestions found in [Timoshenko and Gere, 1961] for thin-walled slender beams. For safety,
future BOWL CFRP tape-spring designers should either include similar values for the imperfections
established herein or, alternatively, utilise a knock-down factor of 4 in the critical load if similar
size pristine structures are considered for the buckling analysis.
8.2.4 Full-Scale Sail Tensioning
Full-scale axial loading tests are necessary for three reasons: to ensure that the actual booms would
not buckle under the expected compressive loading conditions; to assist in the scalability analysis
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by correlating the failure loads found with the previous Euler buckling predictions made; and to
continue with the FE model correlation analysis. This task is particularly important for the CFRP
booms as these do not scale well with Euler buckling predictions for the range of lengths studied,
as well as for the CuBe booms as the FE models that could be developed for them would have
their properties derived empirically.
Experiment
Full-scale testing is challenging as the buckling of the booms under self-weight necessitates the
use of gravity compensation measures. Helium-filled balloons (see Figure 8.14) were used for
gravity off-loading, to provide minimal constraints that could otherwise affect the validity of the
results. Horizontal boom levelling was achieved by placing small counterweights into styrofoam cups
attached to the boom over its length. In order to minimize the effect of lateral-torsional buckling
under self-weight in the CFRP booms, the testing orientation had the concave or convex side of
the composite boom facing upwards. The string loops used to support the booms provided some
restraint to torsion, particularly when testing with the convex side facing upwards, thus artificially
(though minimally) increasing the ultimate buckling load. For the CuBe booms the orientation was
the normal one with one of the tape-spring edges facing upwards. Both boom types were attached
to their actual deployment system for representative root boundary conditions.
The test setup can be seen in Figure 8.14. The axial load was applied using two symmetrically
positioned linear springs to mimic the sail loading conditions. As the boom load is gradually
increased by sliding the support structure, HD video footage was used in combination with a
reference 1 x 1 cm2 grid background to measure the maximum spring extension and the angle
relative to the boom longitudinal axis, that were used in the calculation of the total compressive
force.
Figure 8.14: Full-scale boom axial compressive loading test with off-loading balloons. Different
testing orientations where chosen for the CFRP booms (left) and the CuBe booms (right) to
minise the effects of gravity.
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Results
CFRP booms
The failure mode for the CFRP booms was an antisymmetric flexural-torsional buckling mode,
which combines global equal-sense Euler buckling with torsion of the cross-section, resulting in a
highly unstable post-buckling response with the formation of a twist fold at two-thirds’ length from
the root , as shown in Figure 8.15. The average measured buckling load for the two CFRP booms
tested was 4.11 ± 0.39 N. Each boom was tested a series of three times in the two orientations
(concave or convex side facing upwards). The low standard deviation of the results (≈ 10%)
provides reasonable repeatability and confidence in the accuracy of the measurements.
Figure 8.15: Close view of the post-buckled configuration of a 3.6 m CFRP boom: twisting of the
cross-section and formation of a low-energy fold at a distance of two-thirds’ length from the root.
Note that if fixed-pinned boundary conditions are assumed for the full-scale boom loading ex-
periments, the buckling loads extrapolated from a great part of the small-scale experiments are
approximately equivalent to the measured buckling load of 4.11 N; see Table 8.6. Some difference
is expected given the boom-to-boom variability and the difference in laminate construction (fixed
braid angle against variable braid angle). Also, the failure mode for these tests was pure torsional
and thus the scaling results are expected to be conservative (hence the general higher values).
Simple Euler buckling predictions are thus possible for the CFRP booms for this idealised case.
Such boundary condition was then assumed for the test and was represented in the FE simulations
of the tests. After validation of the full-scale FE boom models more flight-like boundary conditions
could be implemented in the simulations.
In the test configuration the boom root section is considered fixed and the tip section is constraint
sideways by the fixed tensioned springs as with a rolling fulcrum (effectively pinned). However, these
optimistic boundary conditions are not expected in the flight sail configuration, where there will
only be partial“swaying”constraint and in the worst case scenario all booms may buckle in the same
direction, i.e. a “wind-mill” deformation; see Figure ??. As a result the boundary conditions are
effectively fixed-free with some minor transverse tip constraint that could be represented by a spring
of unknown stiffness. Also the root section may deviate from the ideal fixed condition and a torsional
spring of unknown stiffness may represent this area more accurately. Therefore, in principle, the
small-scale experimental results for the CFRP booms could not be used for extrapolating the
response of scaled-up versions for flight-like conditions using simple scaling laws. Both giving the
complex variable boundary condition that will be found in orbit and the failure mode shape that
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will most likely be pure Euler buckling, rather than that with a significant torsional component.
In Chapter 9 additional full-scale CFRP boom testing will be presented as part of the qualification
process of DGOSS. This testing campaign included compression loading under simulated fixed-
free boundary conditions, followed by transverse tip loading to simulate out-of-plane drag. The
compressive loads applied were 0.9 N, much higher than those expected to cause buckling if the
predictions of Table 8.6 were to be true. This evidences the conservative estimation that Euler
buckling scaling would provide for the failure limit of the booms for less constraint configurations.
CuBe booms
Before each experiment the booms were stowed and deployed so as to induced some axial
curvature in the booms, as was observed during the initial full-scale sail deployment tests to be
shown in Chapter 9. The initial central boom deflection measured during these tests was approx-
imately 1.5 cm over a boom length of 3.5 m.
Again two different booms were tested with a series of three different tests per boom. The softest
deformation mode is a first-order buckling mode with a slight torsion at approximately two-thirds’
length from the hub. After initial Euler buckling, a tip displacement under nominally constant
(but very slightly increasing) load was observed, before dropping off rapidly as the boom twisted
and failed in flexural-torsional buckling. The second induced mode was probably due to the off-
levelling of the booms with respect to the fixed tip constraints as large deformation occurred, which
generated an additional twisting moment.
The average buckling load found was 1.94± 0.19 N. Reasonable repeatability and confidence in
the accuracy of the measurements was again assured by the low standard deviation of the results
found (≈ 10%). However, it should be noted that a second-order mode was observed during testing
due to the indeterminacy of the position of the tape-springs inside the Kapton sheath (larger for
this tests). Nonetheless, the results from these tests were not included in the average calculation
of the buckling load as they sustained abnormally higher load before failure.
The small-scale boom tests are also comparable with the results of these full-scale tests if fixed-
pinned boundary conditions are assumed; see Table 8.6. The boundary condition for the CuBe
booms is complex as the boom transitions from the coiled configuration constraint by the pinching
rollers to the extended one inside the deployer, where lateral constraint is provided at the corner exit
rollers. However, clamped conditions may be the more representative simple idealised configuration
possible for the root area. The boom tip may once more be represented by a pinned boundary
condition given the sideways constraint provided by the fixed spring support system during testing.
The small-scale experiments slightly overestimate the measured full-scale buckling strength. This
can be attributed to the initial curvature found after deployment of the longer versions, a general
uncertainty in the shape of the cross-section, as well as the use of a slightly larger Kapton sheath
for the full-scale booms. However, in principle, simple Euler buckling predictions could be utilised
for the scalability analysis of the CuBe booms, giving the similarity in critical failure mode shapes
found for the range of boom lengths analysed. On the contrary, this means that the estimated
low buckling loads found in Table 8.6 for the CuBe booms are most likely accurate, and thus the
current boom design may not withstand the expected operational loads for the sail size wanted,
if the most conservative approach is assumed for the flight boundary conditions (fixed-free) and
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sufficient factor of safety is required.
FEA-Test Correlation
FEA simulations for the CFRP boom experiments were run using two different variable stiffness
(due to the angle change of the braided plies) shell and beam models and following the same
displacement-controlled analysis procedure described for the small-scale FEA. A fixed root bound-
ary condition and a pinned tip configuration were assumed, given the constraint on vertical tip
deflection due to the loading springs.
The calculated buckling loads found for the shell and beam models were 4.31 N and 4.09 N
respectively, which are in very good agreement with the experimental results. The shell models
included the general imperfections proposed before: edge tapering, a boom twist of +10◦, and
lateral tip displacements of L/400. For the beam models only the latter was included. Confidence
on the accuracy of the FE modelling of the BOWL booms was achieved after satisfactory evaluation
of the results of these simulations. Consequently, reliable predictions of the structural response of
longer booms seem reasonably possible using the same computational approach.
8.2.5 Bending
Experiment
Four-point bending tests were carried out to determine the bending stiffness EI of the slender
booms about the y and z-axes, following a test setup and methodology similar to the one proposed
in [Banik and Murphey, 2010]. The test applies equal end moments to two rigid extensions bonded
to the end fittings so that the free length of the boom is subjected to a uniform moment. Two
linear variable displacement transducers (LVDT) mounted at each of the two extension fittings
measured the vertical displacement at each side of the pinned/roller fulcrum, as the Instron machine
connected to a lightweight cross-head beam pushed downwards. From the LVDTs displacement
data the rotation of each boom end can be calculated and from this the induced axial curvature of
the boom. The bending stiffness is then calculated as the tangent of the curve of the applied moment
versus the boom curvature as can be seen in Figure 8.20. For the bending stiffness calculation only
the initial part of the test data gathered is utilized (first few degrees of rotation), when both boom
ends pivot comparably. Each boom specimen was tested horizontally in the in-plane (same-sense
direction for the CFRP boom) and out-of-plane bending configuration with the former one being
the stiffer and stronger direction.
Figure 8.16 shows a diagram of the bending test setup (left), and a picture of the setup with a
CFRP boom right before testing (right). Figure 8.17 shows the fulcrum supports for the pinned
and roller boundary conditions found at each boom end fitting extension(right), and the LVDTs
at one boom end for vertical displacement measurement (left).
A moment was applied by lowering the Instron head, which pushed opposing bending supports
against the fitting extensions. The net vertical force applied was measured by the Instron load
cell. The displaced angle of the fitting extensions was measured using LVDTs, with two sample
positions on each end fitting. Small tabs were included in the design of the fitting extensions to
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Figure 8.16: Bending test setup.
serve as contact points for the LVDTs, as shown in Figure 8.17 (right).
Figure 8.17: Closed view of the fulcrum supports for the pinned and roller boundary conditions
(left), and the LVDTs at one boom end for vertical displacement measurement (right).
Data processing
The goal of the data processing is to extract the boom curvature and applied moment. The
moment is calculated from the load and the separation between bending supports at each end.
A moment was applied by lowering the Instron head, which pushed opposing bending supports
against the fitting extensions. The bending moment, assumed equal at each end is,
M =
1
2
Fhead dsupport (8.7)
With M the calculated moment, Fhead the Instron reported load, and dsupport the horizontal
distance between the upper and lower support on the left end (this distance is the same for the
right end of the boom). This calculation assumes that the system is and remains symmetric, an
assumption which ceases to hold for large displacements and after the onset of buckling.
Figure 8.18 shows a diagram of the displacement and measurements taken for the four-point
bending test. Following [Banik and Murphey, 2010], the system is setup such that the two LVDTs
placed at each side of the pinned/roller fulcrum measure vertical displacement. This is represented
in the figure as δ1 and δ2. Angular rotation is then determined by:
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θR = tan
−1
(
δ1 + δ2
x1 + x2
)
, (8.8)
where x1 and x2 represents the distance between the two LVDTs at each boom end and the
bottom support point (fulcrum) as shown in Figure 8.18.
θR
x1 x2 δ2
δ1
L
M M
Figure 8.18: Displacements and measurements for the four-point bending test.
The total rotation of the boom, θ, is then the sum of the rotations at both ends (right and left):
θ = θL + θR . (8.9)
With the assumption of uniform induced curvature, the boom curvature κ is then measured by:
κ =
θ
L
(8.10)
The stiffness of the booms was evaluated with a linear fit to the data from the beginning of the
test. The criterion for inclusion of data in the fit was that the angle at the left end of the boom
and the angle at the right end of the boom must be within 20% of one another.
Data was processed to get the curvature and moment at all times in the testing. These values
cease to be meaningful if the Instron head is not applying approximately equal loads to the two
ends of the boom and if the boom begins to show localized effects. Figure 8.19 show how the
relationship between measured end angles and the apparent stiffness of the boom. The entire data
sequence is shown. It is clear from these graphs that the onset of nonlinear behaviour is associated
with the onset of unequal angle measurements.
Therefore, only the data from the first linear trend (in red) was used for the calculation of the
boom bending stiffness. Finite element analysis will pursue the more complex post-buckled shapes.
The rest of the data is still useful for purposes of comparison, but not meaningful in calculating
the boom stiffness.
Results
CFRP booms
In line with the conclusion of the compression tests, the peak moment and bending stiffness for
the CFRP boom samples is not entirely driven by the laminate construction, but by manufacturing
imperfections and differences in end fitting alignment. No clear correlation was found between the
laminate’s microscopic geometrical properties (i.e. braid angle) and the boom’s macro-mechanical
properties, as can be observed from the results of Table 8.8.
The moment versus curvature graphs showed an initial bilinear trend, as shown in Figure 8.20
(left). The first short and stiffer slope was found to be a self-alignment of the two end fittings to
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Figure 8.19: As calculated end angles for opposite-sense bending test of CuBe boom 10 (left), and
the curvature-moment relationship calculated (right). Both graphs show the entire data sequence.
accommodate the initial boom twist and curvature. This was confirmed with the FE simulations.
The second longer slope corresponds to the pure flexural loading conditions and was used in the
bending stiffness assessment.
As expected, the boom bending stiffness for the in-plane (IP) direction is significantly lower
than that for the out-of-plane (OP) direction. In general, also the peak moments attained before
buckling were lower, but the differences are less pronounced.
CuBe booms
Table 8.7 shows the bending test experimental results for the CuBe booms, and a comparison
with the analytical values found with Eq. 6.9 and Eq. 6.8, for the IP and OP directions respectively,
and assuming E = 130 GPa.
Despite that only two boom samples were tested, the experimental values for both specimens
agree reasonably. However, the analytical solutions significantly underpredict the bending response
of the booms. Reasons for this are currently unknown as the values found from the results of
Chapter 6 should be a higher bound to the bending stiffness calculation, given the closed-section
ideal assumptions considered therein for the calculation of the moments of area. Perhaps repeating
these tests with the shorter samples (booms 12, 13, and 14) would have given lower experimental
values, as it is possible that the long lengths of the specimens tested affected the validity of the
results. Unfortunately, these specimens are not available any longer as they were damaged during
the compression tests and handling.
Much higher peak moments before buckling were attained for the CuBe booms than for the
CFRP booms as evident when comparing Table 8.7 and Table 8.8.
Once appropriate EIyy and Ezz are confirmed, these values could be included in an empirically-
derived FE beam model for the ()-shaped CuBe booms.
FEA-Test Correlation
The FE model of each different CFRP boom sample utilized in the compression test correlation
analysis was used for the bending tests. Table 8.8 shows a summary of the bending test experimental
results for the CFRP boom samples, and the comparison with the FE simulations and the classical
analytical solutions for the bending stiffness calculation. In general the FEA results are within a
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Bending Stiffness, EI (N m2) Peak Moment (N m)
Boom # (L) Direction Experimental Analytical a−e (%) Experimental
10 (1.49 m) IP 34.6 7.5 -78.3 2.5
10 (1.49 m) OP 118.1 30.4 -74.2 3.2
11 (1.49 m) IP 43.7 7.5 -82.8 2.5
11 (1.49 m) OP 115.0 30.4 -73.6 3.1
Table 8.7: Comparison of in-plane (IP) and out-of-plane (OP) bending stiffness and peak moment
for the ()-shaped CuBe boom samples.
20% margin with respect to the experimental values. The abnormally low value of the bending
stiffness of boom 3 found experimentally, and the very good agreement of the FE and analytical
results, evidences that the results of this particular test should not be considered. In general the FE
models agree more with the experimental results than the classical analytical solutions that consider
defect-free perfect boom geometries and isotropic materials with uniform mechanical properties.
However, the peak moments found with the FEA models are normally higher than the exper-
imental ones, particularly for the “out-of-plane” orientation. Reason for this could be found on
the testing rig setup that did not allow large symmetric rotations of the end fixtures, and so test
finished prematurely before the higher peak moments could have been attained, particularly for
the stiffer OP orientation. Also, the boundary conditions of the experimental test differ from the
ideal cases assumed in the FE models. The former normally allowed some minor translational mo-
tion of the ends, which could have altered the mode shapes inducing larger twists and producing
premature buckling failure.
Bending Stiffness, EI (N m2) Peak Moment (N m)
Boom # Braid Direction Exp. FEA f−e Analyt. a−e Exp. FEA f−e
(length) angle (◦) (%) (%) (%)
1 (1.13 m) ± 48.0 IP 21.2 19 -10.4 8.3 61.0 0.70 0.80 14.3
1 (1.13 m) ± 48.0 OP 36.3 19.3 -46.8 55.9 -54.0 0.60 1.32 120.0
3 (1.12 m) ± 33.5 IP 5.9 13.4 127.1 13.2 -123.7 0.65 0.55 -15.4
3 (1.12 m) ± 33.5 OP 109.8 119.3 8.9 89.8 18.2 1.20 1.75 45.8
5 (1.15 m) ± 33.5-38.5 IP 17.3 19.1 10.4 11.3 34.7 0.70 0.71 1.4
5 (1.15 m) ± 33.5-38.5 OP 76.2 68.5 -10.1 76.7 -0.7 0.82 1.81 120.7
6 (1.66 m) ± 43.5 IP 16.6 15.5 -6.6 9.6 42.2 0.69 0.68 1.4
6 (1.66 m) ± 43.5 OP 60 68.0 13.3 64.9 -8.2 0.68 1.10 61.8
9 (1.65 m) ± 43.5 IP 14.7 15.7 -6.8 9.6 34.7 0.65 0.75 15.4
9 (1.65 m) ± 43.5 OP 57.8 68.0 17.6 64.9 -12.3 0.75 1.10 46.7
Table 8.8: Comparison of in-plane (IP) and out-of-plane (OP) bending stiffness and peak moment
for the CFRP boom samples.
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Failure modes that included large amounts of twist with subsequent edge buckling near the boom
ends were also observed in the computational analyses, particularly for the models that had edge
tapering. Figure 8.20 shows the post-buckled shape of a CFRP specimen (boom 6) tested in the
“out-of-plane” orientation, and the very similar shape obtained with the FE simulation. A large
twist formed in the centre of the boom. The main reason is because the pure bending moment
is applied approximately through the centroid of the cross-section (neutral axis), which is largely
distant from the shear centre of the section, and thus a coupled twisting moment is also produced
during bending. As expected, this effect is much less pronounced for the “in-plane” orientation
giving the symmetry of the section about the y-axis. Only gravity tends to provide some minor
twist in this orientation.
Figure 8.20: A CFRP sample (boom 6) demonstrating the twist induced during out-of-plane bend-
ing (left). The twisted post-buckled shape is perfectly captured by the FE simulation (right).
The FE simulations were run in a two step geometrically non-linear incremental analysis using
the Newton-Raphson solution method with automatic stabilization provided through the stabilize
function of ABAQUS (1E-8 value). Firstly, gravity loading was introduced as the test was carried
out in an horizontal configuration that is prone to gravity-induced sagging. Secondly, opposing
equal moments were introduced at the two boom end control points about the corresponding axis
depending on the IP or OP loading direction chosen. The degrees of freedom of the control point at
one end was restricted in all directions except for the axis of rotation (pinned fulcrum). The other
control reference point also had the translational DoF about the boom’s axis free (roller fulcrum).
From the applied end moments, the enforced angles about the rotation axes were computed by the
FE solver. These magnitudes can then be used to determine the boom bending stiffness by:
EI =
M L
θ
(8.11)
Figure 8.21 shows the moment versus curvature graphs for two boom samples, and the correl-
ation with the FE simulations. It can be seen that the FE models accurately capture the initial
bilinear trend found experimentally. As represented by the right figure, for the assessment of the
bending stiffness only the experimental second linear trend was utilised. Beyond this point, the FE
simulation normally deviates from the highly nonlinear response shown in the experimental tests.
As previously explained, the data after the linear response is generally not meaningful as there is a
significant break of symmetry in the fitting end rotations, which contradicts the assumptions made
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Figure 8.21: Moment versus curvature graphs for boom 3 (IP), and boom 6 (OP). In the left figure
the first and second linear trends found experimentally are marked as well. The FE simulation
correlates very well with the second linear trend. The right figure only shows the experimental
data for the second linear trend, and once more the FE prediction is very accurate. Note the initial
stiffer linear trend of the FE simulation that corresponds to the self-alignment of the fittings.
for calculating the bending-induced axial curvature of the boom, κ.
8.2.6 Modal Analysis
Natural frequency characterization tests were also carried out to further update and correlate the
FEA models, and to study the effect of different flight-like boundary conditions on the structural
dynamic response of the booms. The contributions of gravity, air damping, and tip loading were
briefly assessed. The primary concern was the lowest resonance frequency of the slender booms for
the scaled-up versions. Knowledge of the lower natural frequencies is also important to size the
frequency bandwidth of the future ADCS actuators to avoid any possible resonance phenomena,
and to size any future boom damping actuators, e.g. piezoelectric patches.
The vibration response of both boom types (CuBe and CFRP) was assessed. In both cases the
booms are long and slender, and one would expect that classical theory of bending and torsional
vibration should give a good guide to resonant frequencies. The cross-section of the ()-shaped CuBe
booms have two planes of symmetry, this means that in the absence of imperfections, bending and
torsional vibration should be uncoupled. Whereas the CFRP open-section booms have a single
plane of symmetry, and thus only “in-plane” bending about the weakeast axes will be uncoupled
from torsion in the absense of imperfections. “Out-of-plane” bending motion will always be coupled
with torsion about the cross-section’s shear centre. In general, bending frequencies should scale
inversely with the square of boom length, while torsional frequencies should scale inversely with
length. The primary concern is with the lowest resonance frequency, and this scaling means that
for booms of increasing length, the bending mode will become the lowest. Thus bending modes in
the softer plane have been the main focus of these tests.
Simple laboratory measurements have been carried out to test the dynamic bending behaviour
of the booms of both types. These tests were carried out at the University of Cambridge with the
assistance of Prof. Jim Woodhouse, who kindly offered his expert guidance throughout the testing
campaign. Several factors need to be considered in relating these tests to an actual performance
in a zero-gravity vacuum environment:
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Effects of gravity
Gravity induces distributed internal stress on the booms, so the orientation with respect to
gravity will tend to lower or raise the frequencies. The effects of gravity were estimated by measuring
the boom upwards and downwards, as the contributions to potential energy from internal the
internal stress term will reverse sign if the boom is inverted. Rayleigh’s principle then states that
the root mean square (rms) frequency should match the zero-gravity result provided the mode
shape does not change much.
Effects of air
Air contributes added mass and damping. As an estimate, a mass of air given by a cylinder
with the same maximum diameter as the boom should give an indication of the likely magnitude
of perturbation.
Damping is more difficult to estimate. The Cube will most likely have a very high damping,
result of the internal friction between the tape-springs and the Kapton sheath, and this should
still be present in space. Conversely, the CFRP booms will have significantly lower damping, and
also have lower mass and sharper edges, so there is more scope for air damping contributing to
measured results, particularly for bending vibration.
Comparison between the results of these tests carried out in air with future tests carried out
inside a vacuum chamber will accurate determine the effects of added air mass and added air
damping. This will then help extrapolate some of the results from these tests to conditions in
space.
Effect of tip loads
The tip loads in the full sail configuration will have several effects. The sail tensioning loads
will induce self stress in compression in the booms, which will tend to lower individual bending
frequencies. Boom buckling will then occur when the lowest frequency reaches zero. There will
also be some sideways constraint provided by the tip strings/springs, which will change the mode
shapes of the individual booms. When considering the full sail configuration, the added mass from
the sails will have an effect on the booms. Furthermore, mode coupling between booms may occur.
The latter will depend on the grade of similarity in construction between the different booms as
well as on the boundary conditions. As the booms become different the phenomenon of mode
localisation will occur, and modes will be increasingly confined to individual booms.
Test samples
The booms tested did not have the end fittings attached, as these large tip masses would greatly
affect the results. The CFRP booms samples tested had lengths of 0.74 m, 1.22 m, and 3.6 m
(full-length). The shortest specimens had a fixed laminate construction with surface plies with a
braid angle δ = ± 45◦. The longer booms had the laminate construction of the BOWL booms with
braid angles variation from δ = ± 50◦ to δ = ± 35◦. In comparison with differences arising from
boundary condition changes, to be shown shortly, the effect of braid angle on the bending stiffness
is likely to be relatively small as observed from the previous characterisation tests, and thus the
differences were not systematically explored in this study.
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The CuBe boom samples had lengths of 1.58 m and 3.6 m (full-length) and were of the same
construction.
Experiments and Results
Test on short CFRP booms
The shortest CFRP booms of 0.74 m length were tested in the actual deployment mechanism:
four booms attached to a central spindle, passing through fixed rollers 50 mm from the root. At the
boom attachment the cross-section is slightly opened (see Figure 7.14), which significantly lowers
the root stiffness. For each of the four tests a single boom was excited at the same point close
to the boom root using a miniature impulse hammer. The displacements of this point were then
measured using a laser-Doppler vibrometer to give its driving-point mobility.
The gap between the exit rollers was wider than the boom, so different contact conditions were
possible. The mobility was measured on all four booms in three different conditions: Case 1, where
the boom is in contact with one roller and held against the other using soft foam packing; Case 2,
which is free-standing with no contact; and Case 3, which is free-standing but has all four booms
connected by strings with constant force springs that apply a 1 N compressive force on the booms,
resembling the sail tensioning loads.
Figure 8.22 (left) shows the test setup for two different boundary conditions at the tip and root
of the boom, namely Case 1 and Case 3. Figure 8.22 (right) shows the effect of the boundary
conditions (BC), which significantly impacts the first bending frequency (in-plane bending mode).
The results show clear second and third bending modes in all three cases, around 80 Hz and 250
Hz respectively.
Figure 8.22: Modal test setup with the short CFRP boom tested held vertically upwards (left)
for test Case 1 and Case 3 shown from left to right. The frequency response function (FRF) over
a frequency range of 2-300 Hz for all three cases studied is shown on the right figure. Note the
differences in the first peak (magnitude and location) for each case.
The main reason for the considerable disparity in first frequencies is the boundary condition
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at the root. All cantilever beams in reality show something intermediate between clamped and
pinned boundary conditions. Classical bending theory gives frequency ratios for these two cases.
Assuming a third mode at 250 Hz, the first and second modes would fall at 14 Hz and 89 Hz
with a clamped boundary, or at 77 Hz and 0 Hz with a pinned boundary. The pinned case has a
rigid-body swinging mode, and hence a frequency of zero in the absence of any restoring moment.
The measurements show a second mode in very much the right frequency range for these predic-
tions, while the first mode comes at approximately 10 Hz, 4 Hz and 6 Hz for the three cases tested
respectively. In Case 1 the boom is in contact with both rollers, and a fixed BC can be assumed.
In Case 2 and 3 the booms are free-standing, without any contact with the adjacent rollers. This
produces something quite close to a pinned root boundary condition, as the flattened root section
only provides minimal restoring moment, acting similar to a hinge. Furthermore, for Case 3 the
added mass and preloading effect both tend to lower the frequencies but the added constraint at
the tip (assumed pinned) changes the mode shape, and increases the frequency.
In summary, these booms follow the predicted pattern of classical bending theory well. The main
source of uncertainty and variation concerns the boundary condition at the spindle attachment.
Contact with the rollers raises the frequencies significantly. It is believed that in real operation the
booms would all contact at least one roller. But for a conservative estimate of the lowest frequency
the measured 6 Hz with the string attached could be taken as a guide, and scaled to booms of the
same construction but different lengths using the inverse square of length.
The free-beam of Case 2 shows the lowest damping with significantly higher Q factors for all
three bending modes analyzed. Damping was higher probably from the influence of friction in
Cases 1 (contact with rollers) and 3 (strings). In practice similar frictional damping to the latter
cases should be expected, which would have a very beneficial effect for avoiding vibration effects.
Dynamic analysis of the short CFRP boom tests were performed in ABAQUS using the Lanczos
eigensolver method. The FE shell models assumed the idealized BC shown in Table 8.9. An initial
step, where the root area is partially flattened by the application of edge moments to simulate
the root conditions, was carried out prior to the dynamic analysis. This notably reduced the first-
order in-plane bending frequency. As can be seen, the FEA results are generally in line with the
experimental values.
The pinned boundary condition of Case 3 only constraints the “in-plane” sideways translation.
For Case 2 two root boundary conditions were tried. The first reported value corresponds to the
standard used root condition where the multiple point contraint (MPC) control node located at
the centroid is utilised to rigidly tie all the nodes of the end cross-section. With this end condition
the in-plane bending frequencies are very similar to those of Case 1. The second reported value for
Case 2 had only two nodes of the root section constraint. Their position was similar to that where
the screws that are used to fixed the boom to the spindle are located in reality. The frequencies
found are more similar to the experimental values for this second option.
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Case 1 Case 2 Case 3
Fixed-Free Pinned-Free∗ Pinned-Pinned
1st Freq. Exp. (Hz) 10.0 4.0 6.0
1st Freq. FEA. (Hz) 10.3 9.9/0.0 0.0
Q-factor, 1st 11 50 11
2nd Freq. Exp. (Hz) 85.0 80.0 78.0
2nd Freq. FEA. (Hz) 109.9 109.0/98.3 71.4
Q-factor, 2nd 18 90 14
3rd Freq. Exp. (Hz) 260.0 250.0 250.0
3rd Freq. FEA. (Hz) 320.5 318.9/265.0 257.0
Q-factor, 3rd 40 80 20
Table 8.9: Boundary conditions effect on the first three in-plane bending modes of short 0.74 m
CFRP booms. ∗ The first FEA values reported correspond to a pinned root BC with the constraint at the control
reference point (centroid); the second values are for a root section without the control point, and only a pinned
constraint at two nodes of the base approximately located where the fixing screws are in reality.
Test on short CuBe booms
A single test on a 1.58 m CuBe boom was carried out. The boom was held in its end fixture,
clamped to a heavy bench, and tested in a horizontal plane to eliminate gravity effects. The test
setup and the point mobility is shown in Figure 8.23.
It is immediately clear that this boom shows much higher damping than the composite booms.
The second and third modes gave Q factors around 3 and 5 respectively. The lowest mode could
not be reliably quantified. The high damping is attributable to frictional interaction between the
two metal strips and the enclosing Kapton sheath.
Figure 8.23: Modal test setup for the 1.58 m CuBe boom (left), and its point mobility over a range
frequency of 2-300 Hz (right). The metal boom is held horizontally, in firm contact with both exit
rollers of the deployer.
The same check of frequencies against beam theory can be used here. From a third mode at 25
Hz as measured, the first and second modes would fall at 9.1 Hz and 1.5 Hz with a clamped end,
and at 7.9 Hz and 0 Hz with a pinned end. In this case, with good roller contact on both sides of
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the boom, there is quite good agreement with the clamped prediction.
Test on long booms
The full size 3.6 m long booms tested had very low first frequencies as they were near the buckling
limit under self-weight loading. Therefore they were instead excited into vibration in the lowest
in-plane bending mode and cycles were counted for timed intervals of 60 s. The booms were not
attached to the deployment mechanisms, and thus flattening of the root area was minimal. The test
configuration resembled fixed-free boundary conditions. The vibration response with the booms
held vertically upwards and downwards was analyzed in order to find the zero-gravity frequency
solution.
The long CFRP boom showed frequencies 0.70 Hz when supported vertically from below and
0.82 Hz when hung vertically from above. This shows that gravity had at most a minor influence on
this boom type, and the predicted zero-gravity frequency would be 0.76 Hz. The CuBe boom was
quite different. It was sufficiently close to the buckling threshold when held vertically upwards that
no quantitative measurements were possible: near the buckling limit, not only does the frequency
get very low but the damping factor also increases so that resonant behaviour is hard to observe.
Held vertically downwards, this boom had a lowest frequency 0.47 Hz. This suggests a zero-gravity
frequency around 0.35 Hz.
The scaling prediction can be tested using these frequencies. The frequencies for the long booms
can be scaled to predict the shorter booms (or vice versa). For the 1.58 m metal booms, the
prediction was 1.9 Hz and the measurement 2.7 Hz for the first in-plane bending frequency. For
the composite booms, predictions of 6.3 Hz and 17.5 Hz for the two lengths (1.22 m and 0.74 m)
compare with measurements of 4.3 Hz and 10 Hz respectively.
The analytical scaling prediction results from the short to the long booms are within a factor
of two. This is considered satisfactory given the constructional differences between the short and
long booms tested, particularly for the composite booms. Furthermore, a sensitivity of this order
to the root boundary condition (flattened or non-flattened) for the different boom length tests was
already established using FEA.
The scaling predictions for the long composite booms using the FE shell model is very accurate
assuming fixed-free conditions and using the lowering stiffness effect of the flattened root. With
such approach, the FE model predicts a zero-gravity frequency of 0.84 Hz, which is acceptable
considering some air damping occurred during the experiments. Therefore, in principle, the refined
FE models can be used reliably to predict the behaviour of scaled-up versions of the booms.
8.3 Pre/Postbuckling Static and Dynamic Response with FEA
Once the imperfection seeded shell and beam FE models of the BOWL CFRP booms have been
correlated, updated and validated, it is interesting to compare the results of both models for
different static and dynamic analyses that include pre and post buckling regimes. There will
obviously be some differences between the responses for both FEM, as the beam model makes a
series of simplifying assumptions that restrict the response of the structure.
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Large deflection static analyses of a single imperfect boom in a cantilever configuration were
first performed. The purpose was to study the deflection response of the booms under pure axial
compressive loading beyond the limit load. Furthermore, the performance of the difference solution
methods offered by ABAQUS for this application were also being assessed. ABAQUS has two main
path-following numerical techniques to carry out geometrically nonlinear analyses: the Newton-
Raphson method and the modified Riks method. The former is a load-controlled solution method
that can only achieve convergence for simple cases once the load-displacement response shows a
negative stiffness and the problem becomes ill-conditioned, such as during snap-through of buckling.
Alternatively, static equilibrium states during the unstable phase of the response can be found by
using the modified Riks method. This arc-length method treats the load magnitude as an additional
unknown and solves simultaneously for loads and displacements along the static equilibrium path
in load-displacement space. Therefore, the Rik’s algorithm performs very well in postbuckling and
collapse problems, such as the one being analysed here.
Figure 8.24 presents the load-deflection curves for the shell and beam FE models obtained with
the modified Riks method. The shell model experiences a flexural-torsional buckling mode as soon
as the axial force reaches the limit load (≈ 1.6 N). The central section of the boom also twists
during the in-plane sideways motion and there is a significant out-of-plane component (Uz) in
the postbuckled boom shape. As expected, there is a softening effect after the onset of buckling
characterised by a large increase in displacement with a reduction in loading.
Contrarily, the beam model buckles in a pure flexural mode and the postbuckled shape remains
in the boom’s symmetry plane (x − y) with a negligible out-of-plane component (Uz ≈ 0). This
occurs because the unidirectional model cannot deform its cross-section, and so twist is restricted.
The boom buckles at a similar load but the structure can be loaded up to almost three times the
critical load. The deformed configuration seems to follow perfectly the so-called elastica solution,
and thus its shape could also be predicted by solving the beam differential equation in arc-length
coordinates, as was shown in [Stanciulescu et al., 2007] for another simplified beam model of an
isogrid boom.
Figure 8.24: Load-deflection diagram obtained with the modified Riks method for the shell (left)
and beam (right) FE models. The large deflection shape of the booms with respect to the initially
unloaded configuration are shown on the top left insets. The countour diagram represents the Von
Mises stresses. For comparison see Figure 8.25.
This example evidences that the computationally efficient beam models can be used to predict
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buckling, but if the postbuckling or collapse behaviour of the booms want to be studied, then the
more detailed shell models need to be employed.
The same large deflection nonlinear static analyses were carried out with the Newton-Raphson
method with a constant value of the automatic stabilisation parameter offered in ABAQUS set at
1E-8. This small value sufficed to overcome the severe nonlinearities of the buckling unstable phase
without incurring in too much artificial volume-proportional damping, that could otherwise lead
to unrealistic solutions.
The beam models followed practically the same deformed path as shown before, and the force was
also increased up to three times the critical load. The shell models followed a similar postbuckled
shape as well, with a torsional-flexural mode that produced a mid-length section twist. However,
there was no softening effect once buckling occurred, and the load remained practically constant
as the deflection increased. Figure 8.25 shows the postbuckled shape of the boom for the shell FE
model. The analyses was continued up to the point of forming a perfect central fold at a distance
of approximately two-thirds’ length from the root. At this point the stresses concentrate in the
fold area. In reality before this configuration is reached, there should be a softening effected as,
for example, the final formation of the fold and later “ longitudinal travelling” should occur under
a much lower force than the critical load.
The critical loads for both FE models using the Newton-Raphson solution method were practic-
ally the same as those found with the modified Riks algorithm. However, the postbuckled behaviour
is best described by the latter method. The folded up configuration shown in Figure 8.25 could
also be achieved with the modified Riks method, but is not shown in Figure 8.24 (left) where the
analysis was purposely halted not long after buckling.
z
Figure 8.25: Postbuckled boom shape obtained with the Newton-Raphson method. Note the
formation of the fold at a distance of approximately two-thirds’ length from the root. The countour
diagram represents total displacement. For reference the unloaded configuration is also shown.
Dynamic analyses of a single boom in a cantilever configuration were also carried out to compare
both FE models responses. The predictions of the frequency response were made with the Lanczos
eigensolver.
Figure 8.26 presents the expected decrease of the natural frequencies with the slenderness ratio
of the beam defined as:
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L
rg
=
L√
Izz/A
, (8.12)
where L is the length of the boom, rg is the cross-sectional radius of gyration about the weakest
direction, Izz is the area moment of inertia about the weakest z-axis (in-plane loading), and A is
the cross-sectional area. The lowest four in-plane bending frequencies are represented.
The graphs were obtained by performing analyses where the material and cross-sectional geo-
metry parameters were fixed and the boom length was varied. For this, Matlab was used to create
a database of input files with different parts of increasing length for ABAQUS.
To perform parametric studies of the different design parameters for the booms, the mathematical
software Matlab could also be used to systematically generate a database of possible part properties
and their distribution. Matlab could manage this database and automatically created input files
for the finite element solver ABAQUS to run the different structural analysis jobs. Matlab would
then be used again to automatically read the different output files generated by ABAQUS, and
postprocess the results in order to illuminate which design elements have for example the greatest
impact on global buckling. Matlab could also be used in a similar way as an automatic job
submission tool with feedback where jobs could be controlled using simple scripts that would have
the final goal of optimising for example system mass or the first natural frequency.
Figure 8.26 (left) compares the beam FE model results with those found with the analytical
solution for the bending vibration frequency of a perfectly straight cantilevered beam via:
fn =
(cn)
2
2pi
√
EIzz
mL4
, (8.13)
where EIzz is the flexural rigidity about the weakest z-axis, m is the mass per unit length, and
the constant cn takes the value: 1.875, 4.694, 7.855, and 10.996 for n = 1, 2, 3 or 4 respectively.
It can be seen that very good agreement is obtained between the numerically evaluated results
and the analytical solutions, even considering the imperfections seeded on the FE beam models.
Figure 8.26 (right) compares the results of the simulations with the shell and beam FE models.
It can be seen that the shell models yield smaller fundamental frequencies, though the disparity in
the results decrease as the slenderness ratio (boom length) increases.
Figure 8.26: Effect of the slenderness ratio (length) in the first in-plane bending frequencies of the
booms. On the left the classical beam theory solutions are reported against those from the FE
beam model; on the right the results for shell and beam models are compared.
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Another set of simulations that involve two consecutive analysis steps were performed with the
shell and beam models. The first step was a geometrically nonlinear analysis using the Newton-
Raphson method that axially loaded the cantilevered structure in compression as previously repor-
ted. The second step was a eigenfrequency analysis with the Lanzcos method. Once more Matlab
was used to create a database of input files for ABAQUS, where the design parameters were fixed
and the axial compressive load was progressively increased. The design parameters were those of
the 3.6 m BOWL CFRP booms for CubeSail/DGOSS. The Newton-Raphson method was chosen
for the initial loading step as the Riks algorithm cannot be followed by another step in the same
run. Subsequent steps must had been analysed utilising the Restart option, that would not have
allowed process automatisation.
The study was aimed at assessing the dynamic response of the boom before and after buckling.
This is of special concern because as shown the booms will be loaded very close to their critical loads
by design, as the goal was to minimise the mass and stored volume of the supporting structure of the
sails incurring in very slender structures. Areas where frequency merge and where modes may also
veer or cross are of interest dynamically since disturbances can enable nonlinear coupling for 1:1
frequency relationships. Furthermore, other frequency relationships, e.g. 1:2, can also enable modal
coupling. In the case of the beam model the frequencies of vibration about the highly deflected
equilibria can also be found. The sideways coupling of the four booms when the sail quadrants
are attached, may lead to an overall configuration where boom buckling is still acceptable. In
fact, in some cases, buckled booms may guarantee the sail to be in tension at all times, and also
sail controllability could be favoured, as in the vicinity of buckling the booms have lower natural
frequencies.
Figure 8.27 presents the variation of the lower natural frequencies with axial load for the shell
and boom FE models. The shell model could only be loaded to the critical load as the softening
effect after buckling prevented further increments in axial force. As expected, before buckling all
the vibration frequencies decrease as the axial load increases. Buckling occurs when the lower
frequency (in-plane bending) reaches zero. The first coupled out-of-plane and torsional mode also
drops significantly in the vicinity of the critical load, though the second and third order modes
tend to increase slightly.
The beam model results are somewhat different. Higher order modes are also shown in Figure 8.27
(right). All the modes represented decrease with axial loading up to a compressive force of about
1 N. At this point the higher order out-of-plane (OP) bending modes increase with axial loading
while the in-plane (IP) bending modes decreases. In the proximity of the limit load the OP and IP
bending modes cross, which could lead to unwanted modal coupling of the structure. The region
corresponding to the highly deformed shape beyond the buckling load, that could be defined by
the elastica curve, does not see frequency coalesce. The lower mode becomes the first order OP
bending mode that remains practically invariable as axial loading increases. The highly curved
postbuckled shape seems to produce a large increase in the out-of-plane stiffness of the beam.
It is interesting to show the results obtained with a different value for the stabilisation function
offered in ABAQUS for the Newton-Raphson solution method. The same set of analyses were
carried out with the default value of the stabilisation parameter provided by ABAQUS (2E-4).
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Figure 8.27: Variation of the lower natural frequencies with the axial load for the shell (left) and
beam (right) FE models. The lower five and seven modes are represented respectively.
This value is several orders of magnitude larger than the one used for the previous analyses (1E-8).
Figure 8.28 (left) presents the results for the shell FE model. Buckling did not occur until the
axial load was increased to 3.9 N, approximately 2.5 times larger than the expected limit load.
However, the lower frequency reached zero at the anticipated 1.6 N compressive load. The second
frequency reached zero at 3.5 N. At this point the rest of the higher order frequencies shown dropped
significantly. The default stabilisation parameters provided enough artificial damping to allow the
structure to be loaded until the critical load for the second IP bending mode was attained. In
reality such axial load will not be achieved before the boom buckles. This evidences the need to
minimise the value of the artificial parameter, as otherwise wrong conclusions could be reached
with ultimate fatal results.
Figure 8.28 (right) shows the effect of the stabilisation parameter on the lower two bending modes
for the beam FE models with a fixed braid angle (δ = ± 43.5◦). For the higher default value (2E-4)
the lowest in-plane (IP) bending mode reaches zero at the critical load (1.80 N). Contrarily, for
the lower value (2E-8) the frequency does not vanish and it increases significantly after the onset
of buckling. In the vicinity of buckling, the lowest out-of-plane (OP) frequency drops notably
and remains approximately constant as loading increases. Conversely, for the lower value of the
stabilisation parameter the first OP bending mode is not affected by the onset of buckling and
it continuous to drop until its critical buckling load is reached (3.25 N). Both simulations yield
very similar postbuckled shapes. However, the stabilisation parameter allows the simulations to
continue even if the lower frequencies vanish.
The default value of the stabilisation parameter seems to enable the load-controlled nonlinear
analysis to run beyond the critical load for the lowest fundamental mode for both the shell and
beam FE models. This could be considered acceptable for the beam model case as the dynamic
response during the buckling phenomena is only characterised by a mode bifurcation and the axial
load could still be increased after the onset of buckling. Contrariwise, loading for the shell model
should not be increased beyond the critical load as the unstable postbuckled shape should produce
a softening effect that would ultimately result in the formation of a single fold. Therefore, the
results gathered with the default or similarly large values of the stabilisation parameter, used to
achieve numerical solution convergence when the limit or bifurcation points are encountered, should
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be taken with extreme caution.
Figure 8.28: Lower fundamental modes for the shell FE model with a stabilisation parameter of
2E-4 (left); and the effect of the stabilisation parameter on the lower two bending modes for the
beam FE model (right).
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Chapter 9
Design and Qualification of a
Gossamer Deorbiter System
This chapter presents the design and qualification process of a scalable gossamer deorbiter system
known as DGOSS, which is the first in its class. The system makes use of the deployable rollable
booms and sail developed during this research effort, and the deployment mechanisms that house
them. A detailed break-down of the components of the system is first shown, focusing on the
two structural/mechanical subsystems: the Telescopic Deployer Subsystem (TDS); and the Sail
Deployment Subsystem (SDS). The qualification testing methodology is then presented along with
the ground support equipment developed to remotely controlled and gravity off-load the system
for ground testing. The qualification tests map directly to the mission requirements previously
shown which are to be demonstrated by experiment and/or inspection. Survivability tests such as
sail impact tests, boom creep during storage, and drag sail’s boom operational loading are first
summarised. Sub-scale and full-scale functional and environmental tests are presented next to
show the challenges in the design and testing of the gossamer system. The ultimate goal of the
qualification campaign shown is to achieve TRL 5/6 on the novel system following ESA’s request
and guidelines. Lastly, the performance scalability of the system for a strategic reference case
scenario is analysed as an example of its future capabilities.
9.1 Design
The accumulation of space debris in low Earth orbits poses an increasing threat of collisions and
damage to spacecraft. As a low-cost solution to the space debris problem the Gossamer Deorbiter
proposed herein is designed as a scalable stand-alone system that can be attached to a low-to-
medium mass host satellite for end-of-life disposal from low Earth orbit. It consists of a 25 m2
sail that uses four bistable carbon fiber booms for deployment and support. Prior to deployment
of the gossamer structure, a telescopic enclosure system is used to displace the sail from the host
craft in order to extend the sail without hindrance from the host peripherals, and also provide
passive stabilization. The principal advantage of an entirely passive operational mode allows the
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drag augmentation system to act as a “fail-safe” device that would activate if the spacecraft suffers
a catastrophic failure.
9.1.1 System Configuration
The Gossamer Deorbiter has been designed as a scalable bolt-on system that could be attached to
an external facet of the host asset or recessed into its structure. The electrical interface is through
a standard DB9 plug mounted at the bottom area of the deorbiter and the mechanical interface is
through twelve M4 screws on its bottom plate. Once deployed the four-quadrant square drag/solar
sail measures 5 x 5 m2, and is supported by four diagonal 3.6 m tape-spring like booms.
The different subsystems of the Gossamer Deorbiter are listed in Table 9.1. Figure 9.1 shows
the two-stage deployment sequence of the Gossamer Deorbiter system. First, the Telescopic De-
ployer System (TDS) extends to displace the stored Sail Deployment System (SDS) from the host
spacecraft; and then deployment of the sail commences without obstacle from the host peripherals.
Subsystem Functionality
Telescopic Deployer System (TDS) External enclosure for the whole system.
Displace Sail Deployment System away from host
spacecraft by 60cm.
Sail Deployment System (SDS) Deploy sail and support structure.
Attitude Control System (ACS) Provide attitude determination and control
Control System (CS) Power management: battery charger and voltage
regulation.
Trigger deployment on telecommand from host or if host
supply voltage drops below threshold.
Route deployment actuation signals and return
deployment status via common communication interface.
Table 9.1: Gossamer Deorbiter subsystem lay-out and associated functionality.
9.1.2 Telescopic Deployer Subsystem
A three-stage telescopic deployment system was designed to position the sail structure 0.6m away
from the host satellite; see Fig. 4. The outer telescopic box serves as an enclosure for the complete
system and the inner telescopic box houses the stored sail and boom deployment mechanism. A
thin layer of Kapton is taped to the skeletonised walls of the inner box to contain the sail while
reducing mass. A z-folded ribbon cable provides the flexible electrical connection between the
boom deployment mechanism and the fixed electronics board at the bottom of the TDS. The lid
holding down the telescopic boxes is held in place and released using a low-power COTS pin-puller.
Spring-loaded hinges lock the lid at a fixed angle so that the lid does not ricochet and damage the
TDS or sail after deployment. The deployment is driven by the energy stored in three compression
springs. The long slender springs are prevented from buckling when fully compressed by means
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of specially designed anchor stabilisers. PEEK rails are used on each box to ensure a low friction
mate between every telescopic stage. The telescopic boxes lock in place by means of spring-loaded
ball-pins. The last stage also has a set of redundant hard stoppers that prevent the sail deployment
system from being jettisoned at the end of extension.
Figure 9.1: Deployment sequence of the Gossamer Deorbiter: (a) stored configuration; (b) top
enclosure door opens by a pin-puller to initiate the jack-in-the-box like extension of the telescopic
boxes; (c) pin-puller releases the coiled booms and the motor-controlled extension of the booms
commences; (d) configuration during deorbiting with the sail plane displaced from the host satellite.
9.1.3 Sail Deployment Subsystem
The Sail Deployment System (SDS) consists of the sail membrane, the deployable booms, and the
boom deployment mechanism.
The design of the 25 m2 sail membrane follows the one explained in Chapter 4 for Cubesail,
and was manufactured using the materials and fabrication procedure explained in Chapter 5. The
folding patterns and packaging method can be seen in Figure 5.12 (centre and right).
Two different SDS were developed: one that utilises the()-shaped CuBe booms and their deploy-
ment mechanism, which were the focus of Chapter 6; and a scalable version that uses the BOWL
CFRP booms and their deployer, which were presented in Chapter 7.
Minor modifications were made to the boom deployers to provide an interface to the Telescopic
Deployer System. The interface components were redesign in the course of the functional deploy-
ments experiments, to provide better structural support in the deployed state. These components
can be seen in Figure 9.3.
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Figure 9.2: Telescopic Deployment System with the three telescopic stages deployed and the sail
attached at its end (left); and detailed view of the PEEK rails and the deployment actuation long
springs mounted with anchor end stabilizers (right).
Figure 9.3: Interface components on the bottom plate of the CuBe deployer (left). At all corners,
extended linear guides provide support to the limit rocking motion of the SDS inside the telescopic
box. The two spring-loaded ball-pins that lock the SDS into the final telescopic stage are placed
on opposing corners. At the other corners, small blocks extend beyond the footprint of the SDS,
and when they make contact with the stoppers on the TDS, deployment is halted. On the right,
one can see the adjustment screw used to tune the point of contact with the hard stopper blocks
on the TDS. Note the deformation of the plate due to repeated TDS deployments.
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9.2 Qualification Testing
The qualification testing campaign was conceived to certify that the deorbiting system complies
with the set of mission requirements imposed and shown in Appendix B. Hence, each test to be
shown has been designed and carried out to verify a set of mission requirements, particularly the
ones to be confirmed by experiment and/or inspection. Each test will thus be mapped to the
tables of Appendix B in the following sections. The ultimate goal of the qualification campaign is
to achieve TRL 5-6 on the new system following ESA’s request and DGOSS project objectives.
The mission requirements derived can be assumed to be in line with those of for future similar
types of deorbiting gossamer sail structures. Accordingly, this test campaign could be easily adapted
for its use on other similar programs with different designs. Aside from the usefulness of the
results of the testing campaign, an important part of this research was also to establish the testing
methodology, the test setup and procedures, and the ground support equipment (GSE), making
them available for other in-house projects of the like.
The qualification testing programme for the sail system was divided into three phases: the
functional and environmental testing on the sub-scale 1 m2 sail; the survivability testing campaign;
and the functional and environmental testing on the full-scale 25 m2 sail. This is, from component
level testing to full Gossamer Deorbiter system level qualification. As aforementioned, this activity
focused on tests that directly demonstrate compliance with DGOSS’s project requirements.
The following sections will provide an overview of the experimental setup and methodology,
faced challenges, and any other relevant observations found. During the course of the qualification
testing campaign, the author received assistance from his colleagues Dr. George Prassinos and Dr.
Mark Schenk from the SSC to carry out some of the tests. Mainly the ones that involved functional
and environmental testing that required several people given the large size of the systems involved.
9.2.1 Scale Model Testing
The following functional environmental tests serve to verify the following mission requirement from
Appendix B: DGOSS-MRD-E-70.
Functional tests under the expected environmental conditions are necessary to ensure that the
Gossamer Deorbiter will behave as expected in orbit. Of critical interest are the deployment
stages of the telescopic deployer and sail subsystems. Due to the limited availability and high
cost of testing facilities large enough to accommodate the large sail size (5 x 5 m2 in this case)
[Lichodziejewski et al., 2004, Gaspar et al., 2007, Murphy, 2007], it is generally not feasible to
functionally test the deployment phase of the real-scale sail in a thermal-vacuum chamber.
The functional deployment tests under environmental conditions were therefore tested at the
Surrey Space Centre’s thermal and vacuum chambers, limiting the size of the sail to 1 x 1 m2.
Nonetheless, these tests give an adequate representation of the system behaviour, as the critical
deployment mechanisms can still be utilised. Using internal facilities also helped carry out more
tests to validate several design changes introduced as a result of initial unsuccessful or non-optimal
deployment tests. For example, the material of the boom spindle bushings was changed from a
higher thermal expansion material (PTFE) to a lower one (bearing-graded carbon-filled PEEK).
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It was also found that in the cold cases (below -10 ◦C) additional current was required to reel out
the booms, which yielded deployments that went above the system power budget. The motor was
subsequently replaced by one with a larger nominal torque and better cold performance. However,
it should be noted that it is only after the majority of the boom deployer design has been validated
through full-scale deployment tests under ambient conditions that small-scale tests under envir-
onmental conditions are meaningful. One only has to remember the redesign of the mechanisms
shown in Chapter 6 to mitigate problems such as boom blossoming that are more prone to occur
as the coil package grows in size.
The Sail Deployment System with a 1 x 1 m2 sail stored was deployed several times in the thermal
chamber. The chamber temperature was cycled between its functional limits of -30 ◦C and +70 ◦C a
number of times, before deployment was triggered at either the cold or hot temperature conditions.
Three thermocouples placed at different points of the structure gave temperature readings, while a
fourth one was used for control. Figure 9.4 (left) shows the temperature profile for one of the tests
that was just cooled down to -10 ◦C, before rumping up to +70 ◦C before sail deployment. Prior
to boom extension, the sail package was free with the use of the burn wire circuit that cuts the
Dyneema R© strings holding the sail bundles. Figure 9.4 (right) are sequential snapshots from the
video recording of a tests. It can be seen that the initial aim is to focus on the Dyneema R© strings
to confirm whether or not they had been cut before running the motor sequence. At the end of
deployment it was also verified that the boom-sail attachment springs were extended as desired to
ensure enough sail tensioning. For the tests the input current was limited to 1.2 A, and the voltage
required to burn the Dyneema string was in the order of 4.5-5 V for less than 20 s, still within the
system power budget of 6 W.
Figure 9.4: Temperature profile (left) and deployment sequence of the 1 x 1 m2 sail EM (CuBe
version) at +70 ◦C (right).
Deployments tests with the scaled-down Sail Deployment System were also carried out inside a
vacuum chamber as shown in Figure 9.5. A commercial of the shelf camera recorded a top view
of the deployments from inside the chamber while two external HD cameras recorded side views
through the chamber windows. The sail was deployed several times after being at a pressure of
about 8.5e-7 torr for up to two days. This vacuum level is equivalent to that found at an altitude
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range of 200-230 km. No change in sail position or volume due to trapped air was observed during
the depressurization of the chamber. Ascent venting tests were not performed at this stage, and
the effectiveness of the sail folding pattern in allowed trapped air to quickly vent out should be
addressed in future work.
Figure 9.5: Deployment sequence of the 1 x 1 m2 sail EM in vacuum for the CFRP (left) and CuBe
(right) versions.
9.2.2 Survivability Tests
Sail impact test
The sail impact tests proposed help verify the following mission requirements from Appendix B:
DGOSS-MRD-E-40 and DGOSS-MRD-S-70.
Therefore, the sail impact tests were carried out to assess the deployed sail tolerance to the ex-
pected (3σ) in-orbit micro-meteoroid damage without a considerable loss of performance. The test
pass/fail threshold was set at a 33% area loss of the pristine sail, given the deorbiting performance
reduction due to the reduced area and the loss of passive stabilization capability beyond this point.
Small triangular sail quadrants of 1.8 m hypotenuse were suspended from three points and loaded
to three times the design sail tensioning load. Twenty 4.5-5.5 mm diameter pellets with different
head shapes were fired at each sail with an air rifle from a 30 m distance. The impact velocity
attained of about 0.3 km/s is one to two order or magnitude smaller than orbital hypervelocity
collisions (7-23 km/s). The sail material thermal ablation will therefore be significantly different.
However, for the purpose of defining a sail baseline design, this was considered acceptable. The
number of shots (20 per quadrant) was selected in accordance with the probability of impacts on
a 25 m2 cross-sectional area of 1-10 mm size objects during a 25 year deorbiting mission from an
initial 800 km orbit. Such probability is calculated in [Walker and al., 2002] using ESA’s MASTER
model. The attempted impact pattern focused mainly on edges and corners of the sail membrane,
but also covered the central area.
Sails with and without folding creases, edge reinforcements, rip-stops, and sub-millimeter needle-
punctured holes were used in order to assess the rip propagation behavior of the different designs.
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After introducing the holes, fifty loading-unloading cycles were carried out to replicate orbital
thermal cycling that will affect the sail tension load distribution.
Figure 9.6: Sail impact test setup in shooting range (a); corner hole propagating to the corner edge
for an unreinforced sail specimen (b, left); edge reinforcement rip-stop stopping the corner tear (b,
center); and tear propagating along the rip-stop border until edge reinforcement (b, right).
It was found that permanent hard creases in the membrane have some beneficial effect towards
tear propagation, but this is considered insufficient for a robust design. Edge reinforcements are
required to guarantee the integrity of the critical sail corner areas, as shown in Figure 9.6 (b). Sub-
millimeter tears are not expected to propagate and therefore for sail design purposes only larger
micro-meteoroids should be considered in further analyses. Rip-stops in the form of glued tapes
effectively stop the propagation of tears, and if utilized as a grid pattern, possibly larger object
impact holes can be contained within the correspondent grid element/s. However, if an impact
occurs near the edge of a rip-stop, the tear will tend to propagate along the border due to the
difference in stiffness between the tape and sail film. This is another reason for using rip-stops in
a grid pattern so that the tear can be self-contained. The simulated thermal cyclic loading showed
no appreciable further tear propagation. Therefore, edge reinforcements and a grid of rip-stops
was deemed effective and necessary to limit rip propagation, and these features were added to the
baseline sail design.
The results of the hypervelocity impacts of 40-100 µm soda lime spheres shown in [Wells, 2006]
demonstrated that rip propagation and shattering of low thickness Kapton films is almost nonex-
istent at the wide range of temperatures studied (40-450 K). The thermal ablation creates craters
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around the hole that form a reinforcing plastic boundary that inhibits further propagation. The
result of the low-speed tests presented herein did not show appreciable thermal ablation beneficial
effects, and thus can represent a worse case scenario that may present for cases of non-spherical
larger impactors that may strike the sail creating some shattering and initial small rips. Therefore,
the baseline design proposed following the test result conclusions should not be considered as an
over engineered design but as a “fail-safe” one given the uncertainty of shape, size, and relative
velocity of possible micrometeoroid impactors.
Boom Creep During Storage
The boom creep tests help verify the following mission requirements from Appendix B: DGOSS-
MRD-E-10(partially), DGOSS-MRD-S-10, and DGOSS-MRD-S-30.
Long term storage of the ()-shaped CuBe booms and the BOWL CFRP booms in their coiled
stressed configuration will cause some amount of viscoelastic creep due to shear stresses in the
Kapton sheath and composite matrix, respectively. This could result in a loss of boom stiffness
and buckling strength beyond acceptable levels for the up to 15 years of storage.
For these creep tests two sets of pristine composite boom samples with two constant braid angles
(±45◦ and ±50◦), and a set of CuBe booms were stored for several months in a coiled configuration
at an average ambient temperature of 20 ◦C and relative humidity of 40%. The sample’s length
ranged from 0.4 m to 0.7 m. Along the length, three measurements of the cross-section’s height,
H, and width, W , were taken with a Vernier caliper before and after the test period in order to
assess the variation in shape; see Figure 9.7. Once each sample was uncoiled (at day +90, +105 or
+123) the degree of recovery to the initial cross-section was studied in the subsequent 10-15 days.
The measurements were interpreted by calculating the radius of curvature, R, of the cross-section
from:
R =
H
2
+
C2
8H
, (9.1)
averaging the values over the two or three measured points at each of the dates. Increasing R
meant greater boom creep.
Figure 9.7: Locations of measured cross-sections for creep tests and measured dimensions H and
W .
Furthermore, to quantify the effect of creep on the buckling strength, the bending stiffness EI
of the booms is calculated with respect to time. For this, the second moment of area about the
weakest axis, Izz, was calculated using Eq. 6.6 for the composite samples and Eq. 6.8 for the
metallic samples.
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Figure 9.8: Radius of curvature variation over time for the CFRP (left) and CuBe (right) boom
samples.
Table 9.2 shows the bending stiffness loss and recovery as a percentage of the stiffness at day
0, when the samples were coiled. The creep tests for both booms showed loss of curvature of the
cross-section, and thus a loss of bending stiffness of the boom after prolonged stowage. More creep
effects were observed on the CuBe booms, though the results appear to be less consistent and
reliable (large variability on the measurements) than those for the CFRP booms. For the latter,
more creep was observed in the ±45◦ samples, where matrix shear will be more severe due to the
largest angle of the stiff fibers to the two principal loading directions of the boom (longitudinal
and transverse axis).
Day (+) 90 98 105 108 113 118 123 129 133
Event∗ −→ O R R/O R R R O R R
Sample ↓
±45 − 1 6 2 2
±45 − 2 7 2 1
±45 − 3 8 4 3 2
±45 − 4 6 2 1 1
±45 − 5 6 0 0
±45 − 6 7 3 2
±50 − 1 3 1 0
±50 − 2 5 3 2 1
±50 − 3 4 0 0
CUBE-1 12 8 6 6
CUBE-2 5 3 3
CUBE-3 16 7 7
CUBE-4 3 10 5
∗Event: O - Open/uncoil sample; R - Recovery period measurement
Table 9.2: Percentage of bending stiffness loss with respect to day 0 (coiling day). The loss during
months of stowage and partial or full recovery after a few days deployed is shown.
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However, the majority of the loss of stiffness as a result of creep is recovered after 10 days in the
deployed state, especially for the CFRP samples. It appears that the lenticular cross-sections with
two tape springs and a Kapton sheath show greater tendency for creep, possible because friction
between the tape springs and sheath prevents fuller recovery of the cross-sectional dimensions.
Given these findings, it is recommended that for future buckling calculations a loss of bending
stiffness of approximately 20% and 30% for the CFRP and CuBe booms, respectively, should be
taken into account. This value doubles the long-term trend found in this test, in order to account
for higher average temperatures (up to 40 ◦C) inside the telescopic deployer as shown in [Fernandez
et al., 2014b], and thus the increased creep effects that could be expected.
Notably, a key creep issue was not observed in this series of tests due to the short length of
the tested samples. This concerns the creep of the spiral-wrapped Kapton sheath, resulting in a
residual longitudinal curvature of the deployed CuBe boom likely caused by the adhesive of the
sheath, as discussed in Chapter 6 and shown in Figure 6.8 and Figure 6.9.
Drag Sail Boom Operational Loading
The boom operational loading tests proposed focus directly on demonstrating compliance of the
boom design with the following mission requirements from Appendix B: DGOSS-MRD-S-20, DGOSS-
MRD-S-30, DGOSS-MRD-S-40 and DGOSS-MRD-S-50.
Boom strength is critical to mission performance, in order to enable sail tensioning and withstand
aerodynamic drag before failing at a predetermined altitude range during the re-entry phase. The
loading limit of slender structures, such as the type of booms proposed for the Gossamer Deorbiter,
is characterized by a buckling instability. Full-scale testing is challenging as the buckling of the
booms under self-weight necessitates the use of gravity compensation measures. Helium-filled
balloons (see Figure 9.9) were used for gravity off-loading, to provide minimal constraints that
could otherwise affect the validity of the results. For the CFRP booms, in order to minimize
the effect of lateral-torsional buckling under self-weight, the testing orientation had the concave
or convex side of the boom facing upwards. The booms were attached to the actual deployment
system for representative root boundary conditions.
Two types of boom loading tests were devised according to the loading conditions to be found
during normal operations of the drag sail, in order to determine acceptable safety factors for
buckling: axial-compressive loading tests (due to sail tension alone), which were already reviewed
in Section 8.2.3 as part of the characterisation programme of both boom types; and cantilever
loading tests (due to sail tension and drag).
The CuBe booms were not tested under the combined loading configuration (cantilever), as
the first buckling experiments had suggested that the booms could not carry the desired sail
tensioning loads of the full-scale 25 m2 sail with sufficient reliability (safety factor). Even though
the qualification testing campaign continued also with the SDS of the CuBe design so as to certify
the different mechanisms, it was realised that stiffer CuBe booms were required for the larger size
sails sought. This is mainly due to the significance of the initial axial curvature found on the
slender structures after the coiling and unrolling processes as was illustrated in Figure 6.10. As
shown in the scalability analysis of Section 6.2.1, there was a predicted 18.4% reduction in the
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allowable limit load compared to a pristine boom case for the first batch of booms manufactured
and tested. In addition, although the Kapton sheaths used for the CuBe booms test specimens
shown in Section 8.2.3 were replaced before the axial loading test, the booms were also rolled up
and deployed several times so as to induce some natural axial curvature not necessary related to
creep but to the internal friction between the tape-springs and the sheath. The measurements
showed an axial curvature of about 50% of that of the unrefurbished case.
The phenomena of creep and internal friction induced boom axial curvature was not known at
the beginning of this research effort and thus its detrimental effects were not accounted for in the
idealistic analytical models presented in Section 6.1.3 that were used for the sizing of the ()-shaped
CuBe booms. However, in retrospect, the value of the aforementioned knock-down factor could
have even been larger for the actual booms used for the full-scale sail deployment tests because
these were rolled for long periods and deployed many times, thus further increasing the difference
between the initial buckling strength predictions utilised for sizing and the later crude reality of
the experiments. Therefore, even with prior knowledge of this effect, the predictions could have
still overestimated the adequate response of the booms to the final loads. Possibly a larger safety
factor than 2.5 thus seems necessary for future design iterations of this ()-shaped boom type to
account also for the uncertainties in the flight boundary conditions.
Combined loading tests (compression + lateral)
For the lateral cantilever loading tests the transverse load was applied to the CFRP booms using
a string running over a pulley, tensioned with small weights placed into a Styrofoam cup. The
setup represented a fixed-free boundary condition, and the average cantilever failure load of four
different tests was measured at 65±3 mN.
A second set of tests was carried out where the CFRP booms were first pre-loaded in compression
to 0.9 N (equivalent to a sail skin stress of 5 psi or 34.5 kPa following the rule of thumb approach
shown in [Greschik et al., 2003]). For this, a string with a linear spring attached that ran along
the tape-spring’s length was pulled from its root area, as represented in Figure 9.9. Subsequently,
the boom was loaded laterally until buckling occurred. Figure 9.10 shows two sequences of the
combined loading test. The average (four tests) cantilever failure lateral load measured was 54±2.3
mN, which shows the softening effect of the axial pre-load. This is equivalent to a maximum static
aerodynamic drag load of 13.4 mN/m2, which is in accordance with the requirement that buckling
should not occur for drag loads below 2.5 mN/m2 (> 300 km altitude).
The experimental results were compared to FEA simulations of both tests. For the first test, the
predicted lateral load for fix-free boundary conditions was 56.2 N and 61.2 N for the imperfection-
seeded shell and beam models shown in Chapter 8, that previously proved high-fidelity correlation
with experiments. For the second test, the pre-loading axial load can be considered as a follower
load always directed at the boom root. Following [Timoshenko and Gere, 1961] this is equivalent
to a column with pinned-pinned boundary conditions. For these conditions, the FEA results are
46.8 N and 46.6 N respectively. Once more, both experimental results correlate very well with
the finite element analyses (errors < 15%), highlighting the trustworthiness of the computational
models developed.
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Figure 9.9: Diagram of the combined boom loading setup.
Figure 9.10: Boom before loading (left) and right before buckling (right) during the combined
loading test. The booms were supported on horizontal rods to facilitate torsion. The sideways
force resulted in a torsional-buckling failure mode.
The experimental combined loading test proved that the lightweight CFRP booms can withstand
with an adequate safety factor (> 2.5) the nominal baseline sail tensioning load of 3 psi or 20.7 kPa
and drag lateral loads corresponding to altitudes above 300 km for flight-like boundary conditions.
Also the booms are expected to fail in the 200-250 km altitude region with an unstable buckling
mode (complex flexural-torsional mode) that will enable the sail to “fold up”, thus significantly
reducing the ballistic coefficient of the host craft and ensuring an acceptable re-entry phase. It is
possible then that the requirement (DGOSS-MRD-S-50) for boom break up or detachment at the
lower bound of the demise window (85 km altitude) can be relaxed or even avoided.
Telescopic Deployer System Static Loading Tests
These tests were aimed to verify by experimentation that the deployed Telescopic Deployer System
(TDS) can withstand the static loading requirements imposed by the deorbiting mission and defined
in Appendix B under DGOSS-MRD-S-60. The tumbling loads of several mission scenarios were
evaluated by static analysis and 300% of the maximum loads found were applied to the deployed
TDS in the form of axial compression and tension forces (10 N), shear forces (15 N), and twist
moments (1.2 Nm). These loads were applied through the Sail Deployment System that rested on
top of the deployed TDS by adding or hanging weights or applying a direct torque. The TDS static
loading tests were completed without any anomaly of the structure.
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9.2.3 Full-scale Model Testing
Functional Tests
The full-scale functional tests were established to prove the correct and reliable deployment and
sequence of deployments of the different components of the Gossamer Deorbiter. They also verified
some of the physical requirements imposed on the system. The functional testing campaign was
divided into a series of subtests of increasing complexity that progressively verified more require-
ments. Each subtest from Table 9.3 was repeated until three consecutive satisfactory tests were
carried out before moving onto the next subtest. These were the most time-consuming series of
tests but also the more critical ones. Video footage and visual inspection were the means to verify
the validity of the deployments.
Subtest label Test description
FUN-X∗-1 Deployment of four 3.6 m booms from boom deployer.
FUN-X∗-2 Deployment of the 25 m2 sail with the booms from the SDS.
FUN-X∗-3 Horizontal extension of the TDS with the boom deployer inside (no sail attached).
FUN-X∗-4 Vertical extension of the TDS with the boom deployer inside (no sail attached).
FUN-X∗-5 Horizontal extension of the TDS with the SDS inside.
∗depending on the boom and SDS version utilised, X is substituted by either C (Composite) or M (metal).
Table 9.3: Subtest description of the functional testing campaign.
Ground support equipment and challenges during functional testing
Several challenging problems were faced during the testing campaign of the SDS, such as: boom
“blossoming” inside the deployer (reviewed in Chapters 6 and 7); boom buckling in the final stages
of deployment; static charge of the sail membrane; sail packaging and unfurling; wear and tear of
components; and the gravity compensation system.
The combination of constraining forces from the spring-loaded guide rollers, the recoiling pro-
cedure half-way through deployment, and the reduction of the sail deployment loads with the use
of the anti-static film to cover the large table, ensured a reliable and repeatable deployment of the
booms with minimal “blossoming” effects.
A purpose-built 6 x 6 m2 deployment table was used for the functional testing of the system.
The table is formed by tiling eighteen 2 x 1 m2 decks together. The table is levelled to a height
of 0.9 m using adjustable legs, such that it is possible to have the necessary equipment below and
allow personnel to crawl underneath it to e.g. videotape the boom “blossoming” phenomena. The
top of the table is covered by a vinyl mat to cover any discontinuities between the individual table
sections.
Initially, a cross-shaped low-friction surface was added to the deployment table, made from 0.1
mm thick and 1 m wide PTFE sheets glued to the vinyl mat. The PTFE areas were intended to
provide a low friction surface for the deployable booms during functional testing. However, during
initial functional sail deployment tests it was found that the PTFE sheets are highly static. As a
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result, the Kapton sail material stuck to the PTFE sheet, significantly increasing the deployment
forces on the booms. To solve this issue, the entire deployment table was covered in 25 µm anti-
static film (trade name Sentrex R© ), resulting in acceptable levels of sail drag loading on the booms.
The table has a 0.4 x 0.4 m2 hatch in the centre. The hatch was only opened from underneath the
table for the complete TDS and SDS sequential deployment tests.
An important challenge in deployment testing of large gossamer structures is a representative
gravity compensation system. Several approaches were explored before settling on a low-cost cross-
shaped gantry with miniature low-friction carriages above the table used for support and guidance
of the booms during deployment, as shown in Figure 9.11. The booms were suspended from the
rails of the gantry at the midpoint and tip during deployment. Each support line contains a small
spring which provides some flexibility in the length of the string during deployment enhancing the
overall vertical levelling of the boom.
Figure 9.11: Cross-shaped gantry with rails and low-friction carriages that suspends the tip and
midpoint of the booms. The gravity off-loading supports for the CFRP booms are shown: while
providing some torsional restrain, the supports do not tend to touch the table during deployment.
A few issues were due to gravity effects. Due to their thin-walled open-section design, the
CuBe and CFRP booms are liable to lateral-torsional buckling under self-weight after deploying
by approximately 2.2 m and 3 m respectively. The gravity off-loading system provides constraint
against rotation at the tip for both boom types and at the midpoint for the CFRP ones, in order
to mitigate the torsion, as well as provide a slight levitation from the table to reduce lateral forces
due to friction with the table. Figure 9.11 shows the light and low-friction PTFE stands that were
added at the tip and midpoint of the booms. As can be seen, these barely make contact with the
table surface.
In addition, as the exit angle from the deployer changes (due to reducing diameter of the coiled
booms), the boom tip would move transversely over the deployment table as shown in Figure 9.12:
the sideways friction at the tip caused a global curvature of the boom, artificially reducing the
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global buckling load. Thus, the levitation of the midpoint of the boom was critical to avoid this
one to act as a ‘pivot’ point that would further increase the global curvature of the boom.
Figure 9.12: Boom tip extension direction shift during deployment. Shown are two booms (1
and 2) at different stages of deployment (i, ii and ii). The variation of the boom tip extension
direction results in undesired transverse tip loads, which reduces the boom’s buckling strength: a)
the gravity-off loading system provides a sideways force to rotate the hub and align the booms with
the fixed gantry; b) the sail quadrant deployed between booms 1 and 2 will have to be dragged
clockwise slightly during deployment, thereby providing a further counter-clockwise tip load on the
booms.
The gantry system solved several problems and helped identify the creep problem of the CuBe
booms (see Figure 6.11), but also introduced new ones. These included: friction in the guide rails
resulting in a variable offset between the position of the carriage in the gantry and the attachment
point of the boom. This could result in a slight bending of the boom during deployment due
to the variable height of the support point; as the booms were levelled at their fully deployed
length, the spring extensions only provide accurate compensation force for this position. Ideally,
the support force would need to be varied during deployment to keep the boom level; by letting the
booms self-align with the gantry system (by placing the SDS on a rotating platform) as the exit
angle from the deployer change, the suspension wires exert undesired sideways forces on the boom,
resulting in a reduced buckling load for the booms. This issue is exacerbated by the fact that
the carriages experience a greatly increased friction when loaded sideways. Also, the sail must be
dragged sideways in the rotation direction of the change boom angle producing significant bending
loads as explained in Figure 9.12.
Nonetheless, the gravity off-loading system enabled full boom and sail deployments with minimal
manual intervention on the majority of occasions. Figure 9.13 shows the buckling of the two boom
types at the last stages of two sail deployment tests. On these occasions, after manual realignment
of the booms with the gantry line and reposition of the sail quadrants, the deployment could be
resumed and finalised. These occasional failures are attributed to the experimental setup that
produce the aforementioned sideway forces, as the ability to sustain the sail tension loads was
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already demonstrated during the boom loading tests, particularly for the CFRP booms. However,
it is believed that although the dedicated test indicate sufficient strength, the booms are loaded at
their limit during sail deployment under gravity conditions.
Figure 9.13: Buckling of the CuBe (left) and CFRP (right) booms during sail deployment.
A large number of boom/sail deployment tests were performed to solve the various issues dis-
covered in the preliminary testing. Each set of booms was deployed tens of times, while the sail
was folded, wrapped and deployed at least a dozen times. Furthermore, the boom deployment
mechanisms were taken apart and reassembled numerous times, in order to test new solutions for
the boom blossoming problems. As a result, a fair amount of wear and tear was observed on the
boom deployment mechanisms and the sail.
For the sail, the repeated folding and wrapping resulted in less distinct parallel fold lines, and
increased number of small creases; see Figure 9.14. Consequently, the Z-folding of the quadrants
became less accurate and compact, resulting in less compact wrapped sail bundles with larger
deployment forces than for a pristine sail with (nominally) only parallel Z-folds.
Figure 9.14: Wear and tear on the sail. All images are of the same sail quadrant, moving from the
long edge towards the sail spindle: the parallel fold lines become less distinct, and the membrane
becomes more creased.
TDS deployments
The TDS deployment tests helped verify the following requirements from Appendix B: DGOSS-
MRD-P-40, DGOSS-MRD-F-80, DGOSS-MRD-F-90, DGOSS-MRD-F-100, DGOSS-MRD-F-110,
DGOSS-MRD-F-120, DGOSS-MRD-I-40, DGOSS-MRD-I-42 and DGOSS-MRD-I-44.
Horizontal deployment of the TDS with the CuBe and CFRP SDS was demonstrated repeatedly
and reliably, before and after environmental testing; see Figure 9.15 (left). Also the vertical de-
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ployment tests without the packed sail were successful. The only hiccup was that the SDS did not
always lock into position due to gravity effects that allowed the locking ball pin to overshoot on
top, as shown in Figure 9.15 (right). The rest of the telescopic stages would always lock. In a
future design iteration all corners will have hard stoppers blocks as well to ensure final levelling of
the deployed telescopic system even under gravity conditions.
Figure 9.15: FUN-C-5: Horizontal extension of the Telescopic Deployment System with the CFRP
Sail Deployment system inside after the vibration testing campaign (left). The top ball-pin not
always locked into position during horizontal tests due to gravity effects (right).
Vertical deployment of the TDS with the stored SDS inside were also attempted but the springs
(even the stiffer versions) were not strong enough to fully deploy the combined mass of the SDS,
while overcoming gravity and friction between the wrapped sail and inner telescopic box. However,
these tests were only considered additional as the other horizontal and vertical tests sufficed to
verify the requirements imposed.
It is further important to note that the packaging efficiency of the sail (and thus the friction
with the inner telescopic deployment box) affects the deployment velocity, and thus the shock
loads on the SDS during the telescopic deployment. The attainable packaging efficiency of the
sail is highly empirical, although improvements and consistency come with experience. Once the
desired packaging efficiency can be achieved reliably, the stiffness of the TDS long springs could
then be reduced accordingly to minimise the shock loads caused by the SDS tip mass that could
be problematic to other subsystems.
SDS deployments
The SDS deployment tests helped verify the following requirements from Appendix B: DGOSS-
MRD-F-30, DGOSS-MRD-P-40, DGOSS-MRD-I-30.
Dr. George Prassinos provided his expertise on real-time control systems while developing the
ground support equipment (GSE) and setup for the functional test campaign of the SDS (FUN-X-1
and FUN-X-2). All functional tests were controlled remotely by a dedicated computer setup that
ran a Matlab/Simulink model and was virtually connected to a second computer through the XPC
target function built in Matlab. This second computer, that rested under the large deployment table
right below the test item (packed SDS), had the data acquisition card and ultimately controlled
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the motor that drove the boom’s spindle and the pin-puller. An external power supply unit, also
underneath the table, provided the necessary voltage and current to the motor, the burn-wire for
the Dyneema string that hold the packed sail, and the pin-pullers. The different cables were fed
to the test item by a hole made on the table’s central hatch. The Simulink model and associated
Matlab functions of the SDS controller can be viewed in Appendix C.
Full-scale sail deployment test where carried on top of the 6 x 6 m2 table covered with anti-static
Sentrex R© film. The tips of the booms are initially suspended from the ceiling using the purposely-
built cross-shaped gantry with rails and miniature carriages. Half-way through the deployment
a second set of suspension lines are manually added to the boom mid-length point to overcome
gravity. Figure 9.16 shows the deployment of the full-scale sail with the CuBe version of the SDS.
Figure 9.17 shows the same for the CFRP version of the SDS.
Figure 9.16: Top view of the deployment of the 5 x 5 m2 sail with the CuBe SDS (FUN-M-2). The
videocamera had a wide field of view fish eye lens that could capture the entire area of interest.
Notice the significant clockwise rotation of the sail during deployment, and the onset of boom
buckling on the fifth image. Manual realignment was required to straighten the booms and achieve
full deployment.
For both the CFRP and CuBe boom concepts, the full-length boom deployment is reliably and
repeatedly demonstrated. In the sail deployment tests, the CuBe booms could not deploy the
sail to full dimensions and the booms buckled at an equivalent sail size of approximately 4.3 x
4.3 m2. Manual realignment of the booms with the gantry line and slight reposition of the sail
quadrants was required to achieve full deployment. The CFRP booms successfully deployed the 5
x 5 m2 sail to its full dimensions, although some of the booms would occasionally buckle before
reaching full length. The boom failure can be attributed to issues with the gravity off-loading
system, which introduces parasitic forces that generate geometric imperfections and contribute to
the buckling failure, as the boom buckling experiments showed that the booms should be capable
of withstanding the deployment loads. Nonetheless, the booms are clearly loaded at their limits
when deploying the sail under gravity conditions.
This is particularly true for the CuBe booms that deploy with an appreciable initial global
curvature that lowers their buckling limit. This is a result of creep in the Kapton sheath as shown
in Figure 6.11, but also of some internal friction within the sheath that prevents the tape-springs
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Figure 9.17: Side view of the deployment of the 5 x 5 m2 sail with the CFRP SDS (FUN-C-2).
Notice that half-way through deployment the booms are retracted about 30 cm, then the second set
of suspension lines are manually added to the boom mid-length point to overcome gravity before
deployment is resumed.
from assuming their original position after deployment, further increasing the global curvature.
The straightness can be largely recovered by manually vibrating the booms to overcome the static
friction, and thus allowing the tape springs to align. In view of this and at the expense of some
loss of torsional stiffness, slightly wider sheaths (17 mm in diameter) were fitted to the CuBe
booms prior to the final functional deployment tests in order to reduce this internal friction. Some
initial curvature remained, but qualitatively the booms seemed to be less curved than before and
performed better.
Figure 9.18 (left) shows the motor current profile measured for sail deployment tests with both
Sail Deployment Systems. These measurements reveal some insight of the total torque output pro-
duced at the boom spindle following Eq. 6.44. It is clear that the CuBe SDS version requires more
torque to deploy the booms as, although these store more strain energy during coiling, the friction
forces are significantly larger for this system (see Eq. 6.31). This is a result of the higher spring
stiffness of the spring-loaded roller system utilised for this version to overcome boom blossoming.
Also, it can be seen that the CFRP booms require minimal torque at the end of deployment as the
rocker-arms provide very little friction towards the end.
The four distinct phases of deployment that were explained for Figure 6.24 can also be seen
in these cases. Notice that the graph for the CuBe version has a sinusoidal-like wave pattern,
which could imply that the cyclic loading of the motor is a result of some asymmetry in geometry
(8-shape) of the already expanded boom coil package.
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Figure 9.18: Motor current profile measured (left), and derived torque output at the booms spindle
(right) for sail deployment test with the two SDS.
Thermal-Vacuum Tests
The thermal-vacuum tests helped verify the following requirements from Appendix B: DGOSS-
MRD-E-10, DGOSS-MRD-E-50, DGOSS-MRD-E-60.
Given that the Sail Deployment System (SDS) was functionally tested in relevant thermal and
vacuum environments using the 1 m2 sub-scale model, the full-scale 25 m2 version was only en-
vironmentally tested in a stored configuration. Before the actual tests a 24 h thermal bake-out
process at +100 ◦C and 1e-6 torr was carried out in a small bell jar chamber in order to accelerate
any outgassing of materials such as the glue of the sail tapes and rip-stops.
For the thermal-vacuum test the SDS was stored inside the telescopic deployer and subjected to
nine temperature cycles of -40 ◦C to +100 ◦C at pressures below 1e-6 torr. On completion of the
3.5 day cycle, a successful sequential deployment of the system (telescopic extension + partial sail
extension) with the CuBe concept was carried out inside SSTL’s cleanroom before swaping the Sail
Deployment System concept for the CFRP and repacking the Telescopic Deployer System for the
following 3.5 day test. For the CFRP concept, a successful sequential deployment of the system
(telescopic extension + full sail extension) was carried out in ambient conditions upon arrival at
the SSC lab.
Thermal vacuum testing showed no negative impact on the functionality of the TDS or either
of the two SDS. Sequential deployments at temperature extremes (-30 ◦C and +70 ◦C) inside the
SSC’s thermal chamber of the telescopic deployer and partially the SDS are planned in the near
future for complete system validation. Finalization of the sail extension will be carried out outside
the chamber using the gravity off-loading system with minimal interference. Such a test has already
been carried out as part of the qualification testing programme of InflateSail.
Launch Vibration Tests
The launch vibration tests helped verify the following requirement from Appendix B: DGOSS-
MRD-E-30.
The deorbiting system with both SDS concepts was independently tested in all three principal
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axes to the maximum quasi-static and dynamic loads stemming from a possible launch campaign.
For the tests, thread locker (Loctite 222) and fixed fasteners with epoxy (3M’s DP-190) were
used during the reassembly of the complete systems. Full sequential deployment tests (telescopic
deployer + sail) followed the vibration testing to guarantee the correct operation in orbit.
The test levels used were chosen from an envelope that complies with the specification of every
available launch vehicle to date. This is in line with the development of the Gossamer Deorbiter
as a deorbiting device for a wide range of host craft and satellite operators. The test specifications
utilised are:
• Sine sweeps at 2 octaves/min in the 0-100 Hz range with accelerations up to 15 g in the 35-45
Hz region. Figure ?? (left) shows the response of the driving accelerometer (interface control)
from which the input level spectrum can be deduced.
• Random vibrations of up to 19.1 g RMS in the 0-2000 Hz range for 180 s.
Figure 9.19: Frequency response of the system during a vertical z-axis sine sweep (left). Note the
peak in acceleration response around the 35 Hz resonant frequency; and this ‘hammering’ resonant
mode observed during testing (right). The deformation of the lid is clearly visible when the internal
TDS boxes and the SDS move upwards cyclically.
Figure 9.20: Damage observed on the top lid (left) and the spring’s anchor stabiliser (right) after
the harsh vibration testing campaign.
Accelerometers were placed on the outer box of the telescopic deployer and inside it attached to
the boom deployer. The normal frequency response found is complex and highly non-linear, with
the sail providing a great deal of damping. A resonance frequency around 35 Hz was discovered
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during the vertical z-axis tests; see Figure 9.19. The axis corresponds to the extension direction
of the telescopic deployer. This hammering mode caused minor deformation to the top lid of the
telescopic deployer and some damage to the lower spring’s anchor stabiliser; Figure 9.20. Further
compaction of the telescopic deployer springs by the radial expansion of the coils created a small
additional gap allowing the Sail Deployment System to move up and down inside the enclosure
box.
The post-test deployments remained unaffected by the vibration testing campaign. In a future
design iteration, minor modifications should mitigate the effect of the 35 Hz resonance frequency
by, for example, minimizing the gap between the spring coils, reinforcing the top lid, and using a
stiffer material for the springs’ anchor stabilisers. This potential failure mode can be critical to
other similar Jack-in-the-box like designs and should be accounted for.
9.2.4 Performance Scalability
The CFRP version of the Gossamer Deorbiter system was tested and qualified for a deployed sail
size of 25 m2. In this section the performance scalability of the structural architecture to larger
dimensions is explored. The performance threshold is determined by the compliance with the hard
system requirements for volume (15 x 15 x 27 cm3) and 70% mass reduction to chemical propulsion
deorbiting. The largest size to realize are square sails in the 50-100 m2 range with 5-7 m long
booms. Sail surface areas of this range are considered to be sufficient to target the majority of
objects in low-to-medium altitude LEO.
Boom Loading Configuration
The critical factor in the scalability of the Gossamer Deorbiter is the buckling failure of the de-
ployable booms. The booms are analyzed as a beam-column, where the deflection caused by the
compression imparted by sail tension is amplified by drag and solar radiation pressure (SRP) lateral
loads. It has been recognized that neither fixed-free nor simply-supported boundary conditions rep-
resent accurately the tensioning loads in a four-quadrant sail configuration with three suspension
points per quadrant. The former is too conservative and the latter is non-conservative [Taleghani
et al., 2003]. In [Murphy and Murphey, 2002] the global buckling capability of a single boom of
length L and bending stiffness EI part of a four-quadrant sail configuration is calculated from the
ideal pinned-pinned column equation (Ppin = pi
2EI/L2) using a buckling correction factor, κF , to
yield:
Pcr = κF Ppin. (9.2)
This considers that the ‘follower load’ of the equivalent cantilever beam configuration is not
directed towards the root but at some distance, d = C−L, behind it; see Figure 9.21. This depends
on the sail geometry through the so-called halyard angle, αhaly, between the boom longitudinal
axis and the adjacent sail-tensioning cable by:
C/L = 1/(1− tan (αhaly)), (9.3)
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for a four-quadrant sail configuration. With the C/L value the buckling correction factor, κF ,
can be calculated from:
κF = (kL/pi)
2, (9.4)
where the value of kL can be looked up in the tables of [Timoshenko and Gere, 1961], which give
the numeric solution to the equation:
tan (kL) = kL (1− C/L). (9.5)
For a sail-boom attachment design where the halyard angle bisects the sail corner (αhaly = 22.5
◦
and C = 1.7L) the value of the buckling correction factor is approximately κF = 0.48. This means
that flight-like boundary conditions are approximately half-way between simply supported and
cantilevered boom configurations.
However, the halyard angle can vary significantly with orbital thermal extremes, thus having
a large effect on the buckling margin of the booms. A correct buckling analysis should therefore
account for this thermal effect. For a high temperature extreme of +120 ◦C it is assumed that
αhaly = 30
◦, and thus κF = 0.38, which entails a 28% reduction in the buckling strength margin
calculation. At -120 ◦C it is assumed that αhaly = 18◦, such that a κF = 0.54 is taken into account.
Both angles are considered acceptable from a design aspect, and the tensioning springs and gap
between the sail and boom attachment points could be sized accordingly. If required, the variation
of buckling margin could be reduced by increasing the gap between the booms and the sail.
Pfoll
L
C 
α
Figure 9.21: Loading diagram with the follower tip load, Pfoll, showing the wind-mill global de-
formation that promotes simultaneous buckling of all booms.
Following the good correlation between the experimental and FEA results of the full-scale boom
loading tests, the computational models can be used in the scalability study of the deorbiting
concept with sufficient confidence. The boom shell model with imperfections (thin edges, a 10◦
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twist, and 400/L offsets in the −y and −z directions) was used in the scalability analysis for
enhanced accuracy. The FE simulations use pinned-pinned boundary conditions, with the results
being adjusted using the temperature-dependent correction factor for a worst case scenario.
Design for Scalability
Given the stowage volume restriction, the most feasible way of increasing the sail size without a
complete redesign of the system is to remove the inner stage of the telescopic deployer and repurpose
the middle stage as the housing box of the Sail Deployment System. This change provides an
available volume of 13 x 13 x 22.5 cm3 for the SDS that could now store drag sails larger than
25 m2 with only a minor redesign of the boom deployer. The sail plane offset with respect to the
host craft will be reduced to 0.45 m, which is still considered acceptable for passive stabilization
purposes.
Based on preliminary tests a 50 m2 sail membrane can be designed to fit within a 13 cm side
cube, using the same folding pattern and baseline sail design, but with thinner 25 µm rip-stop
tapes. For larger sails, thinner membranes of just a few microns will be required. These materials
are commercially available, but are costly and are subjected to export regulations and restrictions.
Thus, the main challenge is to fit considerably larger booms within the small increase of footprint
area (13 x 13 cm2) while still complying with structural requirements. The maximum allowable
boom thickness, t, can be determined from the Archimedean spiral approximation as:
t =
pi
nL
(r2f − r20). (9.6)
This is found to be of about 0.35 mm and 0.25 mm thickness, for four (n=4) booms of length
L = 5 m and L = 7 m co-coiled around an initial drum radius of r0 = 15 mm, assuming a
packing efficiency ratio of 80%, and a maximum final coil radius of rf = 55 mm for a similar boom
deployer design. This large ratio of final-to-initial coil radius can be achieved without hindering
boom bistability using the variable braid angle approach. These thicknesses are also permissible
from an elastic coiling aspect (εy = t/2r0) given the strain limit (εy = 1.6%) of the constitutive
CFRP material used in the proposed booms.
Three geometric parameters will affect the second moment of area used in the critical in-plane
bending stiffness calculation of the boom, EIzz: the radius of curvature, R; the thickness, t; and
the subtended angle, θ, as was shown in Eq. 6.6.
Assuming a simply supported boom and a half-sine shape imperfection of amplitude a = L/400
for the initial axial curvature (suggested in [Timoshenko and Gere, 1961] for long slender booms),
the total load in the boom, PT , is given by:
PT = P
(
1 +
a cA
I (1− P/Pcr)
)
, (9.7)
where P is the axial compressive load in the boom, c is the distance of the outermost fibre of
the cross-section to the neutral axis of the boom, A is the cross-section area, I is the cross-section
moment of inertia about the weakest axis, and Pcr is the critical load, assumed here to be the Euler
buckling load. Including a safety factor of SF = 3, and a buckling correction factor of κF = 0.5,
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such that PT = Pcr κF /SF = Pcr/6, yields the following equation to be numerically solved to find
the minimum cross-section radius, R, required to avoid buckling (P >> Pcr):
− pi
2E1R
3 t β∗
6L2
+ P +
P a sin(β/2)
Rβ∗
= 0, (9.8)
where
β∗ =
β2 + β sinβ − 4− 4 cosβ
2β
. (9.9)
For calculation of the boom compressive load applied, P , the rule of thumb formula from
[Greschik et al., 2003] and shown in Eq. 4.5 was considered. The axial load is thus proportional to
the boom length, L, sail membrane thickness, ts, and nominal sail skin stress, σskin. A total load
of P = Fx,cr = 1.592N from Table 4.4 was used in the analysis to account for thermal effects.
For a maximum arc-length or height of the coiled boom set at s = θ R = 65 mm, Figure 9.22
shows the analytically found feasible boom designs, assuming the same CFRP laminate as qualified
in this test campaign (E1 = 45 GPa at the root area, δ = ±50◦). This value of the Young’s Modulus
was further reduced by 20% to account for long term creep. The selected boom radii follow the
standard sizes of the manufacturing cylindrical mandrel (diameter, 2R, from 3/4” to 2”). Only
designs where the ratio is Rmin/R < 1 comply with buckling requirements. A design closer to the
Rmin/R threshold will be more efficient for the same boom structural mass, of 21.7 g/m in this
case.
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Figure 9.22: Minimum radius required to avoid Euler buckling for a 7m long CFRP boom with
constant arc-length of 65 mm and thickness of 0.245 mm.
For 5 m and 7 m long booms with a sail membrane of 7.5 µm and 2.5 µm respectively, it was
found that the best option is to maintain the boom design selected for the qualified 25 m2 gossamer
system (R = 16 mm). The larger subtended angles and the reduction in membrane thickness for
the longer version will compensate for the increment in sail size.
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FEA shell models of the BOWL CFRP booms with a 16 mm radius were produced for both
lengths, with the appropriate braid angle change to satisfy bistability for the larger size of the
coil. The analyses showed that both boom versions can satisfy the mission structural requirements
under combined sail tension, drag, and SRP loading. Figure 9.23 shows the maximum lateral loads,
including a safety factor of 2.5, which the scaled up 5 m and 7 m booms can withstand, in addition
to the 3 N and 1.5 N axial preloading.
Figure 9.23: Transverse force versus tip deflection for axially pre-loaded scaled-up booms and for
flight-like corrected boundary conditions from a pinned-pinned analysis.
Failure loads are above the required 20 mN and 40 mN for the 5 m and 7 m booms respectively.
These tip loads correspond to an equivalent orbit altitude of 300 km for the worst case of maximum
atmospheric density. If mean atmospheric density conditions are considered, the tip loading will
be halved at the established threshold altitude, further adding to the design safety margin.
Case Study
The increase in boom mass and sail membrane with respect to the 25 m2 design proposed is partially
compensated by the mass reduction of the telescopic deployer (350 g). The system performance for
the scaled-up versions is assessed in comparison with chemical propulsion for one of the reference
cases studied, namely the Vega’s AVUM upper stage. AVUM has a dry mass of 670 kg, a frontal
area of about 3 m2, and it will need deorbiting from initial altitudes as high as 1500 km. Table 9.4
shows the comparison with the Gossamer Deorbiter operating in drag mode alone and for circular
equatorial orbits only. It can be seen that for foreseeable system masses of the scaled-up versions,
the performance requirement of 70% mass saving to chemical propulsion is still achievable.
Note that a hybrid mode that also utilizes the solar sailing capability of the system will enable
significantly higher initial altitudes for deorbiting (1200 km using the 100 m2 system for the AVUM
case), though at the expense of the need for active control.
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25 m2 sail 50 m2 sail 100 m2 sail
Gossamer sail deorbiting
Initial orbit (km2) 700 x 700 750 x 750 825 x 825
System mass (kg) 3 4 6
Chemical propulsion
25 year naturally decaying orbit 700 x 410 750 x 350 825 x 325
for AVUM (km2)
Delta-v required (m/s) 79 102 135
Mono-propellant fuel required (kg) 24-36 31-46 41-61
Bi-propellant fuel required (kg) 13-18 17-24 22-31
Gossamer Deorbiter mass savings
Mono-propellant fuel 88-92 % 87-91 % 85-90 %
Bi-propellant fuel 77-83 % 77-83 % 73-81 %
Table 9.4: Mass performance of different sail sizes for deorbiting the Vega’s AVUM upper stage.
Chapter 10
The Completely Stripped Solar Sail
Concept
This chapter presents a novel type of solar sail architecture based on the stripped sail concept and
the use of the new bistable composite booms previously shown, coined the completely stripped solar
sail. The concept is enabled by the bistable nature of these booms that allows multiple simple
attachments of the sail film along the booms length, given the minimal caging requirement of the
booms. The architecture also offers a mass saving approach as the structural requirements for the
booms can be relaxed, even enabling open-section structures like the ones proposed herein, that
can be made lighter, to be considered for larger sail designs than previously thought. The concept
overview and the benefits over other sail membrane folding techniques and suspension methods
tried are explained. A ground demonstrator sail prototype of 5 m2 is design and built to gather
initial insight into the potentials of the system. Also the structural benefits of the concept are
experimentally confirmed with the addition of a set of sail strips to the supporting boom structure
of a 25 m2 solar sail.
10.1 Concept Overview
In Chapter 2 we reviewed the different sail suspension techniques for three-axis stabilised sails
with rigid booms; see Figure 2.3. We explained that the way the sail is attached to the booms
has a large impact on system mass and scalability of the solar sail concept. The sail suspension
configuration defines: the film tension state, the boom loads, and the load path or how the film
tension is channeled via boom compression to the boom roots. We saw that concepts that use
multiple sail/boom connections along the boom length can be more mass efficient as the supporting
structure can be lighter while still complying with structural requirements. This is a result of the
effective length reduction of the booms to avoid Euler buckling in the sail plane.
The concept presented herein is a variation of the stripped/striped architecture that can reduce
deployment complexity and overall sail mass with respect to other stripped sail derived concepts
that have been proposed, namely the “cord mat” sail [Greschik et al., 2005] and L’Garde’s inflatable
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deployed net/membrane striped sail [Lichodziejewski et al., 2004]; see Figure 2.5 (left). Both of
those concepts involved an array of cords parallel to the outer sail edge of each quadrant. These
cords accurately define the load path to the booms and the shape of the film which is “draped over”
the cords.
The author has coined this novel concept the “completely stripped sail” [Fernandez et al., 2011a,
Fernandez et al., 2012]. Here, the whole membrane is divided into separate narrow strips of sail
running parallel to the edges of the square sail as shown in Figure 10.1. Each strip is tensioned
by its neighboring booms; hence the multiple point attachments once again reduce the structural
mass requirements of the booms. However, no additional underlying elements (cords/net) are
introduced, and thus mass is kept to a minimum. Beyond the lowest boom compression, the
stripped design also possesses the most favourable load distribution. The tension state of the sail
can be assumed uniaxial (instead of the usual biaxial), if the distance between the sail suspension
points is minimized as stated in [Greschik and Mikulas, 2002]. For the completely stripped sail this
is achievable if sufficiently narrow strips compared to their length are used and the tension lines
run parallel to the long edges. We assume that transverse wrinkling common in tension fields can
be controlled without significant transverse stressing. For example, if necessary, by lateral rib-like
stiffeners/rip-stops mounted or integrated along the length of the strips, as proposed for the blades
of the HELIOS heliogyro in [Wilkie et al., 2014, Bryant et al., 2014]. Also, a uniaxial tension state
provides the absolute collectively shortest load path from all film surface points for sail tensioning,
potentially lowering the stress requirement to avoid excessive billowing and wrinkling as proposed
in [Greschik and Mikulas, 2002]. This is ensured in the completely stripped sail by design given
that the only load path to the booms is along the strip length.
As will be shown, the new architecture is enabled by the new type of composite booms developed
during this research effort. It can thus be considered as a new application of these booms that also
ultimately alloys the scalability of the tape-spring structures beyond what would be acceptable for
less simply supported concepts.
Figure 10.1: 2.2 x 2.2 m2 completely stripped sail proof of concept prototype deployed.
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10.2 Benefits
A list of benefits that the completely stripped sail can provide are listed below:
Low mass and deployment simplicity : Apart from the inherent mass savings of using a continuous
connection technique, dividing the whole membrane into strips requires no additional mass to
achieve a uniaxial tension state in the film, thus lowering the sail loading to its bare minimum.
Also the deployment is significantly simplified without the use of cords to compartmentalise the
sail quadrant.
Sail shape determination and thrust prediction: As stated in [Greschik and Mikulas, 2002] the
stripped architecture also simplifies the complex sail billow problem required for sail shape de-
termination and stability, in order to accurately predict thrust direction and produce the desired
attitude control maneuvers. The sail sag is developed independently on each strip as if in two
dimensions. Billow can be easily designed into the sail, thus avoiding nonlinear and sensitivity
issues associated with the sail matching its suspension. In fact, the engineered billow profile can
be used to control the boom loads.
Manufacturability : Given that any sail film will only be produced in relatively narrow widths
during manufacture, individual elements of the sail must be bonded to produce large continuous
sheets for the required shapes. Nevertheless, for the completely stripped sail design, as in the case
of heliogyros, the strips can be equal in width to the sail film produced by the manufacturing
process, thus eliminating element bonding related problems.
Folding and packing : The folding and packing of the sail becomes a much more manageable task,
given the reduction in size of the membrane elements. Every strip can be independently folded
and then easily attached to the booms during the packing process. For example, for future large
sails that use other suspension techniques, the fabrication process must be devised to allow sail
folding to proceed in parallel with the bonding process, as it would be impractical to manufacture
the entire sail and subsequently fold it.
Space debris hazard : Dividing the complete membrane into strips has a two-fold advantage:
first, the achievable low stress state of the film reduces the propagation tendency of holes and
tears; and second, the loss of one or several sail strips will not have a large impact on overall sail
performance in contrast to the case of simply supported sails, where, for example, the loss of a
quadrant will have a catastrophic effect. Rip-stops cannot always guarantee that the latter does
not occur, especially if the holes are created near the sail suspension points. According to ESA
MASTER ’99 model [Walker and al., 2002], the mean time between debris impacts on a target
object of 25 m2 area at 800 km altitude (like CubeSail) is 9.2 days for particles in the 0.1-1 mm
diameter range. If similar size sails were to be used as deorbiting devices in LEO, this translates in
a probability of hundreds of expected holes of relatively large size during the orbital decay period.
Scalability : The membrane’s shape uncertainty directly scales up in the case of large simply
supported sails, where the unsupported regions between boundary conditions can become very
large. The completely stripped design can improve the scalability process by keeping the geometric
spacing (strips width) constant with the increments in sail size, and thus not increasing the effective
length for Euler buckling as much.
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10.3 Ground Demonstrator Design
10.3.1 Deployment module
The reliability and scalability of the completely stripped solar sail proof of concept prototype to be
shown is a result of using bistable reeled composite (BRC) booms. The DUECAL GFRP booms
presented in Chapter 7 were utilised as the deployable supporting structure of the sail system that
can now be made larger than before given the variable stiffness approach followed for the composite
laminate. As explained before, the new technique produces bistable booms that can deploy in a
very controlled and coherent manner by unraveling themselves around a drum while the rest is still
coiled up. The stored strain energy in the energetic booms was used as the driving force to deploy
the sail strips as well. Therefore, the deployment mechanism utilized in this concept is significantly
simpler, resulting in a very light design that reduces failure modes and enabling continuous simple
sail-to-boom connection points.
The deployment module of the completely stripped sail prototype developed comprises of only:
a fixed shaft with respect to the satellite bus, onto which the four bistable booms are co-coiled; a
free-to-rotate spacer plate that has a set of rollers to constrain each boom to its own quadrant and
avoid them “catching up” during deployment; and a pin-spring constraint/release mechanism that
uses a NiCr burn-wire circuit for activation. The coherent self-unfurling of the booms is enabled
by the fact that their tips are left uncoiled (have the final extended curvature). This triggers the
deployment, once the pin is released and the spacer plate is allowed to rotate. Figure 10.2 shows
the boom deployment module before and after deployment.
Figure 10.2: Boom deployment module for the completely stripped sail prototype built before (left)
and after (right) deployment.
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10.3.2 Sail-boom attachment
Given that there is no cage or additional mechanisms encasing the bistable booms, the strips can
be easily attached to the booms. The strips for the prototype were produced from a relatively
thick (20 µm) aluminized Mylar material, purchased in the form of emergency thermal blankets.
The material was pressed at 180 ◦C prior to cutting it in order to eliminate previous wrinkles. The
strips have a trapezium shape, where the parallel sides are the long ones, and the strip ends are
angled at 45◦ to the longest side of the strip in order to match the booms.
A width of 10 cm was used for the 32 strips of the 2.2 x 2.2 m2 prototype, and it is estimated that
a total of 88 would be utilized on a 5 x 5 m2 sail. The strips were attached directly to the bottom
edge of the booms using double-sided Kapton tape. Nevertheless, a more compliant solution will
be required for a flight version, since the thermal mismatch between the booms and the sail can
be significant in orbit incurring in high thermal stresses.
The technique proposed also tries to solve one of the weaknesses of the open-section composite
booms: flexural-torsional buckling. Two Y-shaped elements located at either side of the booms and
attached to its top and bottom edge and the two adjacent sail strips can be used to restrict torsion
once the strips are in tension. This is represented in Figure 10.3, where the very thin Y-shaped
elements are elastic polymers (rubbers). While stowed, the strips lie in the plane below the booms
with the bottom arm of the Y-shaped elastic polymer folded and the top arm co-coiled with the
booms,(a). As the booms start to recover their extended curvature, the strips separate from each
other (b). Once they reach their final curvature the strips will lie in the final sail plane during
the unfolding process (c), though the latter will only occur entirely under microgravity conditions.
Finally when deployment ends, the elastic polymer will achieve its Y-shape and the strips will be
tensioned (d). Any torsional rotation of the boom cross-section will tend to stretch two diagonally
opposite arms from each of the two Y-shape elements, and thus there will be a counter-torque
that will tend to recover the initial boom orientation. There will also be some amount of in-plane
bending constrain provided by the tensioned strips.
Figure 10.3: Sail-boom attachment with Y-shaped elastic elements.
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This arrangement where the strips work together with the booms, removes the need of the
latter to have a significant bending and torsional stiffness, allowing open-section structures to be
considered for scaled-up versions as well. For future large size solar sails the ultimate efficient sail
suspension technique will be that in which the sail membrane does not act as a parasitic mass but
also plays a structural role, and thus help reduce overall mass.
The beneficial effect of the tensioned strips and the Y-shaped elastic elements was demonstrated
with the supporting structure for a 5 x 5 m2 sail that used the BOWL CFRP booms. These booms
normally buckle in a flexural-torsional mode under gravity at free lengths over 2.5 m. Even if the
tip of the booms are simply supported, the central region of the 3.6 m booms would twist under
gravity, giving the large distance of the shear centre with respect to the centroid of the cross-section.
A single set of four strips was attached at the mid-length area of the 3.6 m booms. For this, small
holes were made on the top and bottom edges of the booms, and Dyneema R© strings were fixed to
constant force springs (CFS). These CFS were then attached to the free edges of the film strips as
shown in Figure 10.4. The length of the strings were adjusted such that the CFS would provide
force (0.7 N in this case).
Figure 10.4: Strip attachment at the mid-length area of the CFRP booms.
It was confirmed that the tensioned strips with the Y-shaped elastic elements were restricting
the torsional and in-plane movement of the booms and so, buckling at the mid-section was preven-
ted. The four strips and the four booms were in perfect equilibrium forming a configuration that
resembled that of a tensegrity structure, where the spatial position of the compression members
(booms) are delineated by the prestressed tensioned members (strips). Figure 10.5 shows the 5
x 5 m2 sail with the single set of strips attached. It can be seen that after horizontally level-
ling the booms, a single set of strips attached at the mid-section of the booms suffices to prevent
self-buckling of the supporting structure due to gravity.
By using CFS of a known spring constant an exact constant tension load can be provided to the
strips to assess a minimum value to avoid excessive billow for ground testing. Data gathered of
static deflection sail shape under gravity can then be correlated with complete system FE models
that also include the strips to predict their shape in space when other out-of-plane loads of different
magnitude (e.g. SRP and drag) would be present. From this, sail thrust predictions can be made
more accurately. Furthermore, the Y-shaped elastic members can be sized accordingly to the
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Figure 10.5: Supporting structure for a 5 x 5 m2 sail showing a single set of strips attached at
the mid-point of the CFRP booms. This prevents self-buckling of the booms under out-of-plane
gravity loading.
requirements of a flight mission.
10.3.3 Folding and packing
The folding pattern utilised consists of multiple Z-folds along the length of the strips, producing a
final shape that resembles an accordion as shown in Figure 10.6. The Z-folds cover the majority of
the strip length and form two bundles starting from the end of each strip. A single v-fold is then
produced to bring the two end bundles to the same plane, as shown in Figure 10.6. The latter is
required since the ends of the strip have an offset with respect to where they are attached on the
two adjacent booms when coiled, which is a result of the boom thickness. These offsets grow as
the length of the strips increase requiring larger V-fold angles. A trade-off between the height of
the folded strip and its total wrapped thickness can be considered by varying the distance between
Z-folds, and thus their total number.
Rapid depressurization during the launch ascent can cause premature unfolding or structural
overloading. In [Murphy and Murphey, 2002] a two-dimensional Z-fold pattern for a quadrant
sail similar to the one produced here was demonstrated to leave a short path for the escape of
gases during depressurization. It is important to avoid secondary folds inside others, as the sail
deployment could be put at risk. Each strip should be able to achieve a tensioned state by applying
a continuous force in the expected direction of the booms extension. The simple folding pattern
for the strips adopted ensures that the aforementioned happens.
The packing of the folded strips is best carried out in steps. The smaller strips (inner ones) are
attached to the booms first, and, as the booms are coiled in, the rest of the strips are successively
tagged on. Every couple of turns of the shaft a new set of four equal size strips is attached, locking
the shaft while this takes place to ease the handling and the packing process.
In order to avoid the packed strips unfolding due to gravity, a tiny dot of tacky spray mount
adhesive was applied between every Z-fold as shown in Figure 10.6. Thus, the forces required to
“peel of” the folds during ground-tests were acceptably small. Generally, the deployment of the sail
in space, with its intrinsic flimsiness coupled with the expected extreme temperatures and the solar
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Figure 10.6: Sail strips folding pattern.
radiation pressure, means that unconstrained portions are inherently risky. Also, the potential
motions cannot be reliably modeled. For our case, also the twisting and wrapping of the strips
around themselves or the booms would surely lead to failure. To solve this, the application of the
tacky material between folds keeps the bundles close together, unfolding one Z-fold at a time as the
deployment progresses. Therefore, no parts of the sail are left over unconstrained during extension
allowing a much more deterministic deployment.
Complete knowledge of the peel loads experienced is of extreme importance for correctly sizing
the strain energy required for the self-extending bistable booms. Also as pointed out in [Murphy and
Murphey, 2002], it is expected that electrostatic charging and yield stresses induced by packaging
with particulate contaminants will increase the stickiness of the folds. Nevertheless, they performed
an exploratory series of tests to ascertain the pull force of compressed CP-1 sail folds. The peel
load was generally found to be less than 10 mN, which is a reasonable value. Similar tests with the
addition of the tacky spray will need to be carried out to define acceptable levels for our sail.
10.4 Testing
Test-rig
The sail deployment system is designed to work under microgravity conditions and testing it on
ground is a big challenge. Since the booms are prone to drop as they are extended due to gravity,
a second support point is required to keep them in the same plane as would happen in orbit.
DLR [Leipold et al., 2003] used Helium-filled balloons instead of second support points to carry
out sail deployment ground tests, but as our boom deployment is not entirely linear and is not
motor controlled, this option could produce an entanglement of the balloons at the early stage of
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deployment when there is a significant rotational component. Also, the non-straight deployment
discards the gravity off-loading option followed by L’Garde of using a gantry with sliding cars
connected to the booms [Lichodziejewski et al., 2004], and adopted for our CubeSail/DGOSS 25
m2 sail system. Hence, an option where the booms are not off-loaded but are prevented from
buckling under the gravity load by levelling them and restricting torsion at the tip was followed.
The test-rig consists of a fixed truss structure where the whole system rests from a thrust bearing
with collars as shown in Figure 10.7. Therefore, the system is allowed to rotate with respect to
the truss structure with minimal friction. The central shaft onto which the booms are coiled, is
connected to a dummy mass that has similar moments of inertia to that of the extended solar
panels and the satellite bus. The strips are hung from the bottom of the deployment module just
below the booms. This prevents them from tangling around anything when they naturally drop
due to gravity.
Figure 10.7: Early version (left), and final version (right) of the test-rig built for a spirally deployed
sail. Note the dummy mass on top of the sail deployment system.
In the test-bed, the second support points for the booms are provided at their tips. Each
boom tip is attached to a purposely built light structure that has small wheels to roll on the
ground, resembling a model plane undercarriage. The narrow wheels are castored so that the booms
extension direction can change, and thus slippage and friction is minimized. The undercarriages
are staggered from boom to boom, so that they cannot tangle during the early stages of deployment
when the tip of the booms are close enough. The sail plane is suspended from the truss structure at
a suitable height for the wheels to touch the ground throughout the deployment. Several successful
deployments of the completely stripped sail using this test-bed were carried out, which assures the
reliability of the concept and the validity of the test-rig.
Deployments
Two types of deployments have been tested: fixing the shaft to the gantry or allowing it to freely
rotate. In both cases, due to conservation of angular momentum in the system, the deployment
rate slows down as the booms extend increasing the moment inertia of the system. In the first
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case, the practical use of the inertial dummy mass is eliminated and the booms will deploy spirally
with only an angular acceleration component using their stored elastic strain energy. Due to the
angular rate reduction, the final phase of the deployment did not have enough kinetic energy to
fully tension the sail. Nevertheless, in reality, this deployment method does not correlate well
with what will happen in space, where there is no “foundation” to react the forces produced in the
system. In space, as the booms unfurl in one direction the rest of the satellite will counter-rotate
by the action-reaction effect.
That is the case of the second deployment method employed, where the shaft and the inertial
mass are free to rotate with respect to the truss structure, and thus allowing the reaction forces
to be generated by them instead of the “bridge”. The deployment kinematics then becomes a
combination of linear and spiral motions with angular and linear acceleration components. At an
early stage of deployment the coiled booms and packed sail do not have enough moment of inertia
compared to the dummy mass, and the booms extension is mainly spiral with a large angular
acceleration component; see Figure 10.8 a-c (0-1 s). As the booms are extended and the sail
unfurled, the system inertia increases and the booms deployment becomes an outwardly growing
spiral, see Figure 10.8 c-e (1-3 s).
The angular acceleration of the booms then starts to decrease considerably and transforms into
a linear acceleration component, while the dummy mass gains angular velocity. When the moment
of inertia of the booms and sail is comparable to that of the dummy mass, the booms extension
becomes totally linear with a decreasing acceleration, see Figure 10.8 e-h (3-7 s). At the very end,
the counter-spinning dummy mass provides the extra energy to “lock” the booms in place and fully
tension the sail, see Figure 10.8 h-i (7-7.88 s).
As the system and boom loads are more or less symmetrical with respect to the shaft/dummy
mass central axis, the deployment ends with close to zero acceleration components. The deployment
duration of the 5 m2 sail system is around 8 s, which is somewhere in between the fast and
uncontrolled strain-energy driven deployments of the early design of CubeSail (3 m2) using the
tape-spring metal booms (< 2 s), and its slow and controlled motor-driven deployments (18 s).
It is of extreme importance to know the final rates at which the sailcraft will be left to rotate
following the sail deployment phase. The attitude control system needs to be able to cope with these
rates to detumble and stabilize the sailcraft after the deployment. Also, from a structural point of
view, the final shock load produced by the counter-spinning satellite bus, needs to be addressed to
establish acceptable levels. Videogrammetry with the use of the Qualysis system 3D motion capture
system was envisioned as the method of assessing the linear and angular velocities and accelerations
throughout the deployment phase. However, this system, which was previously used in the early
version of CubeSail (see Figure 3.1), was not available at the time when the completely stripped
sail prototype was being tested at RolaTube’s facilities. Hence, a testing campaign such as the one
shown in [Adeli, 2010b] is proposed as future work for the characterisation of the deployment rates
of the new sail concept.
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Figure 10.8: Deployment sequence of the 2.2 x 2.2 m2 completely stripped solar sail prototype.
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10.5 Summary
A 2.2 x 2.2 m2 proof of concept prototype for a novel scalable solar sail architecture in which the sail
membrane is entirely divided into strips has been presented [Fernandez et al., 2011a]. The concept
is enabled by the bistable nature of the new scalable composite booms proposed in this thesis
that allows multiple simple connection points of the sail film along the booms length, given the
minimal caging requirement of the supporting booms. These continuous attachments are produced
by elastic members that constraint the sideways and twist motions once the strips are tensioned.
The composite booms self-deploy by unfurling themselves around the central hub incurring in a
spiral deployment of the booms.
The benefits that the concept has towards scalability of a sail with lightweight tape-spring booms
has been demonstrated by using a 5 x 5 m2 sail system with a four-quadrant sail suspension and
modifying it to include strips. A single set of strips located at the mid-point of the 3.6 m bistable
tape-springs has been shown to provide enough in-plane and torsional support to avoid the slender
booms from buckling as they normally would due to gravity [Fernandez et al., 2012]. This could be
thought as if the additional support provided by the sail strips was lowering the structural loading
of the supporting booms. Hence, the sail could leave its previously considered parasitic mass role
and enable overall lighter concepts like those that make use of open-section rollable tape-springs,
which would now be also more scalable.
This new architecture has the potential of becoming an ultra-lightweight concept in its class for
the following reasons:
1. The booms are made from a low-density composite materials.
2. The bistable characteristic of the booms enables a very light and simple deployment module
that allows simple attachments to the film strips along their lengths.
3. The booms have a low structural mass due to:
i. The continuous sail-boom attachment technique used.
ii. The uniaxial tension state of the sail that permits low membrane stresses of the film
strips and thus less sail tensioning loads to be transfered to the booms.
iii. The structural support provided by the strips that restrict the sideways and twist mo-
tions of the tape-spring booms, which are the “weaknesses” of these open-section struc-
tures that tend to fail in a flexural-torsional buckling mode.
Also the inherent advantages that the completely stripped sail concept can offer in terms of
sail shape determination and thrust prediction, manufacturability, ease of folding and packing,
scalability, and space debris hazard reduction have been presented.
Chapter 11
Conclusions and Future Work
This chapter finalises the thesis by producing a set of conclusions from the main findings and results
of the preceding chapters. Also, open issues are introduced and suggested future research directions
are established for each of the novel contributions presented in this dissertation.
11.1 Main Findings and Conclusions
This dissertation has produced a number of new concepts for deployable structures that advance the
state-of-the-art of gossamer technology. Each concept has undergone some preliminary development
and analysis to prove its viability. The study of the different components has been rooted in
modelling and experimentation, and has been steered towards enabling tangible systems for solar
sailing and spacecraft deorbiting applications.
A list of the main research findings and conclusions is presented below:
CubeSail: a nanosolar sail demonstration mission
With the aim of advancing the technology readiness level of solar sailing technology, a demonstrator
mission called CubeSail has been introduced [Fernandez et al., 2011b]. This path-finding mission is
also expected to demonstrate rapid passive satellite deorbiting using the sail to decrease the ballistic
coefficient of the cubesat. The establishment of the mass, volume and structural requirements for
this generic solar sailing/deorbiting demonstration mission in LEO were presented. In particular,
a methodology for the derivation of the boom and sail structural requirements from a detailed
analysis of the expected loads during deployment and operation of the sails was shown. A boom
failure criterion that could be made available for system level design of solar sails, and allows for
the computation of the safety margin at a general load case was also derived.
It was found that, in general, the operational loads for a low-altitude (≈ 300 km) generic
solar/drag sail are small, imposing, in principal, low strength and stiffness requirements on the
booms. As expected axial compression is the major contributor to boom loading. All loading
cases studied have insignificant torsion components. The worse case loading condition for in-plane
bending can occur during normal operations at low altitudes in the shadow part of the orbit. Also,
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the sail deployment phase, due to asymmetrically pulling the sail quadrants from their canisters,
can create significant in-plane bending moments. As the main source of out-of-plane loading is
thermally-induced boom bending, the sunlight cases are the worst scenarios. The latter can be a
critical factor for booms of the type developed herein that have lower out-of-plane than in-plane
strength. Also in general the tensioned sails provides some in-plane lateral constraint making the
out-of-plane loading case the most critical one. Fortunately, it was found that VDA coating can
be effectively used for thermal control of the CFRP and CuBe booms.
()-shaped metal booms
A new type of semi-closed deployable boom based on metal tape-springs inside a polymer sheath
was presented [Fernandez et al., 2013]. Structural characterization tests provided insight into
the static and dynamic properties of the complex structure that escaped the usual computational
modelling approach and the basic analytical model developed.
It was found that these booms have scalability problems as a result of two different phenomena.
Firstly, there is an initial axial curvature developed on the booms after they are coiled as a result
of internal friction of the tape-springs with the sheath. This effect is exacerbated for long periods
of storage, where creep effects on the Kapton sheath were apparent. A knock-down factor of 1.184
on the buckling load was derived for the booms tested, but this factor could be larger for longer
periods of stowage or for different resin systems used for the spirally-wound sheaths. Secondly, the
expansion of the coiled boom package inside the deployment mechanism (blossoming) as a result
of the unstable nature of the coiled configuration and the high strain energy that these booms hold
when stowed. Effective measures that try to manage this problem were proposed, which include:
increasing the coil interwindings friction; correct sizing of the springs that drive the pinching rollers
in the deployer;, minimise the circumferential spacing between adjacent pinching rollers; correct
sizing of the springs that drive the pinching rollers; reduce deployment loads; and recoiling the
booms partway through deployment by some small distance to tighten the coil again.
It was also observed that the behaviour of long ()-shaped booms could be well defined by simple
Euler scaling laws from the analysis of the results of shorter samples.
Bistable composite booms
A new class of composite slit tubes that are bistable or semi-bistable over their whole length was
presented [Fernandez et al., 2014a]. The main novelty of the booms proposed, named the BOWL
and DUECAL booms, resides in the introduction of a variable fibre orientation along the boom
length that results in a tailored length-wise anisotropy of the bending stiffness of the laminate. The
long booms now naturally coil into compact spirals of varying stable radii engineered to fit and
conform to the available volume of the deployment mechanism. This was found to solved some of
the previous scalability problems encountered on bistable tubular structures, that hindered compact
designs when the diameter of the coiled packaged increased beyond a certain limit. Therefore, such
discovery enables the consideration of these deployable booms in very small form factor designs
and for ever larger sail concepts. A simple method to achieve this fibre orientation shift was to use
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braid fabrics as the surface plies of the laminate, so that the braid angle could be easily varied and
set during the new manufacturing process developed for these booms.
An analytical model based on previous work is used in combination with an experimental analysis
of multiple specimens to build a refined numerical model that can predict the bistable behaviour
of booms constructed with complex braided laminates. When compared with the short booms
manufactured, it appears that the model predicts well the secondary stable state for samples with
braid angles below ± 45◦. The natural coiling diameter estimate for higher braid angles, that would
correspond to the root area of a long BOWL/DUECAL boom, is however less accurate. It is likely
that the inextensional and purely elastic deformation assumptions used in the model becomes less
valid at these higher curvatures.
Boom Characterisation and Finite Element Models
The experimentally-derived material modelling approach used in the FE models built for the com-
posite booms was validated against the experimental and analytical results of the many short boom
samples constructed and analysed. The associated errors with respect to the analytically found
coiling radii are smaller than those for the experimental ones, though in general good agreement
was accomplished.
Giving the complexity of the geometric and contact modelling for the CuBe booms, no reliable
FE model was produced for these booms. However, it is believed that the best approach would
be to switch from a cross-section geometry modelling approach (shell model) to a beam model
with properties derived empirically from the test campaign. The majority of these properties have
already been determined, though the bending stiffness results gave abnormally high values, and
thus these values should not be included in the beam model until complementary tests are carried
out. The CuBe booms were not tested under the combined cantilevered tip loading configuration
(compression and shear), as the buckling experiments had suggested that the booms could not
carry the desired sail tensioning load with the sufficient factor of safety. In fact, only reliable sail
deployment up to 4 x 4 m2 were achieved with these booms.
A well-defined structural characterisation programme for slender flexible-shell structures was
presented in order to provide specific insight into the properties of the booms. The static and dy-
namic characterization of the CFRP booms demonstrated the complexity of modeling and testing
these slender open-section structures, which are very imperfection sensitive as well as dependent
on boundary conditions [Fernandez et al., 2014b]. It was found that future BOWL CFRP tape-
spring designers should either include similar values of the imperfections established herein or,
alternatively, utilise a knock-down factor of 4 in the critical load if similar size pristine structures
are considered for the buckling analysis. Nonetheless, reliable FEA models of the booms were
built and these were used to correlate with full-scale modal tests and gravity compensated boom
loading tests under flight-like conditions. It was found that reliable BOWL boom scalability predic-
tions are possible with these computational models, that could be included in future system level
designs/analyses of larger sails. A comparison of the pre and post buckling static and dynamic
response for the updated shell and beam models was also presented.
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Gossamer Deorbiter
A new concept for a gossamer sail-based deorbiter has been presented. This concept was developed
under an ESA project lead by this thesis author, and has served as one the main drivers and
funding sources for the research carried out during this PhD [Fernandez et al., 2014b]. The design
and qualification process of the system, coined the Gossamer Deorbiter, has been shown with the
purpose of assisting development efforts of similar programmes aimed at tackling the problem of
space debris in LEO using gossamer sails. The objective has been to give an overall picture of the
usefulness and needs of these gossamer structures, show some of the different analyses carried out
to established mission requirements, and present the system design, characterization of structural
components, and qualification testing process to comply with these requirements.
It was found that deorbiting under drag conditions using a gossamer sail is effective in raising
the ceiling altitude from which objects would naturally decay in 25 years. The addition of a large
gossamer sail can also decrease the risk of in-orbit debris generating collisions.
Preliminary analysis showed that the sail system is not expected to increase the ground casualty
risk of any mission. However, as this system does provide a parachute-like effect, future fragment-
ation analyses need to investigate whether there is any risk of the sail system providing enough
deceleration to allow the satellite to survive to the ground. As a safety measure, the booms are
not designed to withstand the structural loads at altitudes below 300 km. Also, the postbuckling
response of the booms for combined tip compression and shear loading was analysed. This evid-
enced the unstable response characterised by the formation of a fold, that would allow the sail
to “folded up” upon boom buckling, and thus significantly reduce the effective drag area, so as to
ensure complete disintegration of the host craft.
Sail impact tests determined that sail edge reinforcements are necessary to guarantee the integrity
of the critical sail corner area. Also that Kapton rip-stops taped to form a grid pattern can
effectively contain the propagation of tears and holes, though if an impact occurs close to the edge
of a rip-stop, the tear will tend to propagate along the border due to the large difference in stiffness
between the tape and the sail film.
Boom creep tests during storage revealed that the majority of the loss of stiffness as a result of
creep is recovered after 10 days in the deployed state, especially for the CFRP samples. Nonetheless,
it was recommended that for future buckling calculations a loss of bending stiffness of approximately
20% and 30% for the CFRP and CuBe booms, respectively, should be considered. Furthermore,
for the CuBe booms, the effect of creep-induced residual longitudinal curvature caused by stress
relaxation of the Kapton sheath’s adhesive, is expected to have a significantly larger effect in the
performance loss of the booms for very long stowage times. For the relatively short times evaluated,
the initial axial curvature produced an 18.4% reduction of the allowable limit load of the boom.
Deployment tests of a small-scale 1 x 1 m2 sail at temperature extremes and in vacuum was the
low-cost approach to partially ensure the correct functionality of the system under the approximate
environmental conditions to be expected in orbit. Full-scale functional testing of the 5 x 5 m2 sail
was challenging and revealed several problems that required redesign of several components, and
updating of ground support equipment and test procedures. Successful full-scale deployment tests
in ambient conditions followed environmental tests of the complete system in a stowed configuration.
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However, it is recognised that the final gravity off-loading solution used for the functional testing
campaign is somewhat flawed, and imposed sideways forces on the booms. In fact, every improve-
ment appeared to introduce further issues, and it should be accepted that achieving simple and
effective gravity off-loading for these highly-slender gossamer structures may not feasible. As a
result, the CuBe booms could not deploy the sail to full dimensions and the booms buckled at an
equivalent sail size of approximately 4.3 x 4.3 m2. The ability of the booms to deploy to full length
and tension the sail should therefore be assessed by determining the buckling load of the booms in
dedicated experiments, as was investigated during the boom testing campaign. Alternatively, full
sail deployments in a microgravity-like environment can be considered. The CFRP booms achieved
full length extension, though it was noted that the structures were loaded at their limits.
The scalability analysis showed that system performance in terms of mass saving with respect to
a chemical propulsion deorbiting option can be maintained, as the gossamer sail is scaled to achieve
more surface area demanding targets. This was shown for a specific use case (Vega’s AVUM upper
stage), selected as a strategic reference scenario, to show the applicability of the system in near-term
missions.
The Completely Stripped Solar Sail Concept
A 2.2 x 2.2 m2 proof of concept prototype for a novel scalable solar sail architecture in which the sail
membrane is entirely divided into strips has been presented [Fernandez et al., 2011a]. The concept
is enabled by the bistable nature of the new scalable composite booms proposed in this thesis
that allows multiple simple connection points of the sail film along the booms length, given the
minimal caging requirement of the supporting booms. These continuous attachments are produced
by elastic members that constraint the sideways and twist motions once the strips are tensioned.
The benefits that the concept has towards scalability of a sail with lightweight tape-spring booms
has been demonstrated by using a 5 x 5 m2 sail system with a four-quadrant sail suspension and
modifying it to include strips. A single set of strips located at the mid-point of the 3.6 m bistable
tape-springs has been shown to provide enough in-plane and torsional support to avoid the slender
booms from buckling as they normally would due to gravity [Fernandez et al., 2012]. This could be
thought as if the additional support provided by the sail strips was lowering the structural loading
of the supporting booms. Hence, the sail could leave its previously considered parasitic mass role
and enable overall lighter concepts like those that make use of open-section rollable tape-springs,
which would now be also more scalable.
Therefore, it is concluded that this new architecture enables the scalability of the lightweight
bistable tape-springs developed herein beyond the lengths tested and qualified through the Gos-
samer Deorbiter project (3.6 m), which could also potentially surpass the 7 m length threshold (for
100 m2 sails) computationally analysed in Chapter 9.
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11.2 Future Work
CubeSail: a nanosolar sail demonstration mission
CubeSail is currently facing the qualification process. Therefore, extensive testing will be carried
out to validate the cubesat’s structural design and sail payload proposed herein. This could lead to
new conclusions and results. In addition, once flight data is gathered by other team members, some
of the conclusions aforementioned will be contrasted and/or confirmed, and the designs validated.
Boom blossoming
It was shown that the the problem of blossoming of the coil package can hinder the scalability
of flexible thin-shell booms. Correct design of the boom deployer should undoubtedly consider
this phenomenon as an additional design parameter. More accurate friction models than the ones
utilised are required to shed some light into the problem. This will aid in the prediction of the
amount of unwinding that will occur during boom deployment, and even completely eliminate the
negative effect by design. Dedicated tests to establish the inter-windings frictions for the material
surfaces and the loading conditions presented herein seem very useful.
()-shaped booms
The finite element modelling of the ()-shaped metal booms could be explored further. As future
remaining options it is proposed that switching from ABAQUS/Standard to the ABAQUS/Explicit
solution solver may improve computational time for contact, though it requires much more attention
to obtain legitimate results. Intermediate methods for bonding the longitudinal edges that could
involve, e.g. spring elements with a “tunned” stiffness could also be investigated. However, as
previously explained, it is believed that the best approach would be to switch to a beam model
with properties derived empirically from the test campaign.
Once adequate and effective moments of area, Iyy and Izz, are redefined with complementary
bending tests similar to the ones proposed, but for a larger number of short boom samples, they
could be implemented on a beam FE model with the rest of the parameters derived herein. This
could be ultimately correlated with the test results of the boom characterisation campaign, as was
shown for the case of the CFRP booms.
In addition, no more analysis of the effect of creep-induced axial curvature on the buckling
strength of the boom was carried out other than the one shown to provide a knock-down factor
to the booms at hand. The phenomenon was only realised during the last period of the thesis
when I was working with the full-scale sails, and thus at that point there was more urgency to
achieve successful deployment tests than extensive research focused on e.g. what parameters affect
this type of creep, and how can their effects be minimised during design. This would be a good
in-depth research topic for future work.
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Parametric analysis of the bistable booms
The main design parameters of the bistable booms are the length, radius of curvature, subtended
angle of the cross section, wall-thickness, material’s modulii, and the braid angle of the outer plies.
One could use design sensitivity analysis techniques to determine sensitivities of responses with
respect to these specific design parameters. These techniques can be use for design studies with
ABAQUS or in conjunction with third party design optimisation tools.
To perform parametric studies of the different design parameters for the booms and other gos-
samer structures built from an assembling of them, the mathematical software Matlab could used
to generate a database of possible part properties and their distribution. Matlab can manage this
database and automatically created input files for ABAQUS to run the different structural analysis
jobs. Matlab would then be used again to automatically read the different output files generated by
Abaqus, and postprocess the results in order to illuminate which design elements have for example
the greatest impact on global buckling. Also, frequency response analysis could be used to study
the importance of different parameter in the scalability of the booms, as well to study the effect of
assuming different boundary conditions on the buckling strength of the boom.
Matlab could also be used in a similar way as an automatic job submission tool with feedback,
where jobs can be controlled using simple scripts. For example given a series of constraints on
the design parameters (required boom length), Matlab can be utilised to find the solution (design
to avoid buckling) that would best satisfy a given condition (minimal weight). Such optimisation
feature seems useful, but was not explored in this thesis. However, it should be readily implemented
in the Matlab scripts developed to generate the input files for the bistable boom parts.
The intention is to integrate these boom models in future high-fidelity thermo-structural analyses
of the complete sail system, that will also include the coupling response with the sail membranes.
Completely Stripped Solar Sail Concept
For the completely stripped solar sail concept there are a few lines of the research that are proposed.
In the first place, torsion and shear loading tests on the open-section CFRP booms with sail
attachments could be carried out to further study the beneficial effects of the tensioned strips and
the Y-shaped elastic elements in torsion and in-plane bending.
Secondly, the a proper boom-strip attachment design that complies with space requirements
should be produced. Manufacturing of Y-shaped elastic elements and integration on the CFRP
booms should be the next step in the development of the concept.
Thirdly, a detailed FEA of the concept with the use of the FE boom models developed, and the
addition of the strips could be produced. With this, a comparison study with the more traditional
four-quadrant option generally adopted could be made to evaluate the performance of the concept.
Lastly, a wrinkling study and an analysis to determine minimum stress requirements to avoid
excessive strip billowing under gravity, microgravity, and extreme temperature conditions seem
useful for defining acceptable tensioning loads for the strips. The assumption that a uniaxial tension
state in the strips can enable lower membrane stresses as proposed in [Greschik and Mikulas, 2002]
should be properly reevaluated using e.g. FEA.
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Appendix B
DGOSS Mission Requirements
Abbreviations
Verification is accomplished by the following methods:
• CA: Computational Analysis
• EX: Experimental Demonstration
• CA/EX: Due to limits of experimental technique and equipment availability, computer ana-
lysis will extend the experimental results to the full specified range.
• IN: Inspection (obvious features of the design or manufacturer’s specification of parts and
materials)
• NA: Not Applicable
Notes are made of the following conditions:
• EM: Applicable to DGOSS Engineering Model
• TBA: The specifics of the requirement are expected to be adjusted after future analysis
• TBA*: Not even a provisional value can be estimate until further analysis
• host req.: Implies a requirement for the host spacecraft
• host specific: Must be addressed for each specific host spacecraft
The following tables are taken from the Mission Requirements Document (MRD) produced for
the project: Deployable Gossamer Sail for Deorbiting; ESA Contract Number 4000103499/11/NL/US.
The tests shown in Chapter 9 were designed to verify experimentally and by inspection all of
the requirements listed in the tables below that are classified by EX and that are applicable to
the engineering model (EM). In the course of this, some of the ones categorised by IN will also be
verified.
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Req. Label Description EM Verify Notes
Functional and Design Requirements
DGOSS-MRD-F-10 DGOSS shall provide this delta-v in a sustained way
(not random).
x CA
DGOSS-MRD-F-20 DGOSS shall provide a delta-v to the host spacecraft
in order to deorbit or reorbit it.
x IN
DGOSS-MRD-F-30 The DGOSS shall use a deployable sail of 5mx 5m
to generate the delta-v.
x IN
DGOSS-MRD-F-40 DGOSS shall be able to exploit both atmospheric
drag and solar radiation pressure to generate the
delta-v with the same design.
x IN
DGOSS-MRD-F-50 DGOSS shall be able to use atmospheric drag aug-
mentation in altitudes below 800 km.
x CA
DGOSS-MRD-F-60 If the host s/c has attitude control, DGOSS shall be
able to operate as a solar sail at altitudes above 500
km
CA host
specific
DGOSS-MRD-F-70 The DGOSS shall be integrated with the host space-
craft during host s/c AIT.
IN host
req.
DGOSS-MRD-F-80 During launch and operational lifetime of the host
s/c DGOSS shall be stowed, avoiding obstruction of
the host s/c functionality.
x IN
DGOSS-MRD-F-90 DGOSS shall remain in stowed configuration until
deployment is triggered by electrical command from
the host s/c.
x EX
DGOSS-MRD-F-100 The deployment shall be a single-use mechanism. x IN
DGOSS-MRD-F-110 The enclosure door of the telescopic deployer shall
function as a lock that prevents premature deploy-
ment and unfolding. The door shall lock open and
be restrained from motion after deployment.
x EX
DGOSS-MRD-F-120 During and after DGOSS deployment, DGOSS shall
avoid any physical interference with host s/c append-
ages (S/A, antennae, etc).
x IN host
specific
DGOSS-MRD-F-130 DGOSS shall be able to use passive attitude stabil-
ization for drag sailing below 600 km.
x IN
DGOSS-MRD-F-140 When deployed, DGOSS shall augment visibility of
the host S/C from ground.
x IN
Table B.1: Functional and design requirements for DGOSS
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Req. Label Description EM Verify Notes
Performance Requirements
DGOSS-MRD-P-10 DGOSS with a 40m2 sail shall be capable of deorbit-
ing a 526 kg satellite from a 780 km circular orbit in
25 years.
x CA
DGOSS-MRD-P-20 DGOSS shall reduce the deorbitation system mass by
70% (3 kg target mass) compared to a system based
on chemical propulsion and the reference scenario.
x IN
DGOSS-MRD-P-40 The stowed system shall fit within a box volume of
16 cm x 16 cm x 27 cm.
x IN
DGOSS-MRD-P-50 Below an altitude of 600 km, DGOSS shall be able
to use passive attitude stabilization to achieve no less
than 90% of the optimal attitude drag force . This
requirement applies to the deorbiting phase after at-
titude stabilization has occurred.
x CA
DGOSS-MRD-P-60 In sun sailing mode the sail shall have an effectiveness
of 80% compared to full specular reflectivity.
NA
DGOSS-MRD-P-90 DGOSS shall be able to deploy and stabilize the at-
titude of a spacecraft that is initially tumbling. A
limit on the tumbling rates for the reference scenario
and a time limit on the attitude stabilization phase
are to be determined (TBD)
x CA TBD
Table B.2: Performance requirements for DGOSS
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Req. Label Description EM Verify Notes
Host Interface Requirements
DGOSS-MRD-I-10 There shall be a mechanical interface with host s/c
requiring a flat footprint of 14cmx 14cm, or a re-
cessed box volume corresponding to the dimensions
of the deployer.
NA host
req.
DGOSS-MRD-I-20 The line between the deployed sail centre and the
host s/c centre of mass shall be aligned with the axis
of the deployer to within 5 degrees. This provides a
limit on the torque transmitted through the DGOSS
structure.
NA host
req. &
host
specific
DGOSS-MRD-I-30 An electrical interface with the host s/c shall trans-
mit the signal and power required for deployment and
power for any status sensors.
x IN host
req. &
host
specific
DGOSS-MRD-I-40 The power use for the deployer electronics shall not
exceed 10W whilst any of the following actions are
taking place: lock release, telescopic extension, sail
deployment.
x IN
DGOSS-MRD-I-42 TThe power use for the deployer electronics shall not
exceed 0.5W under conditions besides lock release,
telescopic deployment, and sail deployment.
x IN
DGOSS-MRD-I-44 When the power use will exceed 0.5 W, the duration
shall be no longer than 20s.
x IN
DGOSS-MRD-I-50 DGOSS system shall require no power from the
host s/c after deployment to operate as a deorbiting
device.
NA
DGOSS-MRD-I-70 Whether stowed or deployed, the DGOSS system
shall have a conductive interface between the DGOSS
base and the host spacecraft with a resistance of no
less than 0.05 K/W, exclusive of electrical connec-
tions. The average temperature of the base of the
DGOSS shall not at any time exceed the range of -20
to 60◦C, except in the event that the host craft has
itself exceeded these limits.
NA host
req. &
host
specific
DGOSS-MRD-I-80 The deployed DGOSS system shall occupy less than
40% of the field of view of the host spacecraft with
an average temperature not exceeding the range of
-120 to 120◦C.
CA
DGOSS-MRD-I-100 The degree to which DGOSS will block host s/c solar
panels shall be predictable.
CA
Table B.3: Host interface requirements for DGOSS
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Req. Label Description EM Verify Notes
Environmental Requirements
DGOSS-MRD-E-10 DGOSS shall be able to withstand thermal vacuum
conditions from 300 km to 36100 km altitude for 15
years in stowed condition and 25 years in a deployed
state without loss of functionality.
x CA
or
EX,
IN
DGOSS-MRD-E-20 DGOSS shall be able to withstand radiation condi-
tions up to 36100 km altitude for 15 years in stowed
condition and 25 years in a deployed state without
loss of functionality.
IN
DGOSS-MRD-E-30 DGOSS shall withstand static and dynamic loads
stemming from launch campaign (transport and
launch itself) without loss of functionality.
x CA
or
EX
DGOSS-MRD-E-40 During its operational lifetime and within its opera-
tional altitudes, DGOSS shall be tolerant to micro
meteorite impacts with an effectiveness loss of no
more than 33% (3-sigma).
x EX
DGOSS-MRD-E-50 Interior electronic and mechanical components of
DGOSS shall remain operable after withstanding
thermal cycling over the course of bus operations to
limits of at least -40 to 80◦.
x CA,
IN
DGOSS-MRD-E-60 Exterior components, defined as the outer shell of the
telescopic deployer shall be capable of withstanding
thermal cycling over the course of bus operations to
limits of at least -80 to 100◦.
x CA,
IN
DGOSS-MRD-E-70 Deployment shall not be compromised by thermal
conditions at any point in the orbit and any attitude
of the spacecraft.
x CA,
EX
DGOSS-MRD-E-80 After deployment, all non-electrical components of
DGOSS shall withstand a temperature range of -120
to 200◦C without loss of function.
x CA,
IN
DGOSS-MRD-E-90 The DGOSS should not interfere with the host space-
craft either by conducted or radiated emissions that
will have a detrimental effect on the spacecraft sys-
tem performance.
DGOSS-MRD-E-100 The DGOSS shall be immune to electromagnetic in-
terference from the launch vehicle while powered off.
DGOSS-MRD-E-110 DGOSS shall be immune to electromagnetic interfer-
ence from the host satellite.
Table B.4: Environmental requirements for DGOSS
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Req. Label Description EM Verify Notes
Structural Requirements
DGOSS-MRD-S-10 DGOSS booms shall not exhibit permanent deflec-
tion in excess of 1 cm per m of length over the stor-
age, integration, launch, and s/c operations phases.
x CA
or
EX
DGOSS-MRD-S-20 DGOSS booms shall not buckle or otherwise fail due
to spacecraft tumbling in the deployment phase. The
amount of tumbling is limited by DGOSS-MRD-P-90
x CA
or
EX
DGOSS-MRD-S-30 DGOSS booms shall not buckle or otherwise fail due
to the static or dynamic drag loads in a 300 km cir-
cular orbit. The maximum static load is 2.5 mN/m2
at this altitude.
x EX
DGOSS-MRD-S-40 DGOSS booms and sail connection points shall not
disconnect or fragment due to the static or dynamic
drag loads in a 200 km circular orbit and above. This
maximum static load is taken to be 24 mN/m2.
x EX
DGOSS-MRD-S-50 During the breakup phase, the DGOSS booms and
sail connections shall disconnect from the spacecraft
at a static load level between those due to drag at 200
and 85 km. This shall occur spontaneously through
the structural design and aerodynamic loads, and not
require any trigger or functioning s/c systems.
x EX
DGOSS-MRD-S-60 The telescopic deployer shall remain fully extended
under the loads induced by sail deployment and
spacecraft tumbling in the deployment phase.
x EX
DGOSS-MRD-S-70 The sail shall have rip stops that prevent the holes
being generated due to micrometeorites impacts from
propagating. The spacing of these will be determined
as a part of sail packaging tests.
x IN
Table B.5: Structural requirements for DGOSS
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Req. Label Description EM Verify Notes
Reliability and Risk Requirements
DGOSS-MRD-R-10 The DGOSS system shall remain operational after
15 years in its stowed configuration during s/c oper-
ations.
NA
DGOSS-MRD-R-20 The overall reliability of the complete DGOSS system
with all of its mechanisms shall be 98%.
NA
DGOSS-MRD-R-40 DGOSS shall not increase the casualty risk at re-
entry of the overall s/c by more than 5% of the risk
of the s/c alone. This requirement is applicable for
stowed as well as deployed configuration.
x CA host
specific
DGOSS-MRD-R-45 Re-entry and demise of sail parts shall occurs within
7 days of their disconnection from the s/c.
x CA
DGOSS-MRD-R-50 For the reference scenario, DGOSS shall reduce the
risk of debrisgenerating collision. The risk of debris-
generating collision when using the Gossamer Deor-
biter shall be less than 20% of the unassisted deor-
biting scenario.
x CA
Table B.6: Reliability and Risk requirements for DGOSS
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Appendix C
Sail Deployment System controller
Figure C.1: Simulink model of the SDS controller.
The two functions for the two blocks seen above are presented below:
function [count,speed,onoff, dir] = fcn1(threshold, encoder,rotation,midspeed, stop,speedF, speedS,
enable, direction)
% This block supports an embeddable subset of the MATLAB language.
% See the help menu for details.
persistent state
persistent counts
if isempty (state)
state = 1;
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end
if isempty(counts)
counts = 0;
end
if (encoder = state)
counts = counts + 1;
end
state = encoder;
if encoder <= midspeed
speed = speedS*370*5/10100;
dir = direction;
elseif encoder <= rotation
speed = speedF*370*5/10100;
dir = direction;
elseif encoder <= rotation + threshold
speed = speedF*370*5/10100;
dir = 5;
elseif encoder <= rotation + 4*threshold
speed = speedF*370*5/10100;
dir = direction;
else
speed = speedS*370*5/10100;
dir = direction;
end
if encoder >= stop + 2*threshold
onoff = 0;
else
onoff = enable;
end
count = counts;
function [newcount,newpulse,cursense] = fcn2(oldcount, tin,newchange,oldpulse,curIn)
% This block supports an embeddable subset of the MATLAB language.
% See the help menu for details.
threshold = 3.0; % i.e. 2.0 V, sort of arbitrary since 2.4V is +1
t0 = 0.1; % in sec
if tin < t0
oldcount = 0;
oldpulse = 0;
newcount = 0;
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newpulse = 0;
elseif newchange > threshold
newpulse = 1
if (oldpulse == 0)
newcount = oldcount + 1;
else
newcount = oldcount;
end;
else
newpulse = 0;
newcount = oldcount;
end;
cursense = (curIn - 2.5)*12.5/2.5;
if encoder >= stop + 2*threshold
onoff = 0;
else
onoff = enable;
end
count = counts;
